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Notes ill

PP. LL. CC. VV.

158 At noon-tide we are like the night-owl, we resemble t/ie screech-owl

cf.
Deut. 14, 16; Lev. 11,17. 18. Observe that in v. 11 other animals

are compared. Cf. Cheyne, Expositor, May 1899.

160, 3 (60, 5) M D"1

]l»n. Parallelism requires W&V pttn (17,12).

ifl 1X2" D^J ^n. Rather Nil"1 D"U bnjj (Gen. 35 ,11). 5

164,32 (66, iff.) "The passages [66, 1-4. 5.17. i8a (23 f.)]
can only have reference to

the Samaritans" (Dillmann-Kittel). KoNIG (op. cit., p. 201) dis-

putes this; also GRESSMANN (op. cit., p. 25).

165,46 ( 11) PI in \])\\> 50,11; 80,14 i s corrupt. "There may indeed have been a

(late) Heb. word W small creatures; cf. Talm. H a mite (in lentils\ 10

Ass. zizanu 'an animal like a locust' (DEL. Assyr. Diet., p. 252
s
).

But this word is too mean to be genuine here" (Cheyne, Psalms 2
,

on \\) 50, 1 1). Read '•XP in
\\> 50; yy0 in vp 80, 14.

13) itt D^ttfWm. Read certainly W\bv 2"Q1. C^ 54,13; H'H' 37, If
; 72 ,7-

'69, 30 (35, 9) itt ni'n f^&, and mbr- Read probably pNH rvn and ni^yn, that 15

is, A'o "wild beast will come up thither. KX»n in the gloss is there-

fore natural.

I 7°, 53 (63, 18) ill ftnp oy WV nyxo
1

?. KoNIG (op. cit., p. 200' thinks the short space
is the time of the Exile. Sellin (Serubbabel, p. 83; thinks -lyxn

1

?

proves that a date as late as Artaxerxes Ochus is impossible. Be- 20

fore reading this, I had studied the passage \uth a view to its

emendation, and arrived at this result. Read:— D'ycn 1D13T neb

*]V)irtyn Why do the ungodly trample Thy dwelling-place- Ges.-

Buhl 1^ 476
13

, cyan nys vxh.
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Notes ill

PP. LL. CC. RR.

131,44(42,15) ill With. Oort, Duhm, Kittel, W^b. But though Saad. takes

D^S in 23,13 to mean desert places, ni'sb is more probable. D"1

and fil are easily confounded. Dry places is the sense required here.

138.14 (44,14) [According to the emendations suggested on p. 137, 11. 52m the

Hebrew text of v. 14 must be restored as follows: — 5

-^•©»s&~— P° ybxi «nm>n <n>na',,

i
a —««3*©-^-

ny 'xjMif* \b-\v new <•?>« yea n<<vy> ^ rnsi>
a

C/: above, p. 179, 1. 4.]

140,30 (45,14) Compare Orientalistisclic LiteraturZeitung, 2,136 (May '99).

49 ( 17) iH iy
,
oblj> nj>. The two 1J? are suspicious. (D ewe; tou aiwvoc. 10

Read Cttblj; 1JJ.

142,38(47, 9) iH D»n2. Krochmal and Ges.-Buhl^ (j. v. oh) D'&n = D"tti<n

twins.

145,24 (49, 8) See above, p. 200, 1. 46.

147.46 (51,14) The text is not quite hopeless. It has been expanded by an edit- 15

or, as Duhm rightly suspects. Taking hints (based on 05) both

from DUHM and from KLOSTERMANN, I would read in v. 14:
-

nanajv xb) -\m) xb yvvr nno"1

Thy deliverance will hasten, it will not tarry, nor will it linger.

nonon" xb became {a) nils'1

xb, and (b) nnsn 1

?. ins" xb\ was misread 20

as -lorr xb\

148.15 ( 20) ill -i03» Nina. RUBEN (Jewish Quarterly Review, April 1899, p.

439) *H3K H3 (from v. 22).

149,10 (52,13) For 52,13m cf. above, p. 199, 1. 36 ff.

l S°^3 I (53. 9) & Vfib3. Ges.-Buhl^ (s. v. m_0) iinlB 1V3i his house 0/ death. The 25

passage, however, requires a more radical solution of the textual

problems. Read, perhaps:
—

wv-i>ra> cyt&te' nx «on>H
i

i°n<3>»3 .n>vjM!Vv nxi

//"<? <made atonementfor the ^rebellious with his <strip&, 30
Andfor the <wicked> with his 'wound'.

The by at the beginning of the following line must then be render-

ed because, as in AV, not although.

47 ( 10) ill n^n dn ,!
?rin. Bertholet {Zu Jesaja jj, p. 22), 10c nx ^nn

/<? <r<2Z/.r£ //z> «<s:;;/^ /# shine. 35

151.16 ( I2C
)

ill jnE>\ An unexpected verb (see v. 6). Read probably ISD"1 he

atotted.

5 Jeatafl.

153.47 (56, 1) Here begins in the Heb. text the so-called Trito-Isaiah. That the 40

phrase is a misnomer, has been shown, after the present writer,

by Gressmann, Uber die in Jes. c.j6-66 vorausgesetzten Verhdlt-

nisse (Gottingen, 1898), who might however have argued more

forcibly and with more abundant evidence both for the non-unity,

and for the post-Exilic date. Konig {The Exiles Book of Con- 45

solation, 1899, pp. 195-205) seeks to answer GRESSMANN.

156,14(58, 4) M *flMI3. Against the rendering with the fist see Ges.-Buhl^,

p. 9
b

. But the reading is wrong. Correct certainly 'rv3*l<n>3 with

insults; cf. Job 16, 10.

158,28 (59,10) ill DYU23 D^fitMO r)C03 D"-inS3 ttbtJO. The study of y 39,12 and 50

\\i 58,8, where bold reconstructions introducing the owl appear to

me necessary and certain, -has led me to correct this passage
thus: - <i3»>»<n n>b»<ar6v syc^o cinss iib«M3i>

Is- 26
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Notes M

PP. LL. CC. VV.

127 in the Psalter; nor can the tendency represented by Sellin,

Kittel, and Bertholet be a permanent one. Neither Is. 53 nor

uj 22 can refer to any other personality but the complex, imagined

personality of the association of zealous worshipers of Jhvh.

Sellin, however, has more to communicate than a doubtful 5

though brilliantly defended theory respectingZerubbabel. His theory
of Is. 40-55 deserves careful consideration. The Prophecy of Con-

solation {Comfort ye, comfort ye my people) was written, he thinks,

after the overthrow of Zerubbabel, and the passages which have

been thought to plead irresistibly for an earlier origin at Babylon, 10

are quotations. The author of Is. 40-55 began his career, in fact,

by prophesying, at Babylon, the wonderful successes of Cyrus. The
contents of these prophecies are the former things (niatfN"!) which

are again referred to, and the new tilings (nltshn), which are con-

trasted with those, are the glorification of Israel through Zerub- 15

babel. The prophecies of these new things should still be ful-

filled, not as the author had hoped, but in and through his violent

death (lin his cross is read in Is. 53,9), which was a true martyr-

dom. Compare Tertullian's saying, Semen est sanguis Christia-

noruni. 20

The following passages in cc. 40-48 are, according to SELLIN, cer-

tainly Babylonian:
—

40, 18-20541, 2-4. 6-8(17-20?). 25542, 14-16;

43,1-8.14; 44, 9-1 1. 26-28:45, 1-13546, 1. 2. 6-8. iob . 11 548, 14 (2of.?).

To examine these passages anew, would take too long. Whether
Sellin has adequately realized the corruptness of many passages 25

of Is. 40-66, is to the present writer doubtful. There is also an

important section on cc. 63-66. The destruction of the Temple
spoken of is an event which occurred in the time of the Messiah

Zerubbabel. Here, too, it is doubtful whether Sellin has always

gone deep enough in his corrections of the text.* 30

52 (40, 2) ifl ntOS, is specially doubtful. The parallel passages Job 7,1;

14,14 (N2S time of hardship!) are suspicious. For PJtpS read cer-

tainly FI3XS"; cf. 14,3. So, too, correct in Job7,i; 14,14- Read
Is. 40,2

b - c thus: —
ami* <iv3tpn> "o a»a*» n^B>n> »a 35

iTnxtsn hvi wsh*vi> mrr to rmpb »a

That He has brought her anguish to an end,

Caused her servile toil to cease,

That she has receivedfrom fHVH's hand

+Full* retribution for all her sins. 4°

ill D^B3 is very suspicious. The usual interpretation requires WBD

(Jer. 16,18). Cf Is. 14,3.4.

129,50 (41, 2) ill p^-ix seems to be dittogram of mr.

130, 6 ( 4) 05 read tfiO nrno RK*1}>; nm comes from a dittographed tftn.

Metre and sense gain. 45

I3 1 .36 (42, 6) ill DJ? nna^. Read n<*&y rwl'NSrv
1

? as a glory of the peoples; so, too,

49,8. Many cases of such shriveled-up words exist.

-#§-©»sho«

* A word of praise may also perhaps be permitted to the progressive spirit of

Prof. Geo. A. Smith's article Isaiah in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, vol. 2

(1899). On all the above works, and also on Ley's dissertation on the Servant of

Jhvh (with metrical analysis) in Tkeol. Studien und Kritiken, '99, pp. 164 ft*. see

Konig, The Exiles' Book of Consolatio?i, translated by Rev. J. A. Selbie (Edinburgh,
1899).
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Notes M
PP. LL. CC. VV.

I2i from Gomorrah. Twice, says Ges.-Buhl^, plur. TWcnm has a sing.

verb. Very suspicious.

4 3eataP.
5

124,32 (14,3.4) Verse 3 alludes to 40,2 (sec p. 200, 1. 33), and to the first line of

the Ode. In 4
b read: iM&Jffc »n»8te3 M'""!' rot? yx /fow has the ra-

ging ceased! *How* dost thou draw breath +again* after service!

The repetition of nat? in ill is unpleasing. Similar repetitions are

often due to scribal errors. IO

47 ( 12) ill ing p bb*r}. Applying a key which has often been successful

elsewhere, correct : Din p ^n» thou famous one, child of the sun.

Similarly in Job 3,10; "41, 9 read Din ^J?B}?, eyelids of the sun, and

in \y 139,9 Din ""BID. Note the Arabic parallels for intP ""B^SJ? quot-

ed by Gesenius, Thes., s. v. D^ys?, which really favor Din. A 15

Hebrew Aurora-myth thus disappears.

127,32 (40-55) Sellin's Serubbabel, ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der messianischen

Erwartung und der Entstehung des Judenthums (Leipzig, 1898)

has such a wide range that it is impossible to do it justice in a

brief notice. It is also full of criticisms of all the chief books 20

which have recently appeared on the rise of early Judaism, and

in particular on Isaiah. These criticisms have the best justifica-

tion, viz. that their author not only pulls down, but seeks to build

up again. His main idea is one which appeals strongly to the

present writer, who in a recent work (Jewish Religious Life after 25

the Exile, pp. 14-16; cf. above, p. 127, 1.47)* dwelt much on the

importance of Zerubbabel for the Jewish Messianic hope, and

connected his sudden disappearance with a charge of high treason.

But that the Songs on the Servant of Jhvh could be supposed to

refer to Zerubbabel was and is a surprise to the present writer. 30

KlTTEL also {Zur Theologic des Alten Test., Leipzig, 1899)

favors this view. He holds that the Songs referred to originally

formed an independent poem, the hero of which is, not Israel or

any section of Israel personified, but an individual, whom the

Messianic hope glorified for a moment, viz. Zerubbabel.** 35

Nor do surprises cease. Bertholet (Zu Jes. jj; ein Er-

kldrungsversuch, Freiburg i. B. 1899), while rejecting Sellin's

explanation of Is. 53, which is specially inconsistent with the lan-

guage of v. 2, cannot help looking further for a personality to

whom this strongly individualistic passage (or part of it) may apply 40

and he finds him in the martyr Eleazar (2 Mace. 6, 18-31). It is

true, as has just been hinted, Bertholet cannot affirm that the

whole of the Song can have been applied to Eleazar. He con-

siders Is. 52, 13
—

53, 12 to be made up of two small poems of differ-

ent origin: (a) 52,13-15; 53,n
b
-i2, in which the typical teacher 45

of the Law is glorified, and (b) 53,i-n
a

,
which refers to the mar-

tyr Eleazar. The text of the Song is also carefully corrected.

None of these attempts satisfy the present writer. The movement
toward an individualistic historical explanation is, he thinks, the

fruit of illusion. An analogous movement has perhaps had its day 5°
^©»BH<»

* German translation by H. Stocks (Giessen, 1899).
**

[Cf. the Notes on \pip no and 132 in the Johns Hopkins University Circulars,

July '94, p. no. — P. 11.]
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a&/« in 2 3eata0.
PP. LL. CC. VV.

H4> 9 (37.38) "pD3. Meinhold, op. cit., p. 72, asks whether ax or ax in the

Greek forms (Aaapax, Aaapax, &c.) may not possibly be correct,

and point to Aku, the Sumerian name of the Moon-god (cf. Jensen, 5

Kosmologie, p. 100). The answer, I think, is that late writers were

not likely to choose unfamiliar names (i"pDJi seems to be a late

insertion), and that the only familiar name compounded with Aku
was Eri-Aku or *]V1K. Kohler (ZA 4,50) is right in denying that

Shadrach and Meshach in Daniel have anything to do with Aku. 10

Compare articles on these names to appear in the work mention-

ed above, p. 197, 1. 5.

53 [Compare Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arc/urology, vol. 21, p. 174.
— P. H.]

115,13 ( 36) Meinhold (pp. tit., pp. 33-45; see above, p. 112, 1. 53), in showing
the extreme uncertainty of the statement respecting the plague, 15

even when reduced to smaller proportions, accidentally omits to

refer to Intr. Is. (1895), pp. 232-234. As regards the plague, M. thinks

that "all interpreters since Jerome" have been in error in confirm-

ing Is. 37,36 by a reference to Herod. 2,141, and points out that

Herodotus quite misunderstands the meaning of the sculptured 20

mouse which he saw. Meinhold doubts also whether we can

refer either to the narrative in 1 Sam. 5,6 or to the Greek Zuiv-

GeOc; in support of the view that the mouse was a symbol of pesti-

lence. He remarks in conclusion that Isaiah's words in 17,14 niay

very possibly have promoted the formation of the legendary state- 25

ment that the Assyrians were cut off in a single night (37,36).

My own silence on the narrative in 1 Sam. 5,6 and on AttoMuiv

Xuiv8io<; was intended as the most decisive way of stating that

arguments based on these were antiquated, partly through Kloster-

MANN's Samuel, but still more, of course, through Lang's essay, 30
Custom and Alyth, pp. 103-120, referred to in Intr. Is., p. 233.

The argument in the latter work may for some students be the

stronger through being more condensed than that in Meinhold's

work. Compare the Notes on Isaiah, in The Polychrome Bible,

p. 165, 11. 3-5. Meinhold's details are thoroughly accurate. 35

116,13 ( 27) itt nftp \je£ nonwi (2 Kings, nsnch). Meinhold (pp. tit., p. 86),

D'Hp nBltP niO'Wl. Can we combine two competing readings thus?

That neither noil? nor HBIttf is correct, seems to me clear. Instead

of reading D^BCI, I would take the following course. I suspect

both readings to be corrupt expansions of XttH (dittographed): 40

nttlty arose first; N and tt can be and are confounded. The final

n seems to have grown out of
1,
which should be prefixed to ,

3E>^.

Omit therefore and hills in our English Transl. (p. 51, 1. 22), and

read dike* blades on the tops of the houses, But thou art full &c.

3 3eota0.
45

119, 52 (15, 4) For ill W"P read, with Duhm and Marti, ijfi;, 3 pi. perf.

120,13 ( 7) itt Drnj?S. Rather nrn<33> or nrnto> their property (Jud. 18,21).

16 ( 8) itt d^k 1K3. Marti, following Perles (cf Dillm.-Kittel), prefers

D^fcOlO in Erelaim (or Arielaini). 50

121, 6 (16, 8) The restoration "noD (vine-blossom) is also required in Hab. 3,17,

b3B>N nt?j> xb "inODI and though the vine-blossom produces no grape-

cluster, and in Deut. 32,32, mbJJO D11DD1 and their vine-blossom is
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109 grape, when the blossom is over, and the berry begins to ripen into

the grape, he will cut off &c. At the end, omit Win, a corrupt

dittogram. pin, Nu. 6,4 {cf. Paterson). Much confusion of letters

and dittography. ns nn3=D',ii,nn misplaced.
l

?D = n[^]
1

7. Com-

pare Grapes in Black's E7icyclopa-dia Biblica. 5

1 10,44 ( 1
, 6) Makti sees that nntt is a doubtful word; he regards the clause as

a gloss from
ijj 38,4.8.

111, 7 ( 12m) Well restored by Marti, who omits metrical superfluities, and

compares HAUPT's similar attempt, referred to above, p. 109, 1. 41.

31 ( 20) For ill 1*?3Nn 3"in read lbotffl' •D
, ,

in> carob-pods shall ye eat (the 10

Kepdna of the Prodigal Son, Luke 15,16). Cf. Wayyiqrd rab.,35.

Similarly in 2 K. 6,25, D'BHy Ittrl, D'OTin 13; and in 2 K. 18,27 (=
Is. 36,12) DrTOI-in, QXan. Cf. above p. i82a

,
1. 36. The ass's head

and the dove's dung will not be missed. See Expositor, July '99,

PP. 32-35- 15

112,3 (22,2ff.) Another attempt is here made to grapple with the textual problems.
I would suggest the following corrections:—

nr>ty nnp <nv»vr6 >Sjm? '7»ri<»tyn 22,2*

>w>« <mn>i? niv v»>-p "p,sP "?3 3

Di2/> \p » nDinoi nttino qv *a 5 20

"i<jw>n bx <itsw< nw« ,i3a !?3i nips

d^bhs » as-fl nfi^« nwj nrjn 6

V-jyia- in3fi«3> p» my vpi
rnjw« vbsw D^iBiTi 33i v>Snnn>

It will be noticed that v. 3
a and v. 3

b are here taken as rival read- 25

ings; v. 3
a

is the more correct, except in ntrpft. In v. 5 n313tt1 is

a corrupt dittogram. The stimulus to this attempt at restoration

was given by Winckler's remarkable essay, Altorient. Eorsch.,

Sec. Ser., 2,253-259 (dated Oct. '98). WlNCKLER omits v. 4 as

the interpolation of an editor who supposed the composition to 30
refer to a siege of Jerusalem by the Assyrians; in reality, however,
the reference was to a siege of Sippar in Babylonia by Khalludus,

king of Elam, in B. C. 694. I prefer, however, to return to my
former view that v. 6 is an interpolation, or rather to regard vv.

5
b
-7

a
(first two words) as a later insertion. These catalogues of 35

names are not in Isaiah's style. "ilttfX Haa *?31 "lIpB is suggested by
Ezek. 23,23, where I suspect that

JJIpl JWi, or rather J>1t?1 jnpl, is

corrupt, and that the following words, TitPN "Oa ^3, are a correction.

I accept Winckler's statement as to the earliest possible date of

such a reference to Pekod; also his cogent argument as to Kor, the 40

Kupec; of Arrian ; but I do not follow him in adopting d*jn instead

of anx in v. 6, and I doubt his correction of jm? into nit?, i. e. Sat/,

the name of a people in the direction of Elam. In v. 6 DlX may
be simply a corruption of a dittographed Dttn[s]. That mtOS rtwi,
as well as "OIK, in v. 5 is an interpolation, has been pointed out by 45

WlNCKLER.

33 ( 8) ill "IJJTJ JV3 ptSO bx is most suspicious. © is not so remote from

the truth: d<; xouq eK\eKTOu<; oiKouq t?|<; TroXewq. The clause in

v. 8b corresponds to v. ioa
; there is repetition: ill "ijrn comes from

IT; ill U»bt& from ubtif. Read: DbttTT Tin nx IBDfll and thou didst 50
count the houses ofJerusalem, See Cheyne, Expository Times, 10

(1899), P- 33 1 (on passages with pBO).
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95,53 (10,13) ill D'OCV V3N3 TIM. <5's suggestion of D^iy may be right, but I

am more disposed, following numerous analogies, to correct T3N

into 'Tia, and to supplement in accordance with Is. 45 ,
2. The

sense at any rate is suitable. Read therefore perhaps:
—

bv\1 WIS p>1°KJ 5

And I shattered bars of iron,

And doors of bronze broke I in pieces.

Cf 45,2; vji 107, 16. "mat? may have become corrected into D^at&V;

somewhat less obviously, pN into T11N. [Instead of pNI we should 10

perhaps, following Masoretic usage, point pINI, anc^ P- I2
> H-7-I2,

TDS'V, TTttV instead of VD4M', WIK* (^ p. 95, 1. 46); so, too,

p. 67, 1. 35 (c. 63, v. 6) TTK*}*; see GES.-KAUTZSCH §§ 53, n; 72, aa,

Oxford Translation, p. 150 below and p. 209, 1. 3].

96,24 ( iS) ill DDi Db»3. Halevy emends, DD3 DD'OS = yp p^aa {Revue scmiti- 15

que, 1898, 382). Certainly DDtt might come from p"
1* ("3

= 0; cf.

above, p. 195, 1. 4); but if this be so, p^ itself must be corrected

into JMXM thorns (see note on pS"}, 1,31, p. 91, 1. 46).

43 ( 32) Read: °
]VXVK3. in 11 s

^Bi"
1

ibj^' Q n^n^K n>y(a<J>3) On the hill of God
he takes his stand, shaking his hand against the mount of Zio?is 20

people, ill 3ia ny = nyaj ;
ilt Dvn = dm^n. t (of ill nj?) = n. nyaa

DbtSNT, at the end of this verse, should be trn^K njni; this was a

marginal correction of ill 333 DVn TiJ?. The existence of a city

called Nob near Jerusalem is problematical. I shall return to the

questions connected with Nob elsewhere. 25

97,26 (11, 11) ill nttno. Almost if not quite certainly read DTDO. The names

go in pairs; therefore Cornill's identification of non with NnonN
= Ecbatana is unsuitable.

38 ( 15) iH imi 0$3. Read D'Hp mm with an east wind. See Ex. 14,21.

The error is one of a class largely represented. 30
io7, 1 7 (33, 14) -H "N^- Read perhaps "VJM'

1 will ?-ebuke, or quell.

19 ( 17) ill VSca T^tt and D^niO px, in the following line, are certainly

wrong. The variations of commentators might of themselves sug-

gest this. See Cheyne's article on this passage, Expository Times,

Dec. 1898, p. 141. Read:— 35

spry nymn^ bb>i?

^•"'la-noO »vy> nvxm
77^ Perfection of Beauty thine eyes will behold;

They will see the city of thy choice treasures.

It is Jerusalem which is referred to; ip 48 , 3 . 1 3 ff. is strikingly 40

parallel. n^B 11 in vp 45 , 3 also is corrupt. For the first line cf.

ijj 50,2 (Lam. 2,15). Marti assents to this view.

108,7 (22,i5
b
) ill m by 1CX. 1»« should perhaps be 1&; cf.

Klostermann on

1 Kings 4, 5.6, and note that pa should be ]3b (Cheyne, The

Priesthood of David's Sons in Expositor, June, 1899). 45

109,19 (18,4.5) The text has been smoothed by an editor, but the improbabilities

are not inconsiderable. Read probably:
—

* * * * * * ^« HIT ION .13 »3

D'asin wbyb) Q'aK nixing dvdo> .ib-oki no«g»«
nxa STiT ^>i3i iD3i nis nns <]sin> ^b

1

? »a 50

T^r thus said Jhvh to me, * * * * 7 70/// be still and look out,

like the vine-dresser, for the appearance of the fresh growths and

for the coming up of tfie young *sour* grapes. Before the young
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85 presents a piece of an independent prophecy inserted by the

Redactor.

86, 1 ( 6, 4) ill D'SDn nitsx. Read D"£Dn *}"]* (n
=

"i,
o= ,

i) the bases of the

thresholds (Job 38,6).

88,53 ( 9, 2 )
-il O"7) ^ ^an lias taken the place of T»m 77/;/ compassion; am 5

was miswritten ion, and this was confounded with [n'rjlin.

ill nriDton is a corruption of "pon 77/j' loving-kindness. So we

must translate: —
Thou hast multiplied 'Thy compassion,
Thou hast increased 'Thy loving-kindness>. 10

89,25 ( 5) MARTI, I think, misunderstands this. Perpetual father is rather

strange (n??), and forms a poor parallel to prince of welfare.

lirrax would not be used here in its original meaning but would

mean glorious father {chief). my^X would also be possible.

90,18 (17, 2) ill "U^y ny. Cities of Aroer, — an old puzzle. Read perhaps ny 15

<1B>"i<N> cities of Arpad. This suits the political horizon of Isaiah.

( 5) ill D\XS1. Read perhaps Dn&X Ephraim. (5 oxepeql; read ore-

pewv = D^nx.

27 ( ioa
)
A gloss, first recognized by Marti. Observe the phraseological

points of contact with Deuteronomy and the Psalms. Accepting 20

this view, it becomes easier to arrange a stanza with eight lines.

48 ( 1 1) ill tttox 2x21 n^m Di-a vsp 13. Read: — ^ax-i r\b<r\z> ova ApTO* -iax>

•pxt^D, thy grapc-gatlieri?ig perishes [shall perish] in the day of
sudden terror, and thy young plants at the crash *of ruin*. Simi-

larly in Jer. 17,6 B'UX DV should be ]1XW DV; P13X applied to a day 25

is unnatural. Also in vp 73, 5, for "ife-VX I013K "?»J?3, read Ife'w pxtt> nva.

91 ,33 (i,29ff.) Marti regards vv. 29-31 as all post-Exilic (^.440 B. C), and relat-

ing to the early Samaritans. — For ill PT\))} I now read "tt3fifurnace;
see Expository Times, Sept. '99.

94,33 (14,28) I should now group this passage (14,28-32) with the song in c. 14, 30

4
b -2i. In both passages Sennacherib's death is referred to; both

are post-Exilic compositions. The Assyrian king's fate is prophetic,
to the writer, of a still future catastrophe. I would propose the

following corrections :
—
•j«aV> rwbz »n&BV' f?x 29

a
35

o^n *aa iyii 30
s

15^ ntr^a jib* 3i
b

«rvK2 »»««> p&SD ^ 3i
c

^M'MS'iK'a myn-i 3i
d

For M2 in v. 30
a
cf vp 72,4; 1 in nWS is dittogram (l). In v. 31'' 40

px comes from nx, a misplaced fragment of *pnii»"ix. Cf. Am. 1,4.

But yiXtt> (for !B>y,3i
c
) and TS (for px) would also be possible; cf.

Prov. 1 ,27. In v. 32
a we should probably read D vO O^tt

(cf. 14, 18).

95,30(10, 5) ill DTI H. G. Mitchell (Isaiah i-.vii, 225) adopts Secker's
DV3. I prefer to read 1VI&3, parallel to "iipk (Mic. 5,4). The line 45

should run ^ttyt rmo1
. «Tn»a3 vin 2 £Pi?*/ Nitnrod, the staff of my in-

dignation! Jareb in Hos. 5,13; 10,6 should perhaps also be Muz-
rod (Neppwb in 03).

47 ( 13) ill DrvrWny. Driver (on Deut. 32,35) remarks: — "mmy, an

Aram, more than a Heb. word... In Hcb. the root is seldom 50

found, and chiefly in parts of the OT either late or tinged dialectic-

ally with Aramaisms." Nor is the sense prepared things very
suitable here. Read Drrn<iS>X (Gratz).
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8o,29*( 2,16) For ill trtsnn nnx read ^rr> nV»343"J»M (^ 1 K. 22,39; Am. 3,15).

In iy 48,8 read .D>vjMSn« nM3»fr.

47 For ill monn nvato (or rnonn niNOD, as suggested above, p. 80, 5

1. 47) read tn ,32n> DVNDO. See Ebony, in Black's Encyclopedia

Biblica, vol. 2 (preparing).

81 ,22 ( 3, 4) ill D^l^ni. Read D^lJJO. Cf. v. I2a
,
where Marti, in his new

Commentary, perhaps rightly reads (following (5 oi (iircuxoOvxec,)

D ,
BJ-C3> exactors; the passage may be a gloss on v. 4. 10

42 ( 12) ill Tnt?«» should be p>D ->tt iff- above, p. in, 1. 29, and below,

1. 21, also Frankenberg on Prov. 23,19).

83,30 ( 5, 8) ill Wttb omanm is almost certainly a corruption of the lost be-

ginning of v. 9, namely J?2B>: \sb. Therefore swears .. . (Marti's

suggestion). Bachmann, orn ^yf* "in. 15

50 ( 19) ill rwrr, a cohortative of 3rd sing., is suspicious. Cf. Ges.-Kautzsch,

§ 48, d (Oxford Translation, p. 132); KONIG, Syntax, §§ 197.198.

In the following line ill nNnn, another suspicious form, seems to

be a corruption of njnil, a perfectly regular form, which stands

at the end of the verse. 20

84,34 (9,15) For ^WKB, VltPKD read n<DM5, VWDMS. Cf above, 1. II.

53 ( 17) & V*V ™KJ Batun. The theory to which Haupt and I have refer-

red still appears to me highly improbable; I do not feel able to

admit a root "pX = "|Bn. The only trace of such a root is in this

single passage, and the proximity of ,33D explains how a may 25

have been substituted for S. But I no longer rest content with the

correction made on p. 5. The whole of the clause appears to me

suspicious. © gives kcu auYKaxaqpayexcu xd kukXlu xujv (?ouvujv

Ttcivxa. Comparing H^ 83, 15, we should perhaps read: mjDJ 1?3Ffl

]^S>2, and btirns the hills *so that they go up* in smoke (cf. 30

Nah. 2,14).

85, 9 ( i8a) Marti suggests rtJ?m reels, which he supports by the theory that

v. 15 is a gloss on v. i8ab ; i. e., he thinks that n^nfi (v. I5
a
) is sug-

gested by nj?rO. I should now prefer nsfii is overthrown; this goes

together with the next correction. 35

1 3 ( r 8b) The figure of fire was worked out in v. 17. Now should come a

reference to the national death of exile. Read perhaps s>1Nt!>> n^3KD3

as it were the food of Sheol. Cf 5,14; Num. 16,30. D^sa in

v. 18 looks like an allusion to this phrase.

( i8c) This passage (9,i8
c
-2o) probably comes from another context, 40

perhaps that to which 3,14 belongs. Judah alone was referred to

by the original writer.

17(10,1-4) Marti is here less satisfactory than usual. Surely io,i-3.4
b re-

* The figures in the first column refer to the pages and lines of our Critical

Notes on the Hebrew Text, while the numbers in parentheses (2,16 &c.) indicate

the chapters and verses of the Masoretic Text.
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5. (propflectee

£ompoec© after f#c ;§aff of QjJafipfon.

N: PROPHECY I: Downfall of Egypt {Main part
not later than 485, possibly soon after 528).

Appendix (>275»).

2: Prophecy 2: Promises to Proselytes and to

Eunuchs ('444')-

i: PROrHECY 3: Against the Evil Rulers at Je-

rusalem, and against the Samaritans

('444', Supplement later).

1: PROPHECY 4: How to fast aright (450-444)

Appendix on the Sabbath {Later).

ri: Prophecy 5: Denunciation and Confession

(450-444).

1: Prophecy 6: Vision of Deliverance O4321).

Appendix for the Reformed Community {Later).

\: Prophecy 7: Supplement to the Second
1. Poem on Glorified Zion. [Isaiah (>432»).

2. The Servant of Jhvh soliloquizes concerning
the gracious message submitted to him, and

JHVH confirms his word.

H: Prophecy 8: Zion's Response.
B: Prophecy 9: Another Vision of Deliverance

(«43»).

*: Prophecy io: Threatening to Samaritans;
Promises to Faithful Jews ('450*).

SO: Prophecy ii: The Temple of the Samari-

tans; their final destruction (*432<).

n"1

: Prophecy 12: The Opposite Fates of Jeru-
salem and the Hostile Nations ('432?).

Appendix {Muck later).

J"
1

: Prophecy 13: Vengeance on Edom and the

Nations (^400* or later).

T: Prophecy 14: The Golden Age after the

Vengeance {Same date).

113: Prophecy 15: Israel almost at its last gasp,

complains to Jhvh (<35o?). [Age."
V: Prophecy 16: Prospects at the end of "this

1. The Last Judgment and the Kingdom of God

{fa. 334)-

2. The Low Estate of Jerusalem. The Cause of

it, and the Remedy {A fragment, ca. 332).

3. A meditative Retrospect ('332').

4. A Song {Same date, '332?).

5. Another Song {Same date, <332»).

6. A third Song {Same date, >332>).
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14. The Egyptian Alliance {Fourth Fragment, 702). 31, 1-3 19 35

15. Jhvh's Protection of Jerusalem {A Fragment, 4-9 i9- 2° 35-36

702).

16. Appendix I .- Messianic Age described {post- 32, 1-8 20 36.37

Exilic).

17. Appendix II: Warning to the Fine Ladies of 9-14 20 37

Jerusalem {post-Exilic).

18. Appendix III: Regeneration of Israel {post- 15-20 21 37.38

Exilic).

19. Appendix IV: Prayer of Oppressed Israel {post- 33, 1-24 21.22 38-40

Exilic).

T: PROPHECY 14: A "Wily Politician Denounced 22,15-18 22 40.41

(704-701, edited late).

First Addition. 19-23 22 41

Second Addition. 24.25 22 41

IB: PROPHECY 15: Destruction of the Assyrian 18, 1-6 22 4M2

Army {An Address to Ethiopia, 702).

Appendix {post-Exilic). .
7 23 42

V: Prophecy 16: Preaching of Repentance dur- 1, 1-26 23.24 42-44

ing Sennacherib's Invasion {Before the

Siege ofJerusalem, 701).

Post-Exilic Appendix. 27.28 24 44

tv Prophecy 17: The Inexpiable Sin (701). 22, 1-14 24.25 45.46

2. QUmfttKe founbeb on t%t &ct& of 3eata$ 36-39 26-30 47-54

including

Prophecies and Songs of Disputed Origin.

{Post-Deuteronomic)

«: Section i: Sennacherib and Hezekiah {First 36, 1-22 26.27 47-48

Narrative). 37, i-9
a
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3. £\&t of (protectee

l. (Bcnuine (pvoptfectce of 3eata$.

N: Prophecy i: (First Collection of Isaiah's

Prophecies).
1 . The Impending Day ofJHVH {soon after B. c. 740).

The same subject again {from another poeni).
Continuation of the first description.

2. Fall of Judah; its cause indicated (b. C. 735).

3. Punishment of the Proud Ladies of Jerusalem

(B. C. 735).

4. Messianic Appendix {post-Exilic).

3: Prophecy 2

1:

Prophecy 3

Prophecy 4

Parable o f th e V i n e y a r d (ca. 735
s

!.

Sixfold Denunciation (ca. 735).

Successive Stages of the Judg-
ment upon all Israel (735).

Prophecy 5: (Second Prophetic Collection).**
1. Isaiah's Account of the Vision of his Consecra-

tion {ca. 734).

2. Invasion of Rezin, and the Sign of Immanuel

(734, edited late).

3. Fragments on the Havoc wrought by the Ass)
rians (Date uncertain, partly recast by a late

editor).

4. Ruin of Syria and Ephraim (734).
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122 English Translation the for is

better omitted.

13 The fact that fPn has been

omitted in the Hebrew text, al-

though z'j become is necessary
in the English translation, might
have been indicated by writing
° *is become*.

30 High 'heaven, like>

123 , 24 far countries

125 ,
12 sla<yers>

19 [Pj might have been enclosed

in <>.

36 by ^affrighting 4t>, by scattering

it, -He- contended" (RT 7/W
contendedsf).

I28, 5 [

a
] might have been enclosed

in <>.

PP. IX.

121 righteous-'those- who work

ness, <and who remember- the

ways Thou wouldest have.

2<)*wroth* at 'our breach offaith,
ami we became 'guilty 5

30 Before 1. 30 there might be a

blank line; so, too, on the

following page, before vv. 8.

10 J!. 5 . 11).

32 our guilt <carried> us away; 10

or the critical marks might
be omitted altogether.

5 And now, O JHVH, Thou art

our father; '[and the work of

Thy I/ands are we all; II We are 15

theclay,andThouourfashioner\\.
10 More accuratelly : for- Thy

people are we all; but in the

In conclusion it might be well to add that our new English translation of Isaiah

was all electrotyped, except the last three pages (pp. 126-128^, when the General 20

Editor received the manuscript of the critical edition of the Hebrew text of Isaiah.
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118, 9
a
might have been enclosed in

(]>, and [] added at the end of

the line;

io in that case it would be clearer

to substitute
jj

for [] in 1. io.

ii <the> mouth* ofJhvh>
14 «» might be substituted for do

them*.

22
I might have been inserted

after narcissus* to indicate the

transposition of the Masoretic :
;

so, too, at the end of 1. 29, and

at the end of 1. 6 on p. 1 19, also

after 11. 10.23 on p. 119.

119,13 'jackals and -cats'

14 " enclosing a restingplace might
have been omitted.

15 The > after ostriches and the • at

the beginning of the following

line might have been omitted.

19
a
might be added at the end of

this line, and elsewhere^ without
a

,
read at the end of the follow-

ing line.

27 For 'thetti' we might read 'them,

and at the beginning of the

following line,

28 before Sorrow, simply >

120, 5 Jhvh, --> so rich in goodness*
7 for *us>

11
I might have been inserted

after deliverer.

12 no ^angelic messenger*,
20 brouglit <> up and shepherd'-

28 [] might have been inserted

after deeps'! and
|
after without

stumbling,

29 Like cattle which go down io

the valley, {like a horse through
the pasture-land^

3 1 -leading them

34 from Thy holy
<>

palace /

121
,

1 Thy <> prowess (RT Thy acts

ofprowess)

3 'Ah, <do> 'not <Thou> restrain

'Thyself, \

16
I might have been added after

shake; so, too, at the end of 1. 21.

17 might flamefrom heave?i>,

23 the< ear* ha<s> not heard,

24 which <Thou>

25 who wait" for 'Theo

26 'Oh, that Thou Slightest mcet°

PP. LL.

112 left before v. 11 1. 22), and two

blank lines before v. 13 (I.32) and

v. 21, (p. 1 13, 1. 23). On- the other

hand, there should be no blank

line before v. 17 (p. 113, 1. 10). 5

113, 3 <shall men* call

5
<
faithfulness*; so, too, 1. 7.

12 <sha11 ihey> rejoice . . . <in> that

19 F"or an infant of afew days, see

English Translation, p. 211,1. 19. 10

30 For bring forth we might read

bring up'; see above, p. 164, 1. 22
;

cf. English Transl., p. 211, 1. 20,

114,24 A blank line might have been

left before v. 5 (1. 24). 15

28 'the one

115, 11 Rejoice
"ferusalem (RT Rejoice

ye with ferusalem).

23
:

loving-kindness
'

24 " enclosing indignation towards 20

His enemies might have been

omitted.

25 <like>

33 <N-amc (RT fame)
2,7 Phud-, ^Meshech* 25

116, 3 as » {"Levile"} priests[] (RT as

the priests and as Levites)

27 I might have been added after

blood, at the end of the line; and

in the following line 30
28 we might read All the [] 'hills-

will rot'.'

30 (P} might have been inserted

after host.

117, 1 For the beginning of v. 5, see 35

English Translation, p. 21 1, 1. 22.

4 His-

10
I might have added at the end

of this line to indicate the trans-

position of the Masoretic :
; so, 40

too, 1. 14 (after fat;).

20 Burning | night and day<.^>

22 from age to age?

25 pelican and bitte?-?i might have

been enclosed in m; so, too, eagle- 45

owl in the following line, and

wild cats and hyenas, p. 1 18, 1. I
;

also vultures, p. 118, 1. 7.

36 <enclosure>

118, 6 It 5lies 6over 2
ils ^eggS' land 50

''''hatches; or ^brooding
2a?id

^'hatching its 'eggs';

8 "
'\none is without his fellow\'



[86b °H3*©-§<* 30ata^ ^osh> i86a

PP. LL.

io5,3i'<a; recompense', or <> will He
render <[a recompense]' and

[

before 'disgrace' in 1. 32

33 <see'

35 like tlie river <of 'Egypt'

106,14 || might have been inserted

before and the glory &c. to

mark the beginning of the se-

cond hemistich; so, too, in the

following lines on pp. 106- 11 1;

or the second hemistichs in all

those cases might have been

printed in separate lines, in-

dented.

107 ,
2 We might substitute seek' for

'seck> (RT serz'e).

7 For 's/iipS' we might read 'ships

19 For 'leading we might read

leading.

30 ^breasts*

108, \%>J*HVH"&

29 *of the eyes*

23 A blank line might have been

left before v. 3, also before 11. 5.

1 3 (v - 7) and 19 (v. 9) on p. 109,

and 2 blank lines before 62
, 4

(p. 109, 1. 34).

For ° after mourners we might
substitute T, reading at the bot-

tom of the page : T to appoint to

those who mourn in Zion; or

read all mourners I <[T} ||
to

appoint []

8 to them, and at the

bottom of the page: T to those

who mourn in Zion and °
togive.

3S\tne garment of} mourning, [}
a

song ofpraise

109 ,
12 will be your 'adornment'

1 10
, 3 'he who 'build*s> thee wp>

in, 6 <>narch'ing

14 I<* trio>d<> them in my wrath, ||

and trample<d
>

16 juice
<*

besprinkled*
20 And I o

look-ted*, and *was>

astonished

24 / "°-
slamp<ed

>
,
and br^frfae*

them to pieces

26 And o spill<ed>

34 which o <2>called *not (RT was
not called).

112, 8dhei'r; so, too, in the following

line.

22 A blank line might have been

PP. LL.

100
, 30 The ^smooth stones*

101
, 3 Blank lines might have been

left before v. 8, and before vv.

9 . 1 1 . 12
(11. 9.17. 23). There is

no blank line before 1. 20: Truly 5

/ kept silence &c. might have

been printed in 1. 20 with [ be-

fore heart at the end of the

line. In 11. 8 . 16, instead of leav-

ing blank lines, [ might have 10

been placed before sawest the

phallus and not desist.

4 'there-by

6 'buy
1 5 thou didst not 'desist' 1 5

21 thid* <mine eyes>

27 After 1. 27 another line (or two)

of asterisks, preceded by a

blank line, might have been

added. 20

28
|| might have been inserted

before and take, to mark the be-

ginning ofthe second hemistich
;

so, too, 11. 30.32.34.36; p. 102,

11. 1.2; or the second hemistichs 25

might have been printed in

separate lines, indented.

102
, 4 sm<o>te

5 'in> wra>th (RT and I was

wroth). 30

7 and give him 'rest'

8
] might have been inserted after

mourners.

10 a
might have been omitted after

v. 19 and placed after says 35

fHVH'va. 1. 6, thus: {saysfHVHa
}.

For nipiossed' we might read

'Uptossed.

1 1 'tOSS' up
19 For sin we might read sins. 40

29 <money le?it on pledge'

103 ,
6<lo> burst

14+and*

15 'rearward*

27 ° might have been inserted 45

between conduit and whose

waters. For conduit see above,

p. 156, 1. 46.

28 Thy 'Sons>

3 1 'Destroyed Places 50

104 ,
26 grope might have been enclos-

ed in o; but this is, of course,

unnecessary.
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PP. LL.

93, \2 <he had been stricken* to -death

15 with the kicked' his 'tomb'

18 to 'humiliate' him

19 If die- wer-e-

24 from " anguish ° his soul

25 Would <cause> <him> *to* see

'light- to the full

31 life-blood'

94 , 7 the curtains* « stretch forth (RT
/(7 ///<•;// stretch forth).

17 77/y 'husband^, or ° might be

omitted altogether.

25 /# ° wrath

28 <Like> the <days>

29 <As> I swore

95 ,
2 thy 'bases

The second hemistich, and will

found thet • a 7'/// sapphires ; might
have been printed in a separate
line ; so, too, 11. 4. 6.

9 Thou wilt be far
1 7 to 'take a pledge'
26 o might have been placed

96 , ^ to the <people>s [before eat!

20 'has' gome' forth

29 "And"

5 foai&fy.

98 , 7 [] might have been added

at the end of the line and

8 (
a
J>

after "weave it

** enclosing will be might
have been omitted; so, too, 1. 9.

9 'work for hire

19 chieftains
20 'them'

23 enclosing to do should have

been omitted.

22 Fresh paragraphs might have

been begun with vv. 18. 19.23.

24 (11. 33.36; p. 99, 11. 9.12).
1 00

,
1 'shall be accepted

12 watchmen^} and
<|
how to give

heed; \>

15 with
[]

-
\\

at the end of 1. 15.

Blank lines might have been

left before v. 11 and before

57,3-6 (11. 25 . 30).

21
I might have been inserted after

taken,4

23 in <a> straight path
26 an adulterers and of a har-

lot' /6
I Of whom &c.

Is.

PP. LL.

85 , 36 Syenites

86, 10 Insert 'Zioii' after thee (see Eng-
lish Translation, p. 211, 1. 15).

18 Another line of asterisks might
have been inserted after 1. 18, 5

and then one blank line.

20 A blank line might have been

left before v. 21
(1. 24).

25 For the gloss to bereaved and

unfruitful, see English Trans- 10

lation, p. 211, 1. 17.

87, i$tyrantv>

30 to 'revive'

32 \y] might have been inserted

after car, and 15

22 [} after disciple, and

34 f* at the beginning of line 34

might have been canceled.

88
, 15 del him- hearken

19 set' arrows 'aflainc> 20

31 blessed* him, and increased!*

him

22 A blank line might have been

left before v. 3 (1. 23), <dso

before vv. 4 . 6 . 7 . 9. 12 (p. 89, 11. 25

3.10. 17.25; p. 90, 1. 1)

34 And makes her [] \\
desert like

Jhvh's garden, < )aud her^> {wil-

derness like Eden,}; cf above,

89, $<nation>s [p. i83
a

,
1. 32. 2°

6 Suddenly will I <\> 'bring' near

my redress, -suddenly* '•will* my
deliverance go& forth

1 1 to dust as <by

16 'Come to an end> 35

27 'shatter* and 'deal despitefully

with

90, \<thce>. ]\lio<ni> •dread'cst thou

21 who can <>
comfort thee?

30 The hemistichs might be trans- 40

posed, thus:—
'[Thou shall not drink it again},

the goblet
a
of my fury ; ['_

91, 1 of those "who <oppress-ed, <and of
those who afflicted- thee, 45

8«captive*

9 'thyself

23 Behold, I 'hastening

92 ,
8 on <his> account

\o*Deeply* '7/iarred' 5°

12 as *dccp*

19 as *a sproutfrom* a root

30<humiliaPed

24
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s

PP. LL.

81,27

23

26

30

S3, 5

9

12

17

18

20

28

29

3i

84, 6

Despite the vast number of thy

spells might have been enclosed

in {]>, and

28 [] inserted at the end of 1. 28.

1 See English Transl., p. 211, 1. 13.

8 Before counsels we might insert

thy niany
12 ° might have been inserted

after coining.

'loins [rightly,

I might have been inserted after

declared'

ami thou, wilt thou not (RT
'in former times' you).

?jor <was> thine ear opened- (<>,

however, is doubtful in this case ;

see above, p. 143, 1. 41).

'am indulgent to< thee

*gain of* silver

For my 'Names' sake

has 'brought' him

'to be known -in- Chaldea

and o nui'de his way prosper
The > at the end of 1. 6 and the

< at the beginning of 1. 7 might
have been omitted.

13 [
I should prefer to read: {When

through deserts He led them)

|| they thirsted not [].
— P. H.]

19 To indicate the beginnings of

second hemistichs
|| might have

been inserted before and listen;

so, too, in 11. 21 .23.25.26.28.30.

32 ; p. 85, 11. 1.3.5.7; or those

second hemistichs might have

been printed in separate lines,

indented.

28 <was> honored

85 ,
1

a
might have been added to 5(5

a
).

3
<> might have been placed after

might (might <>
be).

Blank lines might have been

left before vv. 5 . 6 (11. 1.5) as

well as before vv. 2.4 (p. 84,

11. 23 and 30).

18 And ° form thee, and ° set thee

30 all o mountains a road, and ->

causeways

35 For thesef from it would per-

haps be more accurate to read

these ffrom

PP. LL.

75 , 24 'his* enchanters

28 ° might have been inserted

after smith to indicate omission

of nxyo.

76, 2 » might have been inserted be- 5

fore he reared up.

7 "into*
; cf 1. 13.

made it into an image, aitd bow-

ed down to it might have been

printed as a separate line. 10

10 upon the <coals> thereof
1 3 into hdp image, 'and' bows down

to it ;

18 'arc bedaubed

77 ,
6<wli(> was* with me? 15

1 1 servants*

13 '\y might have been inserted

before and -of the Temple: and

14 } after laid!

16 *of the land* 20

19
a
might have been added to 28

(28
a
)

20 For P at the end of this line we

might substitute []; see above,
I. 17. 25

26 'Ways

29 A blank line might have been

left before v. 3 (1. 29).

34 We might read 28b P <who- say-s>

of Jerusalem: Let it be built! 30

(omitting the following words

and'of the Temple: Be thyfound-
ations laid! Compare above,

I.24.

78 ,
6 Blank lines might have been 35

left before vv. 6 and 8
(11. 6.12),

and the six lines of v. 8 might
have been somewhat indented.

1 5 <bear the fruit of
21 'his- work: <Thou- hast- 40
26 'will ye> question me! [] and &c.

27 hands{$}

79,19 Blank lines might have been

left before vv. 20.22
(11. 19.28).

34 See English Translation, p. 211, 45

line 11.

80,24" enclosing There it stands

might have been omitted.

39 <diS'C0iiraged ones

81
,
\o 'Irreversible- vengeance will I 50

take; || <says> \
our redeemer,'—

1 8 perpetually,'

25 'shall- they come upon thee,
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a

PP. LL.

69 and that we may mark their

issue enclosed in (}.

22 <trample>

30 / look<ed> about

70, 11 crushed

16 For with the products thereof

we might read 'causing* the pro
ducts thereof 4o springforth.

ig<have> take*n* hold

21 form<cd> thee, and ** set thee

71 ,
1 'desert- *rejoice>

5 A blank line might have been

left before v. 13 (1. 5).

24 For v. 19, see above, p. 132, 1. 28.

26 Much <hast thou* see{n>

27 did<st> <thou>

72 , 7 plunderers*
8 heat <of> His anger
14 I call -thee> by nanie

16 and *» rivers

32 For have"! formed it would per-

haps be more accurate to read

have Iformed, with T prefixed
to formed.

73 , 7 'Let> all the nations assemble

themselves,

9 and <as- the first 'one< <declare> it

to us, or simply declare without

any critical marks.

13 my Serva?ils>

i\ I am your 1 redeemer* from the

'begimting' y*

30 a <large>

74 , 5 jackals might have been enclos-

ed in ft (^= wolves, p. 62, 1. 7).

23 And th<y> princes
<• profaned

<my> sa?ictuary

24 So I g<a>ve up
75 ,

I <as> grass

3 name ^-himself*

5 <oii' and ^-receive* the surname

14 < I Vho has announced very long
'since-

15 to <us>

16 be <disquieted>

17 For declared"- we might read

declared
<>,

and cancel gloss
a to

thee.

18 Is there a God [] 'or> a Rock

{beside me} » and gloss P beside

me might be canceled.

21 -> might have been inserted

between witnesses and neither.

PP. LL.

60,25 kingdoms 1? of nations

61,33 [j might have been inserted

at the beginning of this line,

and nor will they have pity on

thefruit of the womb might have 5

been enclosed in
<[]>.

62
, 4 cats might have been enclosed

in >s so, too, jackals*, 1. 5 ; 'hyenas*

and >wolves<, 1. 7.

26 his -trampling' 10

31 [] might have been inserted at

the beginning of this line, and

the second hemistich, since thou

art laid low, enclosed in {}.

63 , 24 'among' the slam
j \

15

28
'\ might have been inserted

before from thy grave and
j>

after clothed

32 For father' we might read

father" 20

36 saysfHVH Sabaoth; literally such

is fHVH Sabaoth's oracle ; com-

pare, 1. 37; so, too, p. 64, 1. 3.

Ort'cjmaf (prophecies 25

of t0c

Jkcono 3*Ata0.

64,150 might have been inserted

before mountain, and valley be

uplifted enclosed in {), with the 30

preceding and every enclosed

in
'\\-,cf. p. i8 5

a
, I.27.

18 Blank lines might have been left

before vv. 9. 10. 15 (11. 18.23;

p. 65, 1. 22). 35

66
, 24 Lift up your eyes and see .- Who

has created those?

27 mighty "power (RT mighty in

power).

67 , I5<> Come near! afterwards <> speak I 40

18 -strikes a terror'

33 and *feared
6S, i$ '-Few men might have been

added, at the bottom of the

page, as gloss to puny worms', 45

26 For TThe poor we might read

The wretchedl, and in footnote

T, and the poor for the afflicted

and (For the 1 explicativum,
see above, p. 90, I. 21). 50

69 ,
10 Let them *draw> near,

13 [ might have been inserted

at the beginning of the line,
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PP. LL.

50,16 laid 'under a ban' (RT laid

waste).

51 ,
10 With " my chariots

12 / o fell (RT / will fell)

13 And o
press

16 / -°- dry up
17 [] Long ago *all this* Iprepared,— {Hast thou not heard?} —
19 Hence ° thy task

22 housetops and -hills-.

23 'Thou art full in 'my view 'ris-

ing' up, 1 sitting down, going

out, coming in «
<;•

25 Thy raging |

a
<?/?<^ &c, and in

1. 38 the gloss
a because thy rage

against me might have been

added (37,22 Sabaoth would

then be gloss P); or we might
have read in 1. 25: Thy raging
I
" and &:c.

52 ,
26 " might be inserted after fah.

53 , 9 <
object

y
against <Him-

23 Add verse-number 19 in margin.

28 This last line might have been

printed in two lines.

54, 5 *for* he <had> heard, or better:

*for* 'Merodach-Balada/i' <had>

heard that *Hezekiah* hadbeen ill

55 1 *3 zs 'lamentation>

17 There is no blank line before v. 5.

My heart cries out for Moab,5

* * * might have been printed

in 1. 17 with [ before quails*

at the end of the line.

57,15 exactly measured; literally, like

the years of a hireling\ so, too,

p. 58, 1. 8."

58, 4 There should be no blank line

before v. 14.

5 For 'offer- we might read « offer

(RT they offer).

6 'whetted-

4 3eata0.

59 ,
10 All sighing °

*of captives* (RT
all sighing thereof). Cf 20,2.

60
,

1 1 the God of Israel have I an-

nounced to you might have

been printed as a separate line.

PP. LL.

39 {}, and <[} enclosing the gloss

at the bottom of the page might
have been omitted. See, however,

p. 177, 1. 34-

40 ,
21 the Lord might have been omit- 5

ted and given as gloss T at the

bottom of the page, <T> being

prefixed toJ'hi
rH Sabaoth in 1. 21.

24 For the transposition of v. i6b
,

see above p. 108, 1. 9, and cf.
10

English Translation, p. 211, 1. 6.

43 ,
16 a a remnant, and 'Almost' at the

beginning of next line.

24 to o see<> my face (RT to be seen

before my face); % «*al ItuviN . 15

25 The transposition of the Mas-

oretic : at the end of v. 12

might be indicated by inserting

[] before ? at the end of 1. 25

and enclosing trample my courts 20

(1.
26"^ in <[]>

26 oblations;', or 'oblations'; and

'Vain' at the beginning of next

line.

44,14 [] might have been inserted at 25

the beginning of the line and

the orphan they right not en-

closed in {}.

45 , 14 [the softs of might have been in-

serted before my people (
,ey ro 30

= ,
»J? "iS; see above, p. i8i b

,

1. 12. — P. H.]

2 3eata^.
35

48 , 14 Literally to eat their own or-

dure and to drink their own
urine. Contrast p. 197, 1. 13.

49, 19 After Assyria [] might have

been inserted. 4°

30 The number in the margin might
be 9

b
,
and T after Libnah might

be enclosed in (}.

50, 9 For <the letter- we might read

the letter-. [The plural onBD 45

litterce, however, may refer to

a single letter; cf.
our letters

patent, letters testamentary, &c.

and p. 133, 1. 16. —P. H.]

14 eye's* [Jtt "JX
1

?, however may be 50

scriptio defectiva owing to the

, in the preceding syllable; see

Stade, § 30°.
— P. H.]
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PP. LL.

24,25 Blank lines, to indicate the be-

ginnings of the stanzas might
have been left before vv. 3.5.7

(11. 9. 15.21).

25 ,
10 Verse 13* might have been print-

ed as one line.

18 make *men* cross it >dry*-shod.

2y-" Thy wrath tum*ed> away, and
Thou 'didsfr comfort me (RT
May Thy wrath turn away and
Thou comfort me).

26, 8 {Inhabitants of might have been

inserted between and Zion,

and then you substituted for thee

in next line. — P. H.]

29, 9 Aria'/, Ari'a?l; so, too, 11. 13.14;

see, however, above, p. 177, 1. 21.

\o*Arial*

14 Lines 14.15 might have been

printed in one line; so, too,

11. 17.18 (v. 4).

30 , 3 <Stupcfy> yourselves

$<Be> drunken, but not with wine;
"

stagger, &c. (RT they are

drunken, they stagger).

22,2$*as a testimony*

22 'the quelled>

32, -9 '0 yc people in Zion, who-

dwell &c.

34, 2"to the right*

35 , 14 And at the beginning of the line

might have been omitted; cf,

however, above, p. 177, 1. 30.

30 Line 30 might have been pre-

ceded by a line of asterisks.

36 , 7 <thei>r (RT your)
8 for thein-

25 Blank lines, to indicate the be-

ginnings of the stanzas might
have been left before vv. 3.6.7

(after 11. 25 .31 .37).

37,30 And >ihe* land of gardens will

&c. (cf. preceding line and p. 22,

1. 29; p. 57, 1. 4).

38, 17 There should be a blank line

before v. 3 (1. 18).

20 A?td "
booty is gathered up <<w

by &c.

39, 13 <Thc> far-off hear what I have

done (RT Hear, ye that are far
14 off), And <the> near ack?iowledge

my heroic might.

26 P might have been enclosed in

pp. LL

16, 20-

22

i 7 ,4ff

11

M
17

18,24

30

19, 8

18

19

20

24

20, 2

10

2i, 7

25

32

33

23,21

25

30

24,16

25

[mighty}-

The asterisks * * * might have

been printed in a separate line.

the proud coronet rich valley

as well as 11. 13-15 might have 5

been spaced to indicate the

refrain.

For which crown read « crown-

ing; so, too, 1. 15.

A blank line might have been 10

left after line II.

«And»

For which as read •=- As, and

substitute a colon for the comma
at the end of the preceding line. 15

Wail . . . . destroyed (v. 1) and

1. 25 on the following page (v. 14)

might have been spaced to

mark the refrain.

Insert
|

» before on many waters. 20

For Shihor (so RV) it would

have been more consistent to

u rite Sihor (so AY).
crowned

might have been substituted 25

for like the Nile; see, however,

above, p. 177, 1. 9. [ed.

Sabaoth should have been omitt-

For virgin read « maiden.

'] Arise, pass over to {Chillim}, 30
* • * * * might have been in-

serted at the beginning of this

to 'her' hire [line.

tword*

-of 35

[I should prefer to read out-

number those of ^Samaria with

note ^Jerusalem and. -- P. H.]

<He>

.... might have been inserted 40

after down
* * * * might have been insert-

ed after enthroned

I might have been inserted be-

fore *the foe* 45

* * * * might have been insert-

ed at the beginning of the line.

^people

been left after this line.

A blank line might have

girdle> 5o

His hand to the basilisk's <den>

(with
<> instead of ") might have

been printed in a separate line.
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2. (Kcvneion of Critical Qftarfte in (SncjfteO ^ranefcifton.

A CAREFUL scrutiny of the critical marks in the English Translation has

suggested some slight modifications. These are here subjoined not as Cor-

rigenda of the Translation but rather as specimens illustrating the manner in

which the microscopic minutiae oi textual criticism may be indicated in the

English translation. As these details, however, arc of no interest to the general

reader, and can be appreciated only by Hebrew scholars, this List has not been

given in connection with the English Translation but is here appended to the

Critical Notes on the Hebrew text cf English Translation, p. 211, below .

pp. 1 1..

9, 9 The second hemistich, of their

sandals &c, might have been

printed as a separate line; so,

too, in 11. 1 1 . 12 . 14. 16.

10, 24 be left

11
, 5 Fuller's Field-, cf. p. 47, 1

11 Tabeol (RT Tabeal)

iZ*from Sheol*

12,14 men*

21 and - take or and -do thou- dike,

(RT and I will tithe) As we do

not profess to indicate depar-
tures from AV but departures
from the received Hebrew text

(RT) it is not necessary to have

an) critical marks in take AV
and I took .

31 And ^despond because of
# * •

I

35 because of might have been

omitted in gloss p.

14,21 ff. To indicate the beginning of

the second hemistich II might
have been inserted before be-

hold; so, too, in 11. 22.24.25.

27.29.31 .33 .34. 35, and on p.

15, 11. 1-6.

To indicate the beginnings of

the stanzas blank lines might
have been left before vv. 4.6.7

(p. 14, 11. 27.34; p. IS, 1- 3>

15, 3"Increase<d will be> (AV Of the

increase of)

14 a « ruin and thereof
26 o?i 'the' boughs 'of the*fruit-tree

27 <tSabaotIt>

16
, 5 <thy eities be 'deserted

6 deserted places'

9 'though*

1 4 'sickness*

15 desperate pain without"

PP. I.L.
1 3ortta3.

10

1,18 For fie bows down* we mighl
read -he bow& down RT they
bow down .

2
, 3 <the

clefts'* 1 5

4 Line 4 might have been spai ed
to indicate- the refrain; so, too,

II. 8.9 and 21.22 as well as the

words at the terror .... through-

out the earth in 11. 34 36 v. 21). 20

9 The w haughtiness of hu-

mankind shall be bowed
d o w n}

1

,

An d' th c loftiness of m an

brought low [], 25

13 Insert
[] at the end of the line.

I4«[« the uplifted^

3 , 24 b might have been prefixed to

thy instead of being appended
to and. 50

26 <Nis- people** (RT ///(• peoples .

4, 7 their heads, and add as foot-

note : of the daughters of /.ion

32 For////'// read the Lord i^Heb.

5 , 13*Alas!* oik). 35
1 5 freemen
18 Insert comma after vineyard.

6,21 *of Zion*

23 Hiiuhl ruins

25 Insert*** after punishment. 40

7,15 The refrain For all this &c.

might have been spaced; see

11. 32.33 and pp. 8.9.

28 their- foe <> (RT the foes of)
8

,
8 The marks enclosing by them 45

might have been omitted.

1 9 -f)urn>ed <up>

24 neighbor's

9, 1 <' might be substituted for <>.

5 to 'a- distant nation™
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CC.VV. PP. LL.

44, r 3 (75,33) For # stilus read compasses, and for <a carving tool> read carving
tools [137,20]

14 (76, 1) The three lines of v. 14 should be fused together as follows: -

"He 'c/iose- an <elm- and an oak $
<Which God> planted, and which rain nourishes 5

* to cut down 'limber* for his use P from- the trees of the forest

Compare above, p. 137, 1. 52; 138,5.8.13.14.

23 (76,35) For has finished *His work* read has 'delivered- [138,30] 10

45 ,
1 4 78 , 34) For Egypt read Miter [1 40 , 20]. Cf. 20

, 3 ; 43 , 3.

( 35) For Ethiopia read CW/* [140,25]

46,1.2 (80, iff.) The Song at the beginning of c. 46 should read thus: -

1 Bel bows down, Nebo is 'lorn' *off his pedestal*.

Their images are put to shame', 1 5

Lifted up, *yea* laden on young asses:

2 They are 'torn; *yea*, 'hacked off *from their pedestals*,

They cannot deliver 'themselves ;

As for them; they are gone into captivity.

See above, p. 141, 11. 25-30 20

47, 9 (81,25) For in full measure read -of a sudden- [142,38]

11 (82, 4) For unskilled *to* * * read unskilled 'to bribe away> [142,48]

51 ,20 (90,23) For as an antelope in a net read 'amidst ruins- [148, 13]

52, 8 (91,27) For Hark, thy watchmen ! They cry read 'All thy watchmen cry

[148,42] 25

53, 3 (92 >
22) For Despised was he*, andforsaken of men read Despised was he

and 'made light of [149,40]

54, '5 (95, 1[ ) For If -anv should stir up strife read Ifmnv people- should attack

thee [cf Hab. 3,16]; and for against my will read against

my 'desire [152,4] 30

( 12) For stirs up strife against thee read 'attacks thee, and for be

brought by thee to ruin read *have to supplicate thee* [152,4]

5 3eata0.

J 9, l 7 (980 1 f) For to another, there will be shuddering read to her (Egypt) she 35

will, shudder [153, 28]

60,12 (107,35) For nations read -coast-lands [160,23]

61, 3 (109, 1) For -Children- of Righteousness read 'Plants- of Righteousness

65 ,
22 (113 , 27) For trees read 'cedar-s [164, 18] [161 ,

1 1]

23 ( 30) F'or bring forth read bring <up> [164,21].
— Contrast English 40

Translation, p. 211, 1. 20.

24, 19 (123,38) For cracks, cracks read is rent, rent- [172,40]
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cc.vv. PP. IX.

22
,
6 (45 , 30) For with *troops of men, ^horsemen* read with droops of horse-

men *in double rank* [112,27; contrast 122,51]

2 30<ua0.

37 , 38 (49,24) For in the house of. ., his god, his sons Adrammelech and Shay-- 5

ezer read in the house of his god {Adrammelech}, his son"

]
Sharezer &c, or read as proposed, but with •Merodach for

Adrammelech [1 13 , 45 ; 114,6]

38, 9(52,22) For <Miktam> read <Prayer> [117, 8]

14 (53 , 7) For fHVH 'be careful for me>, be Thou my surety, read <Be alien- 10

Hve> to me -and answer' me [118, 19]

1 5 ( 9) For 'object against Him, when He Himself has done it read 're-

turn shall I make to Him', seeing He has -delivered' [118,26]

16 ( 11) For because of the bitterness read / will give thanks to

Him' throughout my years because of the 'healing' [118,27] 15

3 Jeata^.

J 5> 7 (56, 5) F'or the abundance which they Juive gotten read the remainder

•of the wealth [
1 20

,
1 3]

16, 1 ( 12) For Send ye the presents' for the ruler of the land read <
They

> 20

send the messengers' of the la?id [120,27]

4 3eata0.

13,10(61, 7) For The heavens and the Orions thereof read *The Bear, the

Pleiades*, and Orion** [124, 8. 10] 25

16 ( 27) Rearrange v. 16 thus:—{Their wives will be ravished}, and their

children dashed in pieces before their eyes; <The city will be

taken, and? their houses will be spoiled []; cf p. 124, 1. 14.

22 (62, 7) For howl to each other read <d%uell> [124,23]

14,21 (63,35) For the face of the world read <//>
a

,
with the gloss "-the face of 30

the world [126, 8]

40,20 (66, 6) For .... read 'A sherbin-tree and an elm he chooses>; or better

still, transpose the two hemistichs, thus: —
[J An undecaying

wood he chooses, {a sherbi?i-tree or an elm} [129, 15] 35

41 ,25 (69, 20) For / roused up one from the North, and he came, read / roused

'him> up from the North °; [130,46]

( 21) For one who calls upon my Name read «/i> called ihim by 1iis~>

name [130,43]

42, 18 (71,23) See new translation of 11. 23-27 Yv. 18-20) above, p. 132, 11. 28-36. 40

2 if. ( 28 ff.) For to make *His* instruction great and glorious, Yet it is *still~

a people read to magnify the Law anti 'its illustrious ones';

but, lo, the people are &c. [132,48]

43, 3 (72,21) For Egypt read 'Jfuer and for Ethiopia read Cush [133,17]

*4 73i 2 5) For Babylon, read 'E'Ihuip, and 'rouse up my heroes; all of 45

them, And the Chaldeans * * * * 'and I still their joyous
shouts with 'sighs' [134,50]

22 (74, 8) For *nor* » read <nor> [135, 12]

44, 12 (75 ,28) F'or prepares it over the burning coals, and with hammersfashions
it, He prepares it with his strong arm read <cleav-es *it* (the 50

glowing metal nvitha cutting instrument »; With hammers

he fashions it, with his strong arm he prepares it [136,40]
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CC. VV. PP. LL.

9, 6 (15, 2) For Father- of Spoil read Father of 'Glory; see p. 210, 11. 3-10
of the English Translation [89,22]

1
> 3° ( l 7 ,3 ~)

For ye read 'they [9 1
, 40]

( 31) ¥or garden read <vine [91 ,41]

31 ( 32) For The strong man will become tow, and his work a spark, read 5

The 'sunpillar> will become tow, and his 'Baal thorns' [9 1
, 44]

23, 1 (18,24) For yourfortress* read your haven* [92,40]

10 (19,14) For Pass through thy land, like the Nile; O people of Tarshish,

there are 710 more . . . read Pass over to th<e> land <of Egypt',

ye 'ships' of Tarshish; there is no 'haven any more [93, 15] 10

14 ( 25) For fortress read 'haven'-, so, too, footnote a, 23, 4
a
[92,42]

14,30 (20, 15) For 'on my meadows- read <on my mountains' [94,41]

10,18 (22,31) For like a sick man who pines away read like '/netting wax-

11, 1 (24, 4) For bear fruit read -spring' [97, 1] [96,23]

3 ( 33) For and he will find a sweet savor in the fear ofJhvh read and 15

He will 'Cause' the fear offllVH 'to rest upon him> [97,9]

7 ( 21) For graze read 'become friends- [97,23]

20, 3 (26, 16) For Egypt and Ethiopia read Mucr and Cush; so, too, 11. 17. 18.

19.20 (vv. 4.5) and in the heading', 1. 11 [98,8]. Cf 45, 14.

28, 15 (27,29) For overwhelming scourge read <>fio<od> [98,43.47] 20

29, 1 (29, 9) For Arial read 'Uriel; so, too, 11. 10. 13. 21. 26 (vv. 2 a .6.7), and

in the heading-, 1. 7; but not in 1. 14, v. 2
b
[99,48]

22 (31 , 19) For who freed Abraham read who delivered 'him out of the womb
[101 , 50]. Cf Coran 16,78; JAOS 16, p. cvi below.

30, 4 (32, 5) For his *vassals, the* princes are in Zoan, and his messengers go 25

asfar as Hancs read 'the- princes *of

'

Judah* 'encamp in Zoan,

and 'the messengers go as far as <Tahpanhes> [102 ,
1 1]

1 5 (33, I2) For turning read 'sitting still [103, 24]

3 1
1

l (35 , 14) For And who rely 0/1 horses, and [] on chariots because they are

ma?iy, A/id '[who trust} in horsemen Sec. read And who rely 30

on 'Cush', And who trust in chariots because they are many,
and in horsemen &c. [105 , 5]

32, 14 (27 , 23) For flocks read 'asses of the desert* [105, 49]

33. '8 (39,27.34)For Where is []
* * * * *? and for {he who counted the towers}

read Where are 4he tablet-writers ? where are the measur- 35

i/tg clerks'? [107,24]
21 (40,5.6) For There have we 'the river of fHVH, In place &c. read For a

glorious 'name 'shall we have, A place &c. [107,43]
23

b
( ! 3) For spoil in abundance be divided read the 'blind 'divide spoil in

abundance [107,49] 4°

22,i5
a

( 21) See Corrigenda, English Translation, p. 211, 11. 6 ff. [108,9]

18, 1 (41,24) For the shrill buzzing of *insects'* wings, with the footnote a

which is beyond the rivers of Cush read winged 'boats', *land*

which rivers 'cut through- [108,40]

2 ( 29) Yor far and wide, a nation of sinewy strength, and victorious 45

read 'and renowned-, a nation 'ofglory and fame; so, too,

p. 42, 1. 20, v. 7 [108,41]
x

> 4 (43; 5) Read spurned"'
1
',
and place "-gone back in estrangement as gloss

at foot of page [1 10, 4]

5 ( 7) For revolt more and more read bring more and more 'bitterness' 50

8( 15) For besieged read forsaken [no, 13] [110,5]

22, 1 (45, 4) For Vision read 'Hinnom>; so, too, 1. 17, v. 5 [112,9]

3 ( 11) For All thine who were seized read all thy 'Strongest- [112,8]
is. 23
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(&Wtnb\tt&

l. £ranefafton of (Hew <£meudaftone.

HE ENGLISH Translation of Isaiah in The Polychrome Bible

ffwas issued in December, 1897. The interval between the appear-

g'ance of the translation and the publication of the Hebrew text 5

has been utilized for a careful revision of the Hebrew text (with

special reference to the metrical arrangement of the poetic sec-

4* tions) and the critical apparatus, which has yielded a number

i 4 (3 1 of additional emendations. These have not been given in the

I Hebrew text but have been recorded in the Critical Note-, as 10

Postscripts (1*. S.) enclosed in brackets. As to the colors, no change-,

have been made except in the following- four passages, viz. (a) ]VS "inn p#n who

dwells on Mount Zion, at the end of 8,18, has been printed in LIGHT BLUE as

a later, editorial addition; so, too, (b) 40,20; c) 42.19, and (d) 54, i7
b

,
while

45 ,
10 has been printed as a gloss at the foot of the page. 1 5

The words of the Hebrew text modified by new emendations are enclosed in 1 <.

A few fresh corrections will be found in the Addenda on pp. 194 ff.

The passages of the Translation affected by these additional emendations

(apart from the Addenda on pp. 194 ff.) are as follows:—

CC.vv. PP.LL.
l 3*Ata0.

[p. 8o
,

1. 18.

2,10 ( 2, 4)* For splendor read 'dread (so, too, vv. 19.21, II. 30.35); cf. above,

16 ( 20) For stately vessels read costly thrones* [80,47]** Cf. p. 194, 1. 5.

3- 3(3, 6) For captain offifty read captain of 'the armed men> [81,22]

7( 14) For physician read -ruler [81 ,23] 25

8( 18) For eyes read face> [81,24]

5,1(5, 7) For ( hi a hill that is fruitful and sunny read In 'the midst of

a valley* that is fruitful [83 ,
1 5]

7 ( 34) For 'bloodshed! read 'clamor [83,21]

1 7 ( 6
, 23) For . . . read in their desert +place* [83 , 43] 3°

For ruins read their ruins [83,49]

( 36) Omit p <kids> [83,49]

7,25 (12, 14) For men will keep alooffrom them for fear ^/"read if thou ivert

to go thither, thou wouldst see [87, 19]

9, 5 (14,31) For For every boot of the warrior whose tread resounds, and 35

*every* war-cloak drenched with blood, will be burned up, *will

bedhe prey of the fames read For every 'shield the fire con-

sumes, and the buckler defiled with blood, 'and the bow, the

arrows, and the quiver together, will be <> the prey of the

flames [89, 12] 4°

Mi-©»e***

* The figures in parentheses refer to the pages and lines of the English Trans-

lation. The references to chapters and verses in the preceding column follow the

Authorized Version, not the Hebrew text.

** These figures in brackets refer to the pages and lines of the Critical Notes

on the Hebrew text.
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25 (11) M XVQ"iK. Obscure and probably corrupt.
— The following verse in the Received

Text is a misplaced gloss on 26,5 (p. 75, 1. 30).

27 (2) +1DN1 (25,9); so DUHM. The introductory formula was early mutilated; cf. v. 6,

nan (32,12); so HOUB., LOWTH, Ewald, Dillm., «.yc, with (&£, some MSS, and 5

the Soncino Bible.

(3) ?^? ^p.^ 1?; cf- Num. 16,29; Prov. 19,23, where npBJ means being visited by
trouble without any special reference to a sin which required punishment. ill

points 1pS% which inevitably suggests JHVH as the subject (cf. 24,21; 27,1). It

is only a step further to correct "' into 'K, with old MSS of Tiberias mentioned 10

by Menahem ben-Seruq (Dukes, Lit.-hist. MittheiL, 1844, p. 146), a few MSS
of Kenn. and de R., and the Soncino editions; this reading is adopted by Rashi

and mentioned by David Qamhi. Some old interpreters, however, readnpS';, and

explain n^» as = ivbv bm (taking the suffix as plural; cf. n^», 1,30, as read and

explained by Ibn Ezra, and see Konig, ii, i, p. 77); Joseph Qamhi held this 15

view. OORT and Duhm have lately revived it (save that the former prefers p"!S*' ,

but take ^bv = r\bv = T\bv . But the aim thus ascribed to Jhvh seems hardly ad-

equate to the solemnity of the context (Dillm.). Ruben (Crit. Remarks, p. 18)

corrects 7\"by bfo) ]S, which goes along with the emendation D'lpnb for D^il^.

"The correcting letters "lp3 crept in after ]S, dislodged the letters btt, and were 20

afterwards changed into npD." bo in n»n"?» are the dislodged letters referred to;

non in the same word is a- repetition of man which follows, and which should be

pointed nan.

(4) ill nan. ©5 nah
;
so Houb., Lowth, Oort, Gratz, Bredenk.

rrtfl (as elsewhere). So Lowth, Bickell, with 53A, a few MSS, and the Son-

cino Bible.

(5) M+ *b-nyy\ nibti, an unimportant variant (Bickell, Duhm).
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—

25,10

;6 dispensable. Hence HOUB., CTV73 IpJJS clamant in angnstia. The J?, he remarks,

was omitted owing to its resemblance to S. The above correction seems an

improvement on this (cf. 65 , 14). That 3 and tt may be confounded graphically,

needs no showing (see Euting's Table of Semitic Characters, column Old Hcb.

Seals, in BlCKELL's Outlines ofHebrew Grammar and comp. Euting's Ubersicht 5

der semit. Schrift in Zimmern's Vgl. Gramm. d. sent. Spr., col. Siloali). The
sense obtained is just what is required; see next line. For yr\h, cf. v\i 44,25. '3 is

inserted in deference to a wise remark of Dillm.; it is supported by v. 9. We
need not therefore, with Koppe and Dillm., invent a noun ppy.

(17) iit-f-^nn. Not expressed in (5, and metrically superfluous. A copyist inserted 10

it to make vv. 17 and 18 correspond (Duhm).

(18) The first two words of v. 18 belong, on metrical grounds, to v. iy
h
(Duhm).

ill -f- mi ni~jb; 103. A most unpleasing gloss on the preceding two verbs (DUHM).

(19) iIt + V)V and V^a: (read Dn^m, with 5 and, probably, i; so Gratz). Neither

word is expressed in ©, oi iv to!<; uvriueioi? and oi ev xfj yf) being duplicate 15

renderings of 1DJ? *^\t}. Field's statements {Hex., I. c.) require correction in

three points. (B's dvaaxqaovTai corresponds to
])Q\>] (see v. 14); oi iv xf| y^I is

only one of two renderings of 'J? 'V; and 'AX, beyond reasonable doubt, gave

futures, and not imperatives, where ill gives imperatives. Dn^>33 is a gloss on

rpne, designed to emphasize the resurrection of bodies; cf. <&
,o*ii pno TID NW HN 20

rinnbaa («T perhaps, like @, read DTitt). The insertion of '3 in. the text made a

new verb necessary; hence VW Similarly Duhm. Perles reads H^2i, but the

evidence is adverse to a plural of '1.

133-n Wpni; so Duhm, with G5AI0. ill Wll] wp?-
25

15
Verses i-5

a form a Psalm, and, as its style shows, a very late Psalm. Cf. Smend
ZAT '84, pp. 173m

(2) VJ>, presupposed by (BM3. ilt TJ>», a repetition from 1. 3 (so Houb., Lowth,

Ges., Dillm., &c, some needlessly reading vyn).

(2.5) nnt; so Lowth, Bredenk., Oort, Duhm, with @ (daepiDv). ill nnt; </.
Ols- 30

HAUSEN on vy 54, 5, where the same confusion perhaps occurs.

(2) -f-Jjlvp'
1

n»"113, inserted conjecturally to complete the stanza, with '3 prefixed from

v. 4 (Bickell).

(4
b
.5

a
) Jt+ lVSa 3"ih3 STp (read 1p) D"}?3 D^iy nn ""S. The first part of this gloss was

recognized as a gloss by Dillm., who also accepts ip (with Cappellus, Vitringa, 35

Lowth, Oort, Gratz, Bredenk., Duhm). But on metrical grounds it is

impossible to retain '3 '2, and on looking closer one sees that the two clauses

explain D"Vttt and 3*ih», respectively, in line 3 of the fourth stanza. They are also

connected in 5.

(5) ywtt; so Duhm. Cf. 13,11. M JIM*. 4°

M+ 7\3Sl DTI?* ™1. 3? ^?? a1^- A gloss presupposing the false reading ]}&&.

Song= noise, as proud'= tyrant. How does Jhvh put down the noise of the

proud? As heat is put down by the shadow of a cloud (alluding to the pre-

ceding line). So Duhm.

45

Verses 9-1 1 form a poem less regular than the preceding one, unlike which it

was intended from the first to serve as a lyric illustration of cc. 24-27 (note VQ
run, v. 10).

(9) M+ ft tt^p mrr nt, a variant to ft 'p nt (Duhm).

(10) ""ttl (-133),
Ke

thib. 1»3 Qe
re, which many MSS and some editions (Sonc, Com- 50

plut.) give in the text. <553 also read 1»3, but in combination with n23"U3 (which

is not favored by v. 11).
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27 posite chapter assumed its present form, as a link between the song in vv. 2-5

and the following prophetic fragment.

+ D ,

»;n; cf Eccl. 2,16. A similar lacuna in 66,18.

(7) Villi; so Lowth, Ewald, Dillm., &c, with ©,$. ill VJnn (so Ginsr.) or nnn
(Bar). The MSS and editions are divided. 5

(8) This verse interrupts the context. The fern, suffix suggests that the city (v. 10)

is the object of the verbs, and FHlVtra that the passage is a gloss on n^tfp nn,

which was viewed as synonymous with '»
]J> (16,2).

RSDKpa; 'D (if genuine) is Pilpel from SID (K6NIG, ii, 1, pp. 657 ff.). So HlTZ.,

Ewald, Dillm., &c. ill ntjpKpa {cf. (£). 10

n|3
v
V;;

so OORT, DUHM, with ©. ill na^in, with n for "

(a frequent error),

inirl; so DUHM, but giving the word a wrong sense. Lam. 1,5 should be com-

pared, not 2 S. 20, 13, where (see Klost., Budde) ruft is corrupt.

(10) jtt rppyp flfc)1. But does this suit the image of the calves lying down? © pre-

supposes a corrupt Hebrew text. 15

26 This chapter is a poem in four stanzas, each consisting of seven lines (Duhm),
and each line its composed of two or three short Kw\a.

(1) ty TJJ. The sense requires this, ill "W "VJJ.

(3) iU + D^p1

, by dittography. So Bickell, Duhm. Cf. on 57,18. Not expressed 20

in ©S.

(4) iH + n;a, a scribal error produced by nVTO in a
(Gratz). The Beth essentia

should not stand before the subject. DelitzsCH appeals to \\i\\i 55, 19; 68,5. But

both passages need correction (on the former see Wellh.; on the latter Gratz).
© simply has 6 0eo<;. 25

(5-6.7) ill + n^>
,

sp
,,
_
—

hi)
—

ip*;,
intrusive variants not expressed in ©. So Duhm and,

partly, Bickell, Gratz.

(6) n"i»; so ©SiL Note D^ at the end of the verse, ill "OX?.

(9) ill + nb^3, which is unsuitable here (Duhm), and may have been introduced to

provide a parallel for "pnisw, taken in the sense of seeking early. 30

ill + "ip^S, a prosaic variant to '3, which overloads the stichus (Duhm). J. D. Mich.

and Oort read TIK3, with ©
{cf.

Hos. 6,5), against which see Smend, ZAT '84,

p. 184.

(11) ill-r-mn\ which has arisen by dittography (so, by implication, Duhm).

T]pj; nNJp; cf. MJ 69, 10. Note that Sp^S follows, ill DJ? njOp, which is hardly parallel 35

to DJ? n ,%0, and must be incorrect. "|»J? may originally have been written '»)>.

(12) nin\ at the beginning of v. 12, must be transferred to v. 11 to equalize the lines

(Duhm).
03) -\-bbvx\\ inserted to make sense, and to lengthen the stichus. Dillm. 's rendering

of ill is forced. 40

(15) The writer is not a great stylist. There is no occasion (as Smend admits) to

prefix \b. See English Translation.

ill + ,ub n£p; mn\ The opening words repeated contrary to metre with TttTV

added for clearness (DUHM).
(16) iH + rnn\ metrically superfluous (Duhm). 45

5jM"1J?B; so Lowth, Oort, Gratz, with some MSS of© together with Co/up/.,

AM. {cf. rpiv). ill ^HRS, ©VA <?uvnaenv.

Vh 'fi ""S |>nVp UJ??X. ill 10 b '0 $rh ppx, *. c., according to 3T, they taught (lit.

pouredforth; cf. Deut. 32,2) secretly Thy Law {given) to them. But, apart from

other objections, there is no sound evidence for a 3 plur. perf. in
\\ (against 50

KOniG; see Driver, Deut., pp. 106 f., note). © iv GXhyei uixpa (read iriKpfi) f]

TTcubia oov riuiv, i. e., perhaps, ub 'D ynb npjss (see Oort) At any rate, the

confusion of tfr6 and ynb was paleographically of the easiest. But a verb is in-
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[In antithetical statements the hemistichs are not unfrequently somewhat shorter.

So we must arrange e.g. 45 , 7 :
—

-JB77 NTD1 "IIS 1SV

jn x-nai di^w nWy

In this way we obtain the regular five lines just as in the preceding four stanzas, 5

44,24-45,5.
— P. H.]

(8) +*}. so DUHM, with (5. The hemistich gains, and the analogy of 63,15.16 ("3

after Ban) favors the insertion.

(9) itt + nrvn "laiD \V>*.
A variant to the first part of v. 9.

T\bbpb; so Duhm, with (5. Jit n»ntf, to soften the expression (cf on 49,7). 10

(10) irionD; so Ginsb., with most MSS and editions, incl. Coniphit., and ©'A3. inDn»,

Bar, with some MSS, incl. Bar's Cod. Hieros., and 2T5. But everywhere else

nonts has plural suffixes.

iH + rvn, to mark out '» as a sing. noun.

15

Prophecy 16.

(24, 1-3:4-23+ 25,6-8+ 26, 20. 2I;27, 1. 12. 13;
— 7- 1 1 ;

-

26,1-19; — 25 ,i-5
a

;

— 9-»; -- 27,2-5)

See Intr. Is., pp. 145-162; OORT, Thcol. Tijdschr. 20 (1886) pp. 166-194.

(2) n#3; so HOUB., DUHM, with many MSS and most good editions (incl. the Son-

cino Bible and Prophets, and Complut>. xtfJ, Bar, GiNSB., with the Masorah 25

and Qamhi.

(4) DJ? DTlO; so GUNK.EL (Schopfung und Chaos, p. 48). iU "D? DV*iO.

(6) =6*111; so Oort, Gratz. © TTTiuxoi eaovxai, i. e. iVn (cf. (5 ip 79,8). iU inn £///-;?,

<?jt in fever.

(11) rm»; so Houb., Secker, Lowth, Oort, Gratz, Perles, with (probably) 30

(&S&. M n3"]», which would produce a striking, though somewhat unexpected,

figure, if we were sure of the existence of the verb. Jud. 19,9 needs correction

(see Moore ad toe).

(15) D^sa; so Lowth, J. D. Mich., Hitz., Cheyne, Bredenk., Oort, Gratz, with

(probably) (5. iH D*--,«3. Weir, (nar) p-i«3; cf Esth. 10,1. 35

(16) nlS330; so OS, and SKkoq in Field. iH «)53l?,
the mark of abbreviation having

been overlooked.

( IQ) p_s
— ?h; so Hitzig, Weir, Bredenk., Oort, Dillm., Duhm. M p«n — ny*i.

n is twice dittographed.

[P. S. ill rnmsnn 11B. Better nplBnn pn& w ;r>//, rent (cf 1 K. 19, n). In
ijj 74, 13 40

Jit nvns is doubtful; & suggests ni*J; t/i hj 136, 13.]

(22) YBKH *)Dfc;
so WEIR, DUHM. 67:33,4- ^ I"1

?*? ^SDH ('« is a fiir- XeT-)- <7- a

similar correction in 22, 17.

(7) M*«j; so Duhm (see 1 S. 21,10). JU tslVn (for the sake of an assonance).

(8) iW+ rm^ nifin V^a, a gloss (note the asyndeton), which gives a too narrow 45

explanation of the veil or covering. See Duhm. Smend, too, inclines to this

view (AT Rel, p. 505); cf. Intr. Is., p. 152. Oort, J?b, following 1 Cor. 15,54,

which seems to be derived from some lost Greek translation, (Vollmer, Citate

bei Paulns, pp. 24 ft".; cf. above, p. 171, 1. 13).

(20) -pr6l. So Ke
thib. Qere -\r\bl, which some MSS and editions have in the text. 50

See Dillm.

(6) The style shows that this is a gloss. Probably it was inserted when this com-
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27 posite chapter assumed its present form, as a link between the song in vv. 2-5

and the following prophetic fragment.

4-DV5jn; cf. Eccl. 2,16. A similar lacuna in 66,18.

(7) vrih; so Lowth, Ewald, DlLLM., &c, with (55. ill VOin (so Ginsb.) or Vjnn

(Bar). The MSS and editions are divided.

(8) This verse interrupts the context. The fern, suffix suggests that the city (v. 10)

is the object of the verbs, and nr6ca that the passage is a gloss on n^tt niJ,

which was viewed as synonymous with "a
]p_ (16,2).

?ItJDKD3; 'D (if genuine) is Pilpel from KID (KONIG, ii, I, pp. 657 ff.). So HlTZ.,

Ewald, Dillm., &c. ill riKDKDa (cf. €).

n|yV; so Oort, Duhm, with (6. ill n3T"in, with n for
-
1

(a frequent error).

PUft; so Duhm, but giving the word a wrong sense. Lam. 1,5 should be com-

pared, not 2 S. 20, 13, where (see Klost., Budde) ruft is corrupt.

(10) ill iTBJH? n^?V But does this suit the image of the calves lying down? (5 pre-

supposes a corrupt Hebrew text.

10

15

26 This chapter is a poem in four stanzas, each consisting of seven lines (Duhm),
and each line its composed of two or three short kwXcx.

(1) ty Ty. The sense requires this. iH 19 TJJ.

(3) M+ wfof, by dittography. So Bickell, Duhm. Cf. on 57,18. Not expressed 20

in m.
(4) itt+ PP3, a scribal error produced by TVffn in a

(Gratz). The Beth essentia

should not stand before the subject. DELITZSCH appeals to ipvp 55, 19; 68,5. But

both passages need correction (on the former see Wellh. ; on the latter Gratz).
(6 simply has 6 Geo?. 25

(5 - 6 -7) M+ rib^W"
1

-
~~

-T,
— n^' intrusive variants not expressed in ©. So Duhm and,

partly, Bickell, Gratz.

(6) n,
»33>; so (DM. Note D^ at the end of the verse. iH »».

(9) ill + nb^a, which is unsuitable here (Duhm), and may have been introduced to

provide a parallel for "priKW, taken in the sense of seeking early. 30

ill + "IBftO, a prosaic variant to *3, which overloads the stichus (Duhm). J. D. MlCH.

and Oort read "llKS, with (5 (cf. Hos. 6,5), against which see Smend, ZAT '84,

p. 184.

(11) ill -firm'', which has arisen by dittography (so, by implication, Duhm).
7|!3J? ntOj?; cf. \y 69, 10. Note that Jp"lX follows, ill DJ? n«Jp, which is hardly parallel 35

to Dy JV"0, and must be incorrect, "joy may originally have been written 'DJ?.

(12) mrv, at the beginning of v. 12, must be transferred to v. 11 to equalize the lines

(Duhm).
( 1 3) + bbT\rti, inserted to make sense, and to lengthen the stichus. Dillm.'s rendering

of iH is forced. 40

(15) The writer is not a great stylist. There is no occasion (as Smend admits) to

prefix >h. See English Translation.

ill + ,
1J

!

? PBpJ nin\ The opening words repeated contrary to metre with mm
added for clearness (Duhm).

(16) iH-f mm, metrically superfluous (Duhm). 45

TjlinpS; so Lowth, Oort, Gratz, with some MSS of© together with Comply
Aid. {cf f|u.iv). ill SJVIJJB, ©va envr)0-env.

lib '0 i? yr\bp HjWX. ill fob '» l^nb pps, i. e., according to 2T, they taught (lit.

pouredforth; cf. Deut. 32,2) secretly Thy Law {given) to them. But, apart from

other objections, there is no sound evidence for a 3 plur. perf. in
\\ (against 50

KoniG; see Driver, Deut., pp. 106 f., note). © ev GXiiyei uixpa (read iriKpa) r\

irmbia aou riuTv, i. e., perhaps, lib 'D yr_6 npJX3 (see OORT) At any rate, the

confusion of tfr6 and ynb was paleographically of the easiest. But a verb is in-
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64 [In antithetical statements the hcmistichs are not unfrequently somewhat shorter.

So we must arrange e. g. 45,7:
—

-]vn Kim ii« isv

jn *niai Bito ntfy

In this way we obtain the regular five lines just as in the preceding four stanzas, 5

44,24-45,5.
— P. H.]

(8) +"3; so Duhm, with 05. The hemistich gains, and the analogy of 63,15.16 (O

after Ban) favors the insertion.

(9) iH + nn\n nano |VS. A variant to the first part of v. 9.

nbbtf?; so Duhm, with 03. ill n&tttf, to soften the expression (cf on 49,7). 10

(10) inontt; so GlNSB., with most MSS and editions, incl. Coniplut., and 05A3. lanonii,

Bar, with some MSS, incl. Bar's Cod. Hieros., and S3. But everywhere else

nane has plural suffixes.

JH-r-iTn, to mark out '» as a sing. noun.

15

Prophecy 16.

(24, 1
- 3;4 -

23 + 25, 6-8 + 26,20.21:27,1.12.13;
--7-11;-

26,1-19; 25,i-5
a

;

— 9-11;
-

27,2-5)

See Intr. Is., pp. 145-162; Oort, Theol. Tijdschr. 20 (1886) pp. 166-194.

24 (2) nc>3; so Houb., Duhm, with many MSS and most good editions (incl. the Son-

cino Bible and Prophets, and Complut). KMfo, Bar, GlNSB., with the Masorah 25

and Qamhi.

(4) DJ? Dine; so GUNKEL (Schopfung Wld Chaos, p. 48). ill "DS> Dl*l».

(6) Ann; so Oort, Gratz. (5 tttiuxoi eaovxai, i. e. iVl (cf. C5 xp 79 , 8). itt nn burn,

as in fever.

(11) rnn»; so Houb., Secker, Lowth, Oort, Gratz, Perles, with (probably) 30

05M. ill na")J>, which would produce a striking, though somewhat unexpected,

figure, if we were sure of the existence of the verb. Jud. 19,9 needs correction

(see Moore ad toe).

(15) DVK3; so Lowth, J. D. Mich., Hitz., Cheyne, Bredenk., Oort, Gratz, with

(probably) 05. ill nnxa. Weir, (narr) pT
Ka ; cf Esth. 10,1. 35

(16) nlB33»; so 055, and SMoc. in Field. ill rj33&, the mark of abbreviation having

been overlooked.

(i 9) pa _ p. so Hitzig, Weir, Bredenk., Oort, Dillm., Duhm. ill pan — nsft.

n is twice ditfographed.

[P. S. B mniBnn tib. Better np-isnn p\-\*>
is rent, rent (cf 1 K. 19, 11). In h» 74, 13 40

ill rmiB is doubtful; «T suggests PHM; ^ hj 136, 13.]

(22) TpSn f)Dfc;
so Weir, Duhm. ^33,4. ill TBK ilBBK ('« is a Sir. \ey.)- <7~-

a

similar correction in 22, 17.

25 (7) ts^H; so Duhm (see 1 S. 21,10). ill BlVn (for the sake of an assonance).

(8) ill + nSib niten J^3, a gloss (note the asyndeton), which gives a too narrow 45

explanation of the veil or covering. See Duhm. Smend, too, inclines to this

view (AT Eel., p. 505); cf. Intr. Is., p. 152. OORT, J?b, following 1 Cor. 15,54,

which seems to be derived from some lost Greek translation, (Vollmer, Citate

bei Paulns, pp. 24ff. ; cf above, p. 171, 1. 13).

26 (20) yn'n. So Ke
thib. Qere "jnin, which some MSS and editions have in the text. 50

See Dillm.

27 (6) The style shows that this is a gloss. Probably it was inserted when this com-
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63 (19) nbl$H33; so Klost., with S3X. Probably this is correction enough. But see Weir's

remark on the Versions in Proph. Is. itt D^iy&l.

64 (1) tftfn ete (5,24; 33,11); so KLOST. itt D'DftH C*N. © substitutes the figure of the

wax in \f>
68 ,3

b
; i. c. D^on was written as 'DDH, and the mark of abbreviation

was neglected. I explains 'n by dxdKn, QdXaooa. The modern rendering (sec 5

Delitzsch) is not traditional.

tfs "I2?an D^tt^D; so KLOST. (5 KCtxctKauaei irup xou? uTrevavxiout;. (£xdKn.aav)

ubaxa, dteKauaa? uOp. itt tMTnJJSPl Wti.

(2) itt + 1^3 D^n 5p3Bi? irjv, repeated from v. 1 (itt 63,19). So Oort, Lagarde,

Cheyne, Dillm., &c 10

(3) ]}'»
rmsn »b (Job 13,1; Prov. 20,12); so Duhm, with 1 Cor. 2,9; Clem. Rom.

1,34,8; Martyr. Polyc.2,3, passages which are evidently derived from the same

source, and that source was not <5 {cf. Vollmer, AT Citate bei Paulus, p. 48;

Hatch, Bibl. Greek, p. 203). itt W?Kn tib (not enough for a hemistich). )t'S might

easily slip out before yv. 15

nfeWi Spn'ltti* *P¥?&- 6 Kai Td epTa oov a iroinaeic.. itt fl&JP sjnb« Dv6k. Since

ntPy will hardly suit the preceding words Duhm emends it into V^V1

{cf.
on

44,23 and vyiy 22,32; 37,5; 52,11). The translator or paraphrast, a fragment of

whose work is preserved in the passages referred to above, 1. 12, boldly writes Kai

€tti Kapbiav dvGpu'jTrou ouk dvePq, i. e.
nr6)j?

i6 ^b'bv
{cf. 65,17). Something like 20

©'s version must be right; but xd ^pyot aou is too short, itt simply gives a conjec-

ture based upon the fragmentary remains of the true reading.

"snttV; so Lowth, Gratz, with (5532T. itt nana 1

?.

~\b for itt \b. Why DUHM leaves I
1

?, I do not see.

(4) FlJWS lb; so Gratz and (virtually) Ewald, Klost. The wish that God would 25

descend to judgment involves the wish that He might meet righteous persons.

That J7JB is ever used in the sense of succurrere (DELITZSCH), is very doubtful.

The second passage quoted (47,3) is corrupt, itt OJJ33 without I
1

?. I
1

? would easily

fall out after iV.

itt + l toirnN. Not expressed in (5, as HOUB. pointed out. The joyful doing of 30

righteousness hardly needed emphasis here; nor is iMtP the verb that would have

been chosen. But C>B> is not a late qualifying addition to ny3B (Duhm), nor yet

a corruption of DN (Gratz), but a miswritten toy which, not to spoil the page,

the scribe left standing.

"My-, so Duhm, Gratz, Gunning, with (53. itt nfety. 35

n?r. spyvfl; so Oort, Duhm, with ©. itt Tjnsr TTTl3 -

yehai ubyea; so Wellh. (DLZ, Aug. 2 90), and partly Dillmann. [J. Kennedy,

(Expos. Times, 8
, 44) prefers ytsn31 13!?$ I3rt3 ze/* rfW/ unjustly and became guilty^

For other suggestions, see DlLLM.-KlTTEL. itt »tfl31 D^iy DH3; tt for 13 as in

63,7. 5 £-n-\avn.en.uev, i. c. J>tf&31, which Gunning adopts (see (5 Ezek. 33,12). 40

(5) ^331 (<r/! 1,30); so Duhm, Klost. itt baai, "which cannot be explained from the

ordinary phonetic laws" (Olshausen). Cf. KONIG, 1,381. 13 express ^BJI; cf.

(!) 28,1.

1331V1 Bar, Ginsb. Some MSS and editions W— (so v. 6).

Xto$8\; so Duhm, Siegfr.-Stade, Kittel, Gunning. © (outuj? dveuo?) o'iaei 45

rjudq. itt 13Kto;, implying that 13313; which precedes has a plural suffix. But U*i\9.

occurs nowhere, and the forms with plur. suffixes in Ezek. 28,18; Jer. 14, 7;

Dan. 9,13 are critically doubtful (see Siegfr.-Stade, s. v. ]\V).
Note

]1X>
in v. 8.

(6) 1333&P11; SO HOUB., LOWTH, EWALD, DlLLM., &C. with <5M. itt 13311301. A few MSS
with the Soncino Bible and Prophets, 13331'Dfll (Job 30,22), which DuHM prefers. 50

1331??, Bar, Ginsb. See on v. 5 (1. 44 above).

(7) The transposition of 13^3 "\y> ntoytsi, as suggested by Haupt, improves both metre

and parallelism.
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63 Brescia Bibles and some MSS have in the text; cf. Taanith i6a . But nx lb pro-

duces the same awkward collocation of words as the Qe
re in 9,2; 49,5. And

yet, "IS )h cannot be called exegetically satisfactory. Hence SELWYN proposed
to unite the two groups of letters, and read (with Kenn. 107) "IJffcb, parallel to

JWI»b (HorcB Hebraiccc, i860, p. 145 rT.)- This is ingenious, but a much stronger 5

emendation is required. 'JJKb&l "IX (n
1

?); so, after Bishop Horsley (died 1793)

in his Biblical Criticism (published posthumously in 1820), OORT, BUDDE, DuHM,
with (5 (ou Tipeapuc; oube &YT6^°?)i restoring metrical regularity, ill ^xbttl IS.

In addition to other drawbacks, exegetical and metrical, this reading introduces

a new composite expression, VJD "]i6». 10

DJ>M0ln ; SO BUDDE. Cf. Ex. 33,14. & DfWil.

(11) iB+ lfc? nt?», on which Weir long ago remarked (improving on a suggestion

of Gesenius): "A marginal gloss. Moses perhaps explanatory of shepherd ofhis

flock, and his people of his flock or within him? IS? may also be a subject to

nan [Proph. Is.). So also DUHM. But it is more natural to read ttSJJ, with HOUB., 15

Lowth, Gratz, Budde, following 2, a very few MSS, and the Soncino Bible.

(Cf. C5 y>y\) 78,71 and 80,5 with BATHGEN's note). The words must however still

be a gloss (on i:sx njn). They are not expressed in (5.

-J-'Vir'fa ntttf. Inserted, for metre's sake, from Deut. 32,7, which seems to be

alluded to. 20

nbSJBH; so OORT, DUHM, KLOST., GUNNING, with <BS, and a very few MSS;
ill nbpsn, against which Diehl urges grammatical reasons (Das Stiff. 3 und jpl.,

pp. 40 f.), and which is produced by a false assumption that the historical refer-

ence must be the same as in v. 12. Note also "D"ip3.

nsft; so Ges., Ew., Hitz., &c, with (SS& and some MSS and editions including 25

the Soncino Bible of 1488 (but not the Soncino Prophets of i486). »Jh, Bar,

Ginsb., Delitzsch, with 3 and most MSS (including the best) and editions.

There is the same difference of reading at Gen. 47,3, where ^ is certainly right.

Here however it is as certainly wrong. The ns is the mark of the object, not

the preposition. »Sfi is a correction in the spirit of 1 S. 12,8; vy 77,21. 30

(12) DuHM would excise obiy on metrical grounds. But the poet who is so irregular

after v. 12 may be allowed a small irregularity before. See also the last half4ine

of the next stanza.

(13) The transposition of "Q"lt52 D1D2, as suggested by HAUPT, promotes both sense

and metre. 35

*6l; SO DUHM, KLOST., GUNNING, with (5. ill fc6.

(14) m"n. Probably a circumstantial clause ; the first half-line contained Israel or the

like. ill nn without 1.

URIA; so Ewald, Oort, Klost., with (5M3. Cf. vjj 143,10. ill ttrPJJi, rather

less suitably. Cf. on 57,18. 40

(15) M+ !JJPnssni, an insertion produced by the vicinity of m«Bn (v. 14, end).

JjlYittai; so Lowth, Klost., with fi^O, some MSS, and the Soncino Bible.

ill Jjrfttoai Bar, Ginsb., with most MSS. Some MSS and editions have Tf— .

The parallelism favors the singular.

psxnn Nrbx; so, in the main, OORT, DUHM. The words belong rightfully to 45

v. 16. (5 OTi dveaxou n.uwv, i. e. 'nn ir'rx (corrupted from Ki'bx?). ill, less

suitably, ipssnn ^K.

(16) WST— WV31, so Klost., Gratz. JtU?*£
— uyr, an inconsistency in the tenses.

(17) +]?&b; so DUHM, with <5, for the sake of rhythm. 5°

(18) UtfT; so DUHM, with (5. iU Vth).

!jBhj>-in; so Lowth, Klost., Cheyne, Oort, Gratz, Gunning, with (5.
'p VJ?,

Weir, Duhm. ill 'p'ns.
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35 Proph. fs.$) is preferable to Duhm's (RW Dj?3 Dj5i '?« nan), which is bald and

unrhythmical.

(7) The second half-verse in ilt must in some way give a contrast to the description
m 34. '3. but the phraseology is "singular" (Dillmann). But this is not the

whole truth. The rest of the prophecy is metrical, but this half-verse is unmetrical. 5

Clearly, then, words must have dropped out of the text. Bickell's restoration

(adopted in the main in Proph. Is.) viz.

D&tfn D\an maa

nssn mast nxm 10

soil rupb nrrn
v t v lr : r 1 it

is extremely plausible. For BttWn, however, we may prefer D^'Sl or (as Duhm)
DnW; £/! 13,22. For the second line, cf. 65,10, where Sharon is to become

l&TilU^, and the valley of Achor "ij?3 y3"ib. The lacuna existed as early as (B's

text. 1 5

.Ti'3*i, so Bickell (see above, 1.
g)-, Duhm, (namy) n2J2n; ill 3»\ [But it is

possible to correct nssV (so, ingeniously, Ruben); this suits the mention of reeds

(cf Job 8,ii; 40,21) in the sequel.

(8) iWm, in accordance with the following correction (1. 22). ill iTTiV]

ill's repetition of "pll, which is not found in S and some MSS, must be wrong. 20

But it is not enough to omit the first "pll; we must substitute minis [and correct

W>DO (air. Xey.) into n^Dtt, in accordance with © oboe; KaGapd].

nainjr; ^/: nsty'
1 in 9

b
; ill lanajr.

Jtt+ "j*n l^h 1fiJ> Kim, where D. II. Weir long ago (see Proph. Is.) corrected
1tt^>

into lov^i; cf. vp 28,8 (corrected text). So Klost., Bredenk., Duhm, Diehl 25

(Z>e« />wz. pers., p. 16). For ill Sim, however, we must read K\"tl. The clause

interrupts the connection, and spoils the metre.

-f- na, required for clearness and rhythm.

(9) This verse should end with the solemn p3t?\ At the opening + 1 with (5 (each
fresh feature has 1 prefixed). In the third line + na, with (5. 30

(10) cmur; so Duhm, and virtually Hitz., with ©. Cf. Deut. 28,2. ill —1 irb\ but in

51,11 p"^"
1

(followed by 1D3), which is nearer to the true text.

IDi; so ill 51,11, and (5 in both passages. For ill 1D31, see preceding note.

«3T

Prophecy 15.

(63,7-16;— 17-19 + 64,1-11)

See Intr. Is., pp. 349-363. 4°

BUDDE, in 1891, rightly traced na^-metre in 63,7-i2
a

. After this the stormy

feelings of the impassioned liturgical writer prevent a perfectly regular poetical

form. Duhm, in 1892, pointed out five stanzas of five lines each in 63,7-16, and

six stanzas of four lines each in 63 , 17
- 64, 1 1.

c

63 (7) ills 31; so DUHM. Without this support ni,T would hardly have been again re-

peated. (5 (Kupio*;) Kpi-rriq &Ya86c;, i. e. 3113 3"), cf on 63,1. iH 3113-311.

ill + h$rto\ Wlb, superfluous and unmetrical (Budde, Duhm).
13^03; so Budde, Duhm, with ©. iH D^tti. This and the preceding correction

hang together. 50

(9) "^3)3; so DUHM, with <D. iH "b33. The error was an easy one; it resulted in a

serious misunderstanding of the context.

*6 Ke
thib; so all the Versions, cf. Sotah^i*. \b Qe

re, which the Soncino and
Is. 22
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34 AW/., Jan. 1892, p. 332 the present writer proposed to omit v. i6a as a later in-

sertion. Konig {Ei/iL, p. 439) goes even further; he would omit vv. 16.17 al-

together. But metrical considerations are unfavorable to both these views.

iH, at the beginning of the fourth line, + nnijn n#X, for which see p. 167, I. 39.

(16) ill, at the end of the first line, -f-ixnpl, which is nothing but a gloss on OT at the 5

beginning of the line, [the prefixed 1 being the Waw explicativum; cf. the note

on 17,8.
— P. H.]. See above p. 167, 1. 48.

+ nin\ This appears, on grounds of symmetry and of metre, an improvement
on the reading niiT *& (without KW), found in a few MSS (Kenn. and DE Rossi),
and adopted by LOWTH and Duhm. So GeseniUS (apparently), Bickell, 10

Cheyne (Profih. Zy.3), Perles {Ana/., p. 92). The reading may have been given
as "> ,B (see on v. 5), or as 'n '3,

"* and '"
being possible marks of abbreviation

for the divine name. 05 6 Kupioc; (auxoT? evexeiXaxo); <J nnt^nn, which Luzzatto
claims as a witness (but 5 is much nearer) for the reading 1.T3, found in a few

MSS, and adopted also by Nagelsb. and Gratz (with or without Kin). Cf. 05s 15

rendering of WB in Prov. 24,7. Houb., Olshausen (on "B, Job 9,20), Ewald,
Guthe, prefer VB, which however looks like a harmonizing conjecture, if it be

not simply a misreading of "• *B. ill (Sin)
,

B, which Konig too ingeniously de-

fends {Lehrgeb., ii, I, p. 447).

S\n; ill Sin. It is not likely that "' nn would have a varying gender. Mic. 2,7 is 20

not really parallel; read *iSj?n, and
cf. Siegfr.-Stade, s. v. nn.

jnsap; ill )S3p. The corrected reading is the more rhythmical one. So Bickell.

(17) ill + nn^, which however 05 does not support, and which spoils the rhythm.

25
SOPT

Prophecy 14.

(c 35)

See Intr. Is. i^as on c. 34).
3°

Ten four-line stanzas, each of which corresponds to one verse of ill. As in the

preceding chapter the verse-division of ill is often incorrect. We have corrected

it, but discuss the emendations according to the traditional numeration of the

verses. ,.

35 (1) ibb"; ill DitobP, (dittography). In Proph. Is.3 2,157 Ibn Ezra's explanation, that

final Nun is assimilated to the » in "Die, is adopted. So Konig, 1,510. But

though "apparent orthographical errors may now and then (e.g. Ezek. 33,26)

indicate phonetic laws," there is no occasion here for the solemn archaic ending

11
—

; contrast 34, 10 (which add to the passages mentioned in Intr. Is., p. 259, end 40

of iv). Moreover there is no undoubted case of the assimilation referred to (see

Dillm. on Num. 3,49).

(2) niBni with ninN; ill :r6xDri3 msni, but nbxnns must be connected with the be-

ginning of v. 2, although ill's division is supported by 05's view of the sense.

]m n^l Gratz, Jew. Quart. Rev. 4 (1892) p. 5, ]Tvn nni, claiming 05 as an 45

authority; Kennicott, more naturally, nT|, a fictitious by-form of .Tnjt bank.

See Lowth, who, following Houb., corrects \TV nbi. But 05 had a scarcely

legible text, as the context shows; and t& epn.ua (toO lopb.) is a mere guess,

fragments of nb^i *|K being misread as nb"l?.

(4) 10J? ns Dp
11

DpJ ifa;
M-n^K nan; ill's Dpi D3"n^K nan is unintelligible. To take Dp: 50

as in apposition to 'bit bltoJ is un-Hebrak; parallels in separate lines of the same

distich they might, of course, be, if the text permitted this. Plainly there is a

lacuna in the text, and Bickell's hypothetical restoration (adopted already in
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The text of this poem and of the accompanying- prophecy (c. 35) shows many
Iacume.

34 (2) The lacuna represents the third line of the stanza. So Bickell.

(4) nijna, the necessary parallel to D"nn in the preceding line, ill D'DlPn Has,

which is really an intrusive marginal gloss on D&OX in the next stanza (BlCK., 5

Cheyne in Proph. Is., Duhm).
(5) In the first half-verse of ilt the fragments of two lines are drawn together.

+ rPDtf 1DJMD. nnn must have had some explanation, as elsewhere in similar

contexts. In the second line a second verb is required (see v. 6a
). Cf. Deut.

32,42
a

. 10

SJ 3171; ill "^"in, where the final , may have been originally an abbreviation for

the divine name (cf Konig, Em/., p. 75, foot).

1D"iri; ill "'Din, a scribe's correction, to correspond to ,a"in.

(10) n^i, following 05 kou ou apea6n.aeTui; ill vh. The loss of the initial 1 resulted in

the incorrect arrangement of the lines, and the overloading of v. 10 with phrases 15

signifying perpetuity.

rmn, Bickell, Duhm ; ilt ainn.

4-nw Y»\ Bick., Duhm. Cf. Zech. 7,14; 9,8.

(11) +nin\ The preceding word ends in n\

(12) The first two lines in ill are represented solely by mn. 05 however has kou 20

ovoKevraupoi oiKi'iaouaiv ev auxf), oi tipxovTec; auTrj? ouk eaovxai, i. e. 'U1 D^TyteM.

BlCKELL's R3 "OB^D VJJfcl (and Seir . . uninhabited), divined from the rendering
of 05, lacks the requisite verb (cf Is. 7,8).

(13) &1Dp, not tfffip or tfCp; see Bar ad loc. and his note on Hos. 9,6; Siegfr.-Stade,

tsh'Dp. 25

isni, with 05; ill TSn, to harmonize this passage with 35,7, where perhaps "isn

was misread as "rsn on account of the plants in the context. So also KONIG

(Lehrgeb., ii, 1, p. 132, n. 3), except that in 35,7 he wrongly accepts the reading
VSn grass. Delitzsch accepts TXn^rarj in both passages, which must, however,
be wrong. The prefixed 1 is in accordance with the style of the writer. 30

(15) DC*; ilt nt3B>. So 2 K. 23,8; iyiy 76,4; 122,5, and other passages. The reverse

error (DB> for rustf) is found in
vjj 122,4; Eccl. 1,7.

rrsa (or rPB'O); fA 59,5- -*H R^sa, which makes no good sense, even if mn have

for its object the young ones of the tt'Sp.
In reality, however, 1JT is either to

collect eggs for sitting upon, or to sit upon eggs. 05 renders ~\i"[ in Jer. 17,11, 35

GuvriYayev (supply aid); «T gives it as the equivalent of DDn (05 9d\ei in Job 39, 14

(where eggs are spoken of). This correction has for its consequence the trans-

position of nypai and mill. [Cf. BUDDE on 1 Sam. 1,20.
— P. H.]

(15.16) ilt closes verse 15 with nnijn n&'X. But where is the predicate? KNOBEL (cf 05)

provides one by taking over icm (pointing Vthti) from \
r

. 16. This, however, in- 40

volves doing much violence to the following words of v. 16, and even after ex-

tracting the sense According to numberJhvh calls (them), the stanza which is

thus introduced contains one stichus too many. We must look further on to find

the missing predicate. It is npB $h, which occurs in v. 16 in combination with

the repeated words nnijn HtPN. The scribe omitted it by accident, and wrote the 45

full clause in the margin, from which it intruded into the text. DUHM prefers

for a predicate lJOp, which he gets from the first stichus of the next stanza omit-

ting the prefixed 1. But is not vsnp rather a gloss on WIT? KUENEN (Ond. 1

3,399)

agreed, in 1865, with KNOBEL; his real reason was an unwillingness to believe

that the writer could have called cc. 34.35, or a larger work of which those 50

chapters were the close, furn's book. So also, in 1878, WELLHAUSEN (BLEEK's
EinU p. 554). But if this is a late post-Exilic production, the strangeness of the

expression disappears (Cheyne, Intr. Is., Prologue, p. xxviii). In Jew. Quart.
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66 (i8
b
) + ni?n (n«2) nan ^j r/: Jer. 51,33. See /«/;-. Z>\, p. 376, n. 2.

(19) JH + 'IM KWin DMJJJ, a later insertion (Duhm) which interrupts the flow of the

prophecy (cf. 11,11).

Die. So Knobel, Gratz, Stade, Delitzsch, Bredenk., &c. ©v Ooub, but

(gSMr (J) u6. ill ^S, which occurs nowhere else as an ethnic name. In Jer. 46,9, 5

Ezek. 27,10; 30,5 1315 is combined with ~[\b. © there renders (MS by Aifiuet;, but

in Gen. 10,6 ©A and in 1 Chr. 1,8 ©v gives 0oub. <J>out and 0ou8 also occur.

Ch ^Bto; so Duhm. ^k>0 alone Lowth, Stade, with © (kou Mocjox). Tubal and

Meshech occur together in Gen. 10,2; Ezek. 38,2.3; 39, 1. ill rep
,3$». But

why this epithet to Put and Lud? , may have come from a 1 originally prefixed 10

to bain (cf. ©), nt?p may have been added to make sense. But on looking more

closely at the passages from Ezekiel we find that in two of them a third name

(Rosh) is joined to Meshech and Tubal, and that it even precedes these names.

This suggests that Ch (for tfth) may be latent in ncp. The initial n of bain may
have been doubled; ncn would then easily have become ncp. The latter expla- 15

nation is to be preferred. A scribe would hardly begin his course of error by

correcting "|Cfc into ^actt. But he may very well have been ignorant of a country
or people called ctn, for even 2tA3 misunderstand the C*n in Ezek. 38,39. La-

garde's "Hpl *|C>» points at any rate in the right direction.

For ill *ymt? read ,
»C>, with OORT, following © 01 oiik dKn,K6uaiv |liou to ovoua. 20

(20) itt +'131 aa"Ql D'DIM, a needless enumeration in the manner of interpolators

(Duhm).

(21) DMb D^rob; so Kuenen (Ond. l
, 200, = Hexateuch, p. 205^, OORT, Duhm. <?

(Lag.) wb SOanab NC'&cb, /. e. D"lb D'Onab. But the common editions prefix b to

DM*?, ill D^lbb D-ansb (Bar, Ginsb.). Here there are two points to be noticed. 25

(a) the presence of the article (twice);
—

(b) the absence of 1 before D'lbb. As to

the first point, the article is beyond doubt wrongly expressed; it arises (see 9T)

from a false exegesis which is not supported by ©S3. As to the second point,

the MSS do not by any means agree. "Over 70, some of which are the very

oldest and best" read D^lbbl (CURTiss, Levit. Priests, Edinburgh, 1877, p. 130; cf. 3°

Appendix IV). ©53 also give a connective. Not much weight, however, can be

attached to this evidence. The presence or absence of a connective may depend
on the view of the sense entertained by the translator or the copyists. Thus ©

wrongly inserts kou in Josh. 3,3; 3 in Deut. 18,1. On what then will the decision

of a modern critic depend? Partly on his theory as to the point of view adopted 35

by the writer. If the point of view be that of Deuteronomy, we shall be inclined

to omit the Waw copulat.; if that of P, to insert it. It must however be admitted

that it is much easier to account for the insertion than for the omission of the

Waw. See I?itr. Is., p. 382, and cf. Dillmann, who for his part, with Ryssel,
would read simply D'Onab, omitting D'lbb as a gloss, ©s renders (Xriuvyouai) euot 40

iepeT? kou AeueiTa?, i. e. nnbl D^na "b (npx). For tuoi ©a has duauxiy. 3 in

sacerdotcs ct Levitas. A few MSS have D'lbn (de R.).

45

Prophecy 13.

(c 34)

See Irttr. Is., pp. 204-2 n.

Seventeen stanzas, each of four lines corresponding to one verse of M. The
division of the verses in itt is often incorrect. We have corrected the verse-

division, but discuss the emendations according to the traditional numeration.

5°
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66 "^Si so Klost. (see Intr. Is., pp. 370.385). Cf^lPrbv, Ex. 29,20; Lev. 8,23.24;

14,14.17.25.28. ill
1J1J-I3.

© (kou) tv xoic. TrpoBupoiq, z'. <?. nnsa (see (5 Jer. 1,15).

X, ev |Lteau) (toGiovruuv).

y"iB*; so Dl'HM. ill \'pc
!

,
which here seems too vague. The form, wherever it

occurs, is doubtful. In Lev.7,21 aw. and some Heb. MSS read pc\ In Lev. n.ioff. 5

point Y0; in Ezek. 8, 10 read D^jstf (CORNILL, TOY, with <§).

(18) V. 18 has been welded together by the editor. After Dnvncnftl Prophecy 11

breaks off abruptly. What follows in ill is an explanation of the statement in

v. 16, which forms no part of the denunciation of the false worshipers. We have

no reason to avoid this conclusion, with HOUB., by emending nxa (v. i8b) into 10

hn'i (cf (0^), and the following word, y*3j5^, mt0 V?^ 1
-.

or
'
with KLOST., by a more

elaborate reconstruction of the verse. Duhm also is too bold. KLOST., however,

is right in holding that the eiriaxapai of ©s
, Aid., Compint, (followed by S) and

the }bi
,

01p of <l are not genuine readings but gropings after a possible sense.

But that (5's version can be safely said to be conflate, seems to me very doubtful. 15

Prophecy 12. 20

(66,6-11 ;
I2-l6. l8b- 22; 23. 24)

See Intr. Is., pp. 374-385.

(7) +K ,
ni; so Duhm, to mark the transition, and to satisfy the metre. The second

reason is the stronger one. The transition might be left to be divined (cf. 66,3). 25

+ 15; so DUHM, for metre's sake, and to give a parallel to
"I3{

in b
P.

(8) +UV; so DUHM; bW is masc. Oort substitutes DJ> for pK (cf on 37, 18). But

metre requires both words.

(10) VHSto; so DUHM, with (5. Note the fern, suff in T?hx (v - 9)- & ~™< WBfe.

(11) itffc. See on 60,16 (p. 160, 1. 27). (5 hub uacrrou. M itete. 30

YIQ; so 8t (noriB). For the preposition, cf. Gen. 9,21. pxtt
=

nstt, which is repeat-

edly used of draining the wine-cup (51,17 II nnW; Ezek. 23,34; \\> 75,9). Wine

and milk combined, as in 55,1 (cf. v. 2, where 33J?nn occurs" 1

, ill no. Elsewhere

(A
T
otes and Criticisms on Isaiah, p. 41 ; Proph. Is} 2,174; Origin of Psalter,

pp. 472 f.)
I have defended this reading. But the occurrence of a word which 35

might have such unsuitable meanings (see \y\\> 50,11; 80,14; and cf.
W mite,

spider, Jastrow, Targ. Diet.) is improbable, and the Assyriological facts in

Delitzsch, HWB, s. v. nt, do not suggest any entirely suitable meaning of ft;

[see, however, op. cit., p. 572
b

.
— P. H.] The renderings of the Versions have

been sufficiently discussed. The reading V? (Aram., = brightness, spleiidor; cf'. (5 40

141 50,11 ijjpatoTnOi suggested in AVM
,
and found in some MSS and in the Son-

cino Bible, is evidently a conjecture, and a weak one. St's reading, however, is

both suitable (see above), and paleographically possible (see Euting's Table

of Semitic characters in Bickell's Outlines of Hebrew Grammar). Lagarde's

conjecture P3 implies a poverty-stricken intellect in the writer. P3 is Aram, for 45

IttJ (see 3T in this very verse and in 60, 16), which has only just occurred.

(14) npn j?"Tm; so Klost. ill "T rWTIAl. But the hand of Jhvh is more especially

felt (jnu) by His enemies. The antithesis to DJ7T is non. The middle letter of

IDri must have become faint; it was then easy to attach n = n to the preceding

word, and to read the remaining letters T. 50

IDVt; so Duhm. ill DPI. ns should be a preposition both times.

(15) tt'NS; so Lowth, Duhm, with (5. ill ates.

(16) +plKrrt3"n«; so OORT, KLOST., with (0. Note the parallelism.
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65 K1(£ *1??H so Klost. © toT? be bouXeuouai |lioi KAn6n.0eTcn. ill tojr vnarbi, owing
to a wrong interpretation of the preceding clause.

(16) iJt + l^b'i a favorite word with supplementing editors (e.g., to go outside Isaiah,

Deut. 33 , 29 ; 2 S. 4 , 10). Cf. note on 28
,
1 . 4.

\aH (25,1); so Weir, Chevne, Dillm., DUHM. The two former also suggest 5

]M3N, which Klost. adopts. © tov Geov tov dXr^ivov. Jit ;ns; such a liturgical

word is improbable here.

(18) &*y\ ^"b); so Duhm, Gratz, with © (virtually) and M. ill fri) ^'b, which

might be taken to refer to the apostates of vv. 1 1 ff.

n»s by-, so Gratz. ill nc\x, without by-, ly-ny precedes. 10

(20) jll-j-nat? nN» p, a repetition as hurtful to the metre as to the sense (DUHM).
[I am inclined to think that the words bbp* NDnm are a gloss; cf. the gloss ET121

yoxh 1BJ? in v. 25; or the gloss D^tn
1

? Dvbt?
]">&

in 48,22, at the end of the Original

Prophecies of the Second Isaiah; or the theological glosses in Ecclesiastes (e. g.

8,8 and 11-13; Il,g
b
;i2,7, &c. ; see my paper in the Philadelphia Oriental Studies, 15

Boston 1894, esp. pp. 14. 17.22.25, n. 15 end, and cf Siegfried's new commentary

(Gottingen 1898), p. 11. — P. H.]

(22) [P. S. ps?n (so ill; but © TOO HuXou xf|C. lvjf\q) should certainly be n« (vp 92, 13. 15).

"1 was transposed and corrupted into n. The other changes were easy. Or else

read HKH; contrast ill DVIN for © D'XJ?, 44, 14, p. 137, 1. 52.] 20

(23) -\xb* or 1»^, for parallehsm. iH n"?\ [P. S. I now prefer fa? (= (? 1ST): They shall

not have the trouble of bringing up children only to sec them perish.

(25) Jtt+ "i»nb "IBJ> ttfnai, against the metre and the connection (Duhm). Dillm. goes
too far in excising the entire verse; see Intr. Is., p. 372, n. 1.

Prophecy ii.

(66,i-4 ;5.i7.i8
a
)

3°

See Intr. Is., p. 376.

66 (2) vn
•'by,

so Klost., and virtually Houb., Lowth, Oort. © Kai eaxiv e(ad. ill

Vii'l. This would require "fn?! before it, which Gratz (Monatsschr. '78, p. 293)

and Chevne (Proph. Is.) insert. 35

r\^ nM3: so Lagarde, Mitth. 3 (1889) 374. M "1 n?3, a unique expression,

which, remembering the phrases 22b n*??J, vjj 109,16, and nx2i nn, Prov. 15,13;

17,22; 18,14, we can hardly hesitate to correct as suggested above.

bx
(cf.

v. 5), an Eastern reading. Bar, GlNSBURG, by.

(3) + "^21i. The parallelism requires an active participle, which is variously supplied 40

by Houb., Secker, Lowth, Oort, Klost. O repeat the preceding participle,

but simply to make sense.

(5) nasp; so Dillm., Ryssel, Duhm, Gratz. © (iva) boEaaGfj. ill 133', which is

not to be justified by 5,16; Mai. 1,5.

(17) nnx -inx (Ezek. 33,30; Is. 27,12); so Klost. A very few MSS, too, read inx 45

twice. iH "inx ins (K
e
thib), nnx "inx (Q

e
re), which the Soncino Bible and many

MSS (including Cod. Bab.) give in the text. "inN would most naturally refer to the

hierophant. nnx might be a reticent allusion to a goddess. TO alter post alterum

(Jerome's Commentary). 3 himself gives post unani (so 3A
,
v. I., post januani).

© simply prefixes Kai to the next word. Here is one of those cases in which a 50

weak emendation does more harm that good. KLOST.'s emendation (including

"j3fO: see next page, line 1) is a strong one, and in the spirit of the context. But

cf. Oort, Theol. Tijdschr. 20 (1886) 562 f.
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63 Hrrz., EWALD, &c, with many MSS and some editions (de R.), also (5 (nartOXaaa

auxouc; in v. 3) and <L Q^ GEIGER, Ursckrift, p. 414.

5

Prophecy 10.

65, I -12; I3-20;2I-25

See ////r. Is., pp. 363-374. Charles suspects an interpolation in 65, 17 (66,22).

65 (0 "^KBf; so LOWTH, GRATZ, with (53. ill lV«». The mark of abbreviation was 10

overlooked.

K"l|? (or top); so Lowth, Ewald, Delitzsch, and most moderns, with (5$<£3.

Jit X~ip (against the parallelism).

(2) -j-rniitt; so Duhm, Klost., with (G. Cf. Deut. 21,18.20; y 78,8.

(4) CllSani, and in places difficult of access, i. e. sacred caves. Cf. Assyr. bacdru 15

'to be high, inaccessible' (cf. HOFFMANN, ZA 2,49), Aram. xmiS3, 3 Ezek. 41,12.

ill nmspl, i. e. strictly, and in well-guarded places; ^48,6 ill (corrupt). (5 kiu

ev Toiq o~Trn,A.aioic;, which might be = D'H'irni, but is more probably a paraphrase.

Klost.'s ingenious conjecture DvVi2$ "'p'pail is needless; p»a occurs in Job 40, 13

in parallelism to 155? the underworld. 20

[For Assyr. bucrat sadi (emoted by Winckler, AT Untersuch., p. 175) we
must read puzrat; the stem is "ITS, not "IS3; see DELITZSCH, AHW 5 1 Sb

; com]).

tapzirtu 'hiding,' Meissner, Supplement, p. 75
b

.
— The meaning of the Assyrian

stem -I2D seems to be to cut off (DELITZSCH, AHW i8i a
). Cf the note on

48,6.
- P. H.] 25

pim Qe
re (so ST3); cf. Jud. 6,19.20. pl.Bl Ke

thib. '2 would be cm. Xey. See W.
R. Smith, Rel. of the Se;u. 2

, p. 343.

nn^33; so Lowth, Oort, Klost., with <J3. M Drpi?3. 3 might easily fall out

before 3. BREDENKAMP, D.T^Sfc.

(5) Jpritthp; so Geiger (Urschr., pp. 56.172.493), Bredenk., Duhm, and presumably 30
W. R. Smith {Rel. of Sent.2

, p. 293). See Intr. Is., p. 368. Jit spfltthj?. The
Versions all fail to understand the suffix. (5 KaSocpoc; eiui. X, aYiiuxepoq aou

(dpi). 5T ~]ya WOl. 3 immundus cs.

(6) Jit + DpTrby ""fip^Bh. Such a parenthetical clause is most inconvenient, separating
as it does a verb from its object. The last two words recur very awkwardly 35

at the end of v. 7, and the parallelism is incomplete. Both faults in v. j
h are at

once corrected by the insertion of VlfiWl before DpTrbs (so read!). This word
had been omitted in the archetype, and was restored in the margin (with the

complementary words Tfbs). From the margin it found its way into the text at

the wrong point. So Duhm. 40

(7) DH —
,
OH — ; so HOUB., LOWTH, DUHM, with (55AI0. ill D3— ,D3— .

+ TiaVtivi. Inserted from the misplaced clause at the end of v. 6; see above, 1. 2,7.

bx, Qe
re, with many MSS and the Soncino and Brescia editions. Kethib by

(as v. 6). One of the commonest of errors.

(10) ill + "iia'-n -iu\x M35>b. These words, as DUHM observes, are outside the metre. 45

(13-20) Verses 13-20 are in a different metre from verses 8-12 and 21-25.

(14) frbpft; see on 15,2, and against Klost.'s M^ Konig, ii, 1, p. 372, n. 1. ill fotyjb.

Duhm ascribes this word to a copyist. But the long verses are here not strictly

regular. 50

(15) DUHM omits ^"IK. But the writer of vv. 13-20 has already used nirr »MN (v. 13).

We can hardly omit one and not the other, d in fact omits both, but this may
be due to the carelessness of the translator or of a transcriber.
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Y?\; so Hitz. (virtually), Bredenk., Klost., Ryssel, Gunning. M)n5)acts
as a priest.

Prophecy 9.

(63,1-6)

See Ititr. Is., pp. 347 -349.

Winckler (Altorient. Forsch. 1, pp. 344-346) goes to a length in textual emen-
dation and interpretation in which I can hardly see my way to follow him. For
a more complete view of the significance of a dress of skin, see W. R. Smith,

Religion of the Semites'2
-, pp. 437 f.

10

15

63 (1) rnsaia — DIIKO. Lagarde {Troph. Chald., p. 1), Oort, and with some hesitation,

Kuenen (Ei?il. § 49, n. 5), also Duhm, Gunning read "ixao — D^so (Nah. 2,4).

For a full discussion see Intr. Is., p. 348, and cf. DlLLM.-KlTTEL. The single

argument in favor of the change is a weak one, and the adverse reasons are strong.

(5 eic Booop does not support "iXSp (see 34,6). 20

"is?'S; so Lowth, Krochmal, Gratz, Chevne, Oort, Ryssel, Duhm, Klost.,

KlTTEL, GUNNING. Cf Jud. 5,4; 2 S. 5,24. (5 $\$a, KLOST.'s happy correction

for pia (cf uaxpti pipwv, Horn. //. 3,22); X, fiaivujv, 3 gradiens. ill nyi (51,14).

Winckler pv's (but see 42, 13).

rf3"31
— "innJi. The answer of the great Warrior should be naturally and intelli- 25

gibly expressed; it should have a close reference to the preceding question, and

should be parallelistic. "mi (Lam. 5,12) is suggested by "inn; n2-2"i by inS 2^12

in the preceding line. For 'S3 Yiru, cf. 5 ,
i6b . ill 1210, and without n2 after 21,

against which see DUHM. lini was a rare form, and had probably become
indistinct. "1210 was not an unnatural guess, and is paleographically not impos- 30

sibly remote from Yini 13 read, for Jit 21 in the second hemistich, 2"i (so

Winckler); (5, 21.

(2) "jerobtt (v. 3); so Houb., Lowth. b and (3 confounded; cf. Palmyrene characters,

and see on 48,9. ill f$y£>b (many MSS T"—r)- The Versions do not recognize
the preposition. Duhm, Gratz, "jura

1

? (bb in ill by dittography). 35

(3.5.6) DDYiKi, &c, with Waw consec. throughout the passage. So Luzzatto, Stade,

Cheyne, Driver, &c. (see on 43,28), with the Greek Versions and S3, ill D2V1X1

and so on, with
(iT,

in accordance with the futuristic interpretation. Cf. MOORE,
Theol. Literatur-Zeitung, 1887, col. 292.

(3
C
) *nbxz (Mai. 1,7); so Moore, Stade, Klost., Konig. Houb. ^jo (unpointed). 40

ill 'P^JX. In the unpointed text the prefixed N was a hint to the reader that

even the perfect form Vibttt was to be understood of, or a suggestion to read,

the future (Moore). Till lately, it was usual to explain 'JK as either an Aramaiz-

ing form (so, in 1881, KONIG, 1,275) or simply a slip on the part of the scribe

(so Olsh., Stade, in their respective Grammars) for 'an. Were this correct, we 45

might expect to find TibtONn
(cf. 19,6). Now that Stade, (Zt.f Theol. 1/. Kirche,

1892, p. 408) and KONIG (ii, I, 543, n. 2; Syntax, % 366, t, p. 514) have accepted
the view defended by Moore in 1887 it is needless to register authorities for the

earlier view.

(5) "ftp™ (59,i6). So Doderlein, with some MSS and the Soncino and Brescia 50

editions, ill Ti»m. One of the three references to Tittn may well be spared. "2

here is much more appropriate.

(6) Diattte; one of the Eastern readings. So CAPPELLUS, HOUB., LOWTH, Ges.
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61 For an ingenious but less critical view, see PERLES, Analekten, p. 91 ijie accepts

ill, but inserts W\bv after 0\\tfb).

bix ntD»o. So Bickell, Cheyne, Oort, Duhm. ill (nbnn) ntivo bax.

pnsn H^; opposed to J?^S n^» 57.4 (see also 1,26; and perhaps Jer. 31,23; \\<

118, 19). Cf. the first stichus of 60,21. 03's yeveai is best understood as a free 5

rendering of v
l^ (or

,

T^, LAG, Ubersicht, p. 170); perhaps 05 originally gave

yeved. ill ^vs*, but to compare the pious of Jerusalem to sacred trees is strange

(cf. 57,5), and the mixed expression "i ,!?\X is most unnatural. The Versions

(except 03) read "^N, but avoid the rendering trees. From "H^ to %b\ and from

this to "<b
y

H, the passage was easy. [P. S. If 03 really read V
T7\ it was a fragment of 10

a longer word. As a parallel to JJBfi we require "6nB> (ip 128,3). But 03 may have

read this word and paraphrased it -feved; veoqpuxa (see vpvp 1. c.) would not have

sounded well so near cpuxeuua. X in ill's ^N is corrupted from r>; cf. Ntt"in, Jud.

9,31; nevis, Jud. 9,41.]

(6) l"nnnn (Prov.25,6; cf. Is. 63,1). 03 6auuaa6n,(Teo-6e (cf. Lev. 19,15 0auudaa(; = 15

-nnn). ill nevin. A, TropcpupwenaeaGe (cod. 88, Field) = nennn
;
so Zenner,

Zeitschrift f. kath. TheoL, 1888, p. 257). Gratz nsxnri
(\\) 94,4; but see

Bathgen, ad foe).

(7) In Prop//. Is.3 a too despondent view of the text is given. Long ago indeed 03

despaired of v. 7
a

,
which it omits. Klost.'s correction, p'ni (50,6) for ill's 13V 20

restores sense. For a far less natural conjecture, see Gratz, Monatsschr. 39

(1886), p. 272. nriti>3, for ill's Dpnu'l, in the first hemistich, is for the sake of the

parallelism. Klost., however, alters DfJ^n, at the end of the second hemistich,

into orsp'pn.

(8) r6lS>3; so Ges. (see his note) and all moderns, with 03.3® and some MSS (de R.). 25

ill nbij>3; so 3. Whether Job 5, 16; \\)\\\ 58,3; 64,7; 92, 16 need be corrected, is

doubtful. See KONIG ii, 1, p. 162.

62 (2
b
) ill -\- 'im tshn uy ^b *nj?l. That this passage, even if genuine, is misplaced, is

evident. But where is there room for it? It stands in complete isolation. Prob-

ably it was originally a note, designed to correct v. 4, near which it may have 30

stood in the margin (Duhm).
(3) r)"3S Q

e
re. ^135 (nowhere else) Ke

thib.

(4-12) Verses 4-12 are in m-p-metre. See Budde, ZAT 11,241, and cf Duhm.

(4) ill -+- Tip "iCX , "
ksb, omitted on metrical grounds by BUDDE and DUHM. 35

nattb? (54,i); so Lowth, Oort, Duhm, Klost. ill nf?^.

(5) ^33 ^byy (cf. \\> 147,2); so Oort and Duhm. More simply Lowth and Briggs

Mess. /'/;>/>//., p. 400) ^33 (cf 54,5), but the plural verb is unexpected, in spite

of Gen. 20, 13. ill :p33 ^bVT. Cf on 49, 17.

(9) VSD«)2 (without Metheg); so GlNSB., quite suitably. Bar VBDNto. The pointing 40

VSDSO is also found. Cf. Qamhi quoted by KoNlG, I, 388.

Prophecy 8. 45

(61,10)

See /;//;-. Is., p. 347.

61 (10)
H
?B»; so KLOST. 2" 'OStiy; similarly 3. 3 cbxumdedit. ill "OtaST, the consonants

of which suggest the pointing ^w\ ;
so Bredenk., Dillm., Ryssel, Gunning. 50

ill's pointing, however, is more correct in so far as it decides the form to be

a perfect (note the parallelism). But a verb dip need not be postulated; the "" is

an accretion.

Is. 21
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60 Cf. 2n"iD, which bears witness to the primary sense of 2n"| incitatus est (aoii).

ill 2rryi, which does not suit the parallelism so well. In iy 138,3 some MSS and

editions have "oamri.

(6) itt -f \\f>3\ n:"Q^ 3<7J.
A gloss which spoils the metre (Duhm). 05AS Kai XiGov xiuiov

{cf Ezek. 27,22, Duhm). 5

(7) "^i^r?^"! ;
so Klost. The passage gains gready. 05, vaguely, nEouorv. ill

sjarfiB^,

accidentally substituted from v. 10.

-bv )vr$ (56,7); so Gratz. ill \arrby.

^n^JBJFl (56,7); so Hitzig, OORT, with 05. ill vnxsn, which must have arisen out

of the following word IKES. vnNBn JV3 is an unsuitable title for the Temple. 10

The glory of Israel is the Temple (64, 10); the glory of Jhvh is His people

(44,23; 49,3; 60, 21; 61, 3; 63,14). But sacrifices and prayer are naturally

mentioned together, and the phrase house ofprayer was congenial to a late writer.

(9) D ,!
S; so Duhm. ill d"n.

«j£; so Luzzatto, Geiger, Oort, Duhm. See Jer. 3, 17, and cf. Intr. Is., p. 339, 15

note 1. M Wj?\

(11) OTAbH; so Gratz, Siegfr.-Stade, with 05.53. ill innsi. See on 48,8.

twn!; so Duhm, Gratz. iH emvm. Oort D'Jiru.

(12) A prosaic gloss on vv. 10.11, especially on D^J and DH^Vo in v. n b
;

it was

suggested by Zech. 14, 16-19. Pd!?BD= royal house, as in 17,3, Lam.2,2; 05 oi 20

[5aai\eic (as in Lam. /. c).

Dylan. Duhm nixixn. But the 3 plur. masc. impf. is opposed to this. Perhaps

we should read D,sKn (Gratz, Psalmen, p. 129).

(14) M + 'bl yby\ niS2 by \OV\VSV\. Not in 05. Omitted by Duhm.

JVS. Klost. alters '2 into ]W\; Budde, on rhythmical grounds, omits it VZAT 11, 25

1891, 241). But see Intr. Is., p. 340 (near foot).

(16) -IBM; so Geiger {Urschrifi, 396 f.), Duhm, Siegfr.-Stade. ill iteh, to soften the

image. 05 ttXoOtov (riches won by conquest?). Cf. 66, 11 ; Job 24,9.

(17) ill-f b\M D"iSNn nnm nwna CPtgn nnm. An interpolation, which contradicts v. 13

(Duhm). 3°

(19) ill-f- DOV, a late insertion, which 05 completes by rM (xr]v vuktcx) in the next

line. So Duhm. Oort and Ryssel follow 05.

(21) m.T JJt?n (61,3); so Duhm. The hemistich will otherwise be too short. The text

had ">
J?ts». Qere -JJteO. Kethib WB&, or, better, lyfefi. Many MSS and £33X0

favor Qe
re. So all moderns. 05 simply to cpureuua. 35

n\ So 05. ill vr.

In the last double line or distich a title of Jhvh seems to have dropped out

(Duhm).

61 To this chapter vv. 1-3 of c. 62 should be added. We should then have a 40

prophetic poem in six quatrains of double lines. For the passages printed in

light purple (61 , i-4
a
;62, 1 .6.7) see note in the English Translation of Isaiah,

p. 210, I.43.

(1) DniJ^I. So DlLLM. (doubtfully), GRATZ, with 05. ill D'HlDK^l. But npD else-

where is only used of the opening of the eyes or, once (42,20), of the ears. OS's 45

reading is in itself preferable. The allusion is to 42,7, milj; D ,: ,
J? npB^>. A lover of

parallelism substituted 'DS for '\y. For a less probable view (that ill combines

parts of two readings) see Proph. Is. 2, 17 if.

np3 (42,7). So Klost., Gratz ;
05 avtipXeiyiv. iH nip-nps (some MSS, less

accurately, nipnpB); cf. Konig, ii,i, p. 152. It is a case of dittography; W\bv 50

°b (9,6.7) is exactly parallel. Kittel inclines to approve.

(3) ill-f nr6 |VS "6?kV, which is a variant or a corrective gloss on Dlfe^ D^iN-^s

(Duhm). Bickell less naturally inverts the relation (so Cheyne, Proph. IsJ).
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5g scribe wrote by mistake for BJ?M; he added the latter without excising the former

Similarly DUHM. Cf JUBB's excellent note in LOWTH. On the form of 'n, see

DELITZSCH.

(18) *?Oi. «t renders this stichus: rbw abm wbtfi n», i. e. 'W "?D3 Dlbtti "?5?3. 03 tin;

dvTairobthairjv avTceiroboaiv. ill bV3, which DuHM retains, altering 'W into D^ 5

or a^B*. But see next note but one
(1. 9).

n»^3; so Klost., with (>3 (Svciboc). ill ^UM, which does not match the parallel

word nttn.

Jll + D^" ^Di D ,sj6. Not in (5. D ,si6 is a gloss on ra'-S
1

?. When received into

the text it required the support of 'BP '}, taken from the first hemistich. So OORT, 10

Duhm, and partly KLOST.; Dillm. hesitates.

(19) 1KT1 (without Metheg), from ns"l. So KNOBEL, BREDENK., Klosi., DUHM. ill

1SV1 (Bar, Ginsb.), and so virtually ©M3. But the second " is not given in

all MSS, nor in the Soncino Bible and Prophets, nor in Complut., and is prob-

ably a later insertion, as in 60,5; Job 6,21. The Metheg is, of course, merely 15

an interpretation. Critical exegesis seems to require the sense they will see

(not fear). To all but the hostile peoples, the manifestation of Jhvh's Name or

Glory will be a winsome, and not a fearful, object {cf 60,3; 66, 18.19; \\> 102, 15 f.).

-is» nros {cf onsia -ina, Gen. 15, 18). Klost. lie -inas; but see on 37,25. ill "ina?

IS, where IS must be taken as the subject to SU"1

(so 9tS), a construction against 20

which the context and the position of IS protest. ©AXO, however, express ">n}3

"is (so Dillm., Duhm point). But if this view of the construction were correct,

we should expect a different adjective or participle, e. g. ^Bb* (30,28). Klost.'s

correction restores naturalness to the passage, and produces a picturesque figure

(see note in English Translation). But it is vain to appeal to the fact that © never 25

recognizes 11SI3 as a proper name. For ill does admit its existence in three

passages (2 K. I9,24= ls. 37,25; Is. 19,6; Mic. 7, 12). It is more pertinent to refer

to ill Zech. 10, H, where HrrziG long ago pointed out that in the phrase rnx DJ3

(assuming its correctness) ms must allude to "11SO = n^SO, and where Well-
HAUSEN with proper boldness corrects X into D^Stt. In Zech. /. c. the loss of 30
the initial » is easily accounted for; D) immediately precedes. In our passage,
we must suppose that tt in ISO had become effaced. H supposed the river to

be the Euphrates, (so also at 66,12); and probably ill (note "in33) took the same
view. Compare Intr. 7s., p. 335, n. 1.

13 H3^J (40,7); so GRATZ. ill 13 HDD}, a phrase full of difficulty, both lexically 35

and grammatically.

(20) M + mrr- DNJ. This is not in (0, and encumbers the metre.

(21) DJiK; so Klost. ill orifc, Bar, with MSS and the Soncino editions. Ginsb. nnix.

See Intr. Is., p. 336. 40

Prophecy 7.

(60;
— 6l,I-9.II + 62, 1-3;4-I2) 45

Chapter 60 is a poem on Glorified Zion in ten quatrains of double lines. The
text has been rather carelessly transmitted. See Intr. Is., pp. 336-341.

60 (5) nnn, without Metheg (Bar, Ginsb.); so (5583, Saad., Rashi, Qamhi, and most

moderns. Cf. 66,14; Zech. 10,7. wn (so Soncino Bible), "Knri, or \X"m, many 50

MSS, Ibn Ezra, VlTR., LOWTH, Gesenius, Oort, KlOST.

3JJT11; so some MSS and (G (^KOrrjon), Hayyuj and Isaac Nathan, Gratz. So
Cant. 6,5 'jrmn, © dvenTtpwodv ue; tp 138,3 \33rnn Thou didst encourage me.
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58 Palmyrene) 3 and X are by no means so dissimilar in appearance that a scribe

might not confound them.

(13) ni&?a (56,2); so Houb., Lowth, Oort, Klost., with (5. Cf. on 18,7. fi\ nito».

Prophecy 5.

(59,i-i5
a
)

IO

See Intr. Is., pp. 328-334.

59 (3) ^>*U?; so Luzz., Klost., Konig (virtually). i\\ ^t}ia, giving us the choice between

the Nif'al and the more usual Pual form Qbxl). See KONIG, 1,265. LtJZZ.'s

view that ibxii was so pointed to prevent confusion with l'rXJJ from b«J /6> redeem 1 5

is needless. Wright prefers to take it as a quasi-Nif'al from Piel bxi, I'ual b&

(Camp. Gram., p. 224 [Ass. nagarruru &c.]; <^ OLSHAUSEN, p. 608).

(5-8) A later insertion from some favorite book of moral teaching, or possibly from

some very late Psalm (Intr. Is., p. 329).

(5) JVyWH; so KLOST. M rrvnn, combining the two readings iTVttn (0 0uvTpii|JU<; 20

II b?»n) and rrywn. C/. Konig, ii, 1, p. 427.

(10) ntMStea, following & »fit»D3; ^ Deut. 28,29. So Ki.OST., GRATZ, and in the sec-

ond stichus Koppk, Oort, Duhm. (SiJ (twice) lynXcKpnaouorv, etc>»»3. i\l ntrwja

(twice).

Jit D\il3tt>K3 before DTlfeS. One might conjecture drstsmna, which R. Menahem 25

in Rashi's commentary gives as the meaning of 'CN3, or {cf. Lam. 3,6) D"3^n3.

The last mentioned passage also suggests as the missing verb at the end of

the stichus 3C'J.

(13) B?j?j;; so Gratz, Cheyne with <8<I (ftbrna, nptt). M pcty. Cf. on 30, 12 (<£ «np»).

DHJ, from nin to utter (as in Psalms and late Hebrew), itt
13<l]

1"1«1 (i. e. teaching 30

andputting forth, implying that these are inf. Hif. forms from iTV and m\ This

may, grammatically, be impossible (KONIG, 1,555) and TW may be in reality

non-existent (see on 27,8), but no other view of ill's punctuation makes sense.

(Konig's statement is unconvincing". DlLLM. and KLOST. accept the consonantal

text, pointing 12m Tin; cf. <5 exuouev Kai eueXexnaauev. But 1*in (cf. v. 4) does 35

not make sense, and encumbers the stichus. It is an uncorrected error of the

scribe for »n (Duhm; Gratz).

(i5
a
) bsri^O; so /;///-. Is. (p. 333) after Klost. 5 uereaxiiaav xnv bidvoiav toO auvi^vai,

i. e. '^Flfeno {cf.
Dan. 7,8) jn WDM. M bb^Ki; cf. ip 76,6.

40

V

Prophecy 6.

(59,I5
b
-20;2l)

43

See Profit. Is., pp. 334~33^>-

That the metre is the same as that of Prophecy 5, is no sufficient ground for

disregarding the dictates of a natural exegesis. This, however, is implied in

Duhm's assertion of the unity of 59,1-20. Apparently the opening of Prophecy 6 50

has been omitted by the editor.

(i5
b
) +?"!!!• This word fell out through its resemblance to jn»l.

(17) M+ mtfzbfi. Not expressed in (51. Probably a distortion of »3Vl, which the
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58 i:r
-od\

; ip~i, Gen. 10,12^ 'head of the fountain;' cf.
1. 69 of the Black Obelisk of

Shalmaneser II (860-825 B.C.): adi res eni sa Idignat asar mucu sa me sakmt

(Schrader, KB 1,135^ = I wcnt to tnc head of the Tigris where the source of

the water is situated. (DELITZSCH, Paradtes, p. 25; AIIW 240
s
above). In the

Borsippa Inscription of Nebuchadnezzar II (604-561 B.C.) miici mesa means no- 5

thing but tint flowing offofthe water, outlets; notgutters {Expositor '96, pp.479f.)

or conduits
v
see KB iii, 2,53,32). The word may refer to drains, sewers, chan-

nels, &c, but it has not these meanings. Dillmann-Kittel renders correctly.

wie ein Wasserquett; so, too, Kautzsch-Ryssel and Duhm (Quellort); ARV,

spring of tvater. 10

It might be well to note in this connection that ,
tt

, is not reduplication of ,

D,

but the old plural form mdmi with epenthesis of the final 1. The final e must be

explained in the same way as the -e instead of -i in imiDID for susatinu (Ges.-

KAUTZSCH § 91, m) or the -e in Syriac plural forms like U^A* (originally

sallitdm) alongside of j_£A* (NOLDEKE, Syr. Gr. § 74); see my paper The As- 15

syrian E -vowel (Baltimore, 1887) p. 5 and my note on Denominative Verbs in

Semitic in Johns Hopkins University Circulars, July '94, p. no, 11. jff.). Assyr.

mdmi is an old plural form in -ami instead of -dni, the common plural ending of

the masculine substantives, just as samdmi 'heavens,' axami 'brothers' (in axamis

'like brothers' or 'mutually'" for *samdni, *axdni. Heb. trotf = samdmi with epen- 20

thesis of the final /, just as D^tt
= mdmi, mdimi, maim. The , in KJtttf, rt^V.fi : is

not radical, but secondary. HOMMEL's theory that D'm' is a causative of D'D is

probably right. For the interchange between the terminations -ami and -dni, cf.

my remarks on JO" (which is but a modification of the Assyr. emphatic ma,

Hopkins Univ. Circ, July '94, p. io9
b and my explanation of D and

]
in the suffixes 25

of the 2
d and 3

d
pers. plur., ibid., p. u8b ,

11. 7 ff. — P. H.]

("That NXltt (properly place of issuing forth) can mean that which issues forth

is plain from a group of passages, e.g. Num. 30,13; Deut. 8,3; 23,24.* The

phrase D'tt KXIfc, therefore, can mean either the source ofwater, or the water which

issues forth. Exegetical tact must decide in each passage whether fountain or 30

water-course (which, naturally, does not mean simply channel without reference

to the water flowing in it) is the better English rendering What is meant in 58, 1 1

is the water which unceasingly refreshes a ."in
]},

not merely a fountain, but the

water of the water-courses, D'fc ^B.]

rpVn'' (40,31); so Secker, Lowth, Hupfeld (on h' 6,3), Chevne (doubtfully), 35

Duhm, Klost. ill •p'?n\ Gratz n^n"1

(38 ,
1 6). (5 mavBr]aera\ (cf sbn).

The correction adopted naturally suggests "jnoSJrt (for ill's Tnbssn); cf. 40,29.

Hupf., Klost., however, adhere to ill.

(12) SfXl 1331. So Weir (JPropk. Is. 2,171). Loeb (La Lilt, des Pauvres, p. 242). The

assonance may be displeasing (Dillm.), but meets us again in 60, 10. The idea 40

is that expressed in 49, 17. "[SJ? 1331 (Duhm, Klost.) is less natural ; it is the people,

personified, which is addressed, ill ijfttt UM, which is explained by ^68,27; Job

18,15 (both corrupt passages). (5 renders freely, kcu oiKobourjGnaovxai aou ai

eprjuoi aiihvioi.

niS'Tii; so Lagarde, Oort, Klost. Cf. Am. 9,11. True, fTD would be air. Xey. 45

But so also are HDnn in Am. /. c, and JIDnn in 49,19. ill JVOVO. According to

DlLLM., the corruption of 3 into X is hardly possible. But it is undeniable that

the old and the new Hebrew characters were long in simultaneous use for the

sacred writings (Blau, Zur Einl., p. 66), and an old 3 and a new X could easily

be confounded. And in some forms of the Aramaic characters (especially the 50

-£§-§>££*>

*
\&ry$B X2n» or nfi KX1tt= Assyr. £1pi, Delitzsch, AIIW 23SI3 below; cf. Driver on

Deut. 23,24. — T. H.]



Prophecy 4.

(58,1-12; 13. 14)

See /«/;-. />., pp. 323-328.

It is difficult to divide this prophecy into four-line stanzas (see on v. 11). 5

58 (3) D3usn ; so Houb., Lowth, Oort, Gratz, with 0533fit. Cf v. 13. ill pen, the

mark of abbreviation having been overlooked.

D3T3 tabs? ^Dl (Deut. 24,10-13); so Klost. 05-kou TtdvTai; Touq unoxeipiouq, i. e.

D3T2 ^31. 10, Kai -rrdvTai; xouq 6cpet\^Ta<; (or xpeujcpeiXerac;) uuwv; 3 et omnes
debitores vestros, either guessing, or reading some phrase, of which D3T formed 10

a part (comparing Deut. 15,2?). ill D3"3Si* bl\ which cannot be explained quite

naturally (see Dillm. and Del.). It seems that 1 became obliterated in D3T3,
and the half-effaced B3, in D3y became X.

(4) Bh; so Houb., LOWTH, Oort, Klost., Gratz, with 05 (xciTreivov). M J?eh; cf.

v. 6, where, however, J?ttH is much more suitable than here. 15

(6) +nw DKi; so DUHM, Gratz, with 05. Thus we obtain at least an imperfect
hemistich.

D»n
(|| ?Bh, as Prov. 4, 17). ill ntalB, from the parallel stichus, against the parallel-

ism. In Ez. 9,9 Cornill rightly (as it seems) emends noo into Dttn
;
n dropped

out, D became 0, and n was added to make sense. 05 (Is.) reads noiO both times, 20

and interprets this vague word of unjust contracts for loans of money (auvdMcrrua,

auYYPaqpn). Gratz's correction of the second '» into nNBta overlooks this, and
so does Weir's remark on the Versions in Proph. Is. 2,171. On Hrrz.'s correc-

tion of the first 'D (also of 'D in v. 9) into ntstt, adopted by Klost., see DlLLM.,
DUHM. 25

prnn; so DUHM, with 05. M Iprun. Similar errors are not unfrequent.

(7) D'H'fiD D^V 1 - The latest and most exhaustive of grammarians (Konig, ii, 1, p. 128)

has no doubt that '» is abstr. pro concr., and in apposition to D^JJ?. The latter

part of this theory is most improbable. If these two nouns are in apposition, "a

ought to be either a plur. adj. or a plur. part, as the Versions (to which Konig 30

refers) appear to have taken it. Nor is the former assumption much more
natural. An abstract subst. between two adjectives is very much out of place.

The traditional interpretation transmitted by the Versions (05 daT^you?; fit pbtt'jDfc;

3 vagos) was attached probably in the first instance, not to DTHtt (which can

hardly be correct), but either to D ,
1"i1tt (an unattested but perfectly possible Hof. 35

from "l*n) or to D**YTI3. It is difficult to decide between these. For the former,

cf. fit Hos. 7,i2, pa^taK, where iH has DT"11K, but fit evidently reads DT")N. For

the latter, cf. fit Is. 16,2.3; Hos. 9,17.

(8) sjgBtr (52,12); so Oort, Duhm. ill ?JSBK\

(10) Tjttnb; so Lowth, Gratz (Monatssckrift, 1886, pp. 271 f), Oort, Duhm, with (55* 40

and 11 MSS (Kenn. ; DE R.). 05, it is true, now has tov dprov ex lyuxtK oou
,

but £.k vjJuxn? is obviously a later insertion, itt *"[C>SJ, which comes by dittography
from the following tPBll.

(11) The first hemistich (if this term be correct here) stands alone. This arrange-

ment seems the only one which does justice to the sense. The garden and the 45

conduit necessarily belong to the same line. D'tt XS1D in English is here best

rendered water-course. In 41,18 05 renders '0 'NX'IO by ubporfWYoi; in
141 107,35

by bieEoboi (similarly 2 K. 2,21). To relieve the second hemistich of the third

line it is desirable to excise D ,B (which is unnecessary before VB'D) and 1B"«.

KXia without D**» occurs in the Siloam Inscr., 1. 5. 50

[Assyr. mucdu (Shalman. Col. 76), or contracted, miicu has sometimes been said

to mean co?iduit or water-course; it means rather spring, the source from which

a stream proceeds, literally place of issuing. It is a synonym of res em (^^
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57 (13*) pnptf (66,3); so Weir (Proph. Is), Oort, Budde, Gratz. itt "psttj?.

(l3
b
) Duhm and BUDDE take v. 13'', 'Ul HDinm, to be the enm hiding line of the first

part of this prophecy. But there is no metrical necessity for this, and consider-

ations of style dissuade from it. The editor did little more than coordinate two 5

quite different descriptions.

(14) itt + lttXV Point rather "MOttl. It is a scribe's insertion, perhaps to explain the

imperative which suddenly follows: "JVI 135 (40,3) suggested taking "icfcl from

40,6. The supposed speaker may be the Prophet. Lowth, Klost. "lOfcV; 3 et

dicam. 10

(15) tfnp,3; so Klost., with (5, which gives ev orpoic. once, superfluously, in the Name
of God (crpoc. tv cxyioiO, and again for the word misread (evidently) in itt as

trnpl. Gratz omits tsmpl as due to repetition, but against metre. For the Beth

essc/ificr, cf. 40 ,
1 o.

( x 7) yjTiato; so Klost. and similarly Houb., Oort (6/54, 7. 8). ® h\ auap-riav fSpaX 1

'

1 15

ti. itt 1JJS3 I'lVa. But if any offense were mentioned, it should be idolatry.

inasi; so Oort, Dillm., Driver, Ryssel, Klost., Gratz, with (Ss3. See on

43 ,
28. itt W3K1.

r)spi so Oort, Ryssel. itt eppNi; Gratz, with G5S3, »|SpKJ.

(18) nirP "i»S transferred from v. 19, where VnXSIl is a variant to inXETiNl, and, conse- 20

quently, mrr "IBK, which precedes it, is the continuation of Ti\S1 V2T1 (Duhm).

Precisely so, in 42,19 (itt®), the variant mrP "DJ73 has been introduced with the

word with which it is logically connected (see note). (5's rendering of v. 19 shows

that the translator took the closing words to be a separate clause.

inrux, (14,3); so Klost. itt inmjo (58,11); 'A3 lnmaj; ©S lnamKi. Our choice, 25

in the present context, can only lie between <5's reading and that of Klost.

Unless we alter D^ni, the latter leading is preferable. Cf. on 63, 14.

V^3*6l. (6 7TapdK\r|aiv a\n,9ivn.v, /'. e. D'OlEX (n^nj). The ordinary interpretation

of 'iS
1

?! }b is very questionable; the case of 56, 8b is not entirely parallel. But by
the connection proposed in the next note the whole context gains greatly in 30

appropriateness of expression. Of course, the : must be shifted, so as to stand

after DTSfc.

-f^N. The text ran TVJKNTQ. It is obvious how easily the scribe might over-

look the repeated letters. To the mourners of Israel (cf. 61
, 3) Jhvh restores

the faculty of speech (ns "jinnB, Ezek. 16,63), which had been as it were in 35

abeyance during their deep sorrow (Ezek. 3,15; Job 2, 13). So Gratz. Cf. AIO,
kou -role; iraBeivoii; (see Field) auxou kti£wv Kapiroix; (Kap-rrov). (5 does not

express 'lil K"il3.

Ti (Mai. 1 ,12), Qe
re. Ke

thib 311 Cf. Konig, ii, 1
, 53. 9T ttfitt, and so S, paraphras-

ing correctly. The fruit of the lips is speech (Prov. 10,31; 12,14; *3,2; 18,20). 40
There is no occasion to define it as thankful speech. The sense here is more

striking without this limitation. It is otherwise in Hos. 14,3.

(20) CrUi, W\Hf\. itt BHM, Wtt»l. But VfM means to drive away (cf. Nifal, Jon. 2,5).

So, too, in Am. 8,8, read ntSHJiai (but excise it as a gloss; cf. (6). See Am. 9,5,

and cf.
Talm. Sotah, 34* which makes doubt impossible. See G. Hoffmann, 45

/.AT 3,122, who only omits to refer to Sotah, 1. c. (Intr. Is., p. 322). Just after,

occurs another Talmudic word, tfS"l. LAGARDE's emendation W\i (Proph. Chald.,

p. 1) is plainly unsuitable.

¥
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Prophecy 3.

(56,9-57, i3
a
;i3

b
-2i)

56 A composite passage (comp. ////;-. Is., pp. 315-323; STADE, Gesch.zjo; DlLL-

mann, /t'j.s, p. 482). The first part (56,9-57, I3
a
) is in nrp-verses, grouped in 5

quatrains, the last of which is imperfect. Cf. BuDDE, ZAT II (1891) pp. 239-241.

The second part (57, I3
b
-2i), which has been appended by the editor, begins

in double distichs (the first is incomplete), but either from the imperfection of

the text or from the writer's imperfect mastery of his art it sinks at the close

(vv. 17-21) into a rhythmical prose. 10

(10) ">ai, DUHM. "'OS? "BS, Budde. Ke
thib IBS, i. e. either IBS (<5 i'bere), IBS (Ginsb.),

or IBS (so the points). Qe
re VBS, which in some MSS and editions is Ke

thib.

+ pan, from v. 1 1 (see below). ©SAMrCr cppovf|acu. So DUHM.
anna (1 K. 18,42; 2 K. 4,34\ so Gratz. JlX D'jn", for which the not very suitable

sense wandering in their speech has been derived from .£iX*. DMh, as Rodwell 15

reads with some MSS, is not more appropriate. The Versions guess.

(11) D'jh nan, evidently a gloss on "'BS in v. 10
[1

is the Waw explicativum; cf.
note

on 17,8.
— P. H.]; pn \yv xb, which follows in ill after D"jn n»ni, is nothing but

a more correct reading of the second half of 1. 2 (Duhm).
ill-j-WSpn. Not in (5, overloads the stichus (Duhm), arises out of a dittogram, and 20

is untranslatable. Budde omits the preceding "ij?sn^> instead.

(12) Wanting in (5; the cursives which have it draw from 0. Not otherwise suspicious.

-irp, not nn\ So Bar, Ginsburg.

57 (1) Verse 1 should clearly end at 'pSD.

(2) +"?3; so Duhm, to help the sense. Otherwise we must read 123tt>0 by rm\ 25

mnba (26,10; cf. 33,15). ill inia.

(3) Verse 3 should end at U3J?nn.

m'n riENiiD; so Klost., Bredenk., Budde. ill nitni *)Mfi (on the difficulties of

which see Del. and Dillm.).

(5) As it stands the second part of both lines is not in true nvp-metre. Budde 30

would omit nnn both times, supplying 2. But v. 5 does not fit well into the

denunciation, and is probably an editorial insertion (cf. Duhm). For the second

nnn read linn with (5.

(6) ''pVrQ (1 S. 17,40)?; <£ niyjwa (in 1 S. ''jrjNP). ill ,

p^nn, which perhaps combines

the two views ^bm (30), and 'gVrn (&). In Am. 7,4 G. Hoffmann reads p^n 35

for ill pbn (ZAT 3,118).

nnax Tibx byr\. There is no place for this in the poetical scheme. It may be an-

other insertion of the editor who (see v. 5) aims at heightening the effect. Or it

may be a corruption of nnin wbyn (Duhm) ; cf.
the analogous corruption in

Ezek. 5,13 (see Cornill). 4°

(8) W«D; so Duhm. ill "'nxo, perhaps through a false interpretation of "jlfOt.

nafll; so Duhm. See Ezek. 16, and cf. Hos. 3,2. ill Vfpm.
+ Dn« 'sjnajn

nx "'aini. Supplied by Duhm from ® v. 9
a

,
where it is clearly mis-

placed. The passage is dependent on Ezek. 16,25 f.

(9) "ODni; so probably £, eKoaur|6n.<; (see Field); 3 ornasti te unguento. This is a 45

natural verb to go with pv (Ezek. 16,9). ill "ntfro. But the verb "Wtf= Wl is

imaginary; Ezek. 27,25 and Jer. 5, 10 (part. pi. WIE*) are both corrupt.

(10) nbin (\\> 49,9); so Klost. ill n^n. <5A n^n.

(11) *vy nbytt (\\> 10,1). (5 (at ibwv) -rtapopw. AX (tipi/d Hieron.) et negligens-, 3 et

quasi non videns. ill D^m (Bar, Ginse., with Complut. ; cf. 42, 14). J. D. Mich., 50

Lowth, Oort, Gratz read simply nbyw, but Tj? is required to complete the

hemistich.

4-p by, a fragment of a hemistich.
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ig weave. 6 at any rate had a part., but as this part. (dpYoiZouevoi) occurs three

times over in w. 9. 10, we cannot say what it was. Koppe, DUHM, PlVjrttf; Klost.,

BREDENK., rvriW Egypt's drinkers (cf. below, 1. 11). ill rrnhtf Egypt's pillars (or

foundations). The correction proposed is highly probable if on other grounds
the passage be late; note MJ WN at the end of this verse (Intr. Is., p. in). 5

"DtP. ill Ipfe, elsewhere only in Prov. 11,18 (where correct 13^). The sense

remains the same; for few will be convinced by GRATZ, who (following £, Saad.,

Rashi, Ibn Ezra) renders sluices (cf.
*13D to stop up), or Harkavy, who compares

the Egyptian secher 'consilium,' and renders "i3to ^j? agentes consilia= consiliarii

{Journal asiatiaue, mars-avril 1870, p. 184). R. STEPHENS (4 edition of Bible), 10

Doderlein, Klost., Bredenk., -istf, with <5S (tov ZOOov, f*a*); cf Herod. 2,77.

But unless we reconstruct the verse (see Duhm), this is not probable. That ""fety

"13te is a unique expression (why not D^TDly, or nSK^fi "'fcity?)
is justly observed

by Weir (Prop//. A. 2,152). But among Aramaic phrases, a single uncouth

Hebrew phrase may be excused. J 5

(12) ljnM (47,i2f.) ; Secker, Lowth, Duhm, after @3. ill ljrn.

(13) Omit 1 before lynn, with Bar and GlNSBURG.

ni3; so Grotius, Lowth, Gratz, Bredenk., Duhm, with Si. Cf. 1 Sam.

14,38; Jud. 20,2. ill nas.

(14) naip3; so Secker, Lowth. See Hos. 5,4. iH aaipa.
20

(17) run
1

? (on the o sound, see KOnig, ii, 1, p. 506), with some MSS. ill xznb, an Ara-

maizing error of the scribe (OLSH., p. 204; Ges.-Kau'I'ZSCH26 § 80, h; but cf.

KOnig, ii, 1, p. 427).

[n»8 ^3=nt»N nj> ^33; cf Kittel (alt.). ani« refers to mw nonx, and vbx to ansa; 25

t/ vby at the end of the verse. T3P is impersonal (cf Driver on Lev. 4,12;

14,4; Ges.-Kautzsch 26
§ 144, e): Whenever any one merely mentions the name

ofjudah to her (Egypt) she will shudder, because of the purpose ofJhvh Sabaoth,

which He isforming agaMst Egypt.
— P. H.]

(18) D*inn TJ>; so I3A, Talm. Menahoth no*, and some MSS, followed by HOUB., Vitr., 30

Lowth, Ges., Hitz., Ewald, Riehm, Cheyne (Intr. Is.). With these Dillmann
is half-inclined to agree, if the whole clause may be taken as a later addition.

iH Dinn "Vj?; so AOS, followed by Del., Duhm (with differing interpretations).

(6 pixn "vy, followed by Geiger (Urschrift, p. 79), Bredenk., Dillm. (doubt-

fully), Cornill (ZAT4.89), Guthe (who makes the clause a later addition). 35

Opinions also differ as to the right rendering of Dinn and Dinn. See Intr. Is.,

pp. 102
f., 106; Black's forthcoming Encyclopaedia Biblica, s. v. Ir ha-heres; and

on the reading of Cojnplut. (ttoXi? axepe?), see DELITZSCH.

(20) ;ni ; so Duhm. jpttfifi is the only term for a deliverer of Israel in the passage
alluded to (Jud. 3,9.15). ill

3"lJ.
4°

(25) nrta; so Duhm, with ©. ill 13^3, in which Ges. and Hitz. think that the masc.

suffix may refer to p«, because the population of the earth rather than the earth

itself is meant.

45

Prophecy 2.

(56,i.2;3-8)

56 (3) niVan; cf v. 6. So Bredenk., Dillm., Duhm. iH mVan.

(5) i»^ ; so Lowth, Duhm, Klost., with ISO. ill "b.

(7) +1\T, so KLOST., with (Btf. The word easily fell out after DiT—. 50

Is. 20
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19,10

54 'n is virtually parallel to "pVx mpn xb. ill "'pm, the received exegesis of which is

rather forced.

(15) A substitute for an illegible passage. See Intr. Is., p. 304. [P. S. Perhaps we
should read, bVsJV yb» i\r\'X

IV "D TUKO DBN ^nir "li
|,"t.

For "113, 9^ Gen. 49, 19.

^BJV for ^IS"
1

is due to Gratz; cf. 45, 14. Seeing the hopelessness of the struggle, 5

the assailants offer prayer to Israel as a supernaturally gifted people.]

(16) bfovh; so Klost., whose exposition restores life and color to the passage. ill

bznb. [Contrast note on Xeh. 1
, 7]. Tautologically, for bzn and rrntrn are synonym-,.

(17) The last two stichi seem late.
' ,

H2J? in 44,26 (corr. text) means the prophets;
the phrase occurs nowhere else in cc. 40-55. For the form of the passage, cf.

10

Job 20,29; 27,13 (Duhm).

55 (0 Q 05?- So Oort, Ryssel. ill f)D3; but the reference to money is premature.
itt + 1 VOiy \sb; a repetition against the metre (see next stichus). So Duhm. (5

expresses it here, but not a second time. 15

(3) D2CS3 — Itsn. A late insertion which weakly repeats what has been already said

(Duhm). 05 disguises the repetition by omitting ^X jnet? iy»t? in the preceding
distich.

-rn:N. ill prefixes 1.

(4) Q^vb. So Oort, Duhm, with <D5£3. iH D^Nb; but see next stichus. 20

vnru. Koppe and Gratz TWO; so 5. If w. 3.4 form together a double distich,

the reading of 5 becomes the more plausible. But, like Duhm, the present
writer hesitates to emend so important a passage without more external authority.

(7) A late insertion {Intr. Is., p. 304).

(9) pnS33"0 (ip 103,11); so Klost. with (5S3£ (apparently), ill imr^. 25

(11) ns; (45,23); so Klost. ill rcr.

(13) nnni. So Qe
re, with 0532". Many MSS, and Soncino, Bresc, Comphit., have

this in the text.

30

(Uofee on tytxvt 5.

Prophecy i. 35

(l9,I-I5;l6-25)

Composite; rhythm and style nowhere that of Isaiah. See Intr. Is., pp. 99-119.

19 (4) VnJDl; cf.
i Sam. 17,46 &c. So Gratz. ill TnsDI. [Contrast note on 9, 17, p. 84,

1. 53.
- P. H.] 40

(6) vrotm. So Olsh., A. Muller, Konig, &c.
[cf.

Ges.-Kautzsch § 53, p.] ill

IrTOtNm. The scribe wrote 'IN, Aramaizing; the n is due to a corrector.

11se (Winckler). See on 37,25 (p. 115, 1. 42). ill TiXtt.

(7) ill ^1K ,
by nns?, where "US' by may be variant to 1W »B by. nn» bare places

(i.
e. meadowsT) is certainly corrupt. (D's (kgu) to «xl T6 X^wpov simply shows 45

how old the Jewish interpretation (Ibn Saruq, Qamhi, Saad.) is. Cf. MOORF.'s

note on my&, Jud. 20,33.

(9) ill -flirt CJIiSl, perhaps a gloss on rrntf at the beginning of v. 10. It is unwise to

emend 'Tin into wm, with Luzzatto, Gratz, Siegfr.-Stade, Perles; witt in

29,22 is cnr. XeT-, and very possibly corrupt. No objection can be raised to 'Tin 50

(05 xnv fSuaaov), nor is Siegfr.-Stade's transposition of D'ilNl and nip
vW an

improvement. Cf. DlLLMANN.

(10) rrritf, from .intr, the root of Heb. and Aram. *r\V (Lev. 13,48 ff.); cf.
-K*l to
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52 Book of Job. As it now stands, the poem falls into 15 quatrains, one of which,

it is true, has been imperfectly transmitted. But there was probably a time

when it was shorter. There is some reason to think that those portions which

are here given as stanzas 1-3 and 14. 15, were written after the description of the

fortunes of the Servant as a framework to receive it. There are many corrup- 5

tions of the text. In dealing with these, we must not omit to consider the -poetic-

al form of the composition, and the writer's marked tendency to link the differ-

ent parts together by repeating the same ideas and the same leading words

(hence a bold conjecture of Krochmal on stanza 11, line 1, becomes not un-

justifiable; cf. p. 150, I. 12).
10

(14) vby. So Hour., Lowth, Dathe, Gratz, Duhm, Kittel, Gunning, with 9TS.

ill "["by-, and so (5, which has the second person throughout this verse, ill, being
in uncertainty, recognizes both views. But the form of vv. 13.15 makes an address

to the Servant impossible.

13 should introduce a clause in correspondence to the preceding stichus. There- 15

fore between ]3 and nnttfft words must have fallen out such as innerP D^l.

The verb should be one that expresses unambiguously the opposite of iodc,

and in restoring it conjecturally we may look for suggestions to 53,2.3.

nnB'o; so Geiger, Gratz, Duhm, Kittel, Gunning; ill nn&'p. Was there a

design in this strange pointing (Luzz., Oort)? Cf. on 53,5. 20

(15) nnnc\ ill nr, i. e. cause to spring up (Dillm., Duhm, Driver, &c). The ob-

jections to this rendering of nv have been set forth by G. F. MOORE (fourn. of
Bibl. Lit., Boston, 1890, p. 221) and the present writer {Proph. IsJ, p. 167). The

sense proposed is, however, an appropriate one. We might read *IJV (so Proph.

Is); \ might easily have come out of a fragment of n, and n be an augmented 25

"l. "im with the object CU occurs in Hab. 3,6. But does not the parallelism

suggest that WM is the subject ? Moreover 05 has Gauudaovxcu. MOORE would

therefore read 1UV
(cf. Jer. 33,9). A still better parallelism will be produced by

reading Nnnttr; cf. the parallel passage 49,7. The middle letters may have be-

come effaced, and iV////" have been misread nr. H's ppJW (=1DT) seems a guess. 30

53 (1) This verse should be linked with 52, i5
b

. On the rendering, cf. Giesebrecht,
Beitr. p. 159, whose exegetical view, however, supported by Budde (TLZ, May
23 '96, col. 287) the writer is unable to accept.

(2) wish; so Ew., Cheyne, Oort, Giesebr., Gratz. ill Vith, against which see

Proph. Zy.3, 2,43. 35

ill + WSOin. A Duhm. nN"iO (in the following line) was accidentally written twice

over, and the second time misread to make sense.

(3) [ill CWK b~\m njS3 is very difficult, n arose out of p (phonetic confusion ; cf.

above, p. 109, 1. 49; p. no, 1. 34), n out of n. D^K is mainly a dittogram. Read

n^pil Nin nni. Note the abundance of the letters n and 1; in precedes. Kin is 40

logically indispensable (Klost., Gunning); Gratz prefixes it, but see v. 7.]

(4) Lowth and Bleek D^3D Kin, with S3, and some MSS and editions. Other MSS

give Kin as Qe
re.

(5) ^>>ne dishonored; so A, (5ef3r|\uuuevo<;. See on 51,10, where, however, the Poel part,

has a more special application. The parallel verb K3T covers the cognate senses 45

of affliction, humiliation, ill-treatment. d> sometimes renders Tcrrreivoiu (ijnjj 34, 19;

71,4; 88,11). ill ^bh». But the traditional belief in a Poel and a Poal of ^n

meaning to pierce, to be pierced, though found as early as (0 (Job 26, 13; Is. 53,5)

is very questionable, and the language of v. ioa (see below) favors b^ntt.

Luzz. and Oort, lnnanni — 1:01^. These scholars suppose ill's pointing to have 50

a theological origin. St in fact finds a reference to the instruction which was

Israel's peace and to the attachment (n"nn) to the words of the Lord through

which Israel's sins would be forgiven. Thus the Prophet's hard saying was trans-
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51 are in strict nvp-metre (cf. Budde, ZAT, 11, 1891, pp. 2381".). V. 18, however,

is no part of the poem, with which its contents are not quite consistent (see

Duhm). It may have been taken from an elegy on Jerusalem. To assume,

with Ley {Hist. Erkl., '93, p. 66), such an origin for vv. 17-20 as a whole, or at

least for vv. 18-20 (Ew., DlLLM.), is needlessly to spoil the poem. That a phrase in 5

v. 20 reminds us of Lam. 3, 19 and 4,1, is unimportant. As Budde first pointed

out, the phrase is metrically superfluous, and no doubt an interpolation.

(i7
c.22 c

) ilt+ Dl3. A gloss on nj?3p. So Lag., Duhm, Klost., Rvssel. © simply to Kovbu.

There is an exact parallel in v. 1.

(19) "ion:"
1

; so Lowth, Lagarde, Gratz, Cheyne, Bredenk., Ryssel, with <SM3. 10

ill lomN. Cf. Haupt, Zeitschrift fitr Assyriologie, 1887, p. 275.

(20) [P. S. To keep M "1030 KW3 (for 10303 isn3) seems to me impoisible. DD"l3 "|in3

would not make a good sense. Read, perhaps, n3"m "[inn. Final 3 was lost

through the proximity of n. ruin became, by corruption of n into 3, 3 into 0,

and n into D, DD13, whence 1030.] 15

(22) Jlt + -p-!N, (T«^K)l. (5 Kupio? 6 9eoq (text had 'nbx). Metre favors the omission.

Transpose, for metre's sake, the two parts of the third line, with Duhm.

(23) -pia- cf. 49,26. So Secker, Lowth, Ew., Klost., with <£. T3j>», Gratz. ifl

"pio. But ruin does not mean to oppress (see on 27,8). (5 twv abiKnadvxujv ae.

+ -p-WO T31. (5V corr - AMrCr has Kdi twv TaTteivuuadvTUJV ae (<5
V

originally omitted 20

Kai), Cf. 60,14. Duhm, yiio T31, but less probably.

52 (2) ,T3t?, Oort, Budde, Duhm. in "3^.

"nnDnn Qe
re; lnnann Kethib. Soncino Bible and Complut. have Qere in text; so

the Versions.

After v. 2 two lines are still required to complete the stanza. 25

(5) *> "bnp vn bvfo nan ; cf. w 31,25; 44, 15- So Klost. M iW»g» itea nan. But

lV^\T is a very questionable form; it should be \b*b"_ (see on 15 ,2). <S GauudZieTe

Kai oXoXvlexe, but this, and indeed the whole verse in (5 is unsuitable to the

context (cf Rom. 2,24). £ presupposes ill's text, except that the translator may
have conjectured lb"?nn\ which Ryssel adopts. 3°

PSSO; SO LUZZATTO, CHEYNE, OORT, RYSSEL, DUHM, GUNNING. M ?*$*?, which

combines two possible readings y.xio and \>*On» (Klost.). Cf. on 59,3. Luzzatto,

however, suggests that a religious scruple is the true cause of the strange punc-

tuation.

(6) ill -+- \&. M gives two forms of text, \sb and Sinn DV3 pV. The latter (cf. (53) is 35

to be preferred.

(7) rmnfiO \Tf;
ilt Vixrni? :U3n. But *33n (which © attaches to v. 7) is clearly to

be disconnected from "iSion, while, not less clearly, it is the speed and not

the comeliness (lWrnB; cf. Cant. 7,2) of the feet of the messengers which calls

for notice. Cf. Nah. 2,i
a

. Klost. prefers MX infifi nan; Gratz, VWD. 40

+ ^b«i K3 (line 3). So Budde for metre's sake.

(8) [ill hip. Gratz, better, "Vs.]

(10) The third line of the stanza seems to have been lost. From H3ino in v. 11 we

may infer that it contained a reference to Babylon.
45

(i3-53ii2) On the criticism of this passage, see Intr. Is., pp. 304 ff., and cf DUHM's/«., and

Schian, Ebed-Jahwe, pp. 33 ff. It is highly probable that this prophetic poem in

something like its present form existed before the Prophecy of Restoration (i. e.

the main part of cc. 40-48) was composed. That the writer made use of some

earlier composition of the nature of a threnody on some prophet like Jeremiah, 50

is a speculation which, however natural, further research shows to be unnecessary.

Still, it is very possible that the fate of Jeremiah floated before the mind of

the writer, and also that he was partly influenced by some earlier form of the
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51 w. 4
1

'. 5
b
imply acquaintance with 42, i

1

'. 4'', and that they arc also not consistent

with the context which pronounces a fearful doom on die nations. Strictly

speaking, no doubt, they are inconsistent, and there is no difficulty in supposing

that the inserter of the Songs introduced these passages.

(6) Either lD^n or nnno is an interpolation according to DUHM. Possibly, but not 5

certainly.

1X2-!i VV3 are (shall be) reduced to dust as by the moth, ill lrrpDi ]trp. ini?»3 (if

there can be such a word) would mean are torn to rags. This at any rate can

have no relation to smoke which (cf. yip 68,3; io2 ,4) is completely dispersed

by the wind, and leaves not a wrack behind. Smoke, however, is not the most 10

natural figure here (cf.
D"33 in next line). The

]
in

]B>j; may be due to the repeti-

tion of the initial letter of the next word. <b wq Komvoq eorepeuj9r|, i. e. 1J?pn ]pj?3.

For the use of K31, cf. Job 4, 19, on which see Hitzig, and for the twofold appli-

cation of 3, cf. \\i 102,4.5.

b?n, which may easily have fallen out after T\blT\ (Duhm). Thus line 3 becomes 15

complete. Assonance as in 24,4.

D"33. So WKIR (Proph. Is*, 2,166). ill p"U33. [It seems most probable, however,

that this should be DUins
(cf. 40,22). ^90,9 contains a somewhat similar corruption:

ill JUrntM should be D^JrD, parallel to W23J? ^pS, represented by ill -jrrojn ^ <3
;

cf.
Ruben's correction of D"03» '3 in Hos. 8,6.]

^nn. So Oort, Duhm, Klost., Ryssel, with ©3, and probably <T (aojw tub).

ill nnri.

(8) The second D^X"1

injures the metre, and adds nothing to the sense.

20

(9.10) A fragment. Five perfect verses (Budde) in the strictest nrp-metre. 25

(9) nitnbn; cf Job 26, 12. So Houb., Lag., Duhm, Klost., Ryssel, Gunkel, with

M. ill nasngn (cf.
v. 1, I'ual, Drosn).

nb^ntt; ill rMinn. Cf. Job 26, 13. Granting a reference to the story of Marduk's

contest with the dragon Tidmat, it is natural to expect a stronger expression

than ill gives us. Marduk's vengeance was not satisfied without ignominious 30

treatment of the dragon's dead body; Hebrew writers transfer the exploit of

Marduk and its chief attendant details to Jhvh. In two passages ilt recognizes

the sense of dealing ignominiously with a dead body as attaching to ^>n (Ezek.

28,9; 32,26), though some, of course, may be inclined to alter these passages,

with CORNILL. Into the difficult question of the meanings of bbn we need not 35

enter here. Read, critically, Gunkel, Chaos, pp. 31.33! (notes), and see on 53,5.

(to
1

') nipbn should be accented as a participle. See Driver, Sam., p. 58; Ges.-

Kautzsch § 138, k.

(11) Inserted from the margin. See 35,10.

40

(12) T]oniO; so Duhm and virtually KLOST., with <S. ill D3—
,
an error caused by a

wrong grouping of the letters of the text.

R3tn V3D; so virtually KLOST. (gSAMr T (va euAaPrjeeioa (cf. 57,n (•>). «t also ex-

presses
, fe&. ill PK _,

p.

(13. 14) The editor has made sense as well as he could of an imperfect text. (0, at least 45

in v. 14, is less scrupulous, and apparently invents.

(15.16) On this most unoriginal passage see Intr. Is., p. 303. KlTTEL agrees that it is

probably an insertion.

(16) niDib (cf v. 13); so Houb., Duhm, Ryssel, Gratz, with 5. ill vbib. The text

probably had "IB3
1

?,
which the copyist misinterpreted. 5°

(17-52,12) Apart from 52,3-6 (a late insertion, on which see Intr. Is., pp. 303!), this is

a poem in five stanzas, seven double lines to each stanza. I 'arts of it indeed
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legitimate consequence of DlLLMANN's critical argument (fes.S, p. 437"; but this

argument is not so strong, as DlLLM. thinks it. Still weaker is DUHM's position,

correcting as he does p^X into yny. But whether 'D be correct before ", "' IttX n.

may be doubted. It seems to have arisen from a wish to justify the (corrupt)

reading p'HX, and would be better expunged.

50 (2.3) See on chapter 49, p. 144, 1. 46.

(2) ti'STI; SO LOWTH, GUNKEL (C/iaos, p. 98), with ©. JH tS\X3n.

rusei'3 ononm; so GUNKEL. ill NDS2 nbm. Duhm has a similar suggestion, but

does not see that fi»m is a corruption of TDrDl (the mark of abbreviation was

neglected). 10

(4-9) Another poem on the mm "QJJ. It is in three quatrains of double lines, strict

enough to be called nrp-verses. Cf Budde, ZAT ii ('91) p. 23S.

(4) nvnn 1

? (cf \\> 119,50). ill myb; so apparently C5, which (like AV) derives the

word from ni\ $. KE&t6, i. c. X\\yrh (cf Prov. 10,21; Eccles. 12,11), which IvLOST. 15

accepts, but which hardly suits
r]J?\

Gratz JYiJ3^>. The line is imperfect; a word

qualifying "121, such as D'ona or n»ri3, may have fallen out.

ill 4- "ip23 YJT, a variant to the three following words, which overloads the verse

(Duhm). For a more difficult view, see Budde, ZAT 11, 238.

(5) iH+ ltfc
*h nriB mm 'ns, a variant to ]1N *b TJT "Ip33 (DUHM), shown to be in- 20

correct by its being too long for the first part of a
.

(6) ni(s^3; cf. Jer 23,40. So Duhm. ill nifi^D.

(10. 11) A late insertion (Intr. Is., pp. 302f; cf. Schian, p. 32; Laue, pp. 9ff.). The
metre is that of vv. 4-9; it is in the language and ideas that the writer betrays 25

his later date.

(10) pair. So Oort, Duhm, with (5. ill »fctf.

(11) "H/Ntt (27,11); so Secker, Bredenk., Oort, Dillm., Rvssel, Duhm, Klost.

ill ''"UNO.

3°

51 (1-8) Five quatrains of double lines. The second quatrain is imperfect.

(1) Jtt-j-YQ. A gloss on the rare and ambiguous word n2pO, which might mean
Jtaminer. So Duhm. Metre gains by its omission. Cf. on vv. 17.22.

(2) DDrMin. So Gratz (cf Duhm). ill DrMinn.

imjiiNJ &c ; so Driver, Moore, Oort, Dillm., Duhm, Klost., Gratz, Dillm.- 35

Kittel, with (5(L ill gives 1 copulative.

(3) mm ]3D an2*ij?, in the second line, transposed on metrical grounds.
A line seems to have fallen out, containing an exhortation to be of good cheer.

(4) Lowth, J. D. Mich., Bredenk., Oort, Ryssel, Gratz, Buhl read cdj?, d^dis^,

with 5 and 2 MSS (Kenn.). Some MSS hesitate, combining "by with D'WSV; so 40

too, (5, which gives 6 \aoc; uou and oi paai\eT<; (the latter, a free rendering to

improve the parallelism). The context speaks decidedly for ,—
. But ill's 'Disb

(cf. 55,4) must be excised as against the metre. *fenb may have sprung from a

faulty repetition of ,
»$? ^(«).

DMJ; cf 42,6; 49,6. So Klostermann, with (5. ill D")3y. 45

(5) 3"npK jmx (cf. Jer. 49,19); so Bachmann, and similarly OORT and Duhm. ®

efYi£ei xaxu. ill Slip :$P:nK. The metre of the two neighboring lines gains, and

in v. 4 the sense. «T leaves yilS unexpressed.

Si", cf. v. 4; 62,1. <5 eSeXeuaerai.

The last clause of v. 5 is a variant of the preceding second hemistich of 5
b

,
and 50

should be omitted.

(4
b

. 5
b
) ROSTERS, who (rightly) considers the Songs on the Servant of JHVH to have

been inserted in Is. 40-55 by a later hand, points out (pp. cit., p. 589) that
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49 (5
b
) Happily combined by DUHM with v. 3 as the first half of the second quatrain.

-Q3N]; SO OORT, DUHM, KLOST. ill 1.

(5
a
) Heb. text+ KV, i. e. not (so 013), or to him ft (so Qe

re, with AS). Some Heb.

MSS give v? in text. Most moderns read "6, or take lb as= f?. But an exami-

nation of the 15 passages in which the Masorah would have us undoubtingly 5

read lb for Kb (our passage is one of two doubtful ones) justifies caution. See

especially 9,2, where the case is almost exactly parallel (note e.g. the unusual

position of "ft,
if r? be correct). In our passage b is most probably a repetition

of the preceding letter, and S is a record of a second reading *pKK, between

which and the reading qDN"
1 the scribe was in some hesitation. (5 kou lapanA 10

auvax6n.aouai, i- e. qDNK. Our choice lies between tpxx and «)DK\ (Klost.

prefers *)b>6).

(6) ill -f- "lEJOl, which in our text has become superfluous.

ill + -DJ? "6 "jnvniD, which produces (with bpi) a most awkward construction, and

spoils the metre. Omit, with DUHM. Schian (Ebed-fahwe, pp. 24f.) objects that 15

v. 5 is also expressed awkwardly. But v. 5 is clearness itself compared with this

barbarous clause (Duhm); and metre, too, has its rights.

n«3 Qe
re; ""TSi Kethib (uiiswritten, Konig ii, 1, p. 131).

(7) npri. So Secker, Lag. — Luzzatto, Klost., nta. ilt nta
1

? (see next note).

TJhnb. So Luzz., Cheyne, Oort, Guthe, Duhm. ill aimo1

?, perhaps mispoint- 20

ed out of reverence (Luzz.). Cf. on 52,14.

(8) "pSKJ, ~pm). Cf. on 42,6. M — 1,
—

1.

QJ? rP~Qb has the appearance of being an editorial insertion from 42,6 (DUHM),

where it is used with a different reference.

(9) + hi, so Duhm, Klost., with 6. 25

(11. 12) There seem to be lacuna. In v. 12, supply with DUHM (cf.
Deut. 28,49).

(11) D'-in. So Gratz with (LS. 6 (uav) dpo?. ill n.n. The text originally had '"'"in,

i. e. onn. If any word had a suffix it would, of course, be "pi.

rfcom. So Gratz, with &S. 05 kou trfiaav xpipov. ill "rTJDIsi. Same error in

38,20. 3°

(12) ilt+ l p&Sfi, added from \\> 107,3 (Jntr. Is., p. 275).

n^lD; (/: Ezek. 29,10; 30,6. See Jntr. Is., I. c. Gratz TO1D. J. D. Michaelis,

Doderlein, Klost. make DTD= n'01D.

(13) iriSS' Ke
thib, with (51; IffifBl Qe

re, with the Soncino Bible, Complut., and other

good editions, AM3. 35

(15) The passage may be carelessly written, but requires neither Duhm's nor

Winckler's correction (Alto?: Forsch. 1, 194).

(16) Klost. "B3 by, with (''>. (The text had ,,
BD; (5 overlooked the abbreviation. A

suffix is, of course, needless). Read, perhaps, T n!S3 by, \\ ith .5 and Apoc. 40

Baruch 4,2 (CHARLES, p. 6).

+ |V3t; ^ English translation, p. 211, 1. 15.

(17) "pi; so Lowth, Bredenk., Briggs, Duhm, Klost., Gratz, with (<53ffA, and

Cod. Bab. (prima manu). Lac;. (Sem. 1
, 4) 1

v
.3?(?). See on 54, 13 ; 62, 5. ill Tpaa.

(19) The lacuna (see v. 19'') existed in ©s text. D. H. Muller's attempted strophic 45

arrangement (Prop//. 2, p. TV) only increases one's conviction that the text is im-

perfect.

(21) iM+ miDI nbi, which is simply due to dittography, being miswritten for mittba

(Ruben). Not in @; A Duhm. Cf. on 54, 11, and see Intr. Is., p. 259,(1").

n^KI second time (2i
c
P); so LOWTH, Klost., with (5d3. ilt A 1. 5°

(24) pnj> ; so 53 (no doubt by conjecture), Houb., Lowth, Ew, Weir, Cheyne,

Bredenk., Oort, Ryssel, Gratz. ill p^S; so Del., Dillm.

(25) DUHM boldly transposes the opening words to the beginning of v. 24. This is the

Is. 19
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48 which begins with *tov. Probably the scribe wrote \VKib twice over by accident,

overlooking
,ac?

1
and a subsequent corrector appended a , to each word to make

sense.

bn\ So (5 (on to duov dvoua) pePnXouTai. But 3<JS express "?ns; so Houb.,
Ki.ost.

(cf. Ezek. 22,26). 5

(14) ill-t-mn\ (5. An explanatory gloss, inserted after the next word had been

misread.

Wan; see v. i5
b

. So KLQST. The question extends to the end of v. 14; then

follows the answer. iU "inns*.

DHtosn ijht J?""!!'"!. & "tnosa ^A" ,Tmu) jm r\ipni. 3 tY brachium suum in Chal- 10

<a5a?/j. (5 tou apai airdpua XaXbai'iuv, /. r. '2 y~st nxtob, which has suggested the

not very probable corrections, '33 Ijht rux'tt'l Klost.) and '3 jni31 (DUHM). Giesebr.

(Beitr., p. 161), 13S*I. HOUB., DEL.3, CHEYNE3 have already corrected DntWa.

(15) n^SMJ; SO OORT, GUTHE, Dl'HM, with (55. ill n^SHl.

(16) ill + nxt 1JH510 ^N mp. A later insertion, which obscures the sense, and is perhaps 15

a variant of v. I4
aa

.

^jnstyn nin" nj?» ; cf. Jer. 6,15. So Klost. ill "3« ct? nnvn njje.

'131 '« "3ns nnj?1. Unless, with GlESEBR., we regard the Prophet as the speaker

throughout v. 16, this last clause must be a gloss (so Oort, Duhm, Schian).
It is unmetrical. <2t prefixes the words X"2i "l»K. See Intr. Is., p. 302. 20

(19) Duhm reads VNXNS, and excises T^ as a faulty repetition of vnj?». But -pyn

alludes to ^fiO in v. 1. Regular metre is not to be required in a late insertion,

nny DJ psn "IBJ73, following (5. ill has simply vn'j>tt3 (so, without
1, BAR, GlNSB.),

and then, without any link of transition, ma"1 sb. But rnjHM, if genuine, can only

mean like the pebbles of the sea, the suffix referring to D|n in v. 18 (end); see (£3, 25

and
cf.

the Targumic use of NS?0 for a small coin. Grains of sand (AX0), seems

a purely imaginary sense. (6's reading" is in itself probable {cf.
Gen. 13,16;

28,14), and nny Di (oiib£ vuv) enables us to account for vnj?»3. pKn 1BJ,'3 must

either have dropped out of the text of the IMS which the editor used, or have

become illegible. The editor, therefore, deciphered the next group of letters so 30

as to produce a figure parallel to bin?; 3 became 3, and n became v. The occur-

rence of a final n in this group is not adverse to this view, for as Blau has

shown {Zur EinL, p. 105) the so-called final and non-final forms of certain letters

were used promiscuously down to the close of the first century (cf. above, p. 89,

I. 46). 35

(21) [The two hemistichs of the first line had better be transposed.
- P. H.] See,

however, note on 14,8 (p. 124, 1. 37).

40
Appendix to Prophecy 3.

(cc. 49-55)

49 This chapter (which should have included 50,1-3) shows much variety of metre.

Verses 1-6 form the second of the inserted poems on the nm"1

H3J?. It is in six

quatrains; the metre is that of 42,1-4. The short lyric in v. 13 is parallel to that 45

in 44,23. The remainder is less uniform. Possibly 50,2.3 is a quotation. It

differs from the passage with which it is connected by its close approximation
to syllabic metre. All the stichi, except that beginning TiSpn (in v. 2

b
),

have

either six or seven feet, and it is conceivable that nnstt in the stichus referred

to may have been inserted by a later editor. 5°

(3) ill -+- ^nb"1

; so all the Versions. One IMS (Kenn.) omits it, and so, on exegetical

grounds, do J. D. MlCH., Ges. (in 1821. but not in 1829), BREDENK., KLOST.,

Duhm, Schian. It is a gloss, suggested by 44,23; cf.
the glosses in © at 42, 1.
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47 (12) ilt + ':» nyj" WN3. An imperfect quotation from v. 15, which spoils the metre

(DUHM).

03) ^0??; so Siegfr.-Stade. ill ynw, a confusion of "jnxy and TniJp.

nah Qe
re; nnn Ke

thib. The word is probably corrupt, but the sense (see (?)

is clear. The division of the first two stichi is difficult. 5

ill-f- T 1

?}?; unmetrical and superfluous (Duh.m). Cf. on v. II.

(14) For the gloss v. 14^' see above, p. 142, 11. 11.15.

(15) -IPN3, following the variant in v. 12. ill ntfK.

ill + Tinb, a gloss, suggested by 13,14; Nah. 2,i6, but destructive of the con-

sistency of the stanza. In ill it stands before, and is connected with, TTij?3!2. But 10

«T places it after 'JO, which seems to represent an earlier stage in the tradition.

The variant in v. 12 does not recognize T"inD. The alternative to this view is to

read -pint? thy enchanters (Ewald), and to place it after "]b
1TI p. The scribe

may have omitted it by accident, and have repaired his error by inserting the

word after '30. But the D constitutes a difficulty; D and to are more easily con- 15

founded than D and to. The (probable) occurrence of mnto (inf. Piel from ~\T\V

incantare) in v. 11 [contrast above, p. 142, 1. 48J is also rather adverse to this view.

48 A highly composite work. On the later insertions see Intr. Is., pp. 301 f.

(1) ygmsx, Secker, Duhm, Gratz, Loeb. ill 'em. © it 'louba. £ rrjntfti. 20

(2) usnpa
— n»«3 xb. So (but with different views of ttb) Klost., Duhm. For the

meaning, see Intr. Is., p. 54. ill places : after np"iS3, but this makes it difficult

to explain the "O which follows, unless indeed, with Gratz, we read "On (cf. on

2,6, p. 79, 1- 36)-

(3) DjTfiEW; so Bredenk., Giesebrecht, Oort, Dillm., Duhm, and presumably 25

Driver (Tenses^, p. 216, note 4). Note naiOfll. ill —
].

The hesitating incon-

sistency of the pointing is characteristic of the early interpreters. See on 42,6.

(6) ill r\bz> run. This does not suit the context, and seems the editor's conjectural

emendation of an illegible passage (Duhm).

nflKl; so Duhm. ill nrtNl. A familiar type of error (cf. 30,32). 30

Tyn; so DUHM; GlESEBR. ITyn. Cf. 43,10.12; 44,8. ill VTOTI; but Tin has the

special sense of prophesying (so v. 5). (S expresses ljnn.

nni'21; cf. Jer. 33,3. ill nmjl. But secret things is an imaginary sense (see on

65,4), and tilings safely kept will not suit here. [In the beginning of the Cuneiform

Account of the Flood amat nicirti Jit. word of treasuring-ufi) is used for secret, 35

mystery. The Babylonian Noah, Xasis-atra, begins his story as follows: Lufiti-ka,

Giigames, amdt niqirti 11 pirista sa Hani k&sa luqbi-ka 'I will reveal to thee, O

Gilgamos, the mystery, and the decision of the gods will I announce to thee;' cf.

DELITZSCH, AHW 552
a

; Jastrow, Religion of Babylonia, p. 495.
-- 1". H.]

(7) v*}£>bi; cf. 41,26. So Klost., Siegfr.-Stade. ill or "os^i. © -rrpoxepaiq fiuepaic. 40

(8) nnrisi; so Lowth(?), Gratz, with (perhaps) 35. (0 hvoita. $ xnrnx. ill nrms.

But the intransitive use of nns is to be rejected. Cf. on 60,11.

(9) T^ btonx-, cf. Jer. 13,14. So Gratz. ill ^"Danx, which is not translatable

without violence (see Qamhi).

(10) ill *)D33. J. KENNEDY, 1D33, rendering, I have refined thee, hut not tike silver; 45

I have [insteadj tried tiiee in the furnace of affliction. 3 also quasi argentum.

iH-Tmnn, which need not be corrected into -pnnna (so J. Kennedy), the form of

the stem being Aramaizin.L; (Ges. Thes., p. 199A But cf. Jer. 9,6. 3 wrongly elegi.

D3n; cf 52,3.5; Ex. 21,11. So KLOST., who also wrongly changes *VD2 into "iil3

(see on 1,25, p. m, 1. 48). 50

(11)
,»t? ]yzb; so Duhm. ill "iyc"? "iyo

1

?. Against this, note: (a) that ^JV in the next

stichus implies an omitted "*£&; >/>) that "Hiaa, which follows presently, also points

to ""DC; (c) that vv. 9.10 are mo-t easily explained as qualifying and limiting v. 1 1
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46 of Hithp. DOlP. KLOST. also quotes 3 as giving confundamini. But the right

reading is that of 3A, viz. fundamini {cf 3's Commentary). The reciprocal refer-

ence of WEtonn (LAGARDE, Gratz, Cheyne, Loeb), makes it a less probable
correction. S presupposes lilianM, perhaps guessing.

(11) msj? Ke
thib; Yixy Qe

re, and some old editions, with 03. 5

(12) (ai?)
,
-nfc, Klost., Bredenk., Duhm, with (5. ilt "T3N.

47 The metre and the strophic arrangement are clear, thanks to the insight of

Budde, who detected the so-called n^p-metre. This scholar, however, finds only

10 verses out of 36 imperfect in metre; Duhm, facing the textual problems more 10

boldly, has advanced some steps further. V. 3
a and v. 14° must be regarded as

later insertions (Duhm), which prove the freedom with which early scribes treat-

ed their texts, and the interest which triumphant outbursts like c. 47 excited in

them. In both cases both metre and sense gain by the omission of these pas-

sages. V. 14° may proceed from the writer of 44,16. In v. 3
a a third T\bi (see 15

v. 2a and b
) can readily be spared. D. H. Muller's arrangement of the stanzas

(Propheten, 1,178; 2,16) lacks a basis of thorough textual criticism, but there is

room for a renewed attempt to restore this fine song.

(1) ill nnbOTQ. Remove the Maqqef {cf WV na, 37,22). So in vv. 2.5.

(3) Q(5N;
so Gratz. ill npN, which is ambiguous; cf.

1D10 r\pb.
20

jnfiN; cf.
Ezek. 24,14. So Klost., Gratz. ill yasx. The traditional 03 has ouketi

uq Trapabo), but irapabuj must be a corruption of TrapibiD (= JHBN). To the corrupt

-rrapabuj, avGpuuTroic; (so 05V) or ae dvBpiiJTroic; (®S) attached itself under the in-

fluence of A, ouk d-rravTqauj av6pumw. Lowth, Oort, Ryssel, »aSK; Gunning,

^s«- 2 5

"ion; so Klost., Duhm, Kittel, Gunning. (SAMrS corr. eirrev; G5Mr mars Xeyei.

ill D1K. The alternative is to reject the whole stichus as a marginal note (Eich-

HORN, Cheyne, Dillm.); to retain it, with D. H. Muller, at the head of stanza

2 is out of the question. But there is not sufficient point in the supposed marginal

note, whereas, linked to the declaration of vengeance, "01 Dps Dp3, the reference 30

to our deliverer becomes beautifully appropriate.

(7) -\v mai; so Hrrz., Cheyne, Budde, Duhm, Kittel, Gunning, ill ny. maa

("iai nobrsV) attaches 1J? to the next clause. But the sense so that, still recognized

by Ryssel (in Kautzsch), has no secure basis. See Cheyne, Proph. Is}, 2, 164;

Siegfr.-Stade, p. 484
a

. 35

(9) Dfina. <&S Dfcns {cf v. 11); so Lowth, Gratz. A less choice reading.

[P. S. Experience leads- me to doubt these choice readings, especially when a

simpler reading is attested. (5<S appear to be right.]

ixa;; so Klostermann, with cT. ill iNa.

TBttO ana ISO 'n nosya, with Duhm, transposing the two parts of this stichus in 40

accordance with v. 12, and for the sake of the metre.

(10) The first stichus must belong to the close of stanza 3 (Duhm, D. H. Muller).
It is possibly not in its original form, for it does not perfectly suit the near con-

text. It can, however, be defended (see v. 6), and at any rate Homer may nod.

+ ]T\.
Sense and metre are helped by this conjectural insertion (Duhm). 45

(11) mntf. Point as an inf. with suff., with £, Rashi, Lowth (in the sense defirecari),

HlTZ., Ewald, &c. {to charm away), ill mnttf. (V dawn nowhere else with suff.).

Krochmal, Gratz, mntf. [P. S. Best to read .Tint? with Krochmal, Gratz,
Buhl. Note the use of the verb in Job 6, 22, and the parallelism of 1B3 and

"\lp in Prov. 6,35.] 5°

Videtur in fine deesse verbum, ut hoc membrum prioribus respondet (Secker).

If so, we must, on metrical grounds, omit "pty before DfcnB, as a faulty repetition

(Duhm). Gunning well supplies rnan.
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45 (21) Has the object ofWW fallen out in a
(see 41,21), as Budde and Duhm think?

No doubt, metrical rule favors this view. But considering the careless order of

the three verbs, it seems very possible that the writer neglected to insert the

object.

(22.23) Independently the writer has reached the same conclusion as Budde : that 5

Tijnm *3 stands equally apart from the hemistich formed by v. 22b and from the

stichus which extends from K^ to S1t9\

(24) 3pJ>^> (see v. 25). iU "ittN "b, (5 *to»b; both readings are exegetically difficult.

LUZZATTO (whom the writer once followed) takes b to have arisen out of Paseq,
and reads "i&N\ 5, apparently, Yl&iW; so Gratz. 10

fob^ vb)f; see the
|| passage, 41 ,

11. tt has become N, as in Jud. 14, 15 (read D^n),

and Is. 47,9 (in ffi's text). The final 1 in '3*
1 was lost owing to the initial 1 of the

following word. This is easier than correcting mx"1

nrr, with DUHM. ill Nil 11

viy.

S3(TjAMrS corr.
express INU' (so, with some MSS, HOUB., Lowth, and many

moderns). Both readings are equally unnatural. 15

46 (1.2) Perhaps a quotation from a song of derision on Babylon. Judging from v. 2, it

was composed of stanzas of three short lines each. If so, 133 Dnp bz J?13 is all of

v. 1 that retains its original form. The remainder has been patched together by
an editor, who has not expressed himself at all clearly; n^n^ vn should mean, not 20

are placed upon the beasts, but are given up to the beasts to trample upon (cf.

D. H. Muller, PropJi. 1, 177), whereas the context shows that the images are

to be viewed as carried away by the conquerer. The awkwardness of the re-

mainder of the verse needs no showing. [I venture to restore vv. 1.2 thus: —
•03 p.p bi jro 25

arvoxj? won
\wvyb n^Diej? o\xtn

nm v$xp lsnp

owa: t^D \by tib

:i3bn otto nam 30
Neither 6 nor 8T saw in

>r>~\p>
a synonym of JH3 (<5 auvexpipn., $ ^tspns). ill's vn

seems to be a fragment of limn (cf Jer. 50,2); nembl TPT\b is an explanatory
addition to Vn. This addition involved alterations in 1. 3. ill's flS^yb agrees with

(0 (kottiwvxi), but not with $ (vn^tPfc p3Xl), which appears to presuppose D^JT.

For D^VJ? cf. 30,6. ill's 1JH3 (v. 2) can hardly be right. The repetition is improb- 35

able, and in any case the order of the verbs would be wrong. S"s VJXpnN suggests

lSSp. For the breaking up of large sacred objects of metal, cf. 2 K. 25,13;
Hos. 8,6; Jer. 50,2. Even when broken, such once sacred objects would still be

said to go into captivity, comp. Jer. 48,7; 49,3. The transposition of DIPS3 is

obvious (Am. 2,14 f). ill's xi»a seems to have come from D\s'W3; uT has prrbtoi 40

(similarly S3). But D'KBU is simply miswrittcn for Dt?D3. Dt?S3 in the next line is

due to dittography. H. Weisz's
(cf. above, p. 134, 1. 21) restoration of S's

Hebrew text of v. 1 attempts too much.]

(1) D1J3 is possible, so DuHM, Klost., Gunning
; S3$ at any rate presuppose a per-

fect. See v. 2. ill Dip (with future meaning?). 45

(4) tiddj?; Duhm (alt.), Klost. iH wtoy.

(6-8) A late insertion (DuHM; Intr. Is., pp. 299-301).

(6) D^bn; cf Job 28, 16. 19, Lam. 4,2 (*6d). So PERLES (Analekte/i, p. 71). (0 oi

auufSaMouevoi (those who contribute), ill W*bi7\.

(7) Ibj?'!; a slight improvement to the construction (Duhm). ill "Jbjn. 50

(8) laCxrini; so Klost., (5 kcu axevdEaxe, which is doubtless miswritten for axuYvd-

Haxe; see Ezek. 28, 19, where ©v has axevdHouorv, but (5AMr more correctly axuy-
vdtouffiv

(cf. 27,35), *• e - laair. Is. seems to have given Hithp. UWX the sense
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45 nnsrt. Metre allows room to supply nam; cf JTV^in, 55,10 (Duhm).
niS,

; so Gratz, Perles, with ©S3 (probably), ill ns\ Gesenius thinks that yxi\

is used collectively; but is this possible?

nosn, with ©. So virtually Ewald, DlLLMANN. ill rvaxn.

D'nx-Q; so Gratz
(^/i 48,3.4), with US. ill vnN-D, which might refer to Cyrus (cf. 5

v. 13), or to Israel
(cf. v. 11). 3 creavi eum; (5 6 kxigoic; ae — both pointing

to Cyrus.

(9) iVvBl, 1^; so Koppe, Dillm., DUHM, D. H. Muller. Rather less probably (bvh

occurs nowhere in these chapters) HOUB., Lowth (virtually), Oort, Guthe, 10

•bftb\ -\b. (355 at any rate read -\b.

(10) A gloss on v. 9 (Duhm .

(11) *aitavn; so Secker, Lowth, Hitzig, Weir, Cheyne, Driver (on iS. 21,7),

Klost. ill "i^Nt? (note n at end of preceding word).
ill + ^2 by, a misinterpreting gloss on "T byz by (Duhm). See on 29,23. 15

(13) iH+ s '« -ibk infeb n^i vnon &b, a gloss, by which the effect of vv. 9-13 is injured

(Duhm). Perhaps it was inserted to connect the preceding with the following

section, after the alteration in v. 14 had been effected.

(14) +niN3S, so Duhm, with <S.

[P. S. Point D'HSQ (see on 43,3). The countries intended here and in 43,3 by 23

'SD, and in this passage by Bfas appear to be the North Arabian Mucr and Cush,

respectively. On the latter see Winckler, Musri, Meluhha, Main II (Nach-

trag zu Mittheil. d. Vorderasiat. Gesellschaft '98, 1) pp. 1-4. The former, as

Winckler has shown by arguments which have constantly gained in fulness

and cogency, is the country bordering on Edom and on the North Arabian Cush 25

to which Yaman, the leader of the anti-Assyrian party in Ashdod, fled, and into

the arms of whose king 5z#Y(=8lD) Hoshea, king of Israel, threw himself. Cf
\\i 87,4, where "IS1 should very possibly be ISO (= Mucr), as WlNCKLER suggests,

and 1 Chr. 11 ,23, where the rno C'N slain by Benaiah seems to be a man of the

North Arabian Mucr. Cf. Budde on the text of 2 S. 23,21.] 30

rvfoi, Wi. iH V
, J ,

) ""irtDi, the inappropriateness of which to the verbs which

follow was noticed long ago by Houb. It is not Second Isaiah who is full of the

thoughts of the riches to be acquired by Israel from the nations but later writers

(cf. 60,9.11; 61,6; 23,19). This correction makes it superfluous to emend nWN

mo (© &vbpe<; uiynXoi, cf. 18,2), with Winckler (Altorient. Forsch. 1, 191), into 35

mi? ^fa bearers of tribute.

iH + 'UI IVT1

~\b\ All this description of the enslavement of the foreigners to

Israel seems a late insertion (cf. 60, 10
; 61,5, and see preceding note). Probably

it took the place of an illegible passage. The closing naj?' (which Bredenk.

and Oort rightly omit) is simply a scribe's accidental repetition of the word 40

which immediately preceded the interpolation. It is not expressed in (5; xai

biaPnaovxai irpoc ae having been introduced from (see Swete's note).

Duhm's alterations seem questionable.

(15) ^nx, parallel to ^2, v. 14. So Klost., to the benefit of the sense, ill WIN.

DUHM, for the metre's sake, would excise either toflbr or J>"»l» (6
V

aujxr|p). 45

But the sense is opposed to this. Cf. v. 20 (end).

(16) looipno bO; (5 -rravxei; oi avxixeiuevoi auxu). ill nrp D^3.

D-obS; iH tlTS. & tTO^S; cod. Reuchl. marg. has p^SO yobs. There is no Heb.

root 'WZ formare.

(19) ill-r-DlpB, an uncorrected error for p«, which obscures the sense. Duhm quite 50

fittingly invokes the metrical rule.

^N ie?j?3; Klost., Siegfr.-Stade with <S. ill "aitrp?.

(20) The stichus is not regular, but the sense will hardly bear an insertion.
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44 statement, and metrical rule must be relaxed to admit of this. The brevity of

the second stichus may be held to be compensated by the unusual length of

the third.

"nx ,
tt Ke

thib; (5 ti<; erepoc; (biaaKebdoei), 3 nullus mecum. Qe
re 'flKIB, which

the Soncino Bible and some MSS have in the text. £ ynttA. 5

(26) na»; so Klost., Bredenk., Duhm, Schian (Ebed-Jahwe-Lieder% p. 14), Kittel,

Gunning, after <&*$. ill nay. But note rottto.

ill + D^tr. Metre gains by the excision of this word. Notice too that D^ty

occurs in v. 28 with reference to Cyrus, and immediately before a clause which

is a manifest variant of nnipK
— "lttXH (v. 26 Jit). So DUHM. BUDDE's proposal 10

(ZAT 11, 1891, p. 236) to read in v. 26 D^W" lmjn {cf. 46,11) is less plausible,

though metrically satisfactory.

IDin tov^l. Adopted by Duhm from the variant in v. 28 to complete both the

sense and the metre. Budde leaves the stichus imperfect; D. H. Muller

{Proph. 1,174) prefers to close it at n3"32n, which is metrically doubtful, and in- 15

volves the excision of DOIpK STflttim.

mirP; ©v xf|i; 'Ibouuaiac, a misinterpretation of nm«. Hence Duhm, 'N ^yb\
But ©SAMrCr iea(\ 'loubaictc; (or -beac); mirr can, of course, be fern, (ip 114,2).

(28) i$\ So Kuenen {Hibbert Lect. for '82, p. 132), STADE {Gesch. 2,72), Oort,
Klost., Kittel ('perhaps'). Cf. Zech. 13,7, where the same emendation is 20

required by the parallelism, and Jer. 3,1 where 65 read D ,

jh. ill "'J?'
1 -

"IJ1 lEN^V Certainly not Second Isaiah's writing. It seems to be not a gloss but a

variant to v. 26b *. See note above (l.io), and romp. Intr. Is., p. 281. The text of

ill contains one inaccuracy: for IttN
1

? read "lONii, with (5. So Klostermann. But

cf. Muller, Propheten, 1,174. [
As gl«ss on ^wn ubvwb n»xn in 26b « "ni -ittx^i 25

is probably correct; the 1 is again the Waw explicativum (see note on 17,8;

p. 90, 1. 21) so that noxbl = that is to say.
— P. H.]

45 (0 After mrp Duhm inserts bxn (05 Kupioc; 6 Geoc). This means closing the

first stichus at Vfrbb, which in turn involves excluding nnBX D^Vtt "Orel from

this stanza. 30

Thvb, Klost.; cf.
on 41,2. ill Tl^, which Konig (1,339) defends. HlTZ. Tib;

Wellh., Tfo (=T*nny); Gratz and Perles nmb. Parallelism favors Klost.'s

suggestion; a panic and incapacity of resistence go together.

(2) n-sTtm, Houb., Klost., Gratz (virtually); cf. v. 13. (5 kcu 6'pn,, i. c. nnnt; so

LOWTH. But 49, 11 is not a perfect parallel, ill Dnttill. 35

itt^K Qe
re. "itflK Ke

thib. Cf ip 5,9.

(3) ill+ jnn ]yob, an editorial insertion (Duhm) which overloads the metre, and some-

what obscures the sense. Observe that ]Vbb follows in v. 4, and 1J?T ]yob in v. 6.

(4) On the parallel statement in the Cyrus Cylinder Inscription (1. 12) see KlTTEL.

"pHK; so Klost. <5 Trpoabetouai ae; cf. (6 42,1. Out of *]5nN, as Klost. points out, 40

the false readings *pSK (see v. 4, &), -pfj?N (see v. 5, &), and TltKK (see v. 5, ill)

would easily arise. iH "J3?K, which can hardly be a corruption of "[SIS, but may
be an editorial substitute for a word which seemed to say too much. For, as

Hosea (4,1) tells us, Jhvh has a controversy with those who have no knowledge

of God. 4 5

(5) ill + 'lil TttKK. A variant to 'Ml *]!riK (see above), found also in 05v
,
and in an

imperfect form in (5SAMr
,
but not (as KLOST. asserts) in the true text of (5.

Gratz's remark that this clause has arisen by dittography from 'lit "p2N, merely
touches the fringe of the question.

(7) + bxn, Duhm, with (5, to help the metre. 50

(8) A lyric passage, analogous to 44,23, and strangely misunderstood by Klost.
The middle distich is imperfect.
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44 seems to me a marginal note on the description. The object of choosing ("in2
,

1;

see below, 1. 14' the trees is, that he may ait down timber for his use.

"iJT""'SJja "6"|'»iH has greatly exercised interpreters, but it has, I believe, simply
arisen out of njr-'XJHa ir""S}H5; it is a case of dittography. ^Dtn is only valuable

because it has preserved B; C, not 3, is the right preposition. Continue, "?K ytpa, 5

which {viz. the trees mentioned) God planted, and which rain nourishes. © 6

ecpuxeuae Kupioc. Klost. is right in preferring b& to
\\\H.

But "ijr
-,

xj?tt forms no

part of the text; it is a gloss. And which are the trees intended? nnn might

conceivably be a cm. Xef.; what a number of names of trees are recorded in the

Assyrian inscriptions! Still, in a conventional description like this it is more likely 10

(I must confess that I doubt the ciir. \ey. fix) that one of the better known trees

is referred to, and t is a letter which often appears in a corrupt word. Read

therefore, with GRATZ, "min, for Jit nnn, and see on 40,20 (norm; p. 129, 1. 15 .

With GRATZ also correct njjci (produced by npM in v. 15) into "im^.J

(15) mpM; so Klost., with some MSS of © (kou Kaucra<; eGepudvenJ. ill np'l. 15

^t6, Klost., after ©SAMr
(€ j ? Qeovc,). ill b».

\b, Oort, Duhm, after S3, ill© \ob. But see v. 17, and cf. Diehl, Das Pron.

pcrs. suff. &c. (1895), p. 16.

(16) y^n: by, Duhm, Klost., after 5. ill vsn by.

Transpose bw and nb*\ with Oort, Duhm. Cf. %. 20

(17) "1|?!! ^pBb, so Duhm (and partly Oort and Klost.), incorporating Qe
re. ill

--mo'' V7DB
1

?.

Www, T.fiS
1
!,

so Oort, Duhm. iU has Waw copulative.

(18) wb, so Duhm. Klostermann *na ill no.

(19) ^ps^ ;
see vv. 15.17, and cf.

D^DS py, 45,20. ill b\£>. But '3 means produce, which 25

does not suit.

(21.22) The tautology in v. 2i b
,
and the exhortation to return in 22b

{cf. 55,7; 31,6, doubt-

ful passages), make one suspect a later writer filling up a gap in the text.

(21) "octsn, Klost., as Deut. 32, 15. Cf. rt31», v. 22. ill's "iwan "is enigmatical" (Duhm).

(23) [For ill nb'y read JTBnn, as in 38,15, with KLOST. Cf. note on 64,3. 30

(24fF.-45,i) In a paper which does not admit of condensation {Cyrus und Deuterojesaja, ZAT
18 (1898), Part 1, KlTTEL considers whether the language addressed by Second

Isaiah to Cyrus may not have been modeled on the official Babylonian phraseol-

ogy, such as we find in the famous Cylinder Inscription of Cyrus, and also have 35

been chosen with a view of propitiating that king. The value of the paper con-

sists largely in its abundant and accurate citations from the Inscription. The idea

that the prophetic writer may have aimed at influencing Cyrus, just as Christian

writers addressed apologies to Roman emperors, had already been thrown out in

Chevne's Proph. ds.3 (1884), but merely as a possibility which could not be con- 40

verted into a probability. KlTTEL, however, thinks that he has made his theory

probable. It is perhaps easier to suppose that during their residence in Baby-

lonia Jewish writers had absorbed current Babylonian phrases (not necessarily

in a Babylonian form). When the people of D"HXfi is described in 30,5. 7
a as one

that can only bring disappointment to those who seek its aid, we cannot venture 45

to infer that the writer was influenced by the inscription of Sargon in which Pir'u,

king of Mucr, is described as a prince who could not deliver (see above, on c. 20).

Nor could we argue from certain parallelisms between the phraseology of the

Psalms and that of the Babylonian hymns or the Amama Letters that the Hebrew

psalmists were directly influenced by Babylonian models.] 5°

(24) «B& DUHM makes this word introduce the third stichus of the stanza. But,

surely, the laws of the language require that it should follow and not precede a
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44 WIWP. This combines some elements from Lag. and others from Klost. 'Ev

u<!Tpuj is certainly not = nnfcs>3, nor is <Lorr]0£v
= nB3. For lmsrp (at the close) (5

may have read inns'1

(cf. T.Q v. 12), but it is very probable that (5 read imKn ,

l

and interpreted it shaped, (and in this interpretation the present writer is in-

clined to follow (5). Thus ip Ht93, lntojr, and min»31 are wanting in C5's text. The 5

two latter words in ill may be intruders. The first seems a repetition from the

next line; the second a variant to rJJHJpO.
But ip nt23 cannot be dispensed with.

mn is a misreading (40,12), but man" (so Klost.) and rtJJSpKO seem right.

With regard to 'the latter word, the archetype may have had 'J-'Xpoa, which M
took to mean the plural, (5 the sing. form. Similarly we may explain 6's SuXov 10

from the effacement of the mark of abbreviation in <5's text. On 5" see LAGARDE

(Proverbien, I. c).

[nnnttm, it seems to me, should come after nnb'3: — rUinfcm TlfeO in^n"; it is

probably nothing but a gloss on TlfeO (with the Waw explicativum; cf.
note on

17,8); the traditional rendering of Tito is by no means certain. intojT after niton 15

appears to be a gloss on imxiv at the end of the line. The plural ni>'SpD2 of ill

would seem to be more appropriate than the singular of © : a carver requires but

one pair of compasses but a number of carving tools. I should, therefore, prefer

to read: lp ilBl D^J? cnn

m'd) f\\rr\xn []mjj*pfia www (a)

If nnto means compasses it may be connected with the Assyrian sirdu 'yoke'

(Delitzsch, AHW 51 i
a
below). For Assyr. s= Heb. t?, see above, p. 100, 1. 7;

and for the Babylonian compasses, cf. my note in the English Translation of

Ezekiel, p. 100, 1. 37.
— P. H.] 25

The T in nnt!> is suspicious; the Aramaic root BnD (^Jf) lineavit is well known.

GRATZ doubtfully suggests BnrQ; but Bnto3 is more obvious, though 'Vf in Lev. 19, 28

means a cutting (in the flesh).

(14) (5 is again shorter. The text which it expresses is, bw DBW "jn
J7BJ nj?

s
tt yj? m_3.

That this was really all that the archetype had, is inconceivable. Something 30

more must have been said about the cutting down of the wood ^assuming m3

yy to be correct). But a comparison of (5 with ill leads to the conclusion (a)

that the brevity of (5 is due to omission, and (b) that so far as © and iH coincide,

ill is the more correct.

The main objections to ill are two: (i) the form and contents of the opening 35

clause: we do not expect the cutting down to be mentioned before the plant-

ing of the trees, much less do we expect the form nnsb at the beginning of a

description ; (ii) the Niln minusculum at the end of ]n'K (as handed down).

As to
(i),

Lowth and others favor the correction nns (<5 exovyev, 3 succidit),

the b being produced by the vicinity of another b (so Prop/i. 7s.; cf. D'nto^, 32, 1). 40

But the same uaxepov irpoxepov is involved in m3 as in TCd~>. The only remedy
is to assume that neither mrr? nor m3 is correct, and that the true reading has

perished, msb means that he might cut dowii, and seems to be an explanatory

insertion due to the editor; KLOST. and GUNNING prefer finp
1

?, and attach the

clause to v. 13.
— As to (ii), the small Nun (here as elsewhere) is probably due 45

to the corrector of the MS. The scribe had accidentally omitted
],

and the

corrector supplied it in small writing. The fact that p_K is a car. Kef. is no objection

to it (cf. Ass. erinu 'cedar'). How KLOST. derives a confirmation of (5's reading

b» from ill itself, must be learned from himself (Deitterojes., p. 24). On Origen's

insertions in the Hexaplaric text see Field. 5 expresses a still shorter text than 50

(5, and connects it with the preceding verse. But this has no critical value.

[P. S. For nnnx I would now read D"S? (<5 EuXov, Gratz), and retain nn3^> (gxoiyev

in (T)'s arbitrarily shortened text cannot have much value). The whole clause

Is. 18
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44 Tiyoon; so DUHM. ill
5J
—

. © supplies uuiv after the next verb.

ny^3tt ms DN1 '^M B\1; so, in the main, DUHM, KLOST. 6/ ijj 18,32. iH '^K C\n

IIS I'Kl ny"?30, and adds YiyT ^3, a corruption of ny^3(0).

(9-22) Chiefly late (see Intr. Is., pp. 299 f). The subsidiary argument from the want of

metre is a strong one. 5

(9b) Wanting in 05, except tcto^l). ilt + nan (as v. 11), with puncta extraordinaria in-

dicating that the word should be excised (Blau, Zur Einleit., 1895, pp. n6ff.).

Possibly nan grew out of a repetition of the preceding nn (Abbott, Essays, 1891,

p. 24; Gratz).

(11) V"i3h (qj 58,6; Deut. 18, 11); Venn {cf D^Bnn, 3,3, and Aram.
JL*j-£ enchanter), ill 10

vi3n ; D'cnri (05 D-enn).

\Eb5); ilt Dnttfi, which must be absolutely corrupt. BEVAN ingeniously, DiTCnm

mi&no (understand lC^); cf.
'n in v. 9. See Jonrn. of Phil. '83, p. 126.

(12) ill+ nsjjtt, a gloss on ^nn {cf 10,34). So DUHM, GUNNING. Those who retain '»

have somehow to find a verb to which '» may serve as object. Some transfer in'1

15

from the end of v. 11, pointing "irv or "irv {cf Driver, Tenses, § 123, P). Others

prefix "inn, which, of course, might have dropped out owing to its likeness to the

preceding IIV (so my Notes and Criticisms, 1868). The latter view is, at first

sight, preferable; for 05 (followed by S) gives both qua in v. II, and ujsuvev in

v. 12. But the fact mentioned in the next note but one (1. 30) suggests that uj£uvev 20

was derived by taking over "JIT from the end of v. 11 to v. 12. (on in 05 is an

explanatory addition).

[cnn is stat. abs.; cf.
05. b\~0. is not gen. depending on cnn, but accus. depending

on bys\ Vn3 ^yB, just as we say in English, to work wood or iron. In Arabic,

iJ^i^LJl <Lv^i_H &c. Cf v. I5
d bx*b» tyS"

1

*|K.
In v. 13 the addition of D'xy is 25

necessary, but byS"
1 ^m cnn is perfectly clear. — P. H.]

[P. S. Duhm's view seems to me, on reconsidering it, less probable than before.

tsya might have been inserted as a gloss on ^"13 in 10,34, Dut hardly here. But

we must not, I think, fall back upon the view that cnn is stat. abs. ; bt"\2 cnn must

correspond to D'Sy 'n in v. 13, and to read either irP Jin"1 or "inn \1W is hardly 30

tolerable. It is not that I dispute the grammatical possibility of the reading here

rejected, or of that advocated by HAUPT, but I think (1) that the text plainly

stands in need of bolder treatment; (2) that v. 12 ought to be more distinctly

parallel to v. 13 than either my own former view or Haupt's present view permits
it to be. I think, too, Vro, if the object, ought not to precede the verb, as Haupt 35

wishes it to do. Dillm.-Kittel's view also interferes unduly with the parallelism

of the two verses; with Gratz he reads bye"
1

1XJJ03. In order to produce a good
sense and make the lines of v. 12 correspond as closely as possible to those of

v. 13, I would begin v. 12 with a hemistich in lieu of a stichus, viz. "!2tyt23 3Sn '3 'n,

the smith cleaves (the glowing metal) with a cutting instrument. 3Xn looks so much 40

like ISO that it might easily drop out. byBI is a fragment of W l

?yB'
,
l (05 eipYdcaxo

auxo) introduced too soon by the scribe, and supported subsequently by the

interpolated word D1133, not recognized in 05. These descriptions of the manu-

facture of idols seem to have been specially liable to interpolation.]

?yB\ Duhm, Klostermann. ilt bv&. 45

HJP1. 05 in3 !

1,
a corruption produced by the vicinity of cnn. 05 brings this word

over to v. 13 to acquire a verb for '3 'n. To emend 05's eKXetduevoc; into exXuo-

uevo<;, with Lagarde {Griech. Ubers. der Prov., p. iv) and Doderlein, implies an

improbable change of construction on the part of the translator (the parallel

clause to ^yi is rendered kou aa0evr)O~ei). Lag. has also to assume that auxo was 50

a subsequent insertion.

(13a) 05 ^KXeEduevo? xexxuav Eu\ov eo~xr|0~ev auxo dv uexpiu kcu iv o\.ii\\] (so Lag.; cf. <J

K^bttK; but MSS i.v KoUn) <?ppu6uiaev auxo, i.
<?., nyxpesi rfin lnasrv fy cnn *iru 4

i
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43 (20b.21) A late insertion. The style is below that of Second Isaiah; the contents are a poor

copy of v. i9
a
.2o. On it as a rel. proa, see Intr. Is., p. 257.

(22) ill "O nyy ,3. '3 was miswritten for "a, and then "O was supplied to complete the

sense (Klost.). © oubd, i. e. )£)\ but is this a genuine reading? How could &b\ 5

have passed into "O? For a moment the present writer thought of "OH; which

would certainly be better than \3, if \3 had to be retained (cf. Konig, Synt. §382 ,h).

[P. S. The (perhaps) too rough and ready solution of OORT, Ryssel, and Dillm.-

KlTTEL (alt), that ">2 is to be corrected into »b"\ is not acceptable. Experience
elsewhere confirms the present writer in the view here expressed. But though 10

3's neque may be a mere paraphrase, it is quite possible that ©s oubd does

represent t6l. Read 'W nj?V
"
,n

_
X t

71, and the verse becomes more perfectly parallel-

istic in form, and therefore more suitable to the context, than it is either on

Klostermann's or even on Oort's view, while at the same time no doubtful

critical correction is adopted.] 15

(25) M-\-^yab (cf. 48,11). Superfluous here and unmetrical.

(28) ">vnp Tjnto Mrm, Houb., Klost., and nearly Gratz, with ©5. With regard to

6, note that ©Mr, and some cursives, e.g. 62 optima nottc in Holmes-Parsons,
add aou t& crfid uou (so S). Cf. Zeph. 3,4; Ezek. 22,26. ill W\p nto bbn»\ (so

pointed to suggest a. future reference; cf. &). """lto, however, is an error for
?P"lto,

20

like "'"i^K in vp 16,3 for SpT^. The second stichus is wanting.

nariN). ill with
) copul. ;

so «T. Cf. Driver, Tenses^, p. 70, n. 2. So Oort, Ryssel,
&c. ;

see on 51,2.

44 (1-5) Bickell finds here syllabic metre. But this involves omitting "112N m in v. 2
a

,

which does not improve the sense. The passage, however, is a good specimen 25

of metrical double distichs.

(4) D^ft p3, HOUB., LOWTH, EWALD, CHEYNE, DlLLM., DUHM, RYSSEL, with ©. ill

pa (Ginsb.), or p3 (Bar), without D"D. Some MSS and editions have p3
or p3. [Gunning, to avoid the repetition of D'O, corrects \1l into 103, which is

critically more difficult. 30

n^'ij?. This passage (cf. Lev. 23,40) suggests a correction of Num. 24,6, where

DT1K is botanically impossible (see POST, in HASTINGS' Bible Dictionary, l,69
b
).

D'Onj? is the word which is required; the alternative is D^DIH, but the myrtle was

not known in Palestine in pre-Exilic times. DV1N should be substituted for D^nx

just before, which is a scribal error produced by T^n.X in v. 5.] 35

(5) N"1

!?')
so Lowth, Bickell, Cheyne, Oort, Duhm, Gratz, Dillm.-Kittel,

Gunning, following I. ill N"ip\ its into his hand, Klost., following XI (5 is

doubtful). 3 precedes, ill IT, which is variously taken as the accus. of instrument

or as that of the material inscribed. But
\\> 60,7 is no parallel for the first, and

Ezek. 2,10 is no sttfficie?tt parallel for the second. 40

n|3^ for 3n\ for parallel forms, see 33, 10; 52,5; 34,14. So, too, DlLLM.-KlTTEL.

nar, Oort, Bickell, Ryssel, Gratz, Duhm, Gunning. £ "ipJV, 3 assimila-

bitur, ill rt33\

(7) +) iny-, so Oort, Duhm, after ©. Klost., 4-1 Dp;. 45

nvns nbiytt j?"own "a
;
so Oort, Duhm, and (nearly) Perles. © . . . eiq xov ouujva.

ill nvn«i abiy dj; "taitoo.

Mb (41,22); so Duhm, Klost., Diehl after £. Lowth, Oort, 02b, after ©.

iH 10^. The same error (ifi

1

? for U1

?) occurs in Deut. 33,2; 1^80,7; Job 22, 17.

See on v. 15. 50

(8) nmn; so Lagarde (Proph. Chald., p. il), Gratz, in the Aramaic sense of \ as

60,5 (perhaps); Cant. 6,5. © irXuvaoee (cf. Plat. Phccd. 79, c, parallel to TapaTTeoOai)
3 conturbemini. ill imn (Ges.-Buhl

t 3 proposes to read lKlfl).
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43 WD»!1. OORT, Duh.m, KLOST. WDKV, less naturally. It is a fresh scene which is

introduced. The nations must once more be assembled that the old question

may be again asked.

|Wm, as 41,27; so KLOST. ill nub's-! (41,22; 42,9). The copyist fancied an ab-

breviation (afxi) where none was intended; cf PERLES, Analekten, pp. 34f. 5

U»»BW»; so Oor 1
, RysSEL, KLOST. (5 avcrfY^ei uuiv (10, nuTv). M UJJ'Dtr.

nttKii ycc-ii; cf. 41 ,26. M wamn lptwn.

(10) 'W; so Duh.m. Note the parallelism, and cf. on 44,26. M 'TOy. The same

question of pointing arises at
i|i 105,6 (see Bathgen).

u) Jll -f'nycnni; an uncorrected scribal error for "nyetrm, Gratz, Cheyne. Cf this 10

half-verse with 44,8.

(12.13) cnpD D^iO '310; so (+ nw after UK) KLOST., with (5<T, partly (OipD; t/. (5 45,21).

The initial i in DS^tQ v. 14) was lost, and the final syllable read as DJ. '» became
half-effaced. Hence ill dvd D3 :"?{< 'JKI, the difficulty of which is obvious.

[I believe thai b« at thi 1 nd of v. 12 and cs'tjo in v. 14 should change places: 15

bx belongs to v. 14, and DzbiO to the end of v. 12. — P. H.]

[P. S. I now prefer DipD D;3^D "3N1
; cf. <|) 74, 12. I am sorry I cannot adopt the

too easy correction n'ryo (for, or beside, dvd), suggested by £ ((5?) to Oor 1
,

RYSSEL, DUH.M, Gl NNING, nor the more subtle one of GES.-BUHL12
, DVlTDjrtK

= noch bis zunt heutigen Tage. It has perhaps been overlooked by some that 20

3's ab initio is not D^iyo but = \Nf*\ DVD, which indeed, as II. Weisz points out

{Die Peshitta zu Peut • Ilallc '93, p is the paraphrase of $.]

(13) itt + Nin UK, inserted, perhaps, to make a clause with DVD di. Not in oV

[Vxd 'TD VK does not mean none can rescue you out of my hand, but nothing

except (]D
= M\ ilia) my hand '^y+z ^j> ^JvjsJ^ Li\) can rescue you (cf |»K1 25

y'CID ''"lyVsD in 1 I
b
),

or at least, nothing can rescue more than my hand. - P. H.]

14 Jll's D'nnn Trmm, in the second hemistich of the second line, might be a corrup

tion of rvrr-O Vijrum (cf. 45 ,2 So ( >v- \ rz, postulating a Hif'il of yti. But how

shall we obtain a fit parallel stichus? 30

D'lbc, in the first hemistich of the third line, is certainly wrong. Nor is it safe to

speculate as to (6. A verb would indeed be welcome, but beGnaovrai cannot be

right; a verb in 1 pers. sing, is to be expected.

lllTZIG's and EWALD's m s 3.V3 for Jll rViXZ, in the second hemistich of the

third line, does not strike the right note. Something more forcible than and I 35

•will turn their shouting into sighs (Hit/, and Ew. wrongly keep DnbO) seems

called for.

[P. S. — Ruben (in a letter to the writer suggests, in lieu of JH 0^3 DTV"D,

dS"J?d ,vn2, i. e. my chosen one (Cyrus) from Elam. It is a felicitous idea that the

passage ought to refer to Elam. But soon afterwards 'Vni occurs as a title of 40

the people of Israel. Besides, the reference to Babylon, as the place to which

JHVH sent, is difficult to harmonize with the reference to Elam. Perhaps it is in

the first, not in the second, hemistich that D^J? should find a home: nbyi may,
in short, be a substitute for an almost illegible D^y. Next, for Y)"nini we should

certainly read "jYvyn (41,25), and for DTP-O we should read ''"1133 (cf. 13,3). D'ltoS 45

may be kept, if we suppose the rest of the hemistich to have been lost. The

second hemistich of the second line should begin with Ti3E?ni, which, from its

resemblance to DnfeOI, may easily have dropped out. HlTZIG's ni'3N3 enables us

to complete the sense. Read therefore:

d^3 <>=n>o> -jwym •dV,

j?>
Yin 1

?:? uDiytzb 50

sown nva«5' «^nawnv * * * * * oniwi

This seems to me a plausible restoration of the text.]

(17) + 3"i, KLOSTERMANN, with <B (yar. led).
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42 (22) =insn (or nsn), Houb., Secker, Lowth, Koppe, Duhm, Ryssel, Budde. ill

n&n.

n^ina, (or cp'Mns), so Dillm., Duhm, Gratz, Budde. ill nnffl3 =/«»w (3f).

nDti>B?, Oort, Guthe for ill nDBto (the preceding word ends in b).

(24) rwwftb; so (and not HDlBtoV) Ke
thfb; DUHM, KLOST. Note parallelism, and see 5

10,14. Qere n&pnb (Bar) or nDHte^ (Ginsb.), as v. 22.

'Ill kbit; an insertion (DUHM; /»/?*. Is., p. 299).

(25) ibn nan, so Lowth, Gratz, Klost., Guthe. ifl ib« nan, where the object of

the apposition is not visible. C5 opp'iv 8uuou uutou; & !VU"1 ntiTl; so 3, also

Oort, Gratz, Klost. Or else read nana (66,15). 10

nan 1

?: iniyi; so Klost. nty used with reference to God, 1^78,4; 145,6. nan 1

?

presupposed by an"?n; £/! Joel 1,19; 2,3. ifl nanba ntyi; © xa-riaxuaev auxoix;.

43 (0 T^lp; so Klost., Budde, with (G£. ill Vi&np, which, with iae>3, would be mis-

interpreted.

(2) WtfTM; so Klost., with C532T. Note the parallel hemistich. ifl nnnttl. [The 15

plural nnni is amplificative; see note on 18, 1 (p. 109, 1. 9).
-- P. H.]

(3) [P. S. Point D^sa, to avoid confusion with the word for Egypt commonly point-

ed nyixa. See on 20,3; 45, 14.]

(4) nionK; so Duhm. Oort, nana, ill DIN. The MS probably had 'aiN. Cf Zech. 13,5,

where DIN ('dik) stands for naiN. Second Isaiah may have used this word, though 20

it is only found in ip 49,12. The alternative is to correct D^N {cf 41,1; 49,1).

So Gratz, Klost. [mans = Assyr. adndti, which is quite a common word in

Assyrian (see Delitzsch, AW 161 ; HWB 26). The n in Assyrian is due to

partial assimilation of the a to the preceding 1, as in butnu = NDt313 (Arab. A^>

bu(m, Heb. D'itpa Gen. 43,11); Heb. \^fat=^> ddsim {cf Assyr. dussu 'fat,' 25

which is but a modification of dussumu); T'ODN thy store-houses (Deut. 28,8; Prov.

3, io)
= Targum. NJDN (Syr. *-»( to heap up); cf.

also DDto and
]tot?, (D*|S"in Num.

6,4 = f_*a^» hicrim is uncertain). In all those cases the a is more primitive

than the
].

In
^L^jl ibhdm 'thumb,' on the other hand, the

]
of Heb. ]ni (Assyr.

ubdnu 'finger' is not connected with the word) is more primitive, the a in Arabic 30

representing a partial assimilation of the
]
to the initial 3; see Beitr. z. Assyr. 1,

2. The singular adattu 'nest of a bird' (syn. qinnu sa iccuri') must be combined

with admu 'young of a bird' (syn. liddnu and mar icgfiri). For admu, see

Delitzsch's Heb. Lang. 58; Proleg. 104. In his HWB Delitzsch reads atmu
for admu; but it seems to me, admu with 1, is preferable.

— P. H.] 35

(5) ifl + 'vil KIT) b$. An unmetrical insertion which interrupts the description (Duhm).

(7) ifl + vntna, an uncorrected scribal error. Second Isaiah does not link more than

two verbs in the same hemistich.

(8) ^n (55,1). ifl N^W he has brought forth, viz. from the dungeons (42,20), or 40

from distant lands (vv. 5-7), corresponding to the perf. lX3p3 (v. 9, ifl). (5 xai

dHriYciYOv, i. e. W\H); 3T jTBK-l, i. e. N'SW 1»8. Ewald, arbitrarily, «^1«; not less

violently Dillm., improving upon 3's educ, KXW nnsn. But nothing short of a

radical correction will meet the requirements of the case. The text had "'in. But

the scribe from whom the archetype of ifl proceeds mistook * for the mark of 45

abbreviation, and wrote fcOXin, supposing vv. 8ff. to be the sequel of vv. 1-7. This,

of course, was an error. Bachmann and Klost. JVX
v
in, comparing Zech. 2,11

(but see Wellh.). Zion is only called a people in the late passage 51,16. If

any name were to be mentioned, it would be facob or Israel (v. 23).

The abruptness of the transition in v. 9 seems to be caused by a lacuna. 50

(9) Wig*, so Lowth, Gratz, with US. ifl lX2p3. That ifl is sometimes careless about

formatives, is indisputable. A precative perf. does not exist. In Joel 4,11 read

'pt
n

;
in Jer. 50,5 nij>3 (Cornill ad loc).
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42 preserving a record of the two readings
''
'Hay and "na-?; but not of the corruption

n^D. The latter reading and ill's D^>tfQ are perhaps both best explained by sup-

posing a misunderstood abbreviation 'bvrn, which was capable of very different

interpretation. The inconsistency between v. 19 and vv. 1-4 is thus removed.

See Duhm, who fails, however, to see that in form and contents the verse 5

shows itself to be a gloss. This was pointed out by Schian [Ebed-Jahive-

Lieder, p. 15). The construction of the verse had been already explained by
KLOSTERMANN (who differs from the above only in reading D^D). On the other

Versions see his note. It was natural at an earlier date to emend "I1JJ1 into Bhni

(with X, Abulwalid, LOWTH, Gratz, Duhm), but it was an error. Nor was it 10

enough to emend D^'o into D^o (Duhm).

[I should prefer to combine v. 18 and v. 20, taking v. I9
a as a gloss on v. 18,

and I9
b as a tertiary gloss on I9

a
. Between v. 20 and v. 21 we must assume a

lacuna of 2 lines, unless we are prepared to prefix to 42,18 the isolated verse

43,8:— W D ,
2"J?1 "N)> DJ> "Mn l S

in
1

? d"}tni D"tnni
1 -

The text of 42, 18-20 should be restored as follows:

a
nyi2tr

2 tnnjm^fi nwfos warn o^jiP 42,18

ty&Bro sb* n^r«
2

np&v^ <i>ia^n nb) man «D>jv*n 20 20

*********** ************
*********** ***********

:QT"«3«^ii3 ehm [P] 'naj? dk -3 nij? -a 42,19
s

(«)

+>3-@»SS*>« ~H3<S-§<«- 25

nbtw1'

oj>-ctt*o>r3
<>2

42,i9
bo

Or) hit i3V3 "BJn 42,19^ (P)

Ye blind, look up, that ye see; and ye deaf, give ear! a

Much have ye seen without looking and he whose eyes where opened, does

************ * [thereat, ********* * * [not hear! 30********** 4 ***********

(') Who is blind but my Servant \> and deaf as my Messenger T

m-g$»e&»

(?) That is, blind as the Servant of "Jahveh Of) as their ruler whom I send
35

For the 1 before mrr naj>3 "ny in i9
b
P, cf note on 17,8 (p. 90, 1. 21).

— P. H.]

[I am inclined to adopt HAUPT's restoration of the text, which is not un-

supported by parallels elsewhere.] 40

(20) rwn Ke
thib; cf (5 eibexe, £ prpm. Qe

re m«"l.

j>»twi; so Lowth, Oort, Guthe, with the Versions, ill J>Dt»\

(21) The stress laid on the Torah in b may be due to the editor. [P. S. ill's "ViN^l

is suspicious. The verb only occurs in part. Nifal, Ex. 15,6.11. © kui eibov =

fflKJ,
which seems guess-work. RUBEN would read mTHRl, and begin a new 45

paragraph with the vocative DJ?n {cf.
v. 23); the article being attested by (D's 6

\ao<; Kai d*f£veTO = mm, where m is as much guess-work as Nl in ill's KOTl; ni is

traditional, and belongs to tin. I adopt rrvnx and Dj?n, but venture to think

that "18 was originally written 'TIN. The mark of abbreviation was overlooked,

and the ,
transposed. 5°

For ill's Kim I read nam; for "DJ?, D»n (cf ffi), the PI was easily dropped after

nam. The on«w (cf. d ,t ,

hn moa, y 16,3, corrected text) are, of course, the faith-

ful observers of the Torah.]
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41 wrong. Klost., Dan njM; Budde, mnp "iJn. But rnn is not one of Second Isaiah's

words for show, declare. The corruption was caused by the illegible state of

the middle letters of DTmn; D////////Jn
became D3H. There is nothing wrong in

pp*n (t/: 43,9, corr. text).

(28) K"i«1, so Klost., Gratz, and presumably Driver (Tenses*, p. 216, n. 4), with 3. 5

ilt K-INl.

(28
b
.29) The text seems to be in some disorder. See (5.

42 This section is greatly deficient in unity. Verses 1-4 form the first of a group of

poems on the mrr naj> which have no organic connection with the Prophecy of 10

Restoration (see Intr. Is., pp. 304-309, Duhm's commentary, and Schian, Ebed-

fahwe-Lieder, 1895)
1

. I'1 metre it agrees with two out of the three related poems,
i. e. with 49, 1-6, and 52,13-53,12, but not with 49,1-6. It consists of three

quatrains, and in this point, as well as in rhythm, accords with the lyrical pas-

sage, vv. 10. 11. 13. Verses 5-9 consist of double distichs, some of which, how- 15

ever, are imperfect. At the end of v. 16 the text becomes liable to suspicion.

Verses 18. 20. 2i a
. 22. 23. 24

s
. 25 seem to be sound, but the hand of the editor

and the glossator is visible in the remainder. There were gaps in the text which

the editor filled up as well as he could; v. 24
b

, however, is a simple interpolation

from the margin. 20

(2) iXW; so Reifmann, Gratz, Cheyne (doubtfully)/ Perles. The writer contrasts

the old prophecy with the new (cf Am. 1,2; 3,8). The text had 'kb^ with a

mark of abbreviation. <l ^y (— JNB.", Am. 1,2; Joel'4,16). ill Kfe\ But this re-

quires an object. Cf. on v. 11.

(4) ffT; so Cod. Bab,; also Ewald2
, Oort, Sikgfr.-Stade, Duhm. Cf. Ezek. 29,7; 25

Eccl. I2,6ab . Jit pVV.

(5) ill + ^Nn. But ni.T bun is an impossible combination; both here and in 11)85,9

(see Bickell) it requires correction. Either nifT is a fragment of a hemistich

(Duhm), or, preferably, b>xn is a misplaced addition
(cf.

on 49,22). There is some

evidence that (5 originally read only Kupioc,. The ordinary text has here Kupvoc 30

6 6eo<;, and also in vv. 6.8, where ill has only nVP. ill's text, therefore, has been

corrected in vv. 6.8, but not in v. 5. Klost., Gunning ^«.

+ x ,sr
;
so Duhm.

(6) pmxj (33"), JpSKi, -pntn (3(5). Cf 41,9; 49,2. So Stadk, Duhm, Klost., Driver,
G. F. Moore (TLZ '87, col. 292). ill with Waw copulative. 35

[ill DJ7. In 49,8 (5 presupposes D'oy, which GRATZ adopts in both passages.]

(7) -f-menn D^tN nhB^I, a conjectural completion of the stichus. Cf vv. 18. 20; 43,8.

(10) Djn\ Lowth (cf vpqj 96,11; 98,7), Cheyne, Oort, Duhm. ill niv.

(n) lE>lte>; ; so Klost., Gratz, with (52" (both render as in 35, 1). iH l»te\ Cf. on v. 2.

nany ;
so Klost. (cf 35 , 1). Gratz, i«y. M iny. 40

(14) (5V eaiujrrriaa, uq Kai dei aiumrjaouai Kai dveHouai, i. e. D^iy^n for ill's D^iye.

On Ewald's and Lagarde's improbable inferences, see Duhm. The best

correction is PAUL Ruben's (Crit. Re/narks, p. 15): d'jIJ? Din WCTin

psxns t»nn«.

(16.17) The editor has done his best with an imperfect text. One slight emendation may 45

be ventured, ica'r (Reifmann) for ill's ibq\

(19) Two lines have been lost, and their place taken by a gloss on deaf and blind

(v. 19); compare 9,14.15. Within this gloss is another gloss on
n^tt'tt (the

glossator read thus instead of nrr^co), and at the end of it is a variant of the

first clause, which is correct in so far as Jhvh is not introduced speaking of 50

Himself, but referred to in the third person. The gloss inserted in the principal

gloss is not found in (5, which has simply Kai xi<; TuqpXoq dW q oi uaioec uou,

Kai KUjqpoi a\\' q oi Kupieuovxec; auxdiv; Kai dTucpXtijOnaav oi bouXoi toO GeoO,
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41 The coloring of the description is much improved. Cf. on 45,1. ill TV. Hrrz.

(Psalmen, 2, 440), Wellh. (DLZ, 2 Aug. '90), tV ; Ewald, Dillm., Duhm, fv.

DO'teri; so DUHM (<"/! DlLLM.'s note). This correction at any rate gives the sense

required, which the other readings or renderings do not. ill ]jv (an involuntary

repetition from the preceding line). 5

nsyS; so GlNSBURG. BAR, 1&$>3 (suggesting "IBjm, t/ DBKO 40,17).

(5) See Intr. 7s., p. 299. 1KV*1, parallel to JVfltW. So KLOST. ill WV*1, influenced

by mn\
+ t2BD0

t

? inn", Duhm. <& (nXBov) 6ipa iKpivum

(8) Duhm supposes a second hemistich to have fallen out; D. H. MULLER {Proph. 1, 10

167) brings over 'nn "it?N from v. 9* By the latter course v. 8b is not mended,
and v. 9

a
is spoiled. The former view seems to me unnecessary. The Second

[saiah was not, I think, quite so careful about symmetry. It might, indeed, have

been hard to find a suitable second hemistich.

(12) "jnSB; so GlNSB., with most MSS; BAR T??13 - See notes in both editions. ' im- 15

plies a reading TC1^: '/ S^<4-

(14) nisi; Ew., Dillm., Duhm, Gratz. "\ interchanges with nyhxr\ in 14,11; Job 25,6.

ill 'no. The figure of the worms being liable to misinterpretation, one of the

synonyms was removed, and the gloss nye TO (so ill should be read, with Ki.ost.)

substituted. Cf. Deut. 26, 5; 28,62. (D oXi'foaTos, as a substitute both for '^m and 20

for no-i.

ill + cnnp, which spoils the metre. (5 (6 XuxpouuevocJ lapa^X.

(15) itt + t'nn, a gloss on mo (Duhm .

(17) ill + n'aVDNni, an unmetrical addition; perhaps a variant to 'ayn (DUHM).

25

(21) orrvosy; so Gratz {alt.); nrasy (Gratz, alt.; Budde) is further off from i\\\

nrmexv. KLOST. adheres to iH, but gives 'y the sense of idols; so also Lowth,

quoting 3's comment: Accedant, inquit, idola vestra, quce putatis esse fortissimo..

The special Mishnic use of DSyrU cannot safely be used in defense of rviasp

which is doubtless corrupt like D'Ol^y in Prov. 18,18 (quoted here by Ibn Ezra)
3°

and
v|i 10,10. TWXty= idols ; see Olsh. and WELLH. on \\> 16,4.

«tf|\ Lowth, Oort, Klost., Gratz, after <53(T. Cf. 50,8; 41,1. I)i ddk (TLZ,

17 Feb. '94), Win. But this is unnecessary. The idolaters are to approach with

the idols from which they obtain oracles.

"U1 "y"U1 evidently belongs to v. 23, but the hemistichs must be transposed 35

(Duhm).

(23) anil Kethib ; Qe
rc nxTJV

(24) DDN. So virtually 3D. Cf. vv. 12.29; 41,17. M yBN, a scribal error. <5 Ik f?\q

= iByo.

lil nsyin. A marginal note, addressed probably to Jews, and not in the spirit of 40

this section (Duhm).

(25) [P. S. ill's text is too difficult and improbable. I now read, with DlLLMANN-

Kittel, "IfiED YiiOp; cf. 45,3. This seems to me to involve a change in the first

hemistich. If n«»1 be correct, we should expect Kip"! (or 2"ip
v
.?', but "DP2 stands

in the way. Omit nS'l {cf. <5); n*P is perhaps a fragment of "nxnp, a marginal 45

correction of Nip""!. Probably, with DlLLM., we should read WIVJin. GUNNING,
for K1p\ reads anp\]

DW>; CLERICUS, SECKER, Low 1TI, LUZZATTO, KROCHMAL, CHEYNE, KUENEN,

Bredenk., Oort, Dillm., Isidore Loeb, Gratz, Klost., Kittel, Gunning.

Note the parallelism, ill Wl (with an accus. of pers. !
— see Cornill on 50

Ezek. 38,11). The error arose more easily than Klost. represents. D^aDOn'*

became n^aaoU'', and \y became «3\ <? gives a conflate rendering, CMT1 W1.

(27) DWin {cf. 48,3.8). Dillm.-Kittel approves. iH D3n. Either nan or nan must be
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40 (20) The opening words are corrupt. ill n»nn pDttn, which might pass as a descrip-

tion of an unpopular god, but is quite impossible here. (B 6uo(u)u.a KaTeaKeuaaev

auxov, i. e. perhaps mifin^ liWI, a doubtful phrase on which Duhm bases pD&n
niion (so Gunning). £ guesses na pl«=n^ nn-l (44- ! 4), but the cutting down

comes too soon. Klostermann's treatment of the Versions at this point will 5

hardly bear examination.

[P. S. I now think that 40,20 may be a later insertion, taken from some other

didactic work. It hardly adds anything to the force of the argument, and we

know that such descriptions were in vogue among later writers
(cf. 44,12-20;

46,6.7; Jer. 10,3-5). At any rate, 44, 14 suggests the best line to take in correct- 10

ing the text. It is a wooden statue of which both passages speak. The man who

desires one first of all seeks for timber, and selects one of the best trees for his

purpose. We expect 'n "a to be parallel to 2pV i6 yV, but the text as it stands

does not admit of this. We must therefore correct it. Taking a hint from 44,14

(corrected text) we emend n»nn into imn, and for pDtt we read p*W, i. e. the [5

Ass. surmenu, mentioned beside erinu and burdsu (Deutzsch, Paradies, p. 107),

and better known by its Arabic and Syriac name sherbin. % gives this word

in 37,24 for ETO and in 60,13 f°r "WNn. For a time I was attracted by
Zimmern's suggestion (Zeitschr. f Assy): '94, pp. 11 1 f): he compares pott with

Ass. miskannu, a kind of tree.* Dr. PAUL Ruben informs me that he too has 20

been attracted by this view; he would read ~\T\y*
'sjfi'l** pDfin Will ye compare

Him to a miskan which the priesf (Ass. loanword) chooses? This involves omitting

3pV xb yy as a gloss, which spoils the structure of the verse. In the present

connection I can hardly doubt that some well known tree is meant (see on 44, 14),

and that pit? is the right reading. 3's words (in his Commentary), amsuchan, 25

quodgenus Ugni imputribile, may, or may not, rest on tradition. Konig (Synt.

§ 328, i) adheres to M. But nothing in 44,i2ff. suggests that the man who pro-

cures the wooden image is under the stigma of poverty.]

(21) nilCOfi; so DUHM, GUNKEL (Chaos, p. 138). nnoiBfi is also possible, if 'D10 =

fundatio. ill nilDlti. But note t?*no. 3°

(22) S>p/p. (0 (loosely) the Kaudpav. KLOST. (wrongly) »p*p. See Ezek. 1,22 (<5), and

Cornill's note (For Ezek. [and Second Is.] ypi was not yet a technical term in the

sense of Gen. /). ill pns like fine cloth, distinguishing j?*l
from pn dust, v. 15. But

<£ (VJJt:), AZ0 (ujc; \6ttt6v) do not recognize the former sense, pin in Talm. means

cataract (on the eye). 35

(24) lJJba, ljrrt. (DS 1JTW, 1$?B3. D. H. Weir favored this (Prop//. Is., 2, 160). Cf. 17,

10. II. V1J used of plants, Gen. 1,29.

(26) y»Kl; OORT, KLOST., after (5SZ0O. ill pBN, from a reminiscence of Job 9,4.

(27) ill TOJT (which would go better with £'s ffiflDi). KLOST., GRATZ, "DP, after «3

(a-ntOT)-)). 40

(3i
b
) A late, prosaic insertion outside of the poetical scheme of double distichs (Duhm).

41 (1) "nrmnb ibrr_; Klost.
(cf. 42,4; Job 13,6). ill "> m te^n\ Librarius dormitans e

40,31 repetivit (Lagarde). But he only repeated it because he had something
which resembled it in his text. For other cases of repetition, see BUHL, Canon 45

and Text of the OT, p. 254. [Cf. above, note on 41,7, p. 128, 1. 50.J

nm m UM; so Klost., but with n« (iy 124,3-5), which would here be an isolated

linguistic phenomenon, ill l"OT IN "IW, through the influence of the preceding
error.

(2) "nrr, cf Jud. 8,12; 2 S. 17,2; Ezek. 30,9; Zech. 2,4. So Klost., with <8 (<?K0Tnaei). 50

*
[Cf. DEI.ITZSCH, Assyr. Handwbrterbuch, p. 420b. — **

Cf. op. cit. p. 623b.
— P. H.J

Is. 17
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40 1 Transpose the two hemistichs, with Duhm, for met ike.

. nn\ 0) substitutes to <jujt/|piov toO 8eou, Low 111 OORT, KLOST., correct iyc*\

But (8's insertion is an explanatory gloss . A 52,10;.

i" Itt+ 'llK. Here, .1- often elsewhere "i~s is virtually a Q/re
1

to the following word
nirv (sec Intr. Is., p, 254). There is no 01 1 asion for special solemnity, and the 5

sti< hus is '»\ erloaded.

11 ip»na. So I'-i DD] . Di iim. M lpvni. In <B Ntr lpTO is wanting,

6 iohi, so (S33, followed by Lowi h, Geiger, Or] lli, Oori . Duhm, Gratz, Kittel,
Gunning, ill ibki. 10

lapn, for ill's non. So (?, rendering prpfipin (so again in 1,31 for ]bnn\ Houb.
first suggested this, but preferred nin >o Lom in, Oori , cf.

$3 ooEot, gloria.

Perles makes the same conjecture Analekten, p. 76), comparing \\f 144,2,

where, for "Hon, Krochmal, Gratz, Cheyne read '•aon. Hoi 1 objects Sed non

convenit robur inflorem). True, but the writer deliberately compares hardy oaks 15

Am. 2,9 and delicate flowers. Though so different in nature, oaks and (lowers

may share the same fate. b6Ea is a men Duhm, Gunning win.

(7) itt-f-Dyn vxn pK. A weak homileti< al addition Koppe, Hitzig, Duhm, Reini

with the half-assent of GESEN1US . which is also against the metre. See Intr. Is.,

p. j'jS. < >ok 1 and I ". 1

*

1
>

i 1 after® omit the whole vei floss. The former 20

objects to atM {Theol. Tijdschr., 1876, p 531), but this unclassical word may well

be allowed in Second Isaiah 'Intr. Is., p

(12-16) St \i>k (Gesch. 2, 75) rightly questions the ai 1 urai y ol 61 But to 1 orrect is not

easy. The poetical structure, too, is peculiar see 1" HM .

cf. 54,7.8.

(13) ]?n. Sikckrii I'M \i»k ;?n ; cf.
Prov. 16, _\ 25

'131 insy W\K\. The Set ond Isaiah may be allowed this elliptical expression. The

compound phrase 'JJ WfH is warranted by 46,11; laynv by v. 14 end . Klost.'s

reading, -ww imy WH til, and who is the man who might show us his counsel,

is unnatural. Nor need we, with Di HM.supplyVPl^dot but •

tpand our own text.

(14) ill + nyi lmD^l. An interrupts e gloss 1
not in (6. 30

19.20 Again the text is in disorder, and we cannot exclude from consideration the cog-

nate passage 41,0.7. As was long ago observed Proph. Is.
1
), something must

have fallen out b( tween v. tg <ind v. 20. Dl'HM thinks this missing passage to be

41,6.7, in support of which compare Intr. Is., p. 299. Cf. HOUB., OORT, T. K.

Abbott. It would be unwise to accept BUDDE's proposal (TLZ, 19 Feb. '94, 35

col. 99 to omit 40,19^ (as well as 41,7) as a late insertion. Twice the writer

asks, To whom will ye liken God? — but, ex hyp. without explaining himself.

(19) *?p£n. LUZZATTO and BUDDE, Vcsri; Kl.OST. (Bhrt 1JD3) ^»Sn. (6 ur); £ KH; 3

numquid (s^n). But we cannot treat this apart from grammatical exegesis. iU's

view of vv. igf. as a whole still remains the easiest and most natural. The im- 40

plied answer to the question in v. 18 is bosri, i. e. the class of idols (or idol-gods),

or a specimen of that class. This the writer takes up and prefixes with biting

scorn to his description of the process of idol-making.

JH + fplX ^DD nipnil. The text is incomplete. BEVAN's rendering {fonrn. of

Phil. 17, 1883, p. 125) may be less improbable than others, but can hardly be right. 45

A verb has fallen out. The clause seems to be due to an editor, in whose time 41 ,6. 7

had already been placed elsewhere, and who therefore missed a reference to

the fastening of the idol. 52" supply a verb (by guess ?) after *plX.

41 (7) iS + tsiB"
1

ttb. This occurs again in 40,20, where it does not overload the hemi-

stich. [For the incorrect repetition of the end of a line or verse, cf. e. g. the 50

\?by after n:il2 at the end of iy 90. In the same way the y\xn by at the end of

( '.en. 1
,

1 1 seems to be nothing but an accidental repetition of p«n by at the end

of v. 15. Cf. below, notes on 41, 1 .2; 53,7,
— P. H.]
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40 between 40,1-4; 49,1-6; 50, 4-9, on the one hand, and 52,12-53,13 on the

other. In the former (in spite of a certain approach in the third song to the

characteristics of the fourth) we may say that the Servant of JHVH is an imagi-

native fusion of all the tea< hers of the Jewish religion in and after the time of

Ezra; in the latter, we seem to have a similar fusion of the different nameless 5

martyrs of Israel in recent years into a colossal figure which is identified with

the people of Israel, somewhat as Jeremiah regards himself as the kernel and

only true representative of jHVH's people. The phraseological obscurity, which

has seemed to some to place 52, 12-53,13 apart, diminishes wonderfully through
textual criticism. I still cannot see my way to agree with GlESEBRECHT, MARTI, 10

Budde, and Cobb {The Servant offahveh, JBL 14,95 ff.) that m 53. 1_I ° it is

the nations Mho are speaking.
It should further be added that, to complete this critical theory, it is necessary

to point out the links by which the Songs are connected with the expanded work

of the Second Isaiah. These links are 42,5-7 and 49,7-9
a
(or 7-12). ROSTERS 15

adds 50,10.11, but this appears to the present writer, as also to DUHM, to be a

very late insertion indeed (see corrected text); the soliloquy in 50,4-9 had origi

nally no linking verses attached to it, and the same remark is, of course, correct

of the great Song which concludes the series (52,13-53,12). Kosters has also

traced the hand of the inserter in 51 , 4
b

. 5
b

,
as mentioned later on. 20

LAUE's treatise, (see above, p. 126, 1. 20) is an independent piece of work, but is

not always equally plausible in its views. The author denies that the Songs on the

Servant once existed in a separate form, and holds that, phraseologically, they

closely resemble Second Isaiah, with the exception of c. 53, which stands quite

by itself, and is based upon a lost psalm. It is also one of his theses that 50,4 ff. 25

was not originally one of the Songs on the Servant; it has been made one arti-

ficially. Hence vv. 4- 1 1 are especially abundant in points of contact with Second

Isaiah. The real speaker is the same prophet who wrote c. 49. Third Isaiah

(Trito-Isaiah) was not acquainted with our Ebed-jHVH passages, but the author

of these passages made use of Third Isaiah. The Ebed-jHVH is an individual : 2°

the suffering Messiah. The passages referring to him arose not before but after

Ezra, in the beginning of the period of apocalyptic composition.
That so many recent writers should have adopted from Duhm the term Third

Isaiah seems to me unfortunate; cc. 56-66 belong neither to one person nor to

one date. I still hold (June, 1899) to the view expressed and in all essentials 35

proved (see Intr. Is., pp. 283 ff.) before the appearance of Duhm's masterly

work; we cannot number the Isaiahs in this way. Second Isaiah may stand as

an imperfect but not seriously misleading symbol. But Third Isaiah is too

unsuitable to be used. CORNILL's arguments against a Third Isaiah {Ein/eitA,

pp. 160 f.) need therefore at any rate to be altered in phraseology. Doubtless 40

however the substance of his arguments affects my own conclusions as well as

Duhm's. Laue has already met them adequately. The only important one is

that based on Hag. 2,7-9. The idea expressed there is too original, thinks

CORNILL, for a prophet of such slender gifts as HAGGAI. Laue's counter-argu-

ment may be consulted (p. 23, note 1); but I think it almost enough to appeal 45

to the extraordinary circumstances under which that prophet spoke, and venture

to refer to my fewish Religious Life after the Exile (New York, '98^, Lecture 1.

(1-11) On the arrangement see Duhm, or ////;-. Is., p. 298. The argument from the

changes of metre is a strong one. The opening poem itself is in four quatrains 50
of double lines.

(2) ill mro "O; (5 XeXuTca (without (in). Metre and sense favor the omission of ^3

(Duhm).
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14 Budde (ZAT '82, p. 13) A "JB. (0 has simply rr|v -fflv ; this Version generally

expresses ^S
(<?. £-. 23, 17 em irpoauuirov rf\c, fn?)- But see next note, 1. 8.

0"?; so HlTZiG; GRATZ; Proph. Is.; Guthe. A\ any. A similar correction is

required in 24, 15; \y 72,9. Other emendations are D'Hj; Hirm (DlLLM.), n^snj?

(Ewald), pK (Lagarde, /V^//. C/wA/., p. il; Bickell). For the last, cf. Job 5

37,12; Prov. 8,31. Duhm A D^y as a variant to ban ^B. But, metrical or un-

metrical, I do not see how to dispense with a second accus. to the verb. [Perhaps
we should read D^J? n«6fi; blT\ 'JS may be an editorial amplification.] © TroXeuuuv,

but some MSS TroXeuiuuv (Aramaizing). S agrees with the former; £ with the

latter. AZ0, TroXeuuv. 10

Prophecy 3.

(40-48; with Appendix, 49-55)
^

See Intr.Is., pp. 283-310; Oort, Kritische Aanteekeningen opJez.40-66 (Theol.

Tijdscloiff, 25, 1891, pp. 463 ft".); Budde, ZAT 11 (1891) pp. 235 ft".; Kloster-

mann, Deuterojesaia (Miinchen, 1893); Gunning's /<?.r. 40-66 (cf. above, p. 79,

1.7); Schian, Die Ebed-Jahwe-Iieder in Jesaias 40-66 (Halle, 1895); Laue, Die 20

Ebed-Jahwe-Lieder im II. TJicil des Jesaia exegetisch-kritisch und biblisch-theo-

logisch untersucht (Wittenberg, 1898).

As stated in the Notes on the English Translation of Isaiah in the Polychrome
Bible (p. 209, 11. 17-25), cc. 40-48 (apart from subsequent insertions) represent the

Original Prophecies of the Second Isaiah. His work (written between 545 and 25

539 B. C.) was afterwards provided with an Appendix, cc. 49-55, (written about

432 B. C., after the introduction of Ezra's lawbook; not in Palestine, however,
but in Babylonia), and this expanded Book of the Second Isaiah (cc. 40-55) was

further enlarged by the incorporation of a cycle of poetic passages on the

Servant of Jhvh (see below, 11. 44 ft.). For the object of this Appendix 30

(cc. 49-55) and the implied situation of affairs, see the Notes in the English Trans-

lation, p. 210, 11. 23-42. The view there expressed differs from that of Kosters

{Theol. Tijdschrift '96, pp. 580 ft".) in the place and object assigned to this

prophecy. This critic attributes the authorship of the main part of cc. 49-55 to a

Palestinian writer. 35

The phraseological argument for the disintegration of cc. 40-55 is a slight one,

but must be taken in connection with the extremely important evidence based

on the implied situation of affairs. It is (a) that nowhere in cc. 40-55 does the

group of persons addressed bear the names (so familiar to us in cc. 40-48) of

Jacob and Israel; (b) that in 52, 1 Jerusalem is called the Holy City, a late phrase 40

nowhere found in the genuine Second Isaiah; and (c) that adjectives and parti-

ciples in fern, plur., used as if neuter substantives, are conspicuous in cc. 40-48,

but are not found in cc. 49-55.
As to the Songs on the Servant of Jhvh (cf especially, besides Kosters' article

referred to above, 1. 23, Schian's and Latje's dissertations; see above, 1. 20), the 45

earlier criticism of the writer, in Intr Is., pp. 304 ft".,
has been shown by Kosters {I.e.

pp. 577 ff.) to be too cautious. On the most important point, I now hold the same

view as Duhm, Schian, and Kosters, viz., that the Songs are of later date than

the framework in which they are placed, and were inserted by a later hand in

the Book (or, as with KOSTERS, I would rather say, the expanded Book) of the 50

Second Isaiah. I differ from SCHIAN and KOSTERS as regards 52,12-53,13,
which I do not refer either (with Schian) to an older or (with KOSTERS) to a

later writer than the three other songs. I admit that there is a certain difference
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14 possible that c6n lot rests on an inference from Is. 14,12. But for this, the

rendering that didst cast (lots) upon nations (Saad., Judah b. Qarish, &c. ; see

Gesenius) would be possible, however unsatisfactory in this context. Gratz

proposes ^1b, which is plausible, if explained in accordance with Gen. 1,16

(astral influence on human fortunes), but is out of relation to the preceding 5

hemistich. GUNKEL's correction is both easier to justify paleographically, and is

in itself more suitable. px, like 1BJ? = the underworld (GUNKEL, p. 18). There,

in the inmost parts of the pit (v. 15), lie in a heap the corpses of the slain, and on

them falls the mighty form of the King-, stiff, inert, without strength to move

iff. Job 14, io; also ip 88, 5). Is not this inertness the first thing which impresses 10

one in the sight of a dead body? But, it may be objected, the reference is

premature iff v. 19)? We have no right to dictate to the poet. The reference

is strikingly effective, and metrical considerations may have rendered it indis-

pensable.

(17) .T"lJN so DUHM, SlEGFR.-S'l'ADE; Jit Vnyi; same error as in 13,22. !?3n is fern. 15

nns; so Duhm. Cf Jer. 40,4; \\> 105,20. ill nns.

1JV3
1

? WX, transposed from v. 18, where it overloads the stichus, but with b for 3. So

BUDDE, Bredenk.; Dillm., too, recognizes this as possible. itt-r-nm after nns.

But ill gives an imperfect stichus. Some remedy for this must be found — either

Budde's or Duhm's. The latter critic completes the stichus by appending the 20

opening words of v. 18. This is not unplausible iff Hab. 1
, 15; 2,5), but the con-

trast in v. 18 between the honorable burial of the kings (who according to Duhm's

view) have become the prisoners of the King of Babylon compels us, I fear, to

reject it. Gratz, x^3n rra— D'VDxb, on which see Perles, Anal., pp. 28.42. This

has the advantage of removing or absorbing the superfluous "?3 in v. 18, but is 25

unrhythmical. Cf, however, DlLLM.-KlTTEL.

(18) ifl-f-^3. 05 ixdvTec, (oi pamXelq), i. e. perhaps D>>3.

iJt+ IXVaa tTX (see on v. 17).

(19) The transposition of '131 "p3p» is due to DUHM; it is justifiable partly on exegetical,

partly on metrical grounds. The words seem to represent two stichi which were 30

forgotten by a copyist, then written in the margin, then inserted in a mutilated

form in the wrong place. I fear that radical measures are here indispensable.

D^nrn ;
so DUHM, referring to Q5's ev xoiq opemv = n^m, which is a corruption,

he thinks, of D^irO. But does it not rather stand in the place of JUpD? 05 had

our text, but failed to understand "J"i3pt3. 35

-113 'JIK b»; so GUNKEL (p. 133). Cf the same correction (pX for px) in 54, 11.

The phrase = 113 TOT bx (v. 15), which 05 renders dq rot GeueXia rf\<; YH?- The

D^tX of the earth are spoken of in Job 38,6. But 05 clearly means the foundations

of Sheol; the parallel line has tiq fibryv. Ewald places '131 'HIV at the head of

v. 20; so, too, Proph.Is. and Budde. He also (with all critics before Gunkel) 40

retains "113 "03X, and explains this as if 113 meant a grave, and as if '3 'X and

D"03X 113 could be used indifferently. But in this poem at any rate 113 can

only be rendered the pit, that is, the underworld; see v. 15.

(20) -r-mm -px, Duhm's conjectural prefix to '131 "pspto (see on v. 19). Bickell in-

geniously, n33t? "px iff. v. 18), continuing D":nn nnn Vtilh {cf \\> 89,46), and then 45

as in ill (without transpositions).

"1X32. SCHWALLY (ZAT '91, p. 258) "?S33; 05 UK VEKpOc;; I, UK eKXpUJUCl; ft BITO

TED.

ntsto Bob; cf y 132, 18. So Duhm. ill (n'Onn) Vlb. The cause of the omission of

nco is obvious. 5°

+ "pJ13X; Duhm's felicitous and rhythmical insertion.

ino; so Duhm, after 05. ill D'jna.

(21) Drrsx; so 05, Duhm. ill nni3x.
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13 ibroil (v. 8) witli the words which once accompanied it must belong to the same
distich (verse) as 'in p by. Possibly the Paseq inM indicates some injury to the MS.

(9) ill -I-"
1

DV, a gloss from v. 6 (Duhm). Metre gains by its removal. V. 13 confirms

this view. The day in v. 6 is only mentioned parenthetically.

(10) JH-r-"a313; do not the Orions belong to the category of stars (Duhm)? 5

[P. S. ill DrT^DSI DV3ffn ^313 "3. (5 represents the first part of this stichus

by doublets, viz. oi y<*P (itfTepec. xou oupavoO and kcu ircic; 6 koouoi; tou oupavou

('tpn N3X 731). It also presupposes the simple sing. ^031 (icai 6 '^p(uuv). This latter

reading is likely to be correct. If so, 'tSTt "'31313 is perhaps a substitute for some
effaced names of constellations, probably ntysi try. Kittel's DrP33131 D'ttt? "»3 io

hardly suits i^T, nor is it clear that ^ ,D3 and ^SSia are variants.]

(n) nnjn, so Lagarde, Duhm; ill njn. Note oily.

(16) [I should prefer to restore the text of v. 16 as follows:

nrpvj;^ w&v n^bby\ {na^atfri Drrwi}

ifjorpm idu'^i vyn ns
1?™* 15

Cf. Zech. 14,2.
— P. H.]

(18) mttwn nnyii, following Duhm. ill nwDi.n, with mn»p for the subject, which,

however, is impossible (see DlLLM.).

Transpose the two parts of the third stichus, for the sake of metre and of the

climax (DUHM). 20

(22) lijji; so Duhm. Jit naj?i. But there is no reason for this sudden inconsistency. So

H3Bti> by error for 13SC ip 73 , 3 (see WELLH.); compare ( hiilalt to
'

Ochlah (Masorah),
Nos. 1 13. 1 14. [P. S. For ill nayi (6 has xui ... KatoiKnoouai, i. e. 133W1 {cf

34,n\ which seems correct. A half effaced W became J?; 3 was lost.]

nTnaeiND. (see 34,13), so S3 3", Abulwalid, Houb., &c.; ill i"niJ0^N3. Once more 25

1 miswritten for n (note rPD'1

)-
"> for b needs no evidence. The late Franz Del.'s

Babylonian almattu 'Schloss' = lock (of a door) or castle (accepted by Konig) is

not recognized in Frd. Del.'n HWB. A claitstro ad arcem [non] facilis est tran-

situs. See Bar's Ezechiel, p. xi (Glossary) [and cf.
Del. apud Zimmern, Buss-

psalmen, p. 114; Pro/, p. 45]. 30

14 i,4
b
) rarpti; so probably © (£mcmouba0Tr|c.), S (J i^. **'*>), <l (X3;n tjipn), followed by

J. D. Michaelis and most moderns. Cf 3,5. ill narpfc.

(6) nTi»; so &, followed by Doderlein and most. M *ynD.

(8) Transpose the two hemistichs in b
in accordance with metre. [P. S. This is 35

possibly correct, and certainly attractive. But I am not sure that the caesura did

not sometimes shift, so that the shorter hemistich came first. I find that Dr.

RUBEN, independently, feels this rather strongly.]

(9) D^n, inf. abs., as Jer. 44,25. So Bickell, DUHM; the former also corrects mil}?.

Sheol is probably never masc. (see Siegfr.-Stade). ill D^n. 40

(10) The first hemistich is too short (Duhm). For we can hardly, with Budde, call

it an introductory passage, (like v. 4
a
),

outside of the scheme. Bickell includes

nn« 01 in a
,
to produce a syllabic metre.

(12) ^n. So Hitz., Ew., Dillm., Duhm, Siegfr.-Stade, with (presumably) ®3£.

ill bb^ri, which seems due to a false grammatical theory (as if imperat. Hif'il from 45
1

?^''); see S and 3 in Commentary. KONIG, however, thinks that ^n may be a

phonetic development out of hailal, (Lehrgeb., ii, 1, p. 106, note 1).

+ ^pK. A tone-syllable is wanting in b« (Budde, Duhm).
ni s

1J by B^lrT; so GUNKEL {Chaos, p. 132). ill D^U by 'n. The original codex had

"'Ii by, and the abbreviation was misunderstood; cf. Perles, Analekten, pp. 33 f. 50

ill gives no meaning whatever. An examination of the usage of Talmudic tpn

(Levy, Neuhebr. Worterb., s. vi) leaves it very doubtful whether the sense of

casting lots is genuine, and the Talmudic passage Shab. 1 49^ even makes it
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21 in Kautzsch's AT, Gespanne von Rosseri). Assyr. f?W# (for gmdit), fern, cimittu

(for dmidtii), or naqmadu (for magmadu) always refers to chariots, never to

horsemen (t/ DELITZSCH, AHW 57i
a
).

Sennacherib speaks in his Prism Inscrip-

tion, 5,80 (KB 2,109) of the gimittz rukubisu (or ruMpisu, with p on account of

the preceding k; cf. the note on 9,17; p. 84, 1. 44) 'the team of his chariot.' 5

P. H.]

[Most interpreters (see the Lexicons) have preferred the view rejected (certainly

not hastily) by HAUPT on Assyriological grounds, because the scene described

by the seer appeared to require it. The asses and camels carried baggage and

provisions, but the horses had riders. The interpreters referred to quote on their 10

side 2 K. 9,25, TON 2»nx nn« Dnos D*3n n« nnsi "ON. I do not know whether

there are any Assyrian contexts parallel to the contexts in 2 K. 9,25; Is. 21 ,7. The

difficulty of Guthe's translation, Utid sieht er Berittene, Gespanne von Rgssen,

Eselreiter [oder] Kamelreiter, seems to me only less than that of Stade's (ZAT

8,166), who reads D^BHS 10S 33*1. And I confess that STADE seems to me more 15

consistent than Guthe.]

20

Prophecy 2.

(i3,i-i4,4
a
;4
b
-2i;22.23)

See Intr. Is., pp. 67-78. A prophecy and an ode, written in similar metres,

and both divided into stanzas of seven double lines, but showing such differences 25

in style and contents and in metrical skill that it is not safe to ascribe them to the

same author. Two passages (i4,i-4
a and I4,22f.), which stand outside of these

compositions and are in a most inelegant style, belong to the editor. Duhm
has done much in restoring the form of the prophecy, but is a little too anxious

to bring the second part of some of the double lines into conformity with rule. 30

BlCKELL led the way in the correction of the text of the ode, but the present

writer cannot find in the ode more than a plausible degree of justification of

BlCKELL's syllabic metre; he has therefore not followed BlCKELL, especially after

that gifted scholar's modification of his view indicated in the Vienna Zt. f. d.

Kunde des Morgenlandes,Z,\o\{. See, however, BlCKELL's by no means ad- 35

equately appreciated work, Carmina V. T. metrice (1882), pp. 202 f, and compare
Budde's pioneering study in ZAT 2 (1882) 12-14, and Duhm's later treatment of

the ode in his Jes. (1892). The nrp-verses of the ode seem very correct. Compare
Intr. Is., p. 76.

[Cf. also W. H. Cobb, The Ode in Is. /j>, JBL '96, pp 18 ft". A metrical arrange- 40

ment is here given, which presents the novelty of including v. 22 in the fifth

stanza (vv. 20-22). Agreeing independently with Winckler {Altorient. Forsch.

i,i93f.) Cobb claims the ode for Isaiah, who wrote it as a song of triumph on

the death of Sennacherib. This view is correct so far as the subject of the ode

is concerned; the ode is precisely parallel to 37,22-29, which is a post-Exilic 45

composition referring to Sennacherib. Whether the ode is historically accurate

in its details, from this point of view, does not concern us. It does, however,

concern Winckler, whose more recent opinion (Heft 5 of the Forschungeri) is

that it undoubtedly refers to the murder of Sargon. Cf. Cheyne, Recent Study

of Isaiah, JBL '97; Intr. Is., p. 73.] 50

13 (3) ^H*? is transposed on metrical grounds to the first stichus. So DUHM.

(4) nisbtttt; so Lagarde, Duhm, after (f, for metre's sake. Jit ni^tttt.

(7) Lacuna assumed with DUHM on metrical grounds; so, too, vv. 8. 16. 17. 18.21.
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21 Looking at the parallel passage (16, 14", I am inclined to think that the choice

of the expression liya in 21
, 16, instead of the simple 3, implies a nearer approach

of the same foe who is referred to in 16,14. I acquiesce, therefore, in rut?, and

explain the plural
,1» by the writer's desire to make the oracle in 21,16 as

parallel as possible to that in 16,14.

(17) nt?p 'liai, transposing the order in M, with HOUB., LOWTH, Luzzatto, Nol-
deke (Gott. gel. Anz., 1871, p. 896). 3 sagittariorum fortium (ntfj?, perhaps

collectively, = archers).

10

(nofee on (part 4.

Prophecy i.
15

(21,1-10)

See Intr. Is., pp. 121-128; Proph. IsJ 1, 125ft".; Buhl, ZAT 8 (1888) pp. i57fT.;

Staph, ibid., pp. 165 ff.; COBB, Joitrn. Bibl. Lit., 17 (1898), pp. 40-61.

1 JH nj-isnt? XVt? ,
(6 simply to opaua Tn,c. epnuou. Read tPltoS Kfr». As Gratz

saw, Jfl's E' is a fragment of D ,

1t?:, but he wrongly excised *O10. This is really 20

a second editor's insertion, introduced at a time when (in his copy) the earlier

letters of '3 had become illegible. It is (like 3"ij,'3 in v. 13) a catch-word from the

following prophecy. This editor probably explained D"1 of the Euphrates (as

27 ,
1 ; Jer. 51 , 36, cf. 50, 3<S\ which produces a very artificial phrase and a not very

suitable heading. Duhm's nnsno neglects the Maqqef, and is against usage. 25

'2 n» ,mS; © '» TX, whence Winckler (AT [Intersuch., p. 123)
,
*i

,S march on.

But see DlLLMANN on Josh. 9,4, and compare Intr. Is., p. 124. Sit presuppose

nnrON "?3; so EWALD. A form almost entirely confined to lyric writings need not

surprise us here. M nnrus. i. e. its sighing, which is less suitable; for Babylon 30
was not peopled by sighing and groaning captives. All the sighing is that of

the nations held down by force in the Babylonian empire [Intr. Is., p. 127).

But the final
~
may be due to mere repetition (see next word); if so, read

nhJN_l
?3 (cf. Lam. 1,22, many are my sighs). Or it may be a fragment of D^jpn

(all the sighs of the wretched 1. 35

(5) nnt? H3S 'Sn nbS. One of these two clauses must, on rhythmical grounds, be

omitted. Siegfr.-Stade omits the first as a gloss; Duhm, more correctly, the

second. On the meaning of "Sn HSS, see Intr. Is., p. 126, note 1. (D A as obscure.

Note, however, the parallelism. JVBX rug should also be read in Am. 3,12 (for

riXB); see Cheyne, Expositor, Oct. '97 (review of NoWACK's Kleine Propheten); 40

Jewish Quarterly Review, 10,572.

(6) nssisn ie»n ~]b. Buhl, nssts mnj? n:
1

? go, station thyself as a watcher (so, too,

Marti). Stade, nsspn lb» 7\lh. The correction is so simple that one asks why
M read differently. For an answer, see Duhm, and

cf. Marti, Theol. Stud. u.

Krit. '92, pp. 236 ff.; CHEYNE, Intr. Is., p. 125. The acceptance of this initial 45

correction would involve a transformation of vv. 7-9 (see ZAT, as above, 1. 17),

which is undesirable.

(7) nxTi. (6 Kdi €ibov, and so Bredenkamp, against which see Buhl.

(8) "JtW; so Houb., Gratz, after S. M rrnK; (B nnx (proper name; 8,2). Klost.,

Bred., tnpK(i), a variant to Nlp'O), which they adopt by preference. 50

(9) [cens "IDS does not mean horsemen in double rank (DlLLM.-KlTTEL, Reisige paar-

weise), but a team, of horses harnessed together, a pair of horses driven together

(DUHM, Paare von Rossen), what is called a span in the United States (cf.
GUTHE
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16 Wn; so Duhm. ill linn, the final n in ntonn being wrongly repeated. Gratz

ninK; t/: Jer. niiT (correct, nina).

(8) I transpose ^»N to the first hemistich at HAUPT's suggestion, and read nn»D,

by conjecture, for ill nimto; in 18,5 «T gives this word for nsi. See R. DUVAL,

REJ 14,2776". The prejudice of Isaiah's authorship should not prevent the 5

change, which seems to be required by the parallelism.

(9) TH-' so Olshausen (§ 248
1

'),
as an alternative to "ijHR; STADE § 634

e
; KONIG

$V.5.f. (1.590- *TO1S-
(10) itt-f-n.nnn, a needless explanatory insertion (t/ Driver's notes on Lev. 4,12;

14,4). 10

natftl ; so Lowth, Oort, Duhm, GRATZ, with ©. ill 'flaton (so also <53, and

Jer 48,33). See Intr. Is., p. 86.

(11) This verse may be a mere variant of v. 7 (Duhm's suggestion), but in that case

we should have expected
,t93K

i

7 (for
,|

B>'
,

ts>i6) to have maintained itself before

"n»tenn vp. 15

ntonn Tp, as v. 7. ill tonn 'p, a scribal error. Note the substitution of bin for

ntonn in Jer. 48,31. The latter form is guaranteed by 2 Kings 3,25.

(12) Editorial {Intr. Is., p. 90).

iH + nxni 'D, a bad variant of nt6l ""a, Secker, Lowth, Oort, Duhm.

+ inB2)3 B>1?23» asifi to31, an apodosis supplied conjecturally from Jer. 48,13. 20

(13.14) See Intr. Is., pp. 89 f. (5 introduces the epilogue thus: kou vuv \efuj. Geiger

{Urschrift, p. 91) approves; but see 21,16.

25

Prophecy 2.

(21,11 . 12; 13-15; J 6- 17)

See Intr. Is., pp. 128-131.

21 (11) HI noil. But (5 t& opaua Tf|c, Mbouuaiac; suggests dinx, which may be correct.

'Ill X*ip "6k. AZO, TTpoq due xaXeT toCis (peuYovrac; -rropd tou Zn,eip. Hence

Dozy and Gratz {Gesch. ii, 1, p. 485) inserted nnin. The idea is that Simeon- 30

itish fugitives (1 Chr. 4,42f.) send from Seir to ask whether they can be re-instated

as citizens. See, however, Stade, Gcsch. 1, 155. In his Emcndationes Gratz

drops 'in, and points K*ip.

(12) Oil. ill is here supported by (5 (also by <t). Krochmal, Dozy (virtually), Gratz,
oil- 35

(13) Point anj>3 in the heading, 11V3 in the prophecy (so LOWTH, HlTZIG, Guthe, and,

as regards the latter, Cheyne in Proph. Is.) with #,33. C5, too, supports ansa in

the prophecy but (according to most MSS) does not express the heading at all
;

i. e., (8 regards vv. 11- 15 as forming one single Vision on Idumea. To point anva in

the heading (so Del., Cheyne formerly) is less plausible; at eventide is not signi- 40

ficant enough to be selected as a catch-word for a title (cf. Valley of Vision in

22,1). The collector, to whom the heading is due, probably misunderstood the

following words, and read (like ill) ll^n
3n_5?3.

On the early confusion between

any (an») and any (in the sense of -.mixed people?) see Siegfr.-Stade, and on 315?

see Intr. Is., p. 129, note I. 45

(14) 1OT]?, (5(£S3, and so Ew., Weir, Cheyne, Dillm., Guthe, Duhm. ill lenp.

(15) 7W\eb, S; so Luzzatto, Gratz, Cheyne. ill ntsntsi, in the unique sense of

drawn. [For the interchange between b and 1, cf.
natol = nais6, ^^^JLo

= bmt\^,

Assyr. nesu = wb, »J^> = ub)l, \«^ju = btap^, &c. — P. H.]

50

(16) 'to il»3 nit? TiJ?3. 2T renders as if the text were WW my3; ©3 express TlW TlJ?3

'to niiya. DUHM prefers a third form of text, 'to *W nit? * * nip, supposing that

(as probably in 1 Sam. 13,1) the writer omitted to fill up the number of years.

is. 16
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15 The "nb of iH (<:/: 16,9) seems finer than the 3^ or 13
1

? of (0(T, which I formerly

adopted after Low 1 11.

vrp"i3 hisfugitives \ Jtt nrns ///.v fo« (many MSS plene, ,T—r). © £v aurfj = naipa.

J. T. S. Stopford (Hermathena 8, 224 f.) conjectures nrrjgS. But "ijft-iy sug-

gests a preceding ... 0; we can then keep ^b. 5

ill -f rvvbv rbty, either a witty note from the margin on "IJ?X, or better (cf (5) on

3K1D, or the name of a town
(cf. Jer 48,34, where (6 prefixes ]).

Wellh. (Deutsche

Literatur-Zeitung, Aug. 2, 1890) takes rrvbv as well as n"?Jj> to be the name of

a place = TcXiOujv (Jos. ^4///. xiii, 15,4).

lj>jh\ so Lao., CHEYNE [Proph. Is.), GUTHE, SIEGFR.-STADE, and older scholars 10

(Ges.). Cf the faulty iybv\ Job 39,30. ill VWjP, on which see KONIG, Lehrgeb.

i, 500; ii, 1, p. 497.

(7) 1t7J?, ill rwy-, contrast 2,8. 20. J. KENNEDY reads ICty,! W for ill Htftf n"in\

(8) D^X "1K3. So most editions. Complut., however, has D^X '2; and so Cod. Bab.

(Del., Complut. I'tir., p. 14). So also Masorah, to avoid Well of Gods see GEIGER, 15

fiid. Zt. 10,190), which however was not intended by D ,!?N '3. Cf. 57,5.

(9)
b and c are clearly not the proper sequel of a

,
but editorial. (6 with its ApmX for

iTlx and Abuua for ~»ix deserves attention. We find D^KIM heroes probably in

another late passage (Is. 33,7). Abuua is (D's form ofAdmah; the remnant of
Admah (i. e. of Moab) would be a phrase like magistrates of Sodom (i. e. of 20

Jerusalem) in Is. 1, 10. See DUHM, and ////;-. Is., p. 91. G. HOFFMANN'S sug-

gestion (ZAT 3,104), njns (/ prophesy, for mx, and nanx (/ make similitudes)

for nans, has been adopted by Oort.

16 (1-6) We have here at most only fragments of the original. See Intr. Is., pp. 89f.;

DUHM, fes., pp. xi note) and io5f. 25

(1) wf?B>. DUHM, with the Soncino Bible, 1T\bf; so apparently <J ("pDB virr). HOUB.
ir6t?v 6S rt»K. [Most probably, however, we should read fis^r^a wbtf. To
the transformation of ,rN^0 into bw\Q ID there are numerous parallels in the Psalter.

The only corruptions are those of K into Vf and of , into ~\; transposition accounts

for the rest.] 30

"ISBte. So GRATZ (Gesch., ii, 1, p. 258). ill "ID, which is nowhere used collec-

tively for lambs, and reads very oddly in the context.

(3) Wan Qere and (55(13; so (in text) Complut. and a few MSS. 1ST3- Ke
thib, AG.

'toy Kethib (Bar, GlNSB.); itoj? Qe
re.

(4) V. 4 as far as ITU? is not arranged metrically; it can hardly be in its original form. 35

See however DUHM's attempt.

3K10 Trp; so (53, LOWTH, E\v., and most moderns (not Del.), at in the Reuch-

lin Codex (Lag.) has '13 K^B^Bfc, i. e. 'C DW); so two MSS of LUZZATTO. But

the common reading of £ is '0 no'jB "^B^Btt, which agrees with (53. C)^ Geiger,
I
rschrift, p. 300. 40

*:. Lag., Oort, Dillm., Guthe "3""ij>; Plausible, but see Intr. 7s., p. 90,

note 1.

yfen (1,17), DUHM; ^n (\\i 71,4), PERLES. The latter is preferable; the yittrt of

1,17 may be incorrect, .ill part; but the other nouns have no article, pa is also

a cnr. \e-f. <Ts Kp'JJB suggests p^xan ('XBn), as PERLES points out. 45

~nto, LOWTH, GRATZ. ill "tto abbreviation.

D'DB
1
!. iU DB'i (the mark of abbreviation neglected). That the complete loss of the

plural termination D"— is rare (contrast note on 38, 12), should not prevent us from

recognizing it where it is so clear as in this case.

(7) 3N1B b^\ (see note on 15,2). Jer. 48,31 b^X '£~bV; so, but inverting the order, 50

Gratz.

wyxb. Gratz wxb; so <£ and perhaps (5V (xoiq KaroiKoOaiv AeaeO); so also

Jer., /. c.
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nWiilj ill 'niyiil, to support the ascription of the poem to a historical individual

(so in Hab. 3,19). The final , is evidently superfluous. GRIMME, TirJil, there-

fore is my song.

1
2

•

5

Section 6.

(c 39)

See Intr. Is., pp. 215.227. 10

3g (1) D-D^D (see v. 7); so Duhm. ill nnDD; (6 eiuoroXac, Kai upeapeic (t/ note on 37, 14).

ym? "D; so ©, with 2 Kings 20, 12. ill yocn.

(2) inii, from vrrtpi. C/i Ass. £// nakamdti 'treasure-house' (from nakdmu 'to heap

up'). So Haupt, Zt.f. Assyr. 2 (1887), p. 266. ill nh3J. [Cf. e.g. Schrader's

KB 2, 202, 1. 132. The root of the Assyr. stem nakamti 'to heap up,' appears in 15

Arab.
?j£; cf nB3-ms, pfiJ-^B, &c. -- P. H.] AI3 imply n«33.

(5) ill+ mxnx. Wanting in 2 Kings.

(7) iH + T^n "itt'N. Superfluous (Duhm), unless intended to limit the prophecy to the

(historically dubious) captivity of Manasseh, in which case the context is great-

ly weakened. On Tbtfi see /;//;-. Is., p. 259 (g). ,
20

25

(Itofee on (part 3.

Prophecy i.

(cc 15.16)
3o

Even in its present imperfect form the poem clearly consists of nyp-verses.

See Duhm, and compare Intr. Is., pp. 83-92.

15 (1) Ws, so Dillm., Duhm (Bredenkamp, Ha), with ©3M; cf 16,3. ill Wa
(2) 'n ns nnty; so Duhm. ill "n rran nby. &$ ignore 1 before \

b^Yl; so, too, v. 3 and 16,7 ;
ill bty); on this artificial vocalization see Ges.- 35

Kautzsch26
, § 70, d (cf Konig, 1, 42 if.).

nym. So de Rossi, Bar, Ginsb.; so, too, & (ni^J, as in Jer.48, 37), 3 (radetur;

cf. rasa erit, Jer.). This reading is supported by the Syriac ^i-^ totondit.

nym (as VAN DER HOOGHT, Kenn., GESEN., Duhm, with the Soncino and Plan-

tin editions) may be drastischer (Duhm), but is not therefore correct. It is 40

supported, however, by (D's KaTaxeTuriuevoi.

(3) The masc. and fem. suffixes in ill are carelessly interchanged.

+ 1BDD, Duhm, with © (KOTTTeaBe). See Jer. 48,38 and cf Am. 5, 16 'D ni3m "733;

Is. 22,12 '» beside "03, as here. Metre gains.

ion; cf 22,4. ill 0333) Tl\ in which there are two difficulties: (<i) the omission of 45

1VJ? before IT, and (/>)
the presence of a preposition before the noun (we should

expect "03; cf. Jer. 9,17; Lam. 1,16; 3,48). Should we read ^rrfca IftK (for Tn«)
in V 55,3? Cf Job 23,2 (<£ "il?). Perles postulates both for our passage (point-

ing TV) and for vjj
/. c. a verb Tin A? complain (A?ia/., p. 51). A further develop-

ment of an old but groundless theory' (see (5(5" vjj 55,3). 50

(4) "^n, Lowth, Duhm, with (5 (r\ oacpuq) and 5. ill ^bn. Less suitable to the

context.

(5) Parallelism and sense are at first incomplete.
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38 (14) JH + TUy, a gloss from Jer. 8,7. So Klost., Bredenk., Dillm., Kautzsch,
DUHM.
is

1

?-!, Klost., Bredenk., Kautzsch, Duhm ; cf. Job 16,20. ill iVn.

npfej, Lowth (virtually), Klost., Cheyne (Proph. Is.), DUHM. Another form of

npDJ? from Aram. pp_» to busy oneself with, or (Ithp.) to strive together. Cf. p'WV 5

Gen. 26,20, and pipy a v. I. in Prov. 28,17, and for the preposition which follows,

Nab npDy, fiT 2 Kings 4, 13. [Aram, xpojj property, possession (orig. business) ap-

pears in Assyrian as £$y«; see />V//r. #. ^4jjyr. 1,288; MEISSNER, Altbabyl. Privat-

recht 127. The j of csqit is a j2 = Arab. J^. The spelling /j^« instead of esqu
is due to the fact that z and s before q sounded like s\ see Bcitr. a. Assyr. 1,2 10

below. Assyr. isqdti 'fetters, bonds' = Heb. DT^Bty oppressions, Arab.
^J^-^s. \isaq.

For Arab.
JJ-ma* to be attached we should expect ^-"^ (ff- (3*^* aŝ aa 'to De

in love'). The ^ instead of the ^ may be due to the influence of the synonym
{jr^s- or (with partial assimilation of the .* to the ^ ;

see Bcitr. z. Assyr. 1
, 2)

J^afr.-P. H.] 15

DUHM omits 'Oliy as an explanatory gloss, or a citation from Job 17,3. But the

writer of the Song is so well acquainted with Job that it is reasonable to assign
the supposed citation to him. On the idea which underlies 'aD-iy, cf. Cheyne,
Job and Solomon, p. 31. [P. S. On reconsideration, I incline to read ^"nywpn
"iajn, with Gratz. Omit niTP on metrical grounds, fit's paraphrase favors this; 20

if conjectural, the conjecture is a good one.]

( J 5) n IfiKI, Houb., Duhm, with 2T (\Til3ip 1)3\S1). No long speech is possible when
He Himselfhas done it. ill "6 113X1. The continuation is obscure. Jtt ilTIK is surely

a guess (see on 1^42,5). <$ implies TOBrba Tin (cf. Gen. 31,40). (5 represents

only iVQi 113, connecting it with v. 14. [P. S. fit now appears to me to suggest a 25

probable reconstruction:— jrenn Sini lb abtS>N ,1131 131KTH3. For the corruption of

JWin into new, see on 44,23. The next line should be : *VS)i tKSIfcrbjJ Tilbt? "?3 MUX
('ix from Gratz).]

(16.17) Lacuna must be supposed, on metrical as well as exegetical grounds.

(16) wb rrari
; itt Tin "n jro bsbi on^y. (5 irepi auxn.<; yap otvn.YYeXn aoi, Kai 30

eiEr)Y€ipdc; |uou ty\v irvoriv, i. e., probably, Tin
iTJJjIli ~[b HIT D.Tbj? (jdp has intruded

from vv. 17,18). Houb., Lowth, and Duhm accept VHT or (Duhm) nin\ and

DUHM, reverting to ^11, supplements with
""Sib,

which he derives from the final

letter of bsbl and the first of p3. The sick man's heart (cf \\> 27,8) expresses
what his tongue cannot. Attractive, but too bold. The Maqqef between bsbl 35

and ]nn most probably arose out of a mark of abbreviation (cf Perles, Anaielc-

ten, p. 26). The correction of Tin vn to Tin"? nan (or rather (Tin) is more accept-

able. Long before the critics, (5 was on the right track, even if by a mere con-

jecture.

*3B^nrn, for uniformity; jtt "Ois^nm. But the following word ^Tim may be a 40

gloss (Grim me).

(17) ill+ 113, accidentally repeated. Gratz, Ittin. Similarly Lowth. (D A the opening
clause.

nflXI; Duhm nnj?1. But the missing passage before this may have involved a

contrast. 45

nsfcri; so Houb., Lowth, Ewald, Cheyne, Klost., Bred., Dillm., Guthe,
Gratz, Duhm, Grimme. Cf. Job 33, 18. (5 eiKov, 3 eruisti; Jl np»n.
bybl; so Perles (Anal., p. 30). Cf. ip 18,5 '3 ^na. itt "^3 destruction, a unique

sense, recognized by none of the Versions. The original text probably had "63.

(18) 1,1Dn, parallel to TJ113K (v. 19) as in \p 88, 12. So Duhm (note), itt TXD3X, a scribal 50

error.

(20) + nsi (v 40,14)-
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Section 5.

(38,9-19; 20)

HVp-vcrses; (probably) six stanzas.

See Intr. Is., pp. 224-226.229; KLOSTERM., Theol. Stud. it. Krit., '84, pp. 1 57- 167 ;

also H. GRIMME'S metrical arrangement, ZDMG 50 ('96) pp. 581-584. 5

38 (9) DrDfi; so KUENEN (Einl. § 45, n. 6), Stade (ZAT 6, 178), Gratz, Duhm, Cheyne
(Intr. Is.), PERLES (Analekten, p. 34), GrtmME. Perhaps the codexprimarius had

'n:D. ill anrtt. (5V -rrpoaeuxn. ; (8A won. irpoaeuxil. [This points to
]ttn$l,

which is

still used, in the singular, as a Jewish liturgical term, and might, through trans-

position and corruption of letters pass into DnDD, whence 3n2B. Parallels lie close 10

at hand. It is a question whether ,J13nn in OT should not sometimes be rather
,

i13nn,* though n^Sn and nann were no doubt the usual terms for a prayer in an

untechnical sense. (0 has both ben,cnc; and ben,o"eic.. We can hardly think that only

five Psalms were technically called prayers?^

(10) Transposition for the sake of the metre (Duhm). 15

TUpS, I am put in custody, cf.
the use of Hifil in Jer. 37,21, and nnpsn rf3,

Jer. 52,11. So Duhm. Otherwise we might correct Wlpsn.

(11) FP; so 1 MS de R. ; Bickell. ill FP FP. The second «T seems to have sprung
from 'FP, originally a marginal variant to FP

(cf. 12, 2; 26,4). (SJs read the divine

name only once (the former gives to ouuxvipiov tou 8eo0). 2 MSS (Kenn., 20

de R.) give m,T; and so Houb., Lowth, Gratz, Duhm.
ibn-, so Olsh. (Obss. m't., p. 18), Ewald, Hupfeld (on i|' 17,14), Cheyne

{Notes and Crft., 1868, p. 36), Del., Rkuss, Duhm, with 8 MSS (Kenn., DE R.),

and the Babylonian codex. & apparently renders Njnx ("Orr); 5 has J^sul., which

in ir> and Job = ibr, (WARSZAWSKl). So, too, virtually A (LJjJl). ill bin. 25

[P. S. ill's bin may however after all be less incorrect than ibn •'DC''
1

(vji 49,2); /. c.

the true reading may be bin "P. nn might easily become in. This is better than

reading nn ^in •:> bin "OCT, with GRATZ. ibn can no doubt mean lifetime, but not

the world of time (Zeitwelt), much less simply the world. (6 eEt\iirev ex t?\c,

ovffevdat; uou (cf. Gratz); similarly 'AO, but yeved for W. Ill, however, if 30

genuine, = Ass. dftru 'a shepherd's lodge' or 'hut'.** But is it genuine? Job 4,21'

(cf.
Is. 54,2) strongly favors ^m\ or njV instead of nn. In this case ,]U3 will be

a corruption of some noun with suffix, perhaps niD >

(t/: Job 4, 19). tt and D, 1

and 3, are confounded elsewhere. "Oiffc would be easier, but the usage of pj?fi is

against it.] 35

(12) D"J?1; so Siegfr.-Stade, Gratz, Kautzsch, Duhm, Perles (" for D"1 occurs not

unfrequently, the mark of abbreviation having been overlooked), ill ^1, which

it is not "simply impossible" to take as a derivative of ns?1 (Konig, Lehrgeb. ii, I,

p. 155). DiLLM. proposes "Wl my shepherds (2 Chr. 32,28f.), and welcomes an-

other personal reference (cf v. 20 in ill). 40

VlJJW; SO HOUB., LOWTH, HUPFELD (on uj 131,2), KNOBEL, CHEYNE, BREDENK.,
Kautzsch, Duhm, Perles, Kittel, with $ rvom. See ip 88, 14. ill thc.
The last hemistich is formed by the first clause of v. 13. So DUHM on metrical

grounds.

(13) The words "OO^tWl FrW iy DVO are an accidental repetition from the close of 45

v. 12 in ill (cf. note on 41,7.)

$§«gf»SS*"
—

*
[Cf. the Assyr. singular forms unnenu (

= miiiaint, hunnanu; the e for a is due to

the influence of the // in the preceding syllable; cf. note on Ezel<. 16,4), leninu

(= tahmnu), and tenintu (= tahnantu, \h±i+>V) 'prayer, supplication' (Dr.LlTZSCir,
AIIW '102a).

** Compare Bciirage zur Assyriologie 3,579, 1. 29.
— P. H.]
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37 our note on 20,3.4.5. It should perhaps be added that the more usual Baby-
lonian and Assyrian forms are Miqr (Amarna Tablets, 2,1 &c), Mugur, Mucuru,
Miter, and (in the Babylonian versions of the inscriptions of Darius) Miczr.

[For "USD ns"1 see above, p. 109, 1. 12. — P. H.]

(26) The transposition of the hemistichs is suggested by the usual metrical structure 5

of the poem. The idea is due to Haupt.

(27) vifii; so Stade, Dillm., DuhM; iH wn. Budde is inclined to delete \if» on

rhythmical grounds. The first hemistich of the third line in his arrangement
would be long enough without it, but the idea agrees with that expressed in 10, 5 ff.

D^fiffl, Klosterm.; cf.
Is. 41,18; Jer. 12,12. M wm-, 05 Kcd wc, crfpwcmq (the 10

cynodon dactylon, found throughout the south of Europe, and the grass of the

streets in North Italy), ill 2 Kings, nsntyi; <$j kcu TrdTr)ua (~S1C"i; like in, Traxouvxa

= D-SKPn, cf. VOLLERS, ZAT 3, 263).

"pp *}t>b, as Wellh. (Bleek's Einlfi, p. 257), Bredenk., Guthe, Duhm (-pp,

and "jnatP, the one the complement of the other, as \\> 139,2). 'p 'b must clearly 15

be drawn to v. 28. ill nop *}S)b. Thenius, Klost., rather wildly, nnp ,3S
!

P (Del.3,

(28.29) Sense and rhythm seem best satisfied by placing the : after *]Km. We must then

omit the superfluous nN before 'inn, and the awkward as well as superfluous
6x 'inn ]v (v. 29 ill). 20

(29) "plNCi; so Budde, Gratz, with & "[ntPUinw (cf. 17,12 (T), unless 8"s rendering
be merely a felicitous exegetical conjecture, for which Abulwalid and Qamhi
supply a forced grammatical justification. iH "pJKtin, according to Bar and

GiNSB. But, surely, the consonants can only be pointed "pixel, 'vt being here

used as a substantive (cf Bottcher, Lehrgcb. 2,49). Konig's argument '(Lehr- 25

geb. 1,493) is not conclusive; see (T.

(3°) D"nc>; 2 Kings tPTID. [In the same way the Assyrian verb sabasu (D3B') is

occasionally spelled sabasu BOD). The original form of the stem seems to have

been sabasu (D2D); both sabasu and sabasu are due to dissimilation (cf. ^j^-^Io
for ^^-*o, &c.).— P. H.]

""

3o

^12S Ke
thib; lb>3X Qe

re, with 2 K. Many MSS, and the Soncino and the Brescia

Bibles, have the Qere in the text.

(32) ilt + nixaX; A some MSS and an ancient Bible praised by DE ROSSI for its

accuracy; also 2 K.

-mpr
35

Section 4.

(38,1-8) 40

See Intr. Is., pp. 220 f.

38 (6) The words, '1J1 in ,

J?B>'
1

"iDtn, which now form vv. 21.22, were originally a marginal

note placed near v. 6, and remedying a supposed accidental omission (Intr. Is.

P- 213).

(8) b?n ns, so Kautzsch, with 2 K. 20, 1 1 ; ill b)i n«. 45

B>DB?n
;
so KAUTZSCH and Duhm, with (5, b"i being masc. This involves a trans-

position; ill b>dbo.

ill + ni"?j?D "Wy. The clause, already long, gabs by the omission.
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37 DMin with some MSS, as 2 K. 19,18. So Del. and most, ill niSINH, a mistake

produced by a reminiscence of v. 11, and facilitated by the misreading 'O'nnn

(cf on 60,12).

(20) + DTT^K, with 2 Kings; A ill.

(21) illff (2K. 19,20) and (&S (here and in 2 K.) ^nyotP. There is an obvious grammat- 5

ical harshness in ill's text, if this is the word &c. (v. 22) be viewed as the con-

tinuation of as to that which thou hast prayed &c. (v. 21). But if vv. 33-36 are

the continuation of the narrative in vv. 9
b
-2l, we seem to want something more

than TlJ?Otf to link "Ul 'Snn 1tt>N (v. 21) to "in 10K H3 pb (y. 33). DUHM, however,

thinks that the former passage is the protasis to the latter {because thou hast 10

prayed .... therefore thus says JHVH). At any rate, V\yw is hardly right. Cf.

Intr. Is., p. 219.

(34) A very unoriginal insertion (Intr. Is., pp. 219 f.).

MM*
I5

Section 3.

(37,22-29; 30-32)

See Stade, ZAT 6,178; Budde, ibid. 12,32-37; Cheyne, Intr. Is., pp. 219. 20

221-224. A poem in 20 double lines (Duhm's long verses; 'BUDDE'sTiyp-vcrscs);

line 14 is lost.

(24) ''2312. iH2t©53 "331 a*ia, which most (including Budde) retain. In 2 K. 19,23

Kethib "1 33-0; Qe
re '1 3l3, with some MSS and editions (as Ke

thib). Ew. thinks

3313 in 2 Kings Ke
thib may mean 3312, i. e. by the mere driving {of my chariots), 25

comparing ""Oys *p3 by the mere tread of my feet (v. 25). Most improbable. The

case is analogous to that of "OH 3132, Nah. 3,17, where *2U is evidently meant to

be substituted for 31i (see Wellh.). So here an early marginal correction

recommended "aaii instead of 3313. From the margin the correction found its

way into the text. It was natural for the next scribe to emend the impossible 30

"'SSI 33"i3 into '1 2l2. But, if our view of the case be correct, we have only to

choose between 331.2 and 'MIS. Duhm prefers the former, but perhaps wrongly.

With my chariots is more natural in the mouth of an egotist than with chariots.

To have added that these chariots were numerous (2 Kings Q
e
re), would not have

made the boast more effective. 35

\bQ; so 2 Kings, ill D110 (the third occurrence!).

(24.25) m3K1, K12K1, 2intO; so STADE, Klc-ST., DlLLM., with (5. ill prefixes 1 (so 13), in-

fluenced, probably, by 14,13. But the King describes, not what he will do, but

what he is ready to do, and, in idea, has already done.

(25) + nnt, with 2 Kings. Klostermann D^ISO; but this will hardly do as a parallel to 40

11210. A ill.A
"lISO. The old form Miccar (sar Mi-ic-ca-ri) ,

which occurs twice in a letter from

the King of Assyria to the King of Egypt (Amarna Tablets, ed. Winckler, 15,2),

seems to WlNCKLER to suggest 11X0 as the right punctuation. Probably he is

right, ill's 11SI3 is due to a faulty interpretation of ISO as fortification, or the 45

like (cf. Mic. 7,12 ; (D). ISO (Miccar) occurs in 2 K. 19,24 (= Is. 37,25); Mic. 7,12;

Is. 19,6, and perhaps 59,19; also, according to Winckler, in iy6o,n. In the

first and third of these passages (2K. 19,24; Is. 19,6) it certainly means Lower

Egypt. All these passages are late, unless ijj 60, 1 1 can be viewed as an exception.

It is not impossible, however, that ISO (11S0) once appeared more frequently in the 50

Hebrew texts. Editors may sometimes have substituted D^ISO for the true read-

ing, perhaps imagining a sign of abbreviation after ISO. See further WlNCKLER,
Altorient. Forschungen 1 ,25; Hommel, Gesch. Bab. u. Ass., 530, note 2, and comp.
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37 rant of Assyrian religion, imagined Hadar-(pr Hadad-) melech. But the scribe

wrote "|^03)J in error (the same error occurs in 2 K. 17,31, where Adrammelech
and Anammelech cannot both be right), and the error had to be corrected in

the margin. From the margin Adrammelech penetrated into the text, but at the

wrong place. Hence Sharezer* was provided with a fellow conspirator.
—

(b)

For 1"ID3 read "|~no Merodach, which may in fact be the true original of Adram-
melech and Anammelech in 2 K. 17,31. Late writers knew of Merodach; cf.

1"ntf Dan. 1,7, which may be a corruption of yno. See Cheyne, Prince Adram-
melech &c, Expository Times, June '98.]

-*>-

15

10

Section 2.

(37,9
c
-2i.33-36)

See Intr. Is., as before. Few critics will agree with B. Sax {Rev. d'Assyriologie,

4 , 59 ff.),
who thinks that 37,10-13 is imitated in io,S-ii, and that 37,24f. is

based upon a passage in the Prism- Inscription (see on Part 1, Prophecy 11, p. 95).

The authorship of Isaiah is not questioned.

(9) mab 1J? mrttD "j^i. Some statement to this effect must be postulated to account 20

for the redactor's insertion in v. 8 with its reference to the siege of Libnah.

(10) M + -!»«"? mirr "tbo irvpm bx posn ro. Not found in © 2 K. 19, 10, and clearly a

late insertion (see v. 14, where a letter is referred to). Probably the beginning of

the letter has been lost. See Stade (ZAT 6, 176) and Duhm.
03) nw) (or NUN?). Jit rnjtt jnn, which suggests he has driven away and overturned 25

(££), the existence of cities called y:n and my having passed out of recollection.

The context, of course, forbids such an interpretation, but also makes it improb-
able that more than one city was mentioned. Either JJirt or my(l) must there-

fore be omitted, and since XW or mv (Western reading) is mentioned without jnn
in 2 K. 17,24 immediately before Hamath and Sepharvaim, there is a presump- 30
tion in favor of the view that >'3n was first miswritten for N1J71 (rnjn), and then

mistaken for a genuine word. © does not help us; but note that ©L 2 K. 19,13,

by accident gives simply kcu AivaT = yXT. Whether K1J? or mj? itself be correct, is

of course an open question. Cf Frd. Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 279; WT

INCKLER,
AT UntersKchungen, p. 103. 35

(14) 1BDH; so HOUB., STADE, Duhm, with © to Pip\iov. It is true, M and ©VA
)
here

and in 2 K. 19,14, support cmBDn. But in ill 2 K. we find lnfcnin beside D*np
v

i.

And though in 2K. ©v has xai aveirruHev aura, ©AL have Kai dv. auxo. This is

a trace of a variant to (hj3\iov, which is actually adopted in the text of ©L (2 K.).

The plural ending in ill was caused by the double writing of the O in TO which 40
follows. Cf. on 39,1 [and note on Neh. 10,2.]

(15) M+ '" bx WpWl WstfVl. A ©V 2 K.; ©AL have it, however. The repetition of

Hezekiah suggests that this is a gloss (Duhm).

(16) iH-r-nitas. A 2 K. "Belongs without doubt to the editor" (Ges.). Cf. v. 32; 39,5,

"and see on 9,6. 45

(17) Try, with ©53, and many MSS and editions, besides ill© 2 K. iit here "py,

against usage, merely because of "j3tN (see Ges.).

(18) lonnn; so Duhm (Dillm. hesitates). See v. 11. AX nnnn. The original text

probably had '"inn
(cf.

on 11,15).

*
[According to Wincki.er, Altor. Forsch. 2,59 (whole number 7) 1SK"1l? is a

corruption of (1WK)-"1BK—1». For the letter iii R 16,2, translated by WlNCKLER in

the paper referred to, contrast Dr. Johnston's note on The Letter of an Assyrian
Princess in Johns Hopkins University Circulars, June '96, pp. 91 ff. — P. II.

J
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36 (1) + K'Jin n$?3. After rejecting '© 'J? jmso as an incorrect gloss, we have to consider

how, according to analogy, the original story most likely began. The formula

here adopted is found in 39,1. See Intr. Is., pp. 216-218.

(2) nj?tf~3"l. So Bar, Ginsb., following most MSS, with the first Soncino edition (i486).

& (Reuchlin cod.) npttol. Ed. Complut. JTgBte!; so VAN der Hooght. Accord- 5

ing to Del. {Complut. Var., pp. 15 f.), Erfurt. 1 and 2, have ngttf"3"l; Erfurt. 3

(5) 01?^; so 2 K. 18,20. Throughout the speech, the words of Hezekiah and his

friends are quoted. See Bleek-Wellh., EinlA, p. 297. Jit "WOX. KLOST.'s cor-

rection ("JN) DN has no secure basis. He appeals to (Dv un. (ev pouXf) .... txapd- 10

Tutxc, yiverai). But the translator gives here a short paraphrase.

(7) A later insertion {Intr. Is., p. 218). p.»Nn; so 2 K. 18,22. ill lOKD, which is in-

consistent with the reference to Hezekiah in the third person.

(8.16) itt-|-wx, misplaced after *^»n (2 K. '« "\bti).

(9) nh3 (Duhm); 111 nns. An archeologica] gloss on nay. As it stands, the clause 15

is untranslatable.

(18-20) A later insertion suggested by 10,9-11 (Intr. Is., p. 218).

( IO -r-p"i»ty px \nf?K il'KI, inserted from ©L 2 K. 18,34 hy GUTHE and WlNCKLER

(t/ Klosterm. on 2 K., /. c).

""an ; so KAUTZSCH, KLOST. («//.) ,
with © here and ffiL in 2 K. (un, ...;). ill "01 20

(in 2 K. ^a).

37 (4.6.8) Three more late insertions {Intr. Is., pp. 218 f.).

(9) J?OBH; 2 K.
atPJI,

a harmonistic correction to connect the two narratives (DlLLM.,

DUHM). (5 here (but not in 2 K.) expresses aim JHDBW.

(38) *]"ID3 (here and in 2 K.). ©v Nciaapax; 6s AaapaK; ©ADuMr Aaapax. In 2 K., ©v 25

Eabpax; <8A EaGpax; G5L Aapax. Jos. has ApaOKr). Halevy and Frd. Del. cor-

rect "pD2
= Nusuk, the Assyrian construct* state of Nusku, equivalent to Gibil, the

Fire-god (Halevy, Rev. des Etudes Juz'ves, Oct.-Dec. '81, p. 183; Del., Calwer

Bibcllcx. 2
, 1893, p. 630). This, however, is only one possible correction. The

prefixed 1 may be intrusive
(cf.,

with WELLH., Pilneser for Pileser, Naoopbav for 30

Aaopbav); even the final
"?[ (ax, ax) may, as Schrader thinks, be an agglutina-

tion, though the two instances of this which Frankel gives (Vorstuilicn zu der

Septuaginta, p. 97) are feminine words, viz. «TnS lapabax, and napap HeGevvaK.

Rejecting these letters as accretions, we should get 1D[K], i. e. Asur, to whom
Sennacherib in his cuneiform inscriptions repeatedly refers as my lord. So 35

Schrader (KAT1
, p. 329). All that is certain is that the name Nisroch is cor-

rupt. \Cf. below, p. 114, 1. 6.]

1^»-ns, "li'N-ifcy (so Bar, Ginsb.; on the v. I. nxtntf see Franz Del., Complut.

Var., 1878, p. 16). The names may have been correctly transcribed from the

original (Hebrew) text, though Adrammelech is strange as an Assyrian name 40

(see Jensen, Kosmol., p. 458), and Sharezer seems to be a mutilated form of a

name like Nergal-sharezer (Sghrader, KAT 1
, p. 330). The inscriptions do not

furnish us with the means of correcting either of the names in the Hebrew nar-

rative. [For earlier views (WlNCKLER, W. M. Muller, &c.) see on 2 K. 19,37.

We mention here two recent suggestions: (d) Read ITiVk t^rnx rra mnncn ton Wl 45

"IJI 133 "fiWltth. The compiler found no name of a god in his text and being igno-

$§-©»e}*»

* [The so-called construct state in Assyrian proper names (comp. for instance

Somas, Sin, Bel, Istar, Belli, &c. ; Delitzsch, Ass. Gr. § 66) is identical with the

Syriac 'absolute state' in names like ^jj &c. (Noi.deke, Syr. Gr. % 202, B, 1);

cf. the apocope of the final vowel in cases like Assyr. la "sanan 'unrivaled' (Syr.

%Ji& Jl; countless; N6lu. § 202, F). We find a similar peculiarity in Arabic proper

names like <^>Ss-, ^J»li, &c. P. H.]
Is.

*

15
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Prophecy 17.

(22,1-14)

On the defects of the text, see Duhm, and compare Intr. Is., pp. 132-136.

22 (3) The opening and the close of v. 3 speak of flight. Midway comes a description

of the capture of a part of the citizens, in which the difficult ntfptt, the second 5

0)*irp, and 11DX, given twice over, awaken suspicion, (fj (oi iaxuovxec; iv 001 for

pNSftJ) has in part a different text.

(5) [For itt "faxes read TI

<»SB<J>», with DUHM, after ©.]

ill's inn ""J
(cf. also title) ought surely to be DirT"1

^. The text was altered when
Gekinnom became the equivalent of the place of punishment of the wicked. Cf. 10

Zech. 14,5, where nrrtM and D^iT'i should be Din-'i (Wellhausen).]
'131 "ip ipipa. Again suspicion arises. In Proph. IsA the writer followed LUZZATTO
and Ewald (P?-oph.

2
), and rendered Kir uftdertnineth and Shoa is at the mount \

he met the objection drawn from the parallelism by the remark that, the con-

text being evidently not preserved in its integrity, we cannot be sure that the 15

two lines of v. 5 originally stood together. A similar rendering is given by

J. P. Peters {Scriptures Hebrew and Christian, vol. 1, 1888). But it is more

natural to suppose that the reference to the different races in the besieging force

begins later. It does not, however, follow that the text is either complete or

free from corruption. We may at any rate suppose a lacioia between v. 5 and 20

v. 6. Those who adopt the idea first propounded by Frd. Del. would do well

to emend ip (Vp, as v. 6?) into ?lp (KLOST.; BREDEXK.; WlNCKLER, AT Unter-

suchuttgen, p. 178).; cf.
Ezek. 23,23.

pxn mxpe D1XJJ "U prnoa 1X2, conjecturally supplied; v. 6 can hardly be a

complete description of the besieging army. 25

(6) iH + nn». This is probably a gloss on D^ID (DUHM); otherwise why not BPK

(21,9) HOUB., D^ens D"iN M"}. Or, perhaps better, "iex> instead of D"lX, with

Gratz (Psahnen, p. 144, and Emend, ad loc).

n"t?"iB, so Klost., Bredenk., Winkler ; Lowth, too, adopts ons. Against this

see DlLLMANN. it, with the Soncino and the Brescia Bibles, and a few MSS 30

(Kenn., DE R.) prefix 1. So Lowth.

(7.8.12) W, Ninn DV2, editorial supplements.

(8) Hsarn, Duhm ;
ill earn. See v. 9

a
.

(9
b - 1 1

a
)

ill '1i1 + 1S3pn
,

1
a gloss; 8b . 9

a
. 1 1

b
belong together. The glossator displays his

archeological knowledge of the times of Hezekiah (so Duhm;. 35

(14) ill + nitOS m;v ^nx 1»X. Inserted perhaps from v. 15, but out of place, the poem
being in distichs. 6.

40

(ttofee on $avt 2.

IX
DEALING with this part of the Book of Isaiah, which is mainly narrative,

it seems most for the interest of the student to disregard the fact that this

portion, too, comes down to us as a unity, and to analyze it at once into its several 45

sections. Editorial insertions have therefore been relegated to the foot of the

page (except, for special reasons, in the case of 38,1).

Section i.

(36; 37,i-9
a
-37-38)

5o

See Intr. Is., pp. 212 ff.; STADE, ZAT 6, 1728". To the Assyriological aids for

the comparison of the narratives in Isaiah and the cuneiform inscriptions add

yiEiXKOLT>'sfesaja-Erzdh/ung-en (Jes. 36-39) Gottingen, 1898; cf. above, p. 86, 1. 1.
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context proves that Sodom was in the mind of the writer. Lag., however, admits

only that D"1

")}
is incorrect (Sem. 1,3); Lowth proposed D"n (against which see

CHEVNE, Notes and Crit., ad loc.\ Ibn Ezra retained DV
1J

in the sense of Dlt.

(9) BJ?»3, with Buhl and Duhm
(cf. Del.). M bj?03 (see Konig, Synt., p. 715, Sach-

register;. 053.3 do not render the word at all. Geiger and others regard it as 5

a mitigating interpolation (so Proph. Is.
2

,
1

, 5).

(12)
,1B niK"]^

1

;
so the consonants should be pointed (5 implies this). See (besides

Geiger cited by Budde on 1 Sam. 1,22) Roorda, Orientalia (1840), ad loc.-,

Cheyne, ICA, p. 39; Proph. Zy.3, 2, 135 f. M 'B man!?. Konig (Lehrgeb. ii, 1, pp.

312 f.) only shows that the latter phrase is grammatically possible, not that it 10

is probable. The prepositional use of "23 is especially improbable (see ICA,
/. c). That the leveling process in ill is imperfectly carried out (see Gen. 33, 10),

is no answer to Geiger's arguments. Ges., after some doubts (see his note on

1,12), inclined to the pointing fflioi? (see Thesaurus, s. v. D'OB; cf.
KLOSTERMANN

on 1 Sam. 1,22). 15

The transference of : is both rhythmically and exegetically necessary. In vv. 12.

13 (5's arrangement is on the whole more correct than that of M which was af-

fected by a desire to soften a too startling statement on the value of sacrifices.

See, besides DUHM, OORT in Etudes dediees a M. Leemans, pp. 113 -115.

(13) Read nh3p or nmn (= nm»), removing the Maqqef, with OORT and DUHM. 20

* * by\» nb. The stichus is imperfect (DUHM); supply TWtitb?

CIS, SO LOWTH, KUENEN (Tijdschr. '83, p. 2Io), SCHWALLY (ZAT '91, p. 257),

with 03 (vrjOxeiav xai dp-fiav). Cf. Joel 1,14; 2,15. M ]\tt.

(15.16) Duhm combines the last clause of v. 15 with the two opening words of v. 16. I

hesitate to follow him. We must, it would seem, now and then acquiesce in a 25
stichus too long or too short to satisfy the rule.

(16.17) itt + 2tt\"! ntD
1

? jnn lbin, an abstract paraphrase of Isaiah's highly concrete ex-

hortations. So Duhm.

(17) Wp^; Jtt vtts>N. I doubt whether n$K can mean keep him within bounds by in-

flicting the due punishment (ICA, p. 40). 30

[For Jit p2n cf note on 16,4.]

(21-28) On the metre, cf, besides Duhm, Budde, ZAT '91, pp. 245-247.

(21) 4-p>s, with ©. So Duhm, on metrical grounds. A JH.

itt + DVttno nrijn, syntactically superfluous; [contrast above, p. 109, 1. 48; p. no, I. 31.]

(22) brftb; Jft b"\7VS. The Aruch makes "?n» = ;m to mingle, as in New Hebrew. But 35

the phrase thy wine is mingled is far too weak (see parallel line). Hence learned

attempts (see Ges.) to show that 'a means castrated, i. e. become vapid. But it would

be strange that ^no = }m should only occur here, and that circumcision should

be used as a symbol of deterioration. "?nitt (v. I. bnifi) in New Hebrew means

the dark, turbid liquor pressed out from olives. It is probably enough a legacy 40
from Old Hebrew, though only found (ex hyp.) in Is. 1,21. So virtually J. Earth,
Beitr. s. Erkl. des fes., 1891, pp. 3 f.

JU + D'na, an exegetical gloss which presupposes the corrupt reading ^"inc.

(23) Transposition of the two hemistichs on metrical grounds (Duhm). T"i; iil Til.

(24) itt+ niK2S '\ The accumulation of divine titles seems late; it is also unrhythmic- 45

al. BUDDE prefers to omit buntr1 Van (ZAT, as above; cf. 1. 32), but we can ill

spare this. Compare Intr. Is., p. 270.

(25) 132, so Secker, Lowth, Oort, Budde, Winckler. itt "i23, against the par-

allelism. Besides, that *ia= JVia (Mai. 3,2) is improbable. Cf. note on 48,10.

5o

(27) itt rratf; (5S Prat?, so Lowth
; Roorda, Stade, Gratz, rratf\ Compare Intr.

Is., p. 7- rs

d?2£^-Cf
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at such a phrase as 'V 'p-JlN WW (see \\i 10,3, where Tp3 should be omitted as a

scribe's substitute for yxi), (2) the metrical superfluity of Tinx "fin, and (3) the

continued use of 1W in a ritual sense in post-Exilic times (Ezek., Lev., Zech." it

appears highly probable that '« '} is an alternative reading to 'V 'pTiX 1SS2.

As to (£),it appears quite sufficient to read n-\Q bitterness-^mrf* is protectedby "ll». 5

(ii) To omit n*YlM VJtt as a gloss (Reuss, Studer) is not satisfactory. But

the problem of explaining the words exists, as all critics have felt. Like a tower

of watch is the meaning we require. This, however, has no authority; the only

possible meaning is like a well-guarded city. This being the case, and consider-

ing further that, on metrical grounds, we have to assume that something stood 10

where mii'3 TJJ3 now stands, the present writer sees no alternative but to suppose
that n*tisa has been arbitrarily substituted for some other word which shocked the

feelings of the scribe. Read therefore mity T>'3, or the like {cf 60, 15; 62,4. 12).

As to ej?D2, it seems required to make Qa and 9
b more symmetrical.

(iii) Isaiah may, or may not, have expressed himself as Haupt supposes that 15

he did. But it seems a hopeless task to recover any of the utterances of the

Prophet on which the present text of 1,2-26 is based. The view expressed in

KlTTEL-DlLLMANN that c. I has literary unity, and as it now stands (or, one might
venture to say, in anything approaching to its present form) came from the pen
of Isaiah, seems to the present writer untenable. Such a radical emendation, 20

therefore, as that of HAUPT seems to him unacceptable. And why should not

Isaiah have dwelt on some of the details of the prevalent religious system? One
is no doubt tempted to obelize Nipc snp and ms$? (=msj?), which are so familiar

to us in later literature, but Am. 5,21 warns us to caution, and Jastrow has

lately (Amer.fourn. ofT/ieol., '98, pp. 334 ff.)
increased the archeological evidence 25

for the antiquity of such a word as mi'j?. JH's ]1K for CIS in v. 13 (see below) may
be a deliberate alteration, to avoid offense; if so, this increases the probability that

Isaiah really did, in such a connection as this, refer to fast-days and days of
restraint. But I confess that the text of v. i3

b from nstPl V~\n to b2l8 seems to me

suspicious. The original passage may have run differently. Note that WEnn follows. 30

(iv) It is difficult to avoid subjectivity; the smoothness of the reading adopted
has its charm.

(v) GRATZ long ago made the same proposition, and illustrated it from other

passages. See also GES. Thes. s. v. Dm. Certainly the rendering I will ease me

of mine adversaries (AV) is wrong. 35

(4) Viu, as Ezek. 14.5 ;<B£, Ew, Corn.). M nij. Fr. Brown (JBL '89) and Duhm
omit Tins '3, with

ffi, on metrical grounds; see preceding remarks, 1. 2.

(6) [jH DWO should be pointed DIDO (so, too, vy 38,4.8); p after the negative as in

1 K. 1.52, &c. or in Arab. J^.>^ djj\ £ \), &c. (cf Driver on 1 Sam. 14,45;

Ges.-Kautzsch26
§ 119, w, footnote i; Konig, Synt. § 83). In Jud. 20,48 Dip 40

must be pointed nnip; see Moore ad loc. A word Dip soundness, completeness
does not exist in OT. — P. H.j

[The present writer endorses this negative judgment, but prefers, both here

and in iy 38,4.8, to read Dpn.]

(7) C'^ID' rcsnBD naDd; a prosaic gloss, which is metrically superfluous, and obscures 45

the beautiful progression
— almost like Sodom (v. 9), quite like Sodom internally

(v. 10). So STUDER (JpTh '81, p. 714), Duhm. [For the 1 explicativum in naeci

{cf msjn, v. 14) see note on 17,8 (p. 90, 1. 21).
— P. H.]

D11D; so Ew., Studer, Chevne {JProph. Is.), W. R. Smith ;
M ffnj.

But nrsno

is the constant expression for the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah (Am. 4, 1 1 ; 50

Deut. 29,22; Jer. 49,18; 50,40; Is. 13,19; cf Gen. 19,25.29; Jer. 20,16), and the

-*%-©*SH~

[.& IS'Din for 12*Din may be influenced by lB'DW in v. 13.
— P. H.]
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18 that is, the upper course (beyond the first cataract) of the Nile, called prm in

Gen. 2,13 (see my paper on The Rivers of Paradise, Proc. Am. Or. Soc, March

'94, p. ciii, and my article Wo lag das Paradiesr in Uber Land und Mcer,

1894/95, No. 15). The name pm, from mJ to gush out, to rush forth, alludes to

the cataracts of the Nile. pir: is the name of the upper (Ethiopian) course of 5

the Nile, while
Itf]

is the lower (Egyptian) course of the Nile; just as the lower

(Roumanian) course of the Danube, east of Orsova, was called by the Romans
. Ulster or Ister, while the upper course was kown as Danuvius. "HiTi is an

amplificative plural; cf.
hyz. nnm by in vy 137,1, i. e. ^VHn "irttn, the Euphrates. In

iy 24,2 mm is used for the universal sea, imagined as a broad circular stream 10

surrounding the disc of the earth, just as Homer calls the encircling Ocean

iroTOtuo?. In the same way (llSO or) nnso "nto (Is. 7,18; 19,6; 37,25) does not

refer to the branches or canals of the Nile, but is equivalent to The Great River

of Egypt. Cf Ezek. 29,3 ff.; 30, 12; \\> 78,44, &c. and note 4 on tpvp 42.43 as well

as note 4 on Ezek. 29 in our new English Version of the OT. — P. H.] 15

(2) ipip (or Ij?}j3),
so Olsh., Stade, Konig. itt lp/ip (Bar), ip¥ "ip (Ginsb.). The

Eastern MSS give lplp as Qe
re, 1|5"1{3

as Ke
thib; [cf above, p. 108, 1. 41.]

(4) ntsjJtfK Qe
re, ntDlp&'N Ke

thib, probably a scribal error (cf ltsiae^). But
cf. KONIG,

I, p. 513-Lehrgeb. ii,

20

(7) D»», SO HOUB., LOWTH, Ew., DlLLM., &c, with (53.

Prophecy 16.
2 5

(1,1-26:27.28)

See Intr. Is., pp. 1-8 [and Haupt's paper on The First Chapter of Isaiah,

read before the Society of Biblical Literature, New York, Dec. '98. The results

at which this paper arrives are as follows: 30

(i) Read vv. 4.5 thus:

]1» "D3 DJ? KtSft "U 'in 1,4

bttr\& vmp nx w«a mrr nx ntj>

«[nwn»a D"»a} {}iij>
un rra i 5 «&*&& 35

D7j» y"! I»4 (*)

(ii) In v. 7 omit D^D' MBFTM noatPl as recommended below; and in v. 9 omit

toj?02 as a mitigating gloss (see below, p. in, 1. 6). Besides, read mixa VJM> in v. 8,

relegating it to the margin as an explanatory gloss on T1& (v. 9), and rendering,

namely, the preserved city (Jerusalem); cf.
note on 17,8. 4°

iii Read vv. 12-14 thus

<[

a
}*3& mx-nb> uftn ^ 1,12

PsicrnniB span la^oin «"? 13

iTjopa xip natn trin h

:Qn3T» nxt typn "»

:>^ *n rnsin mbp

««?3^>^- 4;
mncbi 1,12 (7)

<jrrb^ 'by wij>
14 (0

bis2
&6

1
(5) msyi4 (Y) ps3 J3 (p>

(iv) Omit tsattto Tkxipa (v. 21) as a gloss, and keep DTlSltt rmjn.

(v) Explain DnaN (v. 24) as a synonym of Dp3K; cf the second Dnitt at the end

of Eccl. 4, 1
; Gen. 27,42. 50

On these five points the present writer begs to remark:

(i) The only difficulties which he can see are connected with (a) "iinx IIU and

(b) mo IS'Din. As to (a), considering (1) the liability of the scribes to take offense
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Prophecy 14.

(22,15-18; 19-23; 24.25)

See Intr. Is., pp. 136-138.

22 (15
s
) 'Ul «i3» by. Transposed from the end of verse, where M lias placed it, weaken- 5

ing the effect. n\n pon was quite descriptive enough for the Prophet. For bv

SiEGFR.-STADE, s. v. by, would read bx, and rightly if these words are Isaiah's.

(i5
b
) M+ "OIK, as a guide to pronunciation. Wanting in (6S and in 2 MSS (de R.).

(i6
b
) For the transposition of i6b see the Notes on the English translation, p. 211, 1. 7.

This change was suggested by Dr. FURNESS. 10

(17) -oan ^>B; so Konig (Lehrgeb. 1,1881, p. 456), Duhm. ilt -133 n^s.
nb» !J6J>1.

Duhm obtains the rendering turns thee about from Jer. 43, 12. This is

too violent. © xai dcpeA.ei xnv aroXnv aou, i. e. . .
JJtpJtol.

(19) *]DV!K, HOUB., LOWTH, BREDENK., DUHM, GRATZ, with 5 J
;

i\\ fOTn\ 15

Prophecy 15. 20

(18,1-6; 7)

Sec ////r. Is., pp. 95-99 (especially on the Appendix, v. 7).

A poem of two stanzas (excluding the Appendix), on the same model as

17,12-14, save that in the first stanza two half-lines are introduced in lieu of one 25

of the regular double lines. The sense seems to forbid us to arrange this stanza

in six regular double lines, as DuHM proposes. [D. II. Mi 1.1,1 \< {Strophenbau
und Responsion, Vienna '98, pp. 14 ff.) divides 18,1-7 into three stanzas of 7, 6,

and 5 lines, respectively, the middle lines of stanza 1 corresponding to the middle

lines of stanza 3 With DuHM, I have made v. 7 a later appendix in prose. My 30

grounds (referred to above, 1. 22) would probably not convince MULLER, but they
are not devoid of weight His own position would be stronger, if the responsio

(as he calls it) in v. 7 did not bear such a large proportion to the entire section.

Muller also retains 1913 ^rub ~!3J?c /rejecting "VOX) in v. 1, and criticizes one line

in Dun Ms first stanza as too long. In the first point I believe that he is wrong; 35

in the second, that he is right. But his own arrangement is not quite satisfactory;

nor could it be, because, like Duhm and myself, he has not criticized the text.

I offer the following restoration of 11. 1.4 of stanza 1, which makes both stanzas

consist of six lines, and gives, I hope, on the whole a more probable form of text.

"anna <im<jnp> *wk csas «>6o>pK ^n 18,2%. 1* 40

<13 DBto <"133- *U bhiW\ <• N"IU DJ? bx 2 f-e «K3«®"§»

•2TK 1 8,2^ (7.)

I believe that where I have introduced corrections the text is not, strictly speak-

ing, defensible. The reader will notice the sound fragments in the traditional text

which I have utilized. In 1. 1 the scribe wrote ^S for ^3; this was the germ of 45

b"ib)i winged vessels = vessels of reed; 3 and p, t and
"l,

K and y are confounded

elsewhere. In 1. 3 letters were corrupted and transposed, and the editor tried to

make sense by manipulating the impossible text.]

18 (1) W?S. See on 2,16 (p. 80, 1. 36).

Jlt-f-tS'13 tvnb *135?D "\\sx, a prosaic geographical gloss, like those in 7,18. The 50

writer does not know much about the empire of Taharqah, and thinks that it ex-

tended to Meroe. He should have said beyond the cataracts of the Nile.

[»13 "nm^ 13J?0 means beyond (or east of, cf Num. 34, 15) the Great River ofCush,
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33 (6) ill 4- TTiJ? nilDX JVm. This prefix to v. 6 overloads the first stichus, and is ex-

tremely difficult in this context. It may be a gloss from the margin, explanatory

of njW }Dn. Zion personified seems to be addressed.

insiX X\i. DUHM, who retains 'lil rPm, omits these words as a gloss, referring to

(8, which, he says, gives the gloss in a more complete form (ouxoi eimv 6n.aaupoi 5

biKaioauvn.<;). But, as DUHM admits elsewhere, (5 reproduces this chapter with

extreme freedom, and we can no more adopt its rendering here than that of ST.

IXiK seems in fact to be protected by ]Dn in the preceding stichus.

(7) D^JSHX, i. e. at once heroes and Jerusalemites \ the writer appears to assume that

!?N1K in 29, 1 = God's lion, i. e. Invincible City (cf.
on 29, 1). ilt D^N"]S, on which 10

cf.
$ )inb "biWFi, which is the rendering of 0^> (nnb) nx"iN. So J3AZ0 ; on <S see

Warszawski's (cf. above, p. 79, 1. 8) full note.

(8) iH-fDj? rot? mbDtt lfiBtt. Metrically superfluous, and exegetically out of place;

originally a marginal illustration of v. 9? (Duhm;.

(9) n'jDX (24,4); so Duhm. ill bin. 15

(13) ljfitf, ljn\ So Duhm, to the benefit of the context. (5 axouaovTcu, Yvubaovxai.

ill imperatives, 1J?ttB>, 1JTW.

(15) "|J1 yX32 DNtt, an insertion suggested by vpvp 15; 24,3.4, or a quotation from some

similar poem (Duhm).

(18) itt Dalian nx "iBD rT'X. But this counting of the towers does not suit the context. 20

May not 'ttn nx l>)b be a gloss on the "i&b of the preceding stichus which has taken

the place of some illegible. words? It would, of course, be an erroneous gloss.

Cf. DUHM. [P. S. The words are not a gloss. On reconsideration, I venture to

correct the whole ku>\ov thus:— tT<VU>)2<> n\x <n"^DE t& n sx Where are the tablet-

writers? where are the measuring clerks? IDfita — Assyr. dupsarru has long since 25

been explained by SCHRADER (KAT
2

, 145); the same passage in Nahum (3,17)

which contains IDBD also presents us with TI3I3; for y\\SK> read "pTiatl Ass. mindidu

means the person who is appointed to measure wheat (Delitzsch, HW 393
b
).

The correction in Nahum is due to the ingenuity of PAUL Ruben.]

[Assvr. mindidu, or rather mindidu, is the form ^Bj? of the stem "HO to measure. 30

Mindidu stands for mandidu (form qittil for qattil under the influence of the i

of the second syllable), and mandidu = maddidu with resolution of the doubling

(Delitzsch, Assyr. Gr. § 52) as in jnr for y\\.— P. H.]

(20) 'in yrx run. These words overload the stanza, and do not suit the context. They
seem to be a marginal quotation from some pilgrim's song (see \\> 48,13). Cf. 35

Duhm.
(21) iit+ DN, which is simply miswritten for DtP (DiLLM., Gratz). 6 oti (the rest of

©s version is useless).

nrO; cf. \\i 46,5 (BiCKELL); or p"5S (DUHM, Kittel). ill "VW, which requires us

to render DlpD in
b

[so that Jerusalem is] a place (of), with Del.; otherwise 13 40

must refer to Jhvh, which is impossible. [P. S. Best to read Dtf for Dtf (©5,

Lowth, Bredenk.), and rrrT1 for mm (cf. Ball on Gen. 28,20.— P. H.), and

render: (For a glorious name shall we have), a place of broad rivers ecc. The

description of Jerusalem is continued. So KONIG, Synt. % 330 k, j.]

In next line omit nnm as gloss on D"nx\ 45

(23) iH+ "ii1 "pbnn ltrts:. Probably a marginal quotation from an elegy on Tyre; cf.

Ezek. 27,26-36 (on which see Toy). Notice how, through omitting it, IN comes
to its rights. See English Translation, and

cf.
Duhm.

[For ilt "IV pbn I now read 1$ pbn\ with Ges.-Buhl12
s. v. nj>; note the paral-

lelism.] 50

(24) ill Tl^n. But Gratz vuxtan, which may be right. Is it natural to describe the

abolition of sickness as ilt represents?
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32 17" riB2 BMmn. So Duhm. 41 riMl eptrn npnsn, too lengthy a reading. A closer

inspection leads us to question this second npixn, which should rather be eetrcn

(see v. 16). Obviously a scribe wrote npm by mistake, and then wrote BEtPDrt;

this was altered by a corrector into rlM! ttptrn, partly through a reminiscence of

30, 15, where a similar phrase occurs, though in a different sense. 5

zb'.]!"V. Dt'HM questions these words, which have occurred already in v. 14.

I do not feel sure, however, that they are here a superfluous addition
[cf. 33,20),

nor that the movement in Hebrew poetry is not sometimes intentionally or ac-

cidentally heavier than strict metre or rhythm requires.

(18" RU2KV nhtt&ai. These words, too, are a later insertion, according to Duhm. They 10

do indeed lengthen the stichus, and may possibly be an editorial substitute for

an illegible and shorter passage. But it is also possible that writers were not so

closely bound by a metrical rule as has been supposed (see preceding note), and
if the evidence for the date of this section points on the whole away from the

e of Isaiah, we may compare 33,20 (in an undoubtedly post-Exilic chapter), 15

where both TM and ]1XV occur, as in 32,18.

(19) A later insertion. DlLLM. indeed maintains that we get here the other side of
the great transformation briefly described. But how briefly and obscurely, and in

what a poor style, especially in
b

! The verse spoils the context.

1X», Lowni. DODERLEIN, BREDENK., DUHM Tnv But the Versions read 20

TO, and by altering it w. point of contact with c. 28 . i" . Considering
the scantiness of Biblical Hebrew literature, and the existence of an analogy in

ibic !>Cf. verb, denom, from >'S hail', we need hardly suppose, with Stade,
that 113 was coined by the writer. CASANOWICZ Paronomasia, 1894, p. 50)

righdy recognizes the threefold assonance in this verse. 25

[BlCKELL reads: "WW hzvx> r.bi'sz' -;'r-rn-z-
n'TECC-. following (D die oi iv Tf) irecuvrj.

33(1-24) A poetic composition consisting of sixteen four-line stanzas. See Duhm, and

cf. BlCKELL, San. Metrik 4894), p. 11. This is in the first instance a probable 30

conjecture, but is supported by critical exegesis. [BlCKELL [WZKM 97) considers

c. 33 to consist of two Maccabean poems, the first (w. 2.7.8.9) written after a

defeat, the second (vv. 13-16. 10. 12.5.6.20-22.3.4. 18. 19.23.24) probably written

after the conquest of the Syrian Akra of Jerusalem. V. 1 was added, he thinks,

by the redactor of cc. 28-33, lVi order to complete the preceding series of un- 35

happy Woes by a Woe (in) on the enemies of Jhvh. The metrical scheme of

the whole chapter is 88. 8S. In v. 2 stichus 2 is wanting, but seems to be pre-

supposed by the following one. B. reads Dnj?itr\ In v. 8 he omits mx and

onj? cno ,©).

The second Maccabean poem (according to BlCKELL, who has proposed a 40

similar hypothesis for
\\i no) has the acrostic lb C2n ]yav. The Pharisean party

destroyed the acrostic, t? = vv. 13. 1 4
b

;
n = I4

c,d
. 15*. i6a ; J?

= 10. 12; )
= 5.6.

In v. 14 Kb (twice) should be I
1

?. The last stichus is 12J»» CJ^D nriXB Kin. The
second distich is :mjni me:n cc nijw pn c\nj? nweK nvn

Cf. (6 exet croquet.
— n = v. 20. He omits oVwiT MWn "]*vy. 2 = 2i a - b .22. He 45

omits EX in 21 and "2 in 22
(cf. (5).

= 3.4. He reads laion and in»D"l»; then

1C2 bbv J]CX1; and adds ^2 after Dm— b = 18.19. He omits the last three words

of v. 18 and \\vb :ybl jnfi»B in v. 19. 2 = 23.24. © suggests a considerably

different text.]

(1) ^22, Cappellus, Secker, Lowth, and most moderns. n"r2 II DDn as 16,4. ill 50

T]rt32; cf. KONIG, Lchrgeb. 1, 574.

(2) USfU; so Lowth with SS3. ill 2pt.

4 tD3 y>v. So Duhm. M D3%W.
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31 metrical scheme, but are the Prophet's. If however they are an insertion, they

are an early and well-devised one; the inserted words really improve the passage.

But I agree with Muller that something is wanted to complete Duhm's first

line. I would not however, with that scholar, add layt^
1 CDID tyl; D^DID should

probably, I think, be Kft3. So the parallelism becomes complete. Taharqah is 5

referred to.]

(1) W- So DUHM, after © oi . . TreTroiGoxei;; cf.
d

,
and 17,7.8 in ©. M 13J?w\

inB3,
l. Transposed by DuHM on metrical grounds from b to c

.

(5-9) DUHM wishes to save some shreds of this composite passage for Isaiah. Certain- 10

ly a poetic, rhythmical element is not entirely wanting, but except as regards the

figure which opens v. 5, it is difficult to make a plausible case for Isaiah. And
even here it is mainly the want of correspondence between the figure and its

application which makes one half-inclined to suspect the hand of Isaiah. If, with

GRATZ, we were to correct niBJ? into DTrlBN by, correspondence would be restored, 15

but the probability of an Isaianic element would vanish. See HACKMANN, /. c.

pp. 43 f., and compare Intr. Is., pp. 203 f.

(7) DrVT Dr6, so Gratz, after ©. M D^T D3b. © A K»n.

(8) lb. The Eastern text gives *6 as Ke
thib, \b as Qe

re; cod. Kenn. 253, DE R. 380

(ftrimo), the Soncino Bible, with ©3, also read iib. 20

(9) D3D. Gratz DlJteft, very plausibly. Both © and I found the idea of flight in

D3. Cf. Am. 2,14; Jer. 25,35.

32 (1-8) For the reasons why this whole passage (and not merely vv. 6-8 which DUHM
gives up) must be post-Exilic, see Intr. Is., pp. 172-176. It is hardly possible to 25

doubt the four stanzas, though two of the lines are imperfect. [According to

Bickell (WZKM '97) 32,1-5.15-20 is a pendant to 2,2-4 and 11,1-8, and in

the same metre (77 .77 .77). He omits the first five words of v. 15 as an editorial

link, based on misunderstanding (this seems plausible); also the last two words

of v. 17 (as in our corrected text). To 32,9-14 a different metrical scheme (55. 30

55 : 55 - 55) is given. He omits
rrtttj?

in v. 9, D'Xbrrty in v. 11, and n"HKrty in v. 12;

also ]nn ^BJ? in v. 14. In v. 13
13

(stichus 1 of Bickell's third stanza) correct
12

tol^o n ,2 ^3<15» (cf ©) and omit "O. The women are blamed for taking part in a

(patriotic?) festival. Stichus 5 of the same stanza is "IJ73
1

? n\"1.]

(1) Clten. © kou apxovTeq; so S3. M Dv"ic6l, a scribal error (cf. \y 74,14, end). 35

(2)
b seems too short; has a participle fallen out after D"it? © dcp' ubaroi; cpepoudvou.

In 30,29 ubwp = D"tt. So DUHM.

(3) nrytfn. So Ew., Bredenk. Dillm., Duhm, Gratz. M nvycTi.

(6) 3tsm\ So Duhm, Gratz. © vonaei. itt n&j>\

After ^ari a word seems to have fallen out. 4°

[itt nj?in should perhaps be nV&fl, unless in Job 1,22 we should read njttn for

nVsn.]

(9-20) Duhm, here agreeing with Dillm., accepts the passage as Isaianic. In this he

is certainly wrong; see Stade, ZAT, 4, 266 ff.; Cheyne, Intr. Is., pp. 176-180. 45

BlCKELL thinks 32,9-14 genuine Isaianic work; vv. 1-5. 15-20 doubtful.

(11) n-n rt; so Duhm. ill mn.
(14) ill Dmjl. Parallelism suggests D^inj; wild asses (Herz). [Contrast the note on

Dan. 5,21.
— P. H.]

(15) M-\-72. An editorial link uniting vv. 9-14 with vv. 15-18.20, as DUHM well

points out.

bcnsm Qe
re; and in some MSS and editions Ke

thib. ^131 Ke
thib (Bar, GlNSB.).

is. 14

5o
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30 (27) mrv cc\ Gratz DB\ Smend remarks, "In the mouth of Isaiah the expression
strikes one as strange, and the correctness of the text is surely doubtful"

(A T Relit;., p. 282). But there is another, and a better, explanation of the diffi-

culty. See HACKMANN, Zukunftserwartung des Jcs., p. 42; CHEYNE, Intr.

Is., p. 199. 5

(31 .32) n|l D3tfa and vby miT1 fry 1PK are perhaps editorial insertions, intended to fill up
a mutilated text. The former, as the punctuation suggests, is a quotation from

10,24. DUHM, however, thinks they formed originally a single sentence, which
was a gloss on the first clause of v. 32, viz., with the staff will he be smitten (ns-;

•which JHVH will cause to light upon him. 10

(32) n"lD1S ntse. See Intr. Is., p. 201. If the evidence, on the whole, points to a late

date, why should we stumble at this doubtless strange phrase? Those who will

may change it to mpiD '0 (Clericus, Lowth, Olsh.) or rr.DlD '» Drmr. One
could wish to rewrite the passage. In particular, the function of the timbrels and

lutes needs to be brought out more clearly. Gratz actually does rewrite nearly 15

all the verse, and deprives us of the reference to the festival music, which seems,

however, to be confirmed by v. 29.

C3 Q e
re; P3 Ke

thib, which is intolerable after vbf. Many MSS including Cod.

Bab.) have C3 in the text; so, too, the Soncino and Brescia Bibles, and the

Complut. PolygLj ~3 belongs to the Western, na to the Eastern recension; see 20

GlNSBURG, Introduction to Mass.-crit. edition of Bible (1897), p. 21S. <£ \\rfy;

3 eos. <5S stand alone in expressing 12. E2 is preferable as preparing the way
for the description of the great pyre which is to receive the entire Assyrian

army.

(33) *?1SPKD beforehand lit. since yesterday); so (5AI0.33. ill ^DPKO opposite Xlost., 25

Bredexk.', which adds nothing to the effect. £ gives a conflate rendering which

combines both traditions (W. R. Smith, Proph.
2

, p. 429).

'HI Kin Din PBP. iXL Sin DJ PPBP. PPBP might be a derivation of PBP, of the same

1 form as n#K (Olsh. § 216, d), and mean a place containing (or resembling) a

Topheth. Or with Stade {Gesch. 1, 610) we might point PPBP his Topheth. 30
But by drawing the final n to the following word, with KLOST., Bredexk.,
we get a clause which is excellently adapted for a gloss. The advantage
of transferring at any rate "lil Kin Di to the margin is great, both metric-

ally and exegetically, and by prefixing n in the manner proposed we at once

get rid of a car. Xey., and give the gloss a more sharply defined form. It is equally 35
evident that the rejected words both spoil the metre, and (with their witty allusion

to a heathen cultus) introduce an uncongenial element into the context. Besides

this, the annotator mistakes the meaning of 11t?K V. 31; which he thinks equi-

valent to king of Assyrial Cf a similar mistake in the gloss on 8,7.

PSP, following (5 TctcpeG (not here but elsewhere); cf. laGpeG = nB\ Or we might 40

point PEP, with W. R. Smith, who postulates this form as a variant of i*sl.

That PBP is an Aramaic word, is very possible. That the pointing PBP is wrong,
seems certain (Rel. of the Sem. 2

, p. 377).

Kin Qe
re ; X\l Ke

thib. This is not a case of the epicene KIP (on which see DRIVER,

Lev., pp. 25 f.;, but implies a difference of view as to the gender of nPBP. 45

2P")n p">??P (inf. abs.); so DUHM, on metrical grounds, ill p'&vn, -rnn.

nP-no, iH nrnne; see above, 1. 45.

31 (1-3) [D. H. Muller's criticism {Strophe?ibau und Responsion, Vienna, 1898, p. 18) of

Duhm's arrangement of this fragment is in the main also applicable to that given 50

in the present edition. Dl'Hll makes 31, 1-3 a short fragment of 8 lines; Muller
finds 7 lines; I have found 9. Muller agrees with DUHM in omitting D^>3 VWT1

P"b:\ I doubt whether he is right. I think that the words stand outside the
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30 BUDDE (on Job 9, 13); KlTTEL half approves. It is an enigmatical name of Jhvh's

great enemy, the Dragon, such as the later writers were fond of. It is, however,

unsuitable to the preceding part of the verse. JVatfn is but little weaker than

TOtfn, as Ezek. 30, 10 (cf 11), shows. In Isaiah's time Egypt was far from being

natulan. She went on boasting, though her help came to very little. Isaiah there- 5

fore might have written DE?21 nBin (which is in fact HoUB.'s conjecture), but not

ration 2m. Gunkel's argument needs some rectification. iH na$ nn they (i. e.

the people allegorically called Rahab) are inaction, which perfectly suits the

preceding statement, but implies a collective use of the term am, for which there

is no evidence, and which is contradicted by the preceding nst. Kuenen's render- 10

ing, their raging is (sheer) inaction (Ond. § 43, n. 11), would require "O nam. (DBS

render wildly. Or did they read differently?

(8) iH + Dn« m^ by. These words obscure the sense, and were most probably insert-

ed at the same time as natPttn am. They also overburden the first stichus of 15

v. 8. Cf. Delitzsch, who makes 1SD and rrh virtually synonymous. This at any
rate points the way to the truth. See DUHM, and comp. Intr. Is., pp. 196 f.

-iv). (Deut. 31,19 &c). So Lowth, Ges., Ew., Krochmal, Del., Cheyne,

Bredenk., Dillm., Guthe, Duhm, Gratz, after <£B3.

(12) e#j3j> (Prov. 2,15; cf. 4,24). So Lag., Gratz, Cheyne, (Proph. Is.), Dillm, prob-' 20

ably with £ «"ipty. So perhaps \y 62, 11. M ptfj?.
GUTHE &$}.

(14) niro, van der HOOGHT; nim, Bar, Ginsb., with Cod. Bab., and so Guthe in

KAUTZSCH's AT. But this reading does not go well with bOT\\

(15) iH naitf. Gratz suggests natf; Prof. Margolis
(cf. above, p. 89, 1. 26) rntf.

at!?"
1 and ait? are liable to be confounded. 25

(17) ifl + nns mj?: "iDtt ins
tfix. That the verse as it stands cannot be correct was

noticed by Bredenk. inx f\b», however interpreted, is surely not classical Hebrew.

See GES., Thes.
y

s. v. "in«. The insertion seems to be suggested by Deut. 32,30;
Lev. 26,8; Josh. 23, 10. The same three passages are also quoted by Lowth, GES.,

&c, to justify inserting naa~i after lD3n (keeping "l}1 inx *\bx). But would Isaiah 30
have indulged in such a hyperbole?

(18-26) Homogeneous with 29,16-24. See Intr. Is., pp. 197-199.

(18) iHavr. Mr Houb., Lowth, Ew., Cheyne (Proph. Is.), Bredenk., Dillm., Guthe.
If Dillm. 's statement be correct that nan does not mean to long, and that to 35

wait must be used here in the same sense as in 2 K. 7,9 (i. e. to delay), we have

no choice but to emend DVT. But against Dillm. see Job 3,21, and cf. new Heb.-

Eng.-Lex. s. v. mn. See also Intr. Is., p. 198; Diehl, Das Pron. suff. 2 u. j
pers. pi., 1895, P- °4-

(19) 3t?\ So Doderlein, Hensler, Bredenk. iH atf\ (5 (\otoc. ayio? ev Iiuuv) 40

oiKi^aei.

(21) \wr. So Gratz. ill lrnxn.

(22) nxstsi. So Duhm, Gratz, after (53. ill nn— . A familiar type of error. Perhaps
the sign of abbreviation was misinterpreted.

(23) [P. S. M ami 12. Read am nilSj see on 14,30. 13 in ami is due to ditto- 45

graphy.]

(26) iH + nnyn nj?atP "MSa. A weak and obviously incorrect gloss on D-nyatf (Lowth,
Ges., Hitz., Cheyne, Bredenk., Guthe), (5, though ©Mr has it, no doubt

from the Hexapla.

5°

(27-33) Most probably not Isaianic, and beyond question disfigured by glosses, the re-

moval of which, however, does not leave an entirely satisfactory text. See Intr.

Is., pp. 199-202.
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29 itt + Vl'r. A gloss (EW. in Proph}, CHEVNE, DlLLM., GUTHE, DUHM), not how-

ever, as these critics hold, on the suffix in ir«"i2 (a view which implies, as Duhm
frankly says, very stupid readers}, but on the phrase »T nfcye. Almost the same

gloss occurs in 45,11, and in both passages the explanation of the annotator is

equally incorrect, though E\v. in Proph.
2 has accepted it for 29,23, and has there- 5

fore retracted his former view that ri is a gloss. The annotators were specially

prone to gloss the phrase (VT) *V nbyo {cf. 17,8).

30 (3) iH + nyiB, D^SD ^'2. Explanatory and unrhythmical insertions like that in

28,17. So Duhm. 10

(4) [Read xp*s> onasnn D'rK^Bi nnt? |psa wma. Tahpanhes is supported by 3. itt's D2n

occurs nowhere else in OT, and yet the place intended must be one well known

to the Jews; cf AVM Jer. 43,7.]

(5) BhJOrl Ke
thib (GlNSB.); tf"??! Qe

re (Bar, GlNSB.). The two readings are fused

{cf Zech. io,6) in BhMiT, which Bar (but not GlNSB.) prints in the text. £ ]*hw 15

nroeb, /. e. ty^in; and so 3 confusi sunt. 6 does not express the word at all.

QamH and Rashi Bh^ln. Ke
thib, even if coarse, is amply defensible {cf DEL. on

Prow 13,5}, and n»2 occurs twice in vv. 3-5. Cf. the grammatical discussion

in K6NIG, Lehrgeb. 1,463c [Neither vr»2n nor BP3J1 can be right. Read dte

^ ltoan (Krochmal, Gratz). Verses 5 and 6 are now parallel. See Chevne, 20

Gleanings in Biblical Criticism &c. {fcivish Quarterly Review, July '9s, pp. 571 f.)

Observe that vv. 4.5 are probably later insertions based on the fragment in

vv. 6./
a

,
which the framer of vv. 4.5 supposed to refer to the embassy sent by

Hezekiah into Egypt, but which really, as it would seem, referred to the flight of

Hanno, king of Gaza, to Pir'u king of Mucr in North Arabia. This king vainly 25

endeavored to preserve the influence formerly exercised by his country in the

affairs of Palestine. Sargon was too powerful an opponent. See Winckler's

researches, referred to in our note on 20,3.4.5, P- 98, 1. 12.]

UVb; so DUHM, comparing the form of description in 18,2. i8 1»b '=cr6), which

is superfluous (see v. 6 end). Comp. /;///-. Is., p. 257, g. ^\vb xb being parallel to 30

'^yv xb, at the end of the preceding line, one expects it to be preceded by a

parallel to DP bv.

JH + ^yin^ vk\ Not rendered in (5. As DUHM points out, it overburdens the

stichus. Probably it is a variant to I'vyv xb.

35

(6) 3J3 JVifirD KfeS. Not an interpolation from the margin, but a true heading, attach-

ed to the fragment in vv. 6.7 after, and in consequence of, the insertion of the

gloss relative to Rahab in v. 7. 2:3 = Egypt, Dan. 8,9; 1 1,5 ft". (Ges.; GUNKEL).

Dni; so Klost., Gratz (virtually), ill one.

(7) ill -f- D,_iSD1. 'O is probably a gloss to CP in v. 6, written before the combination 40

of the two parallel oracles (vv. 1-5, and vv. 6.7). So DuHM; comp. Intr. Is., p. 196.

[1,
as often before glosses,

= that is; see note on 17,8 (p. 90, 1. 21).
— P. H.]

'Ill TiNIp ]?b. Most probably an editorial insertion made with the object of

rounding off the preceding fragment. 3rn sea-monster, both with and without

reference to Egypt, is, to judge from the other OT passages, late {Intr. Is., 45

p. 253). There is no sufficient critical reason to believe that the Babylonian myth
of the primeval Dragon was a prominent Israelitish belief in the time of Isaiah, and

still less that Isaiah would have referred to it, if it had been (review of GUNKEL,
Crit. Rev., July '95, pp. 261 f.).

The only point in favor of the Isaianic origin of

"lil \ob is the direction to write something on a tablet in v. 8, which seems to pre- 50

suppose the previous utterance of some short enigmatical saying, like the Maker-

shalal-hash-baz of 8,1. See below.

nacten. So Hensler (see Ges.), GUNKEL {Schopfung und Chaos, p. 39), and
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29 tive as termination of the construct state, and is therefore more correct from the

Semitic point of view. Irusalim (o^B^T), from which the common form of the

name Jerusalem is derived, represents the dialectic (eme-sal) form of the word

uru, viz., cri, which has passed into Heb. as V$?. We should expect Erisalim

or Irisalim ;
the u after the r in Irusalim (nbttM'V) may be due to dissimilation 5

{cf above, p. 100, 1. 21).
— P. H.]

(3) 1113, LOWTH, Klost., Bred., Stade, after {cf v. 1 in <5). ill W3, which, if

correct, would mean a ball (or, as a ball); cf 22,18. This sense, however, is

clearly unsuitable. One expects such a word as S'OD, or else some comparison
which adds vividness to the statement. 10

(4
b
.57.8) On these inserted passages see Intr. Is., p. 188; and cf Introd. to W. R. Smith,

Prophets of Israel 2
, p. xxxvi.b. Stade saw as early as 1884 that v. 7 is an unsuc-

cessful attempt to explain v. 8 (ZAT 4 , 260, note).

(5) iH "p?. Read "pis (Gratz, Kittel).

(7) nmx&l rpaS by\. That this is corrupt, needs no showing. The corrections pro- 15

posed are (a) iTas-fel (Bottcher, Ahrenlese, 32), but »M can be used of a city

in the language of metaphor, but not, in plain prose, of the buildings within it;

(b) ms "731 (Dillm.); (V) 'fi by D'KSSn (SIEGFR.-STADE), against which is the re-

petition of n\S25}n ; and (d) DrrrfiX&l QH^SO (so, in the main, DUHM), cf v. 3.

20

(9) inBFin, Cheyne (Prop//. Is.), Guthe. ill inanonn, i. e. delay ye (Gen. 19,16;

Hab. 2
, 3, Sec). This sense does not suit the context. Hence some {e.g. Bredenk.)

would make the word the Hithpealal of nDfi. But no example of this form is

found. It is more natural to correct as above in accordance with Hab. 1,5. For

the form of the phrase in which the word occurs, cf. Zeph. 2,1, where read 25

ltyni IBWDnn for the unintelligible 'pnn, as proposed long ago by the writer {Proph.

Is?, 2,155), and recently by BUDDE {Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1893, 2, p. 396).

Vp}, V\y#\ so DUHM, with (5 (which however only expresses the first verb). iU

(10) ill + crK'OinnN, nnnn; glosses (Koppe, Ges., Hitz., Ew., Dillm., &c). The context 30

decides the point. Note also the expressions nay, HD2, and
cf. 9,14.

(11) "ifiD Q ere (see v. 12); IBDH Ke
thib, produced by the 'Dn in the first part of this

verse.

(13) mrr, codices quamplures (de Rossi), with the Soncino Bible and the Soncino 35

Prophets, ^nx, Bar, Ginsburg.

'iias, DUHM, Diehl {Das Pron. pers. suff., p. 49). iH "Ona:.

(14) ill + run DJ?n nx. These additional words spoil the stichus so completely that even

one who is no rigid metrical theorist must (with DUHM) omit them.

40

(15) "Unc6; so Siegfr.-Stade, Gerber. illnnob. The second stichus seems imperfect

(Duhm). The punishment, which the opening Mn leads us to expect, has fallen

out, as in the case of most of the Woes in 5 ,
8 ff.

(16-24) On this post-Exilic insertion, see Duhm, and, for a detailed argument, Intr. Is., 45

pp. 192-196.

(22) bit (so LOWTH, Lag., Duhm). iH ~b» concerning {the House offacob); but how

superfluous a statement! b» used thus may not be Isaianic (Dillm.); but in such

a context this is immaterial.

[ill DiTDKTlR ma "l»K. PAUL RUBEN, in a letter, proposes DIVD inx .TI2 1CN. Very 50

attractive. But (B's ov dqpiiupiaev e£ Appaau. seems to favor DfTlO.]

(23) Y\yv. OS presuppose the more usual nsrr, which SECKER, LOWTH, Gratz adopt.

Cf. Gesenius ad loc.
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2g position of the vowels ;/ and i; see, however, below, 1. 27) of an older form

Urishalitn (cf. >A*jol, *_Uio^\, assyr. Ursalimmu (Delitzsch, Farad., p. 288)

syncopated from the older form Urusalint which we find {ca. 1400 B. C.) in the

Amarna tablets (KB 5,36*;. Urusalim is less correct, from the Assyrian point
of view, than Urisalim, the -i of the genitive being the termination of the con- 5

struct state (see Delitzsch, Assyr. Gr. § 123). Urisalim corresponds to bn*}£,

I 'rusalim to "pK'iS (contrast below, 11. 30. 53). The Assyrian s represents a Hebrew
Vf (see my paper on The Pronunciation of//- in Old Persian in the Johns Hopkins

University Circulars, Aug. '87;.

How is this 'transposition' of the vowels to be explained? We have appar- 10

ently a parallel in the form of the masc. plur. of nouns with the suff. of the 3
d

pers. sing, in Syriac, e. g. wotojuf his judgments, which has been supposed
to be a transposition of qq»aL ?

dinaihu. We must remember, however, that the

suffix of the 3
d

pers. mascul. in Aramaic is not in but VI (note the , in bDp
,

!),

e. g. YlUS his father, n^n hisjudgment (for dindhi, with epenthesis of the final
z', 15

just as Heb. "?^S0
= susaki). vnn, therefore, is probably due to dissimilation,

cf. the dissimilation in cases like JWK*1 for ]1B>X"1, p3Vl for pin, ]WH for )Mn
(Beitr. z. Assyr. 2,362). In these Hebrew words we have dissimilation to avoid

sequence of two l'sj in Aramaic 'HWH, on the other hand, the termination at of

the construct state of the plural seems to have been changed into an to avoid 20

the sequence of two "''s. The form u^a.,, thy (fern.) judgments does not militate

against this theory: u.a*f»j is, of course, much less frequently used than -«ot>;,

and words of frequent occurrence are often liable to changes which do not

affect forms which are more rarely employed. It is not impossible that Irusa-

lem for Urusalim (the oldest form of the name as found in the Amarna tablets; 25

see above 1. 3) is due to the same phonetic phenomenon of dissimilation; it is

more probable, however, that we have at the same time in /rusalim a dialectic

modification of the word uru. Uru is the Sumerian word for city (probably
identical with the Sumerian root uru = Assyr. nacdru 'to protect, to watch');

the final u is the vowel ofprolongation modified according to the law of vocalic 30

harmony (see my Akkad. Sprache, Berlin, 1883, p. 7). The dialectic {erne-sal)

form of uru is eri the final i being the vowel of prolongation; Akkad. Spr.

p. 4^; cf. Urudu[g and Eridu Uelitzsch, Paradies, p. 228;, also eru 'copper'
= Sumer. urudu. Er is the syllabic value of the ideogram for city, Assyr. alu,

pi. alani (probably alu, with a, for dlu, ahlu = b~»). The form uru is preserved 35

in the name of the Southern Babylonian city of Ur Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 226',

the present Mugheir [el-Muqaiiar), Heb. Dnfea "HK, Gen. 11,28 (see Holzinger's

Commentary, p. 119). The by-form of uru, en, has passed into Hebrew as TJ?,

which is not Semitic, but ultimately a Sumerian loanword. For the initial J? in

vy, cf. ^ntf? = Assyr. isten (a Sumerian loanword), ninety (for mnoj?; = assyr. 40
Istar (for Itsar, from the same stem as the name of the god Asur; nij? = Anat,
the Semitic feminine form of Anu (Sumer. an 'heaven';. "$£}V (2 K. 17,31)=^^
or Anum-malik is very uncertain; cf.

note on 37,38. In the plural 0^2?, "15?, &c.

the rt-vowel is due to the influence of the following ~i.

The meaning of Urisalim is
?
\L*J\ A> or ?^L«J\ ^Lo^Xxs, but this does not 45

mean City of Peace, but Place of Safety (praesidium salutis; mno, 1SD); cf the

name of the southernmost Babylonian port Bdb-salimeti (DELITZSCH, Paradies,

p. 228), that is, Safe Entrance.

To sum up, the oldest form of the name Jerusalem is Urusalim as found in

the Amarna tablets. Urusalim is a compound of the Sumerian word for forti- 50

fied place, city and the Semitic salim 'safety.' The u after the r in Urusalim

(syncopated in the later Assyrian form Ursalimmu] is the Sumerian vowel of

prolongation; the tin Urisalim (>A*iol, *l*io^\) substitutes the i of the geni-
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28 entiate it from the preceding one as the part. Hof.; perhaps also (if the absence

of a Qere is not an objection) to suggest the pronunciation "D^tt {cf. iH's D'OJIO,

Jer. 5,8, quoted by KONIG, Lehrgeb. ii, 1, p. 92).

C ,0\ So Cheyne {Proph. Is}, 2,154), Guthe {Zukunftsbild des Jes., p. 42).

Cf 46,7.22.25; 54,10. ill tPTP, the sense of which is not clear. © weakly, (ou 5

jurj) KaTCuaxuv9f|, i. e. tt>13
,
_; and so Gratz.

^7) ifl+ nts, an appendage which nDn» needs as little as "inD. So Duhm. The alter-

native is to supply IpW after "inD (with Luzzatto, Gratz, and Cheyne, Proph.

Is.). Rhythm favors the former view.

(18) For itt mn see above p. 98, 1. 37. 10

(20) KUEN. and GlESEBR. have already questioned D33nri2. Gratz plausibly reads

moanntt. But the whole stichus seems unprophetic. Is it an editorial substitute

for an illegible passage, or a marginal quotation?

(22) iil-filK (before mrv), ©S and 4 MSS (KENN.).

itt-j-p«n ^3 by (so 03); cf. 10,23 (late?). The addition burdens the metre (Duhm). 15

(24) ill + pit
1

?,
a confusing gloss on nnS'' (DUHM). © is at any rate against ill's arrange-

ment of the first stichus.

(25) iK+ rmtf and poi, miswritten for myto and rU2D2. So Wellh., Pro!.2
, p. 417;

CHEYNE {Proph. Is.); DUHM. C/ on 17,1. © (the true text) and 5 do not re- 20

cognize either word, for kcu k£yxP0V is wanting in ©SAMr* and valuable MSS,
whose testimony under the special circumstances of the case is decisive, ill's mitP

is compared by SACHAU and D. H. MtJLLER (the latter has some doubt however)

with mil? in the Panammu inscription (Senjirli), 1. 6, where it is thought to mean

the grain now called durra. But as miylP follows, there can hardly be a doubt 25

that the carver of the inscription really made the very mistake which we have

supposed the scribe to have made in our passage.

(26) + rnn\ to help both rhythm and sense. The Tetragrammaton was early indicated

by the abbreviation "< (KENNICOTT). So DUHM. The text of v. 26 seems very

uncertain. © Kcxi iroubeu6n,on, Kpiuaxi 6eou aou, xai euqppav8n,o"n,. 3°

(28) ilt+ tsniN. Miswritten for (l})BfiT which follows. Konig's suggestion {Lehrgeb. ii, I,

p. 543) that tJhix = thresher, or that ttfns belongs to a glossatorischer Zwischen-

ruf {not always will I thresh), is too difficult.

lXTirn. So Gratz {cf. v. 27). ill Vcnfil. But a separate mention of the horses is

unnecessary. 35

(29) itt+ nifcOX; cf. on 9,6. Rhythm and sense gain by the omission (Duhm).

29 (1.2.7) ^«1K. iH
<

7X ,
"!« (© apinA, implying the theory that the word is compounded with

El {God's lion, or God's hearth). But in Ezek. 43, 15. 16 i^l» has the article,

which makes it at any rate improbable that the word was regarded as a com- 40

pound in Ezekiel's time. In the Inscription of Mesha, 1. 12, we have (most prob-

ably) mn b>X1N, where it is hardly less difficult than in Ezek. to imagine that

'18 is a compound. Moreover, whatever view we take of apin,A., the tradition

embodied in H (both in Is. 29 and in Ezek. 43) gives no support to the prevalent

theory; the new Hebrew-English Lexicon by a slip misrepresents 8" which has 45

simply anno altar, not FtVk rmD altar of God. Since N has probably taken the

place of \ the best English form seems Arial. See also on 33 , 7, and compare
Intr. Is., p. 187, note. [P. S. I now prefer to point bw~\X, a modification (prob-

ably) of Db^nN Jerusalem, made in order to facilitate a paronomasia: in a

year or two the slaughter will be so great in the streets of the capital that its 50

name will be no longer Uriel but Arial 'altar-hearth.']

[As to the name Jerusalem, it might be well to add that dVbMV was no doubt

originally pronounced Irushalcm, which seems to be a modification (with trans-
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Prophecy 12.

(20,1.3-6)

See Intr. Is., pp. 1 19-12 r.

20 (2) Duhm (Jes., p. 124) has sufficiently shown that this verse, which creates such 5

difficulty for the interpreter, is a later insertion.

(3) [P- S. I should now point Dnsi? (so, too, vv. 4.5
s

,
to indicate that the reference

is not to Egypt ills DflSi?), but to the land of Mucr in North Arabia, to the
south of which was a country called Cush, of which Pir'u sar Muairi, referred

to by Sargon (Khors. 27) in a passage quoted in our English edition of Isaiah, 10

p. 153, to illustrate v. 6, appears from YYixckler's latest researches (Musri,
Meluhha, Main, in Mittheil. der Vordcrasiat. Ges. '9S; see especially Xachtrag,
p. 4) to have been king. Cf. notes below on 30,4.5, and on 37,25. JENSEN
(ZDMG '94, p. 939) has already suggested Dnsp as the true vocalization of the

ordinary Hebrew designation of Egypt; we have here adopted this form with a 15

different object]

(5) '•Blfcn. So Olsh. {Hebr. Spr., p. 208), Nagelsb., Bredenk., Guthe, Gratz. M
"Bltrn, which seems to be intended as a collective form like "213 (DELITZSCH;
Lag., Sem. 1,19), to avoid the harsh transition from the singular to the plural.
For other views, see DlLLM., and

cf. KONIG, Lehrgeb., ii, 1, p. 489. 20

Prophecy 13. 2
-

(28,1-6;
—

7-22;— 23-29;— 29,1-8;— 9-12; — 13.14;— 15;— 16-24;
—

30,1-5;
—

6.7;— 8- 17;— 18-26;— 27-33;— 31,1-3;— 4-9;
—

32, 1-8.— 9-14;
— 15-20;— 33)

See Intr. Is., pp. 162-204; and on cc. 32.33,. Stade, ZAT 4 (1S84) 256-271. 30

28 (1-6) For 28,1-6 see Prophecy 7 (p. 9 below) and Notes on p. 91.

(8) M rv'vbs, read n»^B3.

(12) UK Qere (GlNSB., but not Bar), Ke
thib KttS, which is defended by KONIG, Lehr-

g-ed.ii,i, p. 347, but is rightly rejected by Ges.-Kautzsch, § 23, i. Very many 35
MSS and the Soncino Bible read 12N in the text.

(15) jtt nth and nnn (v. 18) seem rather doubtful even after Hoffmann's ingenious
and subtle remarks in ZAT 3,92 ft n may be (as so often) an error for », and

T a fragment of 3. At the beginning X has probably dropped out. I incline to

read ruos and (v. 18) rOttX (syn. JV"D). 40
B1» Qe

re (as v. 18); Ke
thib B"tt>. The Soncino Prophets (1485-1486) and the Son-

cino Bible (1488), also Complut., give Oil? in the text. t^tf in 33,21 = ttltPtt oar.

For B1tr (5 gives Kaxarfi?, KciTaK\uo"u6(;, i. e.
*)tttt*. [P. S. Best to omit B10 as

dittogram.]

*)BW. Duhm bbi» (also in v. 18); cf. Josh. 23,13. Perles B31P. These critics 45

object to the inharmonious combination of figures. But see Ges., who compares

Coran, Sur. 89,13. [P. S. Best to read r^tf, cf. Nab. 1,8.]

"QJ>, Ke
thib; Qe

re *2y (because of v. 18). The perfect is not incorrect. There is

however some good authority (see GlNSBURG) for reading "12^ in text.

(16) id s
; <B dupdWw; similarly £5. So Lowth, Koppe, Weir, Cheyne, Stade 50

(§ 214, b), Bredenk., Gratz, Meinhold. Weir also suggests idms. ill isr, to

conform the passage to 14,32. [So, lately, Konig, Synt. § 344, 0.]

ifl+ IDlO (accidentally repeated). The Dagesh in this ISID was inserted to differ-
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II (1) [ill
ms\ But (5SH3 all presuppose rna\ which corresponds better to KiP; so

G. Beer, ZAT '98, Heft 2, who also includes among his corrections those given

below on 1 1
, 4

b
. 5 . 6 . 8, and that here appended on 11,7.]

(3) iH + mrP n«T3 WTHffl. "The phrase is without a parallel, and, as Bickell has

pointed out, has arisen out of a corrupt repetition of the preceding words" (Proph. 5

IsJ, 1884, 2,187). The omission is equally necessary on metrical grounds, as

BRIGGS (Messian. Proph., 1886, p. 202) and DUHM (1892) have seen. [6 has

^jimAr)aei cturov -rcveuua cpo^ou 6eo0, which 3 follows. Cf. Ezek. 24,13 euuc ou

^n\r\om tov Buuov |uou = M "p TiOrrnN Wimp. Read therefore 13 mm and
He will cause to rest upon him, a variant of vbj? nrU1.] 10

&b\ (5I3(t, and not a few MSS, also the Soncino Prophets (1485-1486) and the

Soncino Bible (1488), read xb.

(4) «3J>; iH ""lij?. The two words are easily confounded (cf. RAHLFS, *ty und\1$ in

den Psalmen, 1892), and the parallel word is D ,
>>
T
! (cf. 10,2; 26,6).

D'inr (contrast to &bi), Krochmal, Lag., Cheyne (Proph. Is.), BRIGGS (Mess. 15

Proph.), GlESEBR., GUTHE, Duhm, Gratz. iH px (a repetition from the end of

the preceding line).

(5) ni'in, Lowth, Lag., Gratz, Duhm, with ©33; iH "MX (see parallel line).

(6) D"1^, GUTHE, after © f5ocn<ri9rio"ovTcn, cf. partic. in parallel line. iH X"nDl, whence

the inserted xai xaupoi; of the present text of ©, the late origin of which appears 20

from its position before kou \euuv (Duhm).

(7) [For the sake of the parallelism, I should now read (with LAGARDE, Breden-

kamp, Duhm, Beer) nrjTj«n»n will become friends for M na-pin.]

(8) rns>0 (or mjiJJtt), Ges., Nagelsb., Gratz, and, virtually, GUTHE; 5 fia*, 3 caverna.

© KoiTr^niiyc. iH miXD, on which see ft, and cf. DELITZSCH. 25

(11) dti "X»i. Rejected by Cheyne (Proph. 7>.3, 2,147) and Briggs (Mess. Proph.).

But this is not enough. See Intr. Is., p. 61.

(13) '121 Kip"
1 xb D'nBX, an explanatory gloss (HlTZIG, Duhm).

(15) annro, Houb., Lowth, Eichhorn, Giesebr., Guthe, Duhm, Perles, after © 30

eprjuujaei, on which see Giesebr., Beitr., p. 52. ill D'nnm. The original text had

"inm (Perles). Cf. on 37, 18.

inn Qxjn, Ges. (Thes.), Luzzatto, Krochmal, Cheyne (Notes and Criticisms,

1869, p. 17), Guthe, Gratz, Perles. So also perhaps ©S3, though their

renderings may be mere guesswork (cf. Ibn Ezra). iH "l D)J?3 (cf. KONIG, Lehr- 35

geb. ii, 1, p. 141). The phrase evidently refers to the drying up already spoken
of. To transpose it would make the first stichus too long; it is therefore a gloss

(Duhm).

12 (1) 3Bh, 'Siamril, as implied by 6; iH
3tf;, 'ni, which Dillm. retains, quoting for the 40

'poetically shortened' 3W; Hos. 6,1; hji8,I2. But in both these passages the

text needs correction. In \\i I. c. both metre and the parallel passage 2 Sam.

22,12 suggest ntSh, and in Hos. /. c. why not read
'SJM (with Wellh.)? Driver

is content with reading 'Fll (Tenses^, § 174), which indeed the context requires.

(2) FT VTyatl; iH mrp pp mjatt. ©S3 have the divine name only once (and so also JI 45

Ex. 15,2), and all the Versions imply a suffix for fllfit, which indeed is merely

suppressed by an involuntary Aramaism on the part of an editor (cf. \\i 16,6,

r\bm). nirp is a variant for IT1

(as in 26,4), and is wanting in some MSS.

(5) rjntO Qere
; njTPtt Ke

thib, less suitable (see \\>y\> 31,12; 55,14, &c).

SO

is. 13
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10 (15) vono D«; so Cod. Bab. (916 A.D.) Erfurt. 1, the first Soncino edition of the Bible

(14SS), the fourth (1511-1517), and the Isaiah (1492), so also ed. Complut.

(Delitzsch, Complut. Varianten, 1878, p. 13). This reading is exegetically neces-

sary. But Erfurt. 2, Cod. Petropol. (ioio\ 42 MSS KENN., 34 DE R., &c., justify

Bar and GlNSB. in adopting 'd nxi as Masoretic, exegetically impossible though 5

this reading may be, and unsupported by the Versions. Several other misreadings
in this verse have some attestation. See DE ROSSI.

14 (25) The second half-verse consists of a loose quotation from 10,27, which obscures

the division into stanzas, and seems to have come from the margin.

10

IO (18) DDi DbtoS. A corruption of the text has been suspected {e.g. by Noldeke). But
the sense given in our translation is just what is required, and though «rai to be

sick, JLmxmJ sick cannot be paralleled in the same sense from the Targum, yet
DD3 to be grieved (see Ithp., 2 Sam. 19,2), D'pa peevish (Gen. 40,6; 1 Kings 20,43)

may fitly be compared, the transition of meanings being a natural one (cf rrpi, 'H). 15

[According to Noldeke, Mand. Gr., p. xxx, Aramaic D'Di sick is derived from

vocroc;. Targ. DD2= Assyr. nasdsu 'to lament,' whence nassu (for nasisu) 'sad,

grieved' and nissatu 'lament, grief,' a synonym of kuru 'pain, grief (for kuriu,
stem "ns), cf. 'nn rvnsriN, Dan. 7, 15, Syr. Ilaivj and i&^^aL, also J>o»ia.s illness; see

ZlMMERN, BabyI. Busspsalmen, p. 93; Beitr. zur baby I. Religion, p. 72; DELITZSCH, 20

Proleg. 63; cf,
Notes on Daniel, p. 18, 1. 12. — P. H.]

[P. S. The sense a sick tna?i for DDi is precarious, nor is the phrase '3 '30 a very

plausible one. DDi seems due to dittography; perhaps the true reading is D0H3

JJIt, nay 68,2; 97,5.]

(24) "131 weal. The text need not be altered. Such obscure, condensed expressions
are not strange in a late writer. See, however, WlNCKLER, AT Untersuch. p. 177.

(25) 'eyt for ill Djn.

DJV^an. A few MSS and some editions have the weaker reading Drr^on. Luz-

ZATTO's emendation Div bnn bv is, apart from exegetical considerations (see 30

Dillm.), plausible; .1^3 II DD, as 16,4; Lam. 3,22.

(27) "nrr, so W. R. SMITH, comparing Job 7,16 (Journ. of Phil. 13, 1885, pp. 62 ff.).

A verb is obviously required by the parallelism. (5 biacpBapriaerai, i. e. "?2rP (so

Duhm), but this is not natural here. The parallel passage in 14,25 gives tid^, a

synonym of birr, ill ^?m, in combination with '1J1 by (see next note). 35

(28) .... ill pV "OSO by 0??m), at the close of v. 27, which does not make sense.

W. R. SMITH (/. c.) rightly saw that we have here, in a distorted form, the open-

ing clause of the description of the Assyrian invasion. His suggestion ]1DXp Tib's

"Hi? is however rather too conjectural, perhaps also too Jeremianic.

(30) rriP, so Lowth, Ewald, Weir, Cheyne, Dillm., Guthe, with 5 -j^.. But 40
Gratz's rrjjy is not impossibly right; see Neh. 11,32. ill

PIJIP,
less suitably.

(32) na Qe
re; rv| Ke

thib, an obvious error, not supported by the Versions. Many
MSS and editions have ro in the text (DE Rossi).

(.33) nx"i$?03. Duhm corrects 1XS03. But considering the other points of contact

with 2,12-21, need we be surprised to find a derivative of
\*"»J? (cf. 2,19.21)? 45

(34) VT1S3. nv^ix is a synonym for the cedars of Lebanon in Zech. 11,2; cf (B's 0uv

toic; ui|n-|\oic;. Lebanon = Lebanon's grove (29, 17). ill VJK3 through a mighty one

(Jhvh). But such an unnatural construction can hardly pass. DUHM remarks

that the name of some cutting tool is suggested by the parallelism. GUNKEL

suggests ^ts>3 (ly 74,6). D'Tij? would be purer Hebrew, and a little nearer to "HX. 50

(Independently F. Perles has proposed a view which comes to the same thing,

rendering "PIR the cedars collectively, like n« in Zech. 11,2. He compares Rabb.

and Chald. JOIN; but the comparison is questionable.)

>v
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14 rest of the oracle is clearness itself; some words must have dropped out. Duhm's

1W 'a . . . 'SJJ is weak and insufficient.

»13, ©3 D^i. So LOWTH and, virtually, DELITZSCH.

1BJJ "iy. Not a 'later variant or alteration of the text' (WlNCKLER, Gcsch. Isr. I,

91, note 1). See Intr. Is., p. 83. 5

Prophecy ii. 10

(10,5-15 + 14,24-27;
— 10,16-23;

— 24-34;— II, I-IO;— 1 1-16;
—

12,1-6)

See Intr. Is., pp. 48-67. 79 f. The passage is in a high degree composite.

No fresh help for the analysis and critical dating of the parts of this Prophecy

(the composite character of which is admitted) is given by B. Sax's wild 15

paper Le Prisme de Sennacherib in Rev. d'

Assyriologie '96, pp. 59
—

64. Revers-

ing the general verdict he pronounces 10, 8- 11 to be reproduced from 36, 18-20;

37, 10-13. The picturesque language of 10, 14 is made out to be 'an imitation of

Sennacherib's words in the Prism Inscription respecting Hezekiah {like a bird in

a cage), or rather from Sennacherib's account of the wars against the region 20

around Nippur (they had made their abode like a bird's nest). io,i3
b

is said to

be an allusion to the transference of towns of Judah to Mitinti, king of Ashdod;

10,28-34 is supposed to have been written towards 702—701 ; 10,8-11 in 701 ;

vv. 12- 14 after 691. Sax's critical apparatus is confined apparently to SCHRADER's

KAT in the first edition! 25

lO (5) itt+ DTO Sin, a gloss from the margin, meant to harmonize v. 5 with v. 24 where

Assyria is spoken of as wielding a staff. The glossator thought the latter form

of expression more correct than that in the text. So Hitzig as early as in 1831

(Begriff der Kritik, p. 157, b), Ewald (in first, but not in second, edition), DlESTEL,

Guthe, Duhm. The omission of the gloss makes the parallelism complete. 30

The reading Utso (cf. v. 24) in several MSS is but a poor conjecture.

(10) H^Nri; so Gratz, Hackmann, after ToujTac.; Jll htyn. Giesebr. (Beitr, pp. 72 f.)

prefers Vsn, which, he thinks, was out of reverence altered into b^bx. More plau-

sibly b"bxn might be rendered worthlcssness; cf. Job 13,4 (where however reads

bbV, as 16,2), Jer. 14,14 (CORN.), but not Zech. 11,17 (where read "
,

^1«n, with 35

Wellh.). But how easily might a slightly damaged n'jxn be mistaken for bb)Kft\

M+ p"U3fiJfi1.
This is inconsistent with the statements in vv. 9.11. The insertion

would seem to have been made subsequently to the corruption of nbxn into

W«n. The latter reading suggested that only heathen kingdoms could be intend-

ed (Giesebrecht). 4°

Critics have not, as it would seem, objected to the idiom nbtrwt? DiT^DBI; but

the omission of 121 or D^l is strange (cf Am. 6,2).

(12) npE^; so Houb., Duhm, Hackmann (Zukimftserwartiing des Jes., p. 105); ©

eirdEei. ill npBN. Mistakes in the preformatives of imperf. were easy (see 14,3°;

22,19; 1,29). 45

( 1 3) nP?3; *nlsJ"
& "

l
''DW; T,

"n«% to indicate the repetition of the acts. So (futures

throughout v. 13 and even v. 14).

-new, Qere (GlNSB. only) ;
in many MSS, however, Ke

thib. Bar and GlNSB. both

give VitentS> in the text. But see 17, 14.

Of the lost words between VuNl and D'OtPV a fragment is preserved in iH (V3«3 50

Ke
thib, V23 Qe

re), but it gives no satisfactory sense, and is probably corrupt.

VnKl seems to have begun the distich, but D'OWV can hardly have been the last

word of the verse. Kcxi aeiauu uoXei? Kaxoixouuevac;.
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23 perhaps illegible word ]J>22. But the connection thus produced is not at all a good

one, and it is preferable to admit that the last stichus but one is irrecoverably

lost. What now takes its place is probably altogether the invention of the editor.

The explanation adopted from Tiele in Proph. Is.*, 1, 133, which supposes a

reference to an Assyrian conquest of Babylonia, must at any rate be abandoned. 5

The argument assigned to the Prophet ("Babylonia has fallen a prey to Assyria,

how should Tyre escape?") may indeed be a sound one; but it needs to be much

more distinctly expressed (cf. 22,6). Nor would such a reference (even granting

that Isaiah had heard of the event in question) be natural in an elegy on Tyre.

TlELE himself has therefore abandoned the theory (KUENEN, Einl. 2,48). It 10

should be added that the reference which WlNCKLER in AT Utiters., p. 119,

(following DELITZSCH, Habakkak, p. xxii, NXGELSBACH, and CORNILL, Einl., p.

142) finds in v. 13 to the conquest of Nineveh by the Chaldeans ("WX the ac-

cusative, placed first for emphasis) is not less improbable, as DELITZSCH has

shown (IsA, English translation 1, 410). 15

itt + T)»X rvn X
1

? DJ?n nt, a marginal note stating that it was not Assyria but Baby-

lonia which actually destroyed Tyre. With the exception of mtrx, it is omitted

in (5. Bredenk. has therefore some authority for closing the gloss at n\"i. (5 A
from HI to HM, and from lo-pn to .TJltt»nx.

rrm), nrsto; so Dillm. M
TTiO), noto. This pointing implies connecting "il»X with 20

pHD\

nrPttm, ill Kethib ViTD
; Qere raws. This suffix implies a variant D'pn, correspond-

ing to (n)nD"
1 and (n)otr.

(15-18) No distinctively Isaianic expressions occur in this evidently late epilogue (Intr. 25

Is., p. 139).

30

Prophecy 10.

(14,28-32)

Strictly a poem of four stanzas. See Intr. Is., pp. 80-83.

14 (28) l^n, the title being due to an early editor, ill XtTfin, which must come from the 35

collector of the ten prophecies headed XCD. .

(30) "Hpa, as KOPPE (improving on LowTH's niD3 [on] my choice firstfrnits) and HUP-

feld (on \\) 37,20); DlLLM. prefers ^aa because of 30,23 (but this is not Isaiah's

work), ill vitta the firstborn of (the poor); cf. Job 18, 13. The parallelism gains

by the correction. (5 has simply tttwxoi. [ill '"ttaa may be wrong, but 'Haa is 40

not right. 65,9 suggests the probably correct reading, which is """Tin; cf. '"iin,

Gen. 49,26 (see Ball's note). In all the passages quoted for 13 meadow, viz.

30,23; Zeph. 2,6; lyiy 37,20; 65, 14, the text can probably be shown to be corrupt.

If Ass. kiru (= napabeiooc,, park, orchard; cf. DELITZSCH, Paradies, p. 97; AHW
353

a
below) is to be appealed to on the other side, we can hardly render ID 45

meadow. See on 30,23.]

*]$nt, so DUHM, after 6. The description becomes more natural, ill "jttnt? {cf.

1. 3 of stanza 1, v. 29°).

3VtX, to correspond to "TlDn. So BRED., DUHM, Gratz, after 3 (who however

probably conjectures), ill i"in\ 05 and, presumably, Z read both verbs in 3 masc. 50

sing.

(32) \b "HST DX ,
BJ> I^D, conjecturally with BlCKELL, on metrical and exegetical

grounds. iH is the reverse of clear, as the discrepant renderings of it show. The
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23 (4) iH + "i»N^ D'n ?iy», a prosaic gloss on D'
t (followed by an inserted n&xb); so Olsh.,

Duhm. [For nytt see above, p. 92, 1. 42.]

(5) Another gloss which gives the stanza one line too many; so Duhm. DlLLM.-

KlTTEL denies the gloss. But, surely, the style is prosaic, and the seven-line

stanza is not uncommon in Hebrew poetry. 5

[For M y&tf read J>oa>:, with Gratz, KlTTEL.]

(8) rnteJHsn; so RENAN, Hist. 2,525. £S give the same sense, but probably (like

HlTZ. and Gratz) derive it from Hifil.

Jtt-J-/Ti»33 before pK'^aai, surely a post-Exilic variant to n'nnb. See Intr. Is.,

p. 142, n. 1. Delitzsch ad loc. is not satisfactory; cf. Dillm.-Kittel. 10

(9) '3S "?3 bpnb yiNJ bbnb
;
so Duhm excellently. Not only rhythm but language is

the gainer; ill's 'as
_l
?3 ]W| is strange, even for an editor.

(10) The desperate attempts made to extract sense from the text show that it is cor-

rupt. (5 has Ipydlov rr\v "ff|v cou, xai fdp ir\oia ouKeti epxexai dx Kapxn^ovo ?.

[The true text seems to be, Tiy -thC' ]'K tf'cnn n<l»3K> >S» f"IK 'VlSy, Pass over 15

to the land of Egypt, ye ships of
'

Tarslush ; there is no haven any more, a resto-

ration in which thOforJlnttt, is dueto the sagacity of DUHM. KotilG (Syntax, §33o,b)

well points out that, except in this passage, pK with a suffix always has ~b$ or

a prefixed to it, but does not draw the necessary inference, viz. that 1 in "[S"lK

is due to dittography. '3 in ill "IK'3, like '3 again and again, comes from D; for 20

the passage of S into K, compare yix for D1S in 1,13. BREDENKAMP and KlTTEL,

with 6, read nay for '~iay, but the context is against this.]

(11) nfjns; so Cheyne, Book of Psalms (1888), p. 389. ill n'iiyo, the doubtfulness of

which, as of the parallel cases, is admitted by KONIG {Lehrgeb. ii, 1, p. 473).

(12) n&TD. ill D'TiS Ke
thib, DTD Qe

re, which DlLLM. defends, on the ground that the 25

sense is clear. But D'Ti2, followed by 'Olp could, grammatically, only bear to

be taken as a vocative (so Doderlein). HATJPT would prefer to transpose '3 to

the end of the hemistich, D'TO* 'iaj>3 '»1p<
2

=.

iH + ION'l, nbina (the latter wanting in (5). The additions clog the rhythm; the

latter was probably suggested by a reminiscence of p'S na nbina, 37,22. There is 30

even strong MS authority for the reading Xeiurv or Iiuuv in 05; and some Heb.

MSS read ]VS. See SWETE, vol. 3; DE ROSSI, Var. Lect. Vet. Test., vol. 3.

(13) This verse is an editorial insertion, which takes the place of a single line of

the original poem. For ill D'^a see the discussion in Cheyne, Notes and

Criticisms on Isaiah (1868), pp. 22-26, where the various alternatives are set 35

forth. If the text is to be emended, ERNST Meier's correction D'TD {Der Proph.

Jes., I, 1850) and Ewald's D'3yaa (Die Propheten, I, 1837) have first of all to be

considered. The former appeared plausible to the writer in 1868; v. 13 would,

according to this reading, supply the reason for the statement made in v. 12.

DUHM, in 1892, took n^na into the text, but followed this up by the three almost 40

too ingenious emendations, "iC*N Kin tib (for "lltfK ."Vn Kb), n*JD^ (for iTJD^, and

VniieiKI my (for 'OIK iWiy). All this together produces the following strange

statement, which is viewed by Duhm as an archeological gloss: Yonder people

(i. c. the Cypriotes)
— is it not that which is a foundation of the (Phoenician)

mariners? — they set up its watch-towers, its cities, and its castles. It seems to 45

me that the first part of this sentence combines more strange expressions than is

tolerable in a gloss; almost every word is, grammatically or lexically, disputable.

Ewald's proposition to read D'iyaa has been approved by SCHRADER (1869),

Cheyne (ICA, 1870), Orelli (1887), and Delitzsch (1889). Dillmann, too,

inclined to it in 1890. But should we not, at any rate on grounds of usage, prefer 50

'ayia(n) or ]yia? It is, of course, barely possible (Intr. Is., p. 141) that the elegy

originally opened thus: — ]y33 pK ]T\,
and that the editor, who interpreted the

poem of Nebuchadnezzar's siege of Tyre in 586-573, substituted D'ltoa for the
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2 (2-4) That this passage (given more fully in Mic. 4,1-4) is pre-Isaianic, will scarcely

be affirmed again. But Smend (AT Re/., p. 210) and Dtjhm seem unnecessarily

cautious. All that we can admit is that from the style alone we could not prove
the passage to be late. But from its ideas and phraseological affinities we can.

Nor is it a priori likely that the editor cast about for a pre-Exilic Messianic 5

prophecy where it was so easy to provide one himself. Against DUHM, see his

own observation in Thcol. der Proph. (1875^, p. 162. For detailed arguments,
see Intr. Is., pp. 9-16.

(2) '131 '« JV3 "in rvm. (5 Isaiah, oti eoTcti . . . eucpav£c to dpoc. Kupiou, koi 6

oTkoc. toO GeoO in (ixpou (v. 1. axpuuv) tujv dpeuuv; (5 Micah, Kai eo"Tai . . . £u.qpa- 10

vec, to opo; toO Kupiou, eTOUiov ^tcI Tac. Kopucpac. twv opeiuv (Swete's punctua-

tion), where however ctoiuov may be discarded as a duplicate rendering of
',123.

Notice here that both (5's forms of text agree in taking no account of nWj also

that (5 Isaiah presupposes the reading D'hVk n'21 niiT in, (6 Micah simply TftTV* in,

in both cases for ill's ni.T iva in. Considering that the latter phrase occurs 15

nowhere else in the OT, one is tempted to conjecture that 6 oikoc. tou 6eo0

(= n\lf?R tV$) represents a variant to tVfff1 in. Against this, however, is the circum-

stance that Mic. 4,1-4 is (on various grounds) more than probably a late supple-

ment to Mic. 3,12, where we find it prophesied that rpan in ((5 6 dpoc. tou oikou)

shall be laid waste. DUHM's restoration of the text, though it produces a third 20

stanza of six stichi corresponding to the two stanzas which appear to follow, is

hazardous. GUTHE (in KAUTZSCH's AT) takes a wiser course in printing Is. 2 ,2

(= Mic. 4,1) almost entirely as prose. It is, of course, possible that Mic. 4,1

which is the immediate source of Is. 2,2), though it gives the form in which

the editor inserted it, does not give the original form of the passage, which may 25

have been as metrical as vv. 2.3 (= Is. 2,3.4 .

r

v>
5
B£f:~7

Prophecy 9.

(23,1-14; 15-18)

See Intr. Is., pp. 138-145.

Three stanzas which originally had seven lines each; the lines are Duhm's long 35

verses, broken unequally by a caesura. The song in the appendix is in some

light popular rhythm.

23 (1) ptjna restored from v. 14. ill XUO WEB. <5 only reproduces K120; rP20 may be a

scribe's uncorrected error for K130. N120 seems to be an editor's attempt to

make sense out of an imperfect text. [P. S. ill K120 n^O should certainly be DStfno 40

(vji 107,30; see also Dan. 11,38, where D^JJO ?6n should probably be DnhB ?6k).

Correct vv. 4
a
.i4 accordingly.]

b
is a prosaic gloss. n^>33 is used in an un-Isaianic sense; \ch is not an Isaianic

form {Intr., p. 142).

(2) 1013. Cf. the elegy on Moab (15,1), where ,1013 and T«f are parallel, ill VSft. 45
Duhm emends ion.

(2.3) D'OI D"on i:«^o
; so Duhm. ill '1 '31 :"|l*6o, an arrangement of the text which

enfeebles the sense of v. 2, and, in combination with SW1, makes v. 3 the most

obscure part of an otherwise clear poem.
(3) ITSp; so DUHM. iH li«"» TSp, where UK 1

(A ©) is a gloss on Ihtf.
'

50

nhKian; so DUHM. ill nriNian, followed by "nm, awkwardly inserted to make

sense, after the preceding words had been misunderstood. Or, perhaps, Yini is

caused by dittography; observe the preceding letters.
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17 few Heb. MSS, and is omitted by Kenn. (see a note to Lowth's 12 th
Lecture),

GES., Gratz, DUHM. It must have taken the place of some words now lost

(DUHM, Gunkel). Duhm inserts at the beginning Kin(l). But this is insuf-

ficient.

10

Prophecy 7.

(28,1-6)

See Intr. Is., pp. 180-183. [The text is hardly in its original form, and contains

both repetitions and corruptions. It is not enough to omit 1" tyfcn, with Mein-

HOLD, or D'Otttr Wl, with KlTTEL. Perhaps ^33 should be read ^>33; certainly T3,

at the end of v. 2, seems to be a repetition of mi in 2b (Ruben). Most of v. 3

also should probably be omitted.] For "OS ^33 y* (n^X), vv. 1.4, Siegfr.-Stade 15

conjectures nvfix.

28 (l
c
)

ill+ *l»X; so, too, 4
b and d

; A ©; dele with DUHM. nt?K is frequently inserted by
editors.

(2) nin^. So many MSS, and both Soncino editions (de Rossi). Bar, GlNSBURG,
"'i'Mtb. 20

(4) nx^xi, rni:33 nnw. M nx1* nffm, an»M. The transposition of mvni (Duhm) has

two advantages: (a) it provides a second subject for the plural rDDfi-in (on which

cf. KONIG, Lehrgeb. i, 183 top), and (b) it removes the startling comparison, which

iK's text assumes, of a flower to a fig. On the omission of the Mappiq in '3 see

KONIG, Lehrgeb. ii, 1, p. 201. 25

(6)
,|3 ,Ctt

t

p. ilt has lost the preposition; an easy error.

Prophecy 8.

(1,29-31; 2,2-4)

See Intr. Is., pp. 7-16.

1 (29) rcbfl, because of Oman. So Houb., Lowth, Michaelis, Cheyne (Proph. IsA), 35

DUHM, Gratz. See on 2,8. iH IW, caused perhaps by the neighborhood of

lV3'1

(v. 28). 3 has 2 plur., but possibly (as in the few Heb. MSS where it occurs)

is merely a late harmonistic correction; (5 and 5 change the 2 plur. in Dmon
into 3 plur. to suit 1t?3\

(30) [ilt vnn. Rather rtynn; the gardens are the subject. I add this, late, from RUBEN, 40

from whom I also adopt ]S33l, for ill rt3331 in the following line.]

(31) I'bjJ'B (Jer. 22,13). See Konig, Le/irg. ii, 1, pp. 35.493; GES.-KAUTZSCH26 § 93, q.

Dillm., iVjS. Lag. {Sem. 1
, 5), STADE (ZAT 3,13) I'

1

?!??. Lag. also emends pn into

jen. [In accept Lag.'s corrections. The god refered to was Baal-hamman. The
hammdnim are also mentioned in Mic. 1,7, where for rTOiflN I would read n^sn. 45
M yWl should certainly be fMXStt. So Ruben.]

2 (1) The theory adopted (see Intr. Is., pp. xxiii. 14) is that 2,2-4 (= Mic. 4,1-3) ori-

ginally stood after 1,29-31. After it had been removed, and placed at the head
of the imperfect prophecy in 2,6-19, which opens the group cc. 2-4, the heading 50
in 2, 1 became necessary. The insignificant differences of the two texts need not

be discussed here. The changes in Isaiah are due either to a scribe or perhaps
to the editor himself.
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Prophecy 6.

(17,1-n ;

—
12-14)

See Intr. Is., pp. 92-95. VV. 1-3 are in some disorder; after that, the rhythm
becomes clearer, and in vv. 12-14 we have a beautiful stanza, quite distinct from

vv. i-ii, and on the same model as c. 18. It consists of six double lines. 5

17 (1) Nfrtt, a sure mark of the hand of a late collector (see DlLLM. on 13,1).

in -f-
y
VP- Another case of dittography. The scribe began to write VJJB over again,

and would not spoil his manuscript by excising it (cf. on 28
, 25). So Lag., Cheyne

(Proph. Is.), Bredenk., Guthe. Lowth and Dillm. *yb.

(2) nyny rmy maty. So Lowth (in the main), Lag., Bredenk., Gratz, following 10

(5, which has KaTa\€\ei,uu^vr| dq tov aiwva. DUHM, still nearer to (5, reads naty

ny, as a further description of Damascus. He continues "lil D^Viy^ H'lyi, but

without any certainty. His attempt to restore the stichi seems to me unwise.

The editor has touched this part
— he had to touch it, for it was imperfectly

handed down — and has not regarded the rhythm. GUTHE conjectures doubtfully 15

D"i« '"IS. This avoids an imaginary difficulty in (D's ij; ny, which is certainly not

Isaianic, but which wc may reasonably ascribe to the editor. rp"iy seems parallel

to y\y in v. 9 (©). ill "l»'i» v
iy, geographically difficult.

(6) mig "Byoa. So Hitz., Dillm., Duhm, &c. M rent n-ayoa.

(7.8) An Isaianic cento. On the interpolations in v. 8 see Stade, ZAT 3,10-13. 20

(8) [The 1 in D^xni is the Waw explicativum (see KAMPHAUSEN on Dan. 2,16;

KONIG, Syntax, § 360, d) which is often found before glosses; cf Eccl. 10,10 (see

my paper in the Philadelphia Oriental Studies, Boston, 1894, p. 17 of the reprint);

Notes on Daniel in SBOT, p. 34, 1. 15, and notes on Is. 1,7.14 (mxjn); 30,7;

34,16; 42,19; 44,13-28; 56,11; Ezek. 3,15, &c. — P. H.] 25

(9) maty T"iy. ^o rightly Duhm (cf.
v. 2). (5 ai Tr6\etc aou ^-fKaxaXeXeiuu^vcu. iK

itiyo ny.

H&Kni "wn natya. So Lag. (Sem. 1,31), Guthe, Kittel, and, in the main, Lowth,

Dathe, Orelli, Duhm, Gratz. (5 ov xpoirov KaxeXnrov oi Auopjiaiot Kai oi Euaioi

(placing the better known Amorites first). The selection of Hivites is strange, 30

however. Hence WELLH. {Deutsche Lit.-Zeit., Aug. 2, 1890) improving upon a

suggestion of Hitzig, corrects: onbNn riahn naitya; cf Jud. 4,2. ill To«m tsnnn

is plainly wrong (Proph. Isl 2,150; cf. Cornill, Ezechiel, p. 375).

ill + ^Nnty1 ^a "OBO laty "IBM, which (S fuses with the genuine words which precede.

It is an unmetrical gloss, introduced by a lover of traditions of ancient Israelitish 35

prowess; cf. 10,26. So Duhm, Cheyne (Intr. Is., p. 403; cf. p. 22 foot), Winck-

LER (Gesch. 1st: 1,54.58).

(10) D^oyi. So most, with ill AOX. <D (qpuxeuua) ennaxov = D^ex: tib, which CASANO-

wicz adopts (Paronomasia in the OT, Boston, Mass., 1894, p. 65). 3 (planta-

tionem) fidelem= D,lfiKi. This seems feeble, and probably effaces an allusion to 40

the primitive Palestinian cultus of Tammuz (see Notes on the English Translation,

p. 146).

(11) 13. So DlLLM., Gratz. ill *U, which might mean fugiens (KONIG, Lehrgeb. ii,i,

p*. S3), but is improbable just before TSp (see HUPFELD on ^33,7; CHEYNE,

Proph. Is., on 17, 11). 45

nbra So several MSS, and virtually S, Saad., Ibn Ezra, Qamhi. ill nbru, which

represents a wrong exegetical tradition (as if on the day of the hoped-for posses-

sion); so (5AZ3. Or should we read nbni??

(12) D^vas ought clearly to stand after Wtitib; see the parallel line. (5 eGvuiv ttoWujv 50

in both a and b
. So DUHM, GUNKEL (Schopf und Chaos, p. 100).

(13) ill + pKB*'
1 can D^D yiKEO n'DX^-a variant of v. i2b

,
which is wanting in <S and in a
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9 (3) ntriD (58,6.9). So Studer, Hackmann, Bachmann, Smend (AT Ret., p. 218).

M n&tt. Same mistake in text of Nah. 1 ,13 (Wellhausen).

(4) [The text may require more radical treatment. Is it credible that the shoe QlND)

should be singled out as the chief representative of warlike implements? See

Hos. 2,20; Zech. 9, 10; \\>\\> 46, 10; 76,4, and especially Ezek. 39,9. And is it prob- 5

able that the military cloak would be mentioned next, not however under its

usual name (t»)? Probably pND and "|SD (a dittogram) have arisen out of n|S, and

n'pttto is a corruption of TibiV in the sense of shield (see Bathgen on 1^46,10);

X and V3, i and fi are confounded elsewhere, 7\bb"\iQ has already been corrected

into n^Nitt; C/.2S. 1,21. Something, too, must have fallen out of the text. The 10

initial U in ill is dittographed I would restore thus:

"D^O' n^ifi n'wjtt 0<n n>-u?a «n*x> ^21

:ty« nbaxtt » nn^ni <nn s nstfNi n'sm ntfpv

nB*$6 is metrically superfluous and may be a prosaic amplification.]

(5) N1j?
J
l. So DUHM, BACHMANN; 05 kcu xaXeixai. iH N"l|5»l. 15

*6s (Bar) or ti,b& (GlNSBURG)? The former implies that 'B is in stat. constr., the

latter that it is in stat. abs. See Konig, Lehrgeb. ii, 1, p. 66; KAUTZSCH, Theol.

Lit.-Zeit. 1887, cols. 540 f.; WlCKES, Heb. Prose Accents, pp. I34f.

LAGARDE (Sem. 1,17) and Perles (Analekten, p. 28) follow 05, but wrongly. The

Maqqefs after UN and 1tt> are not misunderstood marks of abbreviation (PERLES), 20

but guides to the right analysis of the passage.

ill 1J? UK. nlTUN seems a plausible correction; see notes on the English Trans-

lation of Isaiah, p. 210, 11. 3 ff. Cf. 1^45,4, where TO} and *pin stand in close

proximity. In the Palmyrene alphabet n might easily become 5?. Distinguish

"liVUK (a kunyaJi) from "HnUN = the Father (of the clan) is glory. 25

Dr. NEUBAUER, of the Bodleian Library, and Prof. Margolis, of the University

of California, have both privately suggested bb^"^& in parallelism to "IJTUN. The
former regards ab in ill na~iD^ (v. 6) as a record of the existence of two compet-

ing readings, viz. bb)S and thvf; the latter compares 33,23, where "\y and bbvf stand

in juxtaposition (in a Messianic description). But see note on this passage. 3°

(6) nan. ilt Ke
thib nan D^>; Qere nan&^> (GlNSBURG), which some MSS even give in

the text. 03, for the close of v. 5 and the beginning of v. 6, gives aHoi yap eipr)vnv

Im iovc, apxovxa<; Kai uyieiav auxw laeYaXn, f\ apxn auxoO. That is, 05 in its

present form combines two readings of the word, or words, which open v. 6, viz.

«3"lO ibl (pbti? D"«"lB> by [XjUN) and nan without Qb. I believe that the latter reading 35

represents the true 05. A, with its -rro\\f|c xuj uexpiy (nntoo), and X, with its dTr\r|-

Buv6r| iraibeia (nnDft), support the same form of text, whereas 0, with its xii)

ir\r)8uvevv xnv ircubeiav, favors Qe
re. Most scholars (e. g. GESENIUS, Ewald, Dill-

MANN, Duhm) adopt nani??. But why should not this be a case of dittography,
D"6tt> having been first of all written defectively nbc? The verse runs more 4°

smoothly with the proposed reading. So GRATZ (Gesch. ii, 1, p. 223), Cheyne,

Proph. Is> 2,143), GUTHE (in KAUTZSCH's AT), Diehl (Das Pron. pers. suff.,

1895, p. 5), Kittel. The want of a connection with v. 6 is no objection, especially

in a late prophecy. For other views, see Lag. (Sem. 1,17), who makes D^ the

remnant of a phrase containing a word akin to ya.«\^
= uyin?, in accordance with 45

05; also Blau (Zur Einl., 1894, P- Ic,6, who regards nana 1

? as a remnant of the

promiscuous use of the final and non-final forms of letters.

iU+ niNax. See on 37,32. A favorite insertion of scribes (cf. 9,12.18:28,29;

37,16.32; 39,5).

Is. 12
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8 (12) iJX ntfp (twice), probably correct (Intr. Is., p. 40). Secker, Lowth, Lagarde,
Cheyne (Proph. Is.), Bredenkamp, Stade, Guthe, Buhl, Gratz, F. Perles,
correct Bhp (or Bh|5). © 0K\n,p6v = ntfp.

(13) DUHM corrects 1t?Hpn into iTtPpn, {Him) make (your) conspirator, a unique
Hif'il form of enigmatic meaning. HACKMANN and Ruben accept this. 5

(14) ifl-j-l Vlptb (after HW), which spoils the rhythm and violates parallelism, 'D
1

?

may be a miswritten trplD
1

? (see
c
). So Bredenk. and DUHM. Lag. tfpa

1

? ('0 is

an ingenious fiction; see Lagarde's argument in Sem. 1,14). F. PERLES, Ana-

Ickten, p. 41, (*pi p«*7) l^1p»^, the subject being the object called Bhp in v. 12.

10

(18) The closing words, S "inn ptfn, might, of course, be a late addition, as Winckler

suggests (Gesch., p. 108). But the grand roll of the phrase fits it to stand at

the close of an epilogue, and 28, 16 (14,32) proves that Isaiah, at any rate under

certain circumstances, gave a hope of escape to those who listened to his preach-

ing, and clung in faith to the righteous God JHVH (cf. /;;//'. Is., pp. 41. 82). [P. S. 15

Further consideration of this difficult matter inclines me to favor WlNCKLER's

view.]

(19-23) Isaiah could not have written this as it now stands. See GUTHE'S cautious foot-

note in KAUTZSCH's AT (p. 434), and
cf. DUHM ad loc, and Intr. Is., pp. 41-43. 20

Why the present writer cannot accept the not unplausible explanation ofnntPby
Ar. _^° (cf. on 47, 1 1), mentioned but rejected by Gks., and revived by Ruben,
will be clear from Intr. Is., 1. c.

(22) *]SnD {siat. const?: ill r^po. See v. 23.

ill mJD n^BNI. After mJD (which seems corrupt) a passage has been lost. 25

(23
a
)

'lil t\y\0 «*? '3. Possibly a gloss intended to justify the metaphorical use of *]JrtO

(DUHM), or else to indicate that ^jno and psiD "arc not synonyms, although there

are passages where the words have similar senses" (PETERS, JBL, 1892, p. 45).

DUHM's view seems preferable. But for ill tib we should read xbn.

On v. 23 compare Stade, ZAT 6, 161. 3°

9 (1-6) A distinct fragment in four stanzas of four double lines. Its beauty is undeniable,

nor can one positively assert that Isaiah could not have used such a word as

pXD, which may have been borrowed from the warlike Northern peoples (cf.

Aram. «yp a high boot, Ass. sinu 'a leather-thong;' Hommel, ZDMG, 1892, 35

p. 571). [The Assyr. word for shoe is scnu (e. g. NE xii, BA 1,49,36) with Jp,
the correct Heb. spelling would therefore be ]1Nto; Assyr. t'=Heb. as in res

v
u

'head,' cinu 'flock,' tertu= 7\
m
\1T\; see the Notes on 2 Chr. 33,7 and Ezr. 4,2 in

SBOT. ]1«D for |1«fe, yti) is an artificial distraction like 1N2 for l«3 &c. Cf. HAUPT,
The Assyrian Evoivcl, p. 19; Jager in Beitr. z. Assyr. 1,472 below. — P. H.] 40

But the arguments adduced elsewhere against Isaiah's authorship are so strong

that, granting the post-Exilic editing and supplementing of the prophecies, it

will be difficult to contest the view here taken. So Stade, HACKMANN, Marti

(Kayser's Theol. des AT, p. 115), Cheyne (Intr. Is., pp. 44-46; Introd. to

W. R. SMITH, Prophets of Israel
2

, p. 48). 45

[On the improbability of the reading flND, see below, p. 89, 11. 3.7.]

(2) n^|H (cf 65, 18). So KROCHMAL (1875), SELWYN (as an alternative, i860), Cheyne

(Proph. Is.) CORNILL (ZAT 4,91), DlLLM., GUTHE, GlNSBURG. Or, less prob-

ably, ^|n, SELWYN (by preference), STUDER (JpTh. 1881, pp. i6of.), BREDEN-

KAMP (1887), W. R. Smith (Prophets of Israel1
, p. 425). Or, K^J.1, Aramaizing, 50

like *on for run, 19, 17). ill Ke
thib xb *lin, with 13; Qere 1^ »«n, with several MSS,

<£S, Saadyah, and many moderns. See Selwyn, Hor& Hebraic^, Cambr. i860.

[The alteration of the original text into «"? MJn was, of course, intentional. — P. H.]
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7 an effective close to the address to Ahaz. He also expresses some hesitation in

granting even "WX "pan in v. 20 to be a gloss, ineffective as those interruptive ex-

planatory words must be admitted to be. And he omits the only plausible justi-

fication of the theory that vv. 10-17 belong together, viz. the insertion of an

adversative particle, D^ixi, in accordance with (5 &\\d. But is v. 17 Isaiah's? The 5

style is very bald for the Prophet, and it is somewhat doubtful whether Isaiah

would have regarded Ephraim as having departedfrom Judah (Stade, Gesch. 1,

347, note). That c. 7 has been much edited, has long since been noticed (LAG.,

Sent. 1, 9; Cheyne, Proph. Is.
1

, p. 43); cf. Budde, op. tit., pp. 121 ff.).

10

(18.20) On the editorial links and recasts of the glosses in vv. 18. 20, see Duhm, BUDDE

{op. cit), and CHEYNE (Jntr. Is., pp. 36 f.).

(20) The correction "titan "Ujn in v. 20 (ill "ina ,
"Djn) is due to SlEGFR.-STADE (s. v.

(22) BUDDE has rightly pointed out that v. 22a and v. 22b are inconsistent. But 15

whether the original text ran 'iai coil nxnn .THl, as BUDDE holds, I can neither

affirm nor deny.

(25) xir (M xnn), following Duhm. For ill "vmr nxv net? Hon *6 Kennedy (Expos.

Times, '97, p. 44) reads Tttt? rrx-i<V nfitP Kiln K<>, //" rf>&0# w<?r/ to go thither,

thou wouldst see (nothing but) thorns and briars. 2°

8 (2) rtTjjm. So (5, followed by Hitzig, Cheyne (Proph. Is.\ Guthe, Duhm. M
nryxi.

(6) ill W^Dt pi Vs
"

1 nx toltottl, which (35 paraphrases d\\d PouXeaOai gx^w Paaauuv 25

Kai tov uiov 'PoueXiou paaiXea ecp' uuiDv. The supposed reference to an anti-

Assyrian party in Jerusalem, adopted by KUENEN, ROBERTSON Smith, and

others, will scarcely hold both on historical and on syntactic grounds (
s3 ]Vl in a

does not allow us to supply \0"_
in b

).
With GiESEBRECHT (Stud. u. Krit., 1888,

p. 222), we must read D1DD1, and delete "1 pi "\ J1X, but explain quite differently. 30
What we expect is not a second definition of the -waters of Shiloah, but a further

description of the sin of this people. From v. 12 (cf. this people, v. 11) we know
what this sin is; it is fearing or accounting dreadful the confederate kings (cf.

7,2.4). In short, "l pi "1 'aso D1D01 and despond because of Rezin &c. will meet
all the conditions of the problem. But whether Resin and ben-Rcmaliah is origi- 35

nal, may be doubted. Considering the figurative coloring of the context these

words may be an editorial substitute for some metaphorical expression such as

that used in 7,4. It is certainly forced to explain D1D01 and lose themselves (of

water), and to take "1 pi '1 nx as an explanatory gloss to nbiPH ,» nx. DUHM
agrees in the main. He reads, in a

,
DXQ ]T (cf. 30,12), and in b

'1 "0&0 Dbbl 40
"\ pi.

(7) 1*1133 bl J1K1 *llt?X "]"?» nx. Certainly a gloss (cf. 7, 17.20). 1123 for the imposing
mass of the Assyrian troops as in 10,16 (undoubtedly late).

(8
b
-io) See Intr. Is., pp. 39.40, and

cf. STADE, ZAT 4,260 f.; GiESEBRECHT, Beitrdge zur

Kritik des Jesaia, pp. 2368". 45

(8
b
) "O px. M "Jinx. The suffix is a relic of the indispensable particle "3 (DUHM).

(8
C
) J. C. PORTER is of opinion that *;X iaoj> in the last line of v. 8 is Isaiah's, but that

vv. 9. 10 were added by a later hand; differing in the former point from Duhm,
and in the latter from GiESEBRECHT and the present writer (JBL '95, p. 31). Cf.

Cheyne, Recent Study of Isaiah (JBL '97) and the Notes on the English Trans- 50

lation of Isaiah, p. 209, 11. 46 ff.

(9) IJH. So LOWTH, ROORDA, GRATZ, Cheyne (Proph. Is.), GUTHE, following 6.

iU ijh, which has no satisfactory explanation.
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5 (10) 2&); so DUHM. M 3Ch, with distinctive accent. But see v. 13. Rhythm gains by
the change.

(11) "Wttta, following ©3. So LOWTH, DUHM, Gratz. ill nxtfn (produced by ixtf

in the first half of this line).

(13) The cmaE Xeyouevov ro^tf of iJt is hardly right. Gratz, ran^»2. Cf, however, 5

on the exegesis, BUDDE, New World, Dec. '95.

03. Many MSS 33, and so LOWTH. (D, too, implies a sing, suffix.

nrOSO V\p jnt; so AX0. Ewald admires the incisive brevity of this. But glosses

are necessarily condensed; phraseologically and exegetically it is certain that these

three words are a gloss {Intr. Is., p. 27; cf. DUHM, MITCHELL, ad he, and HACK- 10

mann, Zukunftserwartung des Jes., pp. 72 f.). Long ago Houb. saw the truth,

and referred to (5, in which the words are wanting. Many unimportant MSS of

(5, however, and also Comphtt., have 0's rendering in the text, and ©Mr has it in

the margin. For the reason why this appendage has not been relegated to the

foot of the page, sec Notes on the English Translation, p. 209, I. 38. 15

[MEINHOLD {Jesaia und seine Zeit, Freiburg i. B., 1898) retains the closing words

of v. 13 in ill. He thinks that the view which makes this people Vv. 9.10) equi-

valent to all Israel, and v. 13 a prophecy of complete national ruin is not only

unnecessary but impossible on account of the name Shear-jashub given to a son

of Isaiah in 7,3. This decision is hardly final. We have no right to suppose that 20

either Amos or Isaiah thought that JHVH would cease to have worshipers, because

the nation was destroyed. The latter was certainly convinced that those who

trusted Jhvh, and believed, and (8,16) faithfully preserved his prophecies, would

escape in the day of the great hailstorm and the flood (28, 17). Quite apart from

the prophecy in c. 6, which Isaiah or his disciples may have expanded, we know 25

from cc. 3, 5, and 28 that Isaiah expected the existing national system to be

broken up by captivity.]

j (1) rt'by tvanbth. 2 K. 16,5 has simply nontax then follows mx by rwi. See /;//;-.

Is., pp. 30 f. 30

7v*by nnbnb br r^ ; 2 K. 16,5 nn^n 1

? \by vb\

(3) WW. BUDDE and DUHM, ^K.

(6) napntt; so Gesenius, Cheyne {Proph. Is.), Duhm, Gratz. Cf. 29,2.7. ill ms'pa

{cf. Qal, v. 16).

IwaB, following 6, with Dillm., Driver, Duhm, Guthe; cf. Ezr. 4,7. ill bxsts 35

(a witty substitution of Vx for Vx; cf. DIO'^X no-death); see GEIGER, Urschrift,

p. 297.

(8) That b
is a gloss, almost all except Lagarde agree {Intr. Is., pp. 31 f. ; Konig,

Einleitung, p. 319).

(10) mn" fpn. Houb., Cheyne, Kuenen {Ond.
2

, § 42, n. 14), read irrj?D\ Budde 40

and DUHM, pjoxi, omitting m~\ But see Intr. Is., p. 32.

(11) n^Xtf, following AI0, with DUHM, Guthe, and virtually most moderns, itt nbxsr,

which some, following Ewald, have regarded as possibly, or even probably, due

to the assimilation of the normal vowel o^n to the yftp in ribysb, a view- which is

opposed by <S (aixrioai, imperative, = bxtf), and rightly rejected by Konig 45

{Lehrgeb. ii, I, pp. 487-539)-

(13) lox^i; Budde and Duhm, "ifixj.

(14) nX"i|?1. (5AI0 nxi
TJ31.

But the context favors ill.

(15.16) One or the other verse must be a gloss. Budde and KUENEN reject v. 16; but

see Intr. Is., p. 34. 4°

(17) The words 11»N "]bn nx are a gloss; at least the argument which proves the con-

trary, in defiance of the analogy of v. 20 (not to add 8,7), must be a strong one.

All that Dillm. finds to urge is that, if vv. 10-17 belong together, the words form
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g (l8
a
) Omit niN3X, with (5; SO BlCKELL, DUHM.

nnsi, Krochmal, Kittel. ill nnj?J, which is clearly corrupt, the supposed Arabic

connection of which (see Ges.) is imaginary (see proof in W. R. Smith, Journ. of
Phil. 13, 1885, p. 61). J? and X, n and D would be easily confused, nnxa 7>iay be

the original of auYKexauTou in ©vSR-fr au-fKauerjaexai in C5A
,
and «n3nn« in the 5

common text of «T. The Reuchlin MS of <t (Lagarde) has mnn, which may
represent a different view of nnXJ (as Nif'al of HX3 to be desolate; see Siegfr.-

Stade). 3's conturbata est and <S's Ks>-J (cf. S, 24,20) are pure guesses, like

Duhm's 1st verwirrt. R. Smith's view of the Versions is slightly different.

y-lKri; so DUHM, with © (f\ f?\ 6\n). ill pX. 10

(i8
b
) tt>S n^3X»3 {cf. v. 4). ill's reading is protected by the parallelism. DUHM and

HACKMANN, B^K ^3K 102 like cannibals. Observe that t^K follows directly after-

wards in ill.

(i9
c
) iy*1. (5A (toO Ppaxiovo?) tou dbeXqpou auxou; abe\qp6c = sn, as Gen. 43,33 (quoted

by Secker). £ rPSnp. So Secker, Lowth, Duhm. iH ijfii A/j- am, i. e., ac- 15

cording to most, his helper (33,2). But in this context the figurative use is im-

possible.

IO (4) TDK nnn jns *rfo% (so iH) was clearly not written by Isaiah. Hence Lagarde

{Academy, Dec. 15, 1870= Symmicta 1
, 105; comp. Semitica 1, 19 f., Mittheihmgen,

1884, p. 210) proposed, TDK nn nx?"l'D T^S; (/! 46,1; Jer. 50,2, also Jer. 46,15, 20

corrected text (SBOT, Jeremiah, p. 67). But the exegetical and historical ob-

jections to such a reading of a passage of Isaiah are insuperable (see Proph.

Is.$, 2, 144 f.). What remains? Either to give up the passage as hopeless, or to

suppose that the editor inserted the words proposed by Lagarde in lieu of an

illegible group of words, just as an editor more than probably inserted the refer- 25

ence to Sakkuth and Kaivan in Am. 5 ,
26. In both cases the editor fell into an

anachronism. Observe that 46,1; Jer. 50,2 and 46,15 all belong to late com-

positions. The text of v. 4 was imperfect as early as (5's time, for the translator

gives simply toO un. ^uirecreTv tic, (XTTorfWfnv.

5 (26) ''lib Roorda, Wellh., Duhm, Gratz; ill wb. The initial letter of the next 30

word is wrongly repeated.

(27) "IJI W\y xb, a gloss which interrupts the description of the march, and spoils the

metre. So Duhm.

(29) iKW Q e
re ; ill Kethib iKtfl. The imperfect follows.

(30) The second clause of this verse, "i»n .... B3il is based on the opening of 8,22. 35

In the sequel, iU's TiJO IX probably implies the interpretation moon and sun (are

darkened), which is also given by Saadyah and others (see Rashi and Ibn Ezra),

apta sane sed nimis incerta significatio, as RODIGER says, understating the case.

KONlG's explanation (Lehrgeb. ii, I, p. 536, n. 3), and as for the light, is far-

fetched; nor is it helped by vy 10,15. Cf. KONIG, p. 357. We should therefore 40

be at liberty to point Tjtfn "YJKJ.
But the corruptness of rvs'njn (a mutilated relic

of some lost words) and the non-recognition of "jcn "11X1 by (5 suggest caution.

The presumption is that this part of v. 30 in its original form was based on the

closing words of 8,22. But these words themselves are uncertain.

45

Prophecy 5.

(6,1-13;— 7,1-16;— 18-25;
— 8,1-4;— 5-15;— 16-18;— 19-22;— 23^ + 9,1-6)

See Intr. Is., pp. 26-46, and on c. 7, Budde's study in the Leemans memorial

volume (1885), pp. 1 21-126. That the Isaianic portions of this prophecy came
down to post-Exilic times in a fragmentary and partly corrupt state, is evident.

o
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5 (23) P'lV; so Lowth, Gratz, Duhm, with (633, and the Soncino Bible and Prophets.

(25) Not Isaianic (as DUHM thought in 1892), but editorial. See Intr. Is., p. 25 f.

10

Prophecy 4.

(9,7-20+10,1-4 + 5,26-29:30)

See Intr. Is., pp. 46 f. Against D. H. MiJLLER's recent theory {Die Propheten, I,

84), which denies that the refrain marks a rest in this prophetic poem, see LOWTH
and Ewald. It is sufficient to print the poem in lines to prove that there are

at any rate four strophes or stanzas (each with 14 lines and the same refrain).

That 5,26-30 was written by Isaiah as a fifth strophe, is not beyond question. 15

In fact, v. 30 is certainly editorial.

I (8) The third line is evidendy imperfect. BlCKELL's original prefix (Mnnn nt?K)

seems too heavy. In his Supplement, p. 4, he substitutes DB1J? D'tPpcn.

(10) M rxn "IS, i. e. the Assyrians (see DlLLM.). But this is opposed by the next half-

verse (in the Hebrew), and the following verse makes it clear that there is a 20

special reference to the Syrians. Hence Houb. reads 'T nfr, and so Lowth,
Cheyne (ICA and Proph. Is.), Ewald, Studer. So, too, many MSS. This,

however, is too easy a way out of the difficulty, and the same objection applies

to the course taken by Lagarde (Semitica, 1,18) and GUTHE (Kautzsch's AT),

who omit the troublesome word ,1S. LAGARDE, it is true, thinks that n» is 25

simply a miswritten and undeleted yi"\. But, surely, *n» is protected by WN in
b

.

BREDENKAMP, on the other hand, proposes vnK, or mS, omitting VS1 as a gloss.

But VIS sounds harshly beside vby (DlLLM.). It is better to read IIS or nis

(Duhm). (6 tou<; «!iravi0Tciuivou<; ^-rri dpouc. Iuuv=
l

4X in "Yi (for pi rftx)?

(12) W3D ip. ii\ *n3twr"l?; articulus grammatics repugnat (Bickell). The parallels 30

quoted in Kautzsch-Gf.S.*6
, § 1 16, f, are incomplete, and the passages in EwALD,

§ 290 d, 2, are all suspected of corruptness. But Lagarde's 'D"."n» seems too bold.

Omit MHO.*, with (6; so Bickell.

(14.15) An editorial insertion in lieu of illegible stichi {Intr. Is., p. 46, after DUHM).

(16) nteS", for nDB-1

,
with LAGARDE ; ill n»fe>\ For construction, see Ex. 12,13.23.27. 35

(17) OKini; cf. Judg. 7,13. i\\ 133«m. Brown-Driver-Briggs (s. v. -|3X) quotes

Ass. abdku 'to turn' (after DELITZSCH). But Schrader gives apdku. There were

certainly not two forms in Hebrew, "]3K and fen, both meaning to tarn.

The evidence of a single passage of an ill-preserved poem is all too slight. The

3 is perhaps best accounted for as a lapse of the ear (cf on 19.4). 40

[The stem in Assyrian is abdku, not apdku ;
see DELITZSCH, Assyr. Wdrter-

buch, p. 31, n. i; also ZlMMERN, Beitr. z. Kenntniss der baby I. Religion (1896)

p. 62; but abdku is not weiche Aussprache for ^n, as DELITZSCH states; the b

in this case is more primitive than the p. The p in apdku, Heb. ^n, &c. is due

to partial assimilation. In the same way we have in Assyrian dispti 'honey' = 45

disbu, dibs
v

u, »3"1; cf.
Mandean Ktwm for KEOH, NOLDEKE, Mand. Gr., p. 48.

On the other hand, the Assyr. equivalents of H33 heavy and H3K to perish are

kabtu and abdtu, the original / having been assimilated in Hebrew &c. to the

preceding b; cf. Geez zabdta 'to strike' for sabdta, Assyr. sabd^u (Heb. B3tf rod)

and Assyr. zaddlu= Heb. "?3D; Arab. ^Is) zugdg 'narrow lane' for sicqdq, &c. 50

See NOLDEKE, Mand. Gramm. § 40 ; Syr. Gr. § 22; HAUPT, Beitr. z. assyr.

Lautlehre, p. 103; Beitr. z. Assyr., 1,2:3,582, 1. 35. A form -]3N alongside of

"[fin is not impossible; cf.
"UD and "I3D, &.C. — P. H.]



gible. Who, or what, was the shade and the shelter} Not, of course, the cloud
and the flame of v. 5 ? Answer, A booth shall arise. Did the writer mean the

metaphorical booth of JHVH, {cf vjjvjj 27,5; 31,21)?
ilt + DBV (from v. 5); A ®.

10

Prophecy 2.

(5-i-7)

(1) DTP; ill nn. The archetype had "HIT. So Lowth, Cheyne {Proph. Is? 2, 13S),

BUDDE {New World, March '93, p. 49).

[iH ]BB> p pp3. p has evidently influenced p in ppa. Kennedy (/&£. Synonyms,
1898, pp. 49ft".) reads POP for |Btt> which he deems unsuitable. Bachmann (cited

by KlTTEL): \QV p 3np3. I prefer this, but would substitute 'J for }1; cf. D^Bt? R»i; 15

28,1.4.]

(2) The use of ap"
1 for the whole arrangement of the wine-press only requires notice

{cf. Deut. 15,14, and Driver ad loc.) because of Winckler's attempt to intro-

duce a ru at the cost of a ^liB {Altorient. Forschungen, 1
, 350). Cf. Mark 12, 1 :

iftpuEev uuoXriviov kcu diKobounaev irupyov. 20

(7) [ill nBfe>B. Better npB, parallel to npJHJ.]

Prophecy 3. 25

(5,3-25)

The text is imperfect. On the arrangement see Intr. Is., pp. 23 ft"., where
references are given to other writers.

(9) nbii pb; cf. 22,14. '^ t0 introduce the threat, as v. 13 &c. The text, as it stands, 30
is stylistically and metrically intolerable. (5 f|K0ua9n, y«P ei? T(* &xa Kupiou

lap. xauxa, (similarly S). Geiger and Cornill accept in addition '« 'JMtt.

(10) ill n^N. 5 {Jjo; but 2T T'XD r6n, and (5 u^Tpa xpia. Note here that IBS is con-

nected with Assyr. qamadu 'to pay,' but originally 'to measure' (Winckler,
Altor. Forsch. 2,90). 35

(13) ill "TIB; but the parallelism suggests ntB, cf. Deut. 32,24. So Hitzig, ROORDA,
Ewald, Krochmal, &c. (5 (kou TT\f|6oi; eYevn.6r]) vexpujv, i. c. V1B; see BALL on

Baruch 3 , 4 (WACE's Apocrypha, 2
, 276).

(15.16) Marginal quotations (from memory) from 2,11.17. So Stade, DUHM.
(17) ; ill D"p"]3. "13/! only occurs again in the corrupt passage Mic. 2,12. (5 ib<; 40

xaupoi, i. e. D^aN. Gratz DB"i33; with Ewald, he places v. 17 after v. 10. The

right position of the stichus is in fact very uncertain.

[P. S. Read n"D"lB3, corresponding to Dni3"in
;
see below, 1. 49.]

maim, ill ni3"im. See next note.

ill + D"1

^; 6 + D^a (ctpvec;). If one of these two words must be inserted in the 45

text, the latter is preferable ;
for the former implies the false Targumic view that

the passage is a promise to the faithful. But any additional word would clog the

rhythm. Dy]i should only exist in the margin as a gloss on D'rTBfailings (\\> 66, 15).

See DUHM. [P. S. Read l^S"1 DWIB Dmmm, omitting CIJ as dittogram. DTJB

comes from D^KB; Dni from D'HB. In y 66, 15 DTPB should also be OWUS.] 50

(21.23) We must allow at least a single distich (or pair of verses, according to Budde's

thoroughly correct use of the term) for a denunciation. Indeed, this is hardly

enough for the last of the series.
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3 itt inns, or (the Eastern reading) inns, out of which, at the expense ofmuch learn-

ing, a coarse meaning can be extracted. 3 crinem earum (nudabit), which im-

plies ]nnss ;
so Koppe and after him STADE (ZAT 6

, 336). But baldness is

mentioned later (v. 24). And why not pYiNS? Read, therefore, with Bachmann
and Kittel, innEnri; cf 47,3. Gratz's ]mriS33 is too weak. 5

nEtol. In some MSS n?^ Ke
thib, nsfel Qe

re.

(18) The paragraph 18-23 1S a gloss; so, too, 24
e
-26; see Intr. Is., pp. iQf.

(20) [t?si in »Bi TQ must be derived from Assyr. pasdsu 'to anoint oneself;' see

Haupt, The Assyrian E-vowel (Baltimore, 1887) p. 14, n. 3; Beitr. z. Assyr. 1,

I77
a

;
s. v. napsastu; cf. Delitzsch, HWB 551. »SJ 'perfume,' Prov. 27,9 is 10

precarious; we must read, with ©: by cares of the sold the heart is re7it asunder,

cDrrva^yn ~jnpn»i; cf. Frankenberg ad loc. — P. H.]

(23) Peiser (ZAT 17,34s) would point DW^; cf. Babyl. gulinu (some garment), with

which Dl^a Ez. 27, 24 has been compared by TALLQVIST. [?]

(24) ifji nnn "O (so Bar, Ginsb.; many MSS, however, nnma). Is this a complete 15

clause (as most take it), or a mere fragment of a clause (as Lowth)? ©3 pass

over the first two words as being obscure, and connect ,B < with v. 25, butGPIr
, margin,

gives xauxd aoi avxi KaXAwmauou aou. On either theory, it is best understood as

a late insertion.

20

4 (2-6) A post-Exilic editorial insertion. Note (a) the awkward, incoherent style; (b) the

absence of rhythm and the imperfect parallelism; (c) the presence of probably, or

certainly, non-Isaianic words, i. e. words occurring in passages which on various

grounds cannot, or can hardly be, Isaianic; (d) the predominantly late ideas and

images. See Intr. Is., pp. 20-22, and cf STADE, ZAT '84, pp. 149-151; Gesch. I, 25

604 f.

(2) © reads very differently; see OORT, Theol. Tijdschr. 20 (1886), p. 565. But not

more correctly.

(5) KA\ © Kai f|Eei, M (FJ3*. But ten is not the natural word for the restoration of

the visible fiery manifestation of Jhvh's presence already known from the story 30

of the Exodus. When Israel's God returns, He will, of course, reveal Himself in

the familiar way. The chief point to mention is that He will really come (59,20),

i. e. return, to Zion; the rest is a consequence of this great event.

pro bl by mm. So ill, except that mm becomes mm. The fault of© is the omis-

sion of by, which ruins the sense, but Kai eaten (= mm) is thoroughly natural. 35

DUHM prefers, p» by mm K31. But the ambiguous phrase by SIS would be sur-

prising here ; nor is bl really superfluous, for it guards against limiting Mount
ZioJi to the Temple, bl must at any rate have existed when the gloss at the

end was inserted.

ill n*OpD by\ (so Ginsb., with most MSS and some editions incl. Complut; Bar 40

gives the plur. »); (5 Kai iravta xct TrepiKUKXui auxf^, whence OORT, {Theol.

Tijdschr. 20, p. 567) mcnJO. But this is hardly a genuine reading.

iH ]iy ; © o-Kido-ei vecpeln; can the latter be py !»? Cf. ay b?, 25,5. Duhm
changes bs into by.

The closing words are 'possibly either corrupt or a gloss,' thinks DlLLM. The 45

alternative is to suppose (cf on 3,25) that some words have dropped out at the

end. But see Duhm, whose explanation seems the only adequate one. The

words explain why it was necessary for JHVH to create (812) an appearance of

cloud over the Temple. The canopy (nan) is the bridal canopy; the worshiping

Community is the bride; JHVH is the bridegroom. Jhvh is also king; and the 50

Temple-mount is His throne. For glory, cf. 24 , 23.

(6) mm, following © (cf 25,4), as a consequence of the corrections in v. 5. When
K"D1 had taken the place of «ai, it became necessary to make v. 6 more intelli-
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2 (see on v. 8). It may be due to a reminiscence of vnj>3SK WV in v. 8. Lagarde,
1&9.

ill nns Ibnb; (^ on 6i, i. Konig (Lehrgeb.n, i, p. 188) reads JvnsiBn or (so also

GESENIUS) ni"i5")E>n. This pointing, however, is less natural than nils—
,
and is

opposed to the reproduction of the form in which is not acpapcpepuuO but cpap- 5

cpapwe (Field).
V. 20 is an amplification of v. 18, due to the editor who connected it with the

refrain of the poem by prefixing b to KH.

(21) A genuine variant of the refrain (from another MS?). So DUHM.

(22) Omitted in the true ©, though inserted in many cursives and in ©Mr, margin. It is a 10

didactic insertion (cf. 3,10.1 1) such as was natural to post-Exilic writers
(cf. 1+1 146,

3.4). So Studer, Cheyne, Francis Brown, Duhm. Dillm. indeed thinks

that Isaiah himself inserted it by an afterthought (but see hitr. Is., p. xxix), and

that it links 2, 12-21 to 3,1-7, quoting the analogy of v. 5. But (a) v. 5 (see above)
can scarcely be Isaiah's and (b) 2,22 is not at all a natural connecting link. The 15

reason why stay and staff are to be taken away is not that they are by nature

perishable, but that Jerusalem has provoked Jhvh to anger (3,8). [For the

gloss in v. 22, cf. Job 7,12 ff., esp. 16b [Tant de bruitpour line omelette!).
— P. H.]

3 (1-15) Nowhere is the combination of Isaianic and editorial work more evident than here. 20

(1) The gloss at the end is recognized by Gesen., Hitz., Cheyne, Dillm., &c.

(3) ill n^on. Stade (TLZ '94, col. 68, cited by Kittel) n^»n.

(7) ill BOh should probably be bOi (v. 12); 1 and 3, J and n (phonetically) confounded.

(8) [ill
,
JS> ;

GRATZ ^B, very plausibly. LOWTH, with 3, )1V.]

(10) ill no«. Lowth suggested vwk or nuw viok ; Roorda, Duhm, Cheyne, Buhl 25

(Luthardt's Zeitschrift, '83, p. 233), Guthe, Gratz, Abbott, *ntyK.

4- )b (twice), with DUHM. But the omission of the needful lb may have been

due to the carelessness of the author of the gloss.

(12) ill ^1J?». On this Robertson Smith wrote to me in 1887: "I strongly suspect a

slight corruption of the text. The dir. eip. Vpiytt for ^"?1J? is suspicious in presence 30

of the difficulties already noted, and becomes more suspicious when we observe

that all ancient tradition is unanimous in taking it to be the part, of b^lj? to glean:

their oppressorsglean the last grape, i. e., exact the uttermost farthing. In this sense

the singular predicate is all right; cf.
Zech. 11,5 (distributive). But, of course,

this is not the right rendering, for it strains bb"\)}ti. It proves, however, that bbiyn 35

child was unknown to tradition, and this does not make it less suspicious. I fancy,

therefore, that the tt is a doublet of V, and that there was once a reading Dt!M3

^1J?, which is as easy as possible. This got corrupted into VblJ? VfcOi, or perhaps,

rather, there was simply a variant bb\y lfcJU3 (or niiOi). From the two readings our

present text arose by conflation. Of course, as soon as the traditional interpre- 40

tation was fixed, 1t?J3 naturally became VfeOi, as it was easier on this view to sup-

pose a plurality of exactors to be meant."

ill ~\~\y\. '"I,
which spoils the metre was evidently written by mistake, and not

deleted.

(13) "is?; so Lowth, Gratz, Cheyne, Winckler, after (55. Comp. Intr. Is., p. 18. 45

ill D'BJ?. The same mistake as at Deut. 28,33; 33,3-

(16) The opening formula is doubtless editorial; it links two distinct passages (so 7, 10 ;

29,13).

ill nViesl (so BAR; nVi&J Ginsb.). Gratz, with Q e
re, ni»lp3, against which see 50

KONIG, Lehrg, ii, I, p. 482 (§ 128, c, end).

(17) pnpnp; so DUHM. The second JVX lYOa was probably substituted for the suffix

for clearness, but spoils the rhythm.

Is. 11
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! \\i 62,5; and below, on v. 20 and on 5,23; 1,29). The doubled 1 instead of m
does not require the artificial explanation of Lagarde {Semitica, 1

, 8), adopted
by DUHM, but not even recorded by KONIG in his Lehrgebaude (1, 192).

(9) nnb NETl bn"\ has been questioned by Studer, Kohler, Duhm, and Gratz, and
with good reason. © emends, Kai ou un. avn.au) auxouc;. But the whole line may 5

be an editorial substitute for an undecipherable original. Brown omits it al-

together as an interpolation (JBL, 1890, p. 86). [Possibly, nOT^Si MMto bsi, cf.

Jer. 37,9; hardly, 07r>« Wttto bx). — P. H.]

(10) The two other forms of this refrain (see Intr., p. 16) suggest that a word has

dropped out after X13. This is confirmed both by the metre and by the sense. 10

A third accentual beat is necessary to complete the first and longer half of the

stichus beginning with 813; and the sense required (note the preposition) is not

the rocks, but the clefts of the rocks. Read therefore "nxn JlVljJM, or the like (see

v. 21). Similarly DUHM. WlNCKLER {AT (Inters., p. 176) derives ill's "nX3 from

the root 1X3 to be hidden {cf on 65 , 4), but feels how unsatisfactory this is (see 1 5

vv. 19.21), and suggests that "11X3 may mean cleft of the rock. But "UX3 stand-

ing alone, would rather mean castle or the like {cf v. 15).

[Vine of ill© should probably be jvnno {cf 1 Sam. 14,15) to correspond to the

parallel hemistich, as J. KENNEDY has shown {Expositor}' Times '97, p. 44); so,

too, vv. 19.21]. 20

The closing stichus is preserved in © {cf vv. 19.21).

(11)
a and b should agree with v. I7

a and b
(so Duhm, Guthe). The grave critical

consequences which this involves are confirmed by the change of metre in v. 1 1

(comp. Intr., p. 16). 25

(12) ill© bSiVn. Parallelism requires H3J1 (Kohler; cf. 30,25), or 3ib>il (Lagarde). ©
combines two readings, Kai |uexewpov Kai xaireivuu8n,o"exat. So Duhm.

(13) Distribute the two epithets in ill between the two stichi (see v. 14). So Duhm.
(16) nV3t2> is doubtful. The parallelism leads us to expect a word meaning barks, as

indeed © 9eav -rrAoiujv suggests. Siegfried. -Stade (1893) and Bachmann 30

(1894) proposed niyDD ('D elsewhere only Jon. 1,5). The alteration involv-

ed is however considerable, and the question is whether nV3to may not

have been the term for a particular kind of ship. In Job 40,31 © has, cor-

responding to the words rr!3B>3 N^onn in ill, -rrdv be tt\ujx6v Guve\86v ou un.

eve-fkuuotv ; in the parallel clause we have Kai ev irXoioic; aXteuiv (= DW *?X^X3l; 35

cf ©'s rendering of 18, l
a
). This suggests that in ©'s time fi13fe> and ^X*?X

were, according to one current tradition, terms for ships (GUNKEL, Schopfung
und Chaos, p. 50, n. 3; cf. Merx, Hiob, p. 202). Certainly, the peculiar render-

ings of© are not all to be rejected as arbitrary; tradition must have been the

source of some of them. Gunkel's theory, even if accepted, does not bind us to 40

adopt 6's view of b>xbx in 18, i
a

(ouai pK -rrXoiuuv -nrdpuYeq), which is also that

of (T. On exegetical grounds that view is inadmissible. In a clause which pre-

sents a distinctive description of a country the addition of D'MS to ^X^X must be

intended to exclude all varieties of bxbx which cannot, strictly speaking, be said

to have wings. Render therefore not winged boats (Ewald), but shrilly buzzing 45

flies, or the shrill buzzing {stridor acutus, Horat. Od. i
, 34, 15) of wings.

[P. S. iU m&nn n"l»3fc should probably be Tin niXDS costly thrones; comp. 1 K.

10, 18-20; Jer. 43, 10 V«"ifitt>. Perhaps there was no available synonym for ni s

3N.]

(18) M e^n" ^3 D^Nni. That this stichus is metrically too short, and stylistically 50

both abrupt and unclassical, is obvious. But all except the first word is irrecover-

ably lost, ©'s paraphrase is worthless, being suggested by v. 20.

(20) iU tyfV; © e'lrointfuv, or (©A) tTToin.o"6v, neglecting "6. The error of ill is obvious
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in doubtful passages have been those of Bar-Delitzsch and GlNSBURG; and

Klostermann's corrected edition of Deuterojesaia (Miinchen, 1893) has, of

course, been carefully considered. PAUL Ruben's Critical Remarks on some

Passages of the Old Testament (London, 1896) have not been neglected, and

Winckler's conjectures have been recorded wherever it seemed desirable. 5

Kittel's new edition of DillmAmi's Jesaia (Leipzig, 1898), H. G. Mitchell's

work on Isaiah 1—12 (Boston, 1897), Gunning's Jes. 40-66, Hebreeuwscher

Tekst (Rotterdam, 1898), Warszawski's Peshita zu Jes. 1-39 (Giessen, 1897),

Bachmann's AT Untersuchungen (Berlin, 1894) and D. H. Muller's Prophcten

(Vienna, 1896) may also be mentioned among the more recent aids. 10

15
(Uofee on (part I.

Prophecy i.

(2, 1. 5- 10; 11 -
17; 18. 19;

—
3,1 -15; 16-4, 1; 2-6)

See Intr. Is., pp. 14-22.

The changes of rhythm, and the sudden appearance of a more careless style 20

of writing, are phenomena to be considered by the critic.

(5) LAGARDE (Semitica, 1
, 7) stumbles at 11X3 nsbil, but without cause. No part

of v. 5. can be Isaiah's. It is an isolated stichus in a didactic style, and must

have been inserted when the prophecy in 2,2-4 received its present position.

The writer probably wished to condense Mic. 4,4 (which is also editorial and 25

post-Exilic) so as to fill up a scanty space.

(6) (5 begins, &vf|Kev Y«P tov Xaov auxou tov oTkov tou lapar|\. Hence DUHM, "O

113J? rP tPBJ. But dvfjKev is the rendering of a misunderstood 'tS'Bl (with the mark

of abbreviation); auxoO is conjectural; Kuptoc; is significantly absent. TV is insert-

ed, partly to account for the ending nn in nnctiJ (this idea is Houbigant's), 30

partly to help the rhythm. But (a) the ending nn is not unknown elsewhere

(Ges.-Kautzsch, § 44, g); and (b) we need not try to make the stichus metrical,

for in its present form it is presumably editorial. In writing to me, in 1887, W. R.

SMITH made an interesting suggestion which but for the manifold signs of editorial

activity in this section I would gladly accept: "nnCB3 *3 gives no good connection. 35

Read "On (n has been dropped after nw), and comp., for the tenor, 2 K. 1,3 ;

Ezek. 8,12; Jer. 2,5; and for the form, Mic. 4,9. Hast Thou then cast off Thy

people that they have taken refuge in such vanities? Nay, Thou wilt surely rise

in judgment, and prove Thyself the only true God." Other emendations, such

as rj»n (KUENEN, Ond. % 42, n. 4) or 5jfc» nTifl (GRATZ; cf HlTZlG), need not be 40

discussed, dt felt the harshness of ill; its rendering suggests a conjectural emen-

dation, TJI23? b$i.

The second stichus is incomplete. Lowth by his translation suggests D^Dp (so

Krochmal) or ,

0D(7 (so Duhm). Other less probable supplements are DDp

(Notes and Criticisms, 1868, ad loc), DD|?0 (BRENZ; GESENIUS), and DDpa (LOWTH; 45

ROORDA; Ewald, Prophet'en
2
).

(6.8) After ip'W at the end of v. 6, and again after D^X at the end of v. 8, a hem-

istich may have fallen out. In the latter case DUHM with much plausibility

supplies vrmj^> n^p pxi. But it is also possible that the writer allowed himself

some inconsistency. 5°

(8) ill Vinnty\ In this and other extreme cases (among which Jud. 1,16; Jer. 31,15;

Nah. 3, 17 and Zech. 14, 12 are not to be included) of the enallage numeri in the

same sentence textual error must be presumed (see e.g. iS. 13,6; Hos. 4,8;
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HE ARRANGEMENT here given of the contents of the Book
of Isaiah presupposes the results attained in a special Introduction

fto the Book by the present writer, who thought it desirable that a

-ynthetic presentation of his personal conclusions should be pre- 5
1

ceded by a detailed analysis of the prophecies under consideration.

•k In making his synthesis the writer has had before him as an object,

j
to obtain some at least of the advantages of chronological arrange-

ment, and yet not to interfere unduly with the skilful work of the

ancient editors. Cf. the Notes on the Polychrome Translation of 10

Isaiah (New York, London, and Stuttgart, 1898), p. 209, 11. 27ft
A few words as to the text can hardly be deemed superfluous. The editor's

object has been not only to present a text which may reasonably be called critical,

but to record, in the Critical Notes, the best of those corrections which he has

not seen his way to adopt. The names of those critics who have already (in most 1 5

cases) advocated what seems the best emendation have also been carefully given,

and, it is hardly necessary to add, the Versions have been constantly referred to.

To wait for perfectly critical editions of the latter would be unduly to check the

work of textual criticism. (5 in particular, in spite of its faults as a translation

(of which Dillmann, Jesaia, p. 41, makes the most), is far too precious to be 20

ignored.

Among the grounds of alterations, those which have regard to metre and

rhythm can no longer be neglected, especially in view of the present stage of

cuneiform research {cf Zimmern, ZA, 10, iff.; [n,86ff.; 12,382ft.]; Delitzsch,

Weltschopfungsepos, 1896, pp. 60-68). In this the writer has had as his chief pre- 25
decessors BUDDE and Duhm. That there is such a thing as nrp-verse (the

name is open to some criticism) can no longer be denied, after Budde's pioneering
researches in ZAT, '82, '91, '92; and Duhm's commentary on Isaiah (1892) not

only confirms this but exhibits other not less certain varieties of metre and rhythm
besides a more or less rhythmical prose. The present editor generally coincides 30
with DUHM, but he thinks that that critic sometimes applies metrical rules with

too much strictness. And in justice to BlCKELL, it should be added that in certain

books or sections of books (Isaiah included) one can hardly avoid sometimes

recognizing an approach to syllabic metre, though this may be undesigned.

Throughout Swete's manual edition of the Septuagint has been referred to, 35
and Lagarde's Prophetcz Chaldaice. The editions of the Masoretic text followed
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17,1—28,6 -*«{3«©^ « rryty ^§>es*>-

1

p&m Kts>» i7-«
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-<**3*©-S$- « n "$>»'' ^-®*SH~- 8,i6—9,6
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7,2i—8,i5 -oK3*£g-s* « rvyts^ ^©»s»<>- 7

**** :naDn
)|3tn

n« Dai D^nn nyb"i BWin n« nn>n> 'ia#a nrafcn 7

bDN s nbn mtoy afy? rrm :]«s von "*pa nbw bw htp wnn ova rrm 22.21

ova rrm : * ***** pan anpa vnan bs fetf" Pati naan »a n«on 23

:n\T rvtfbi *pbb6 *pa ^baa pa t\b& n& rrw ntrs nipo ba n\T wrm
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* * ****************
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6 -°H3o»s* « ;vjw ^•©*sf*>- 6,5—7,20

m«ns mrp pnp tynp »np 6
mi33 pan ba N'ba
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9,12—6,3 <**3*©-&* « n^c" ^•©»sf*~- 5
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-**fa^g>^ « rrjw js-©»&b°- 5.ii—9,ii
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4,1— 5> IQ -"*&*&%* n n*w >§©»»*>
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-«fS3«S-§<» « iT^ *t-©»Si*>»- 2,19
—
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HE present edition of the Sacred Books of the O. T. in Hebrew
exhibits the reconstructed text on the basis of which our new
Version in the Polychrome Bible has been prepared by the learned

contributors mentioned on the inside page of the back cover.

Departures from the Received Text are indicated by critical 5

marks: <>
(i. e. V = Versions) designate a reading adopted on the

authority of the Ancient Versions (<
a
», <\ &c. indicate that the re-

spective glosses relegated to the foot of the page are omitted in

the Versions, esp. (5 (cf. Is. 23, 13);
— <>

(2.
e. c = conjecture) are

used for Conjectural Emendations; and "
(/. e. 1 = "^p3). f°r changes involving 10

merely a departure from the Masoretic points, or a different division of the

consonantal text {e.g. rvsttteri', Is. 30,7). A pDB I indicates transposition of the

Masoretic pIDB «yiD ;

— » » are used in cases where the "Hp has been adopted
instead of the STD, and » » for changes introduced by reason of Parallel Passages.

A small note of exclamation
(1

e. g. 9,5) calls attention to readings deliberately i£

preferred on the strength of some Heb. MSS or early printed editions of good

authority. Doubtful Words or Passages are enclosed in notes of interrogation

(»?). Occasionally two critical marks are combined, e.g. **, i. e. Deviations from

the Received Text suggested by the Versions as well as by Parallel Passages;

or <*, i. e. Departures from the Masoretic points, supported by the Versions, &c. 20

[] calls attention to transposed passages, the traditional position of the words

in the Received Text being marked by []
while the transposed words are

enclosed in []. If there are two transpositions close together, braces, ||,
are used

for the sake of clearness, instead of the brackets, to indicate the second trans-

position (e.g. 56, n). To preserve the symmetry of the typographical arrangement 25

of the stanzas the last words of long hemistichs have often been placed in the lines

above or below, with ] before them (e. g. 60,20). The fact that there is no cor-

responding [, and that the
]

is not marked with >
, >, &c. in such cases should

prevent any confusion of this ]
with the

<[]>, <[]> indicating transpositions. In cases

where two or three consecutive words are transposed the traditional sequence is 3°

indicated by J 2 3 &c. respectively prefixed to the individual words (e.g. 61,3)

Transposition of consonants is indicated by figures above the respective letters

(«?.£-. 57,3). Passages corrupted beyond emendation are indicated by .,«.,
while * * * * point to Lacunas in the original. In the English Translation • *

indicate words implied, but not expressed, in the Heb. Cf. Transl. of Isaiah, p. v. 35
The Ancient Versions are referred to in the Notes under the following

abbreviations: itt = Masoretic Text; © = LXX; GT = Targum ; S = Peshita;

Jl = Saadya's Arabic Version; 3 (i. e. St. Jerome) = Vulgate (3
A = Codex Ami-

atinus) ; A = Aquila ;
= Theodotion ; Z = Symmachos. juu. denotes the Samar-

itan recension of the Pentateuch. (5A means Codex Alexandrinus (A), <BCr = 40

Codex rescriptus Cryptoferratensis (I"), ©Du = Fragmenta rescripta Dublinensia

(O), ©Mr = Codex Marchalianus (Q), ©S = Sinaiticus (»), ©V = Vaticanus (B).

In addition to these symbols it might be well to add the explanation of the

following abbreviations: SBOT = The Sacred Books of the Old Testament; —
ICA = CHEYNE's Book of Isaiah Chronologically Arranged (1870);

—
Froph. Is. 45

= his Prophecies of Isaiah (i
st

ed., 1880-81 ; yd
ed., 1(884);

— Intr. Is. or Intr.

= his Introduction to the Book ofIsaiah (1895; German translation by J. Bohmer,
Giessen, 1897);

—
Complut. = the Greek text of Isaiah in the Complutensian

Polyglot (1514-17);
— alt. = as an alternative {cf. p. 121, I. 7); ex hyp. (e. g. p.

128, 1. 37)
= ex hypothese; — v. I. = varia lectio. 5°

The heavy-faced figures in the left margin of the A7
oles (1, 2, 3, &c.) refer

to the chapters, the numbers in
( ) to the verses of the Hebrew text, The mark^

means omit(s) or omitted by.
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LIGHT
BLUE (e. g. 2,1) is used to indicate Passages written (at any rate 55

in the main) as well as inserted by the Redactors of the Book of Isaiah

(without distinction of first or second editors).
— Light red {e.g. 51,1) is used

for Prophetic or Poetic Passages written neither by Isaiah, nor by the Second

Isaiah (see p. 126, 1. 25), nor by the editors. — Dark PURPLE (e. g. 42,1-4) in-

dicates the Poems in which the mrr "Dy (see p. 126, 1. 44) is referred to, while 60

light purple (e.g. 61
, i) is used for certain passages (in cc. 61.62) written in

imitation of those original poems (in dark purple).
— The Original Prophecies

of the Second Isaiah (cc. 40-48) have been printed in dark red. In cc. 36-39,

on the other hand, dark red is used to distinguish the Second Narrative from

the First Narrative, the latter being printed in dark blue. — Dark blue is 65
also used for the Links connecting the Songs on the mrr nay with the prophetic

framework (see p. 127, 1. 14) as well as for the Oracle on Tyre in c. 23, where

some later prophetic writer (of course not the author of the First Narrative,

p. 26, or the inserter of the Songs on the Him nay) seems to have made use of

some slight fragments of Isaiah. It is hardly necessary to add that the author 70
of the Second Narrative (p. 27, 11. 22 ff.) is not identical with the Second Isaiah

(cc. 40-48). Compare the introductory remarks prefixed to the explanatory
Notes on the English Translation of Isaiah in the Polychrome Bible, pp. 129 ff.
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Genesis: C. J. Ball (London).
Exodus: H. E. Ryle (Cambridge).
Leviticus: S. R. Driver and H. A.

White a
(Oxford).

Numbers : J. A. Paterson (Edinburgh).

5 Deuteronomy: G. A. Smith (Glasgow).

Joshua: W. H. Bennett (London).

Judges: Geo. F. Moore (Andover).
Samuel: K. Budde (Strassburg).

Kings: Bernhard Stade (Giessen)
and F. Schwai.lv (Strassburg).

10 Isaiah: T. K. Chevne (Oxford).

Jeremiah: C. H. Cornill (Breslau).

Ezekiel : C. H. Toy (Cambridge, Mass.).

Hosea: Albert Socin P
(Leipzig)

and Karl Marti (Bern).

Joel : Francis Brown (New York).

15 Amos: John Taylor (Winchcombe).
Obadiah : A. Harper (Melbourne).

Jonah : Friedrich Delitzsch (Berlin).

Micah: J. F. McCurdy (Toronto).

Nahum: ALFRED JERKMIAS (Leipzig).

Habakkuk: W. H.Ward (New York). 20

Zephaniah: E. L. Curtis (New Haven).

Haggai: G. A. COOKE (Oxford).
Zechariah: W. R. Harper (Chicago).
Malachi: Claude G. Montefiore

and I. Abrahams (London).
Psalms: J. Wellhausen (Gottingen). 25
Proverbs: AUGUST Muller T and

Emil Kautzsch (Halle.)

Job: C. Siegfried (Jena).

Song of Songs: R. Martineau 5
(Lon-

don) and J. P. Peters (New York,.

Ruth : C. A. Briggs (New York).
Lamentations: Morris Jastroy/, Jr.

(Philadelphia).
z

30
Ecclesiastes : Paul Haupt (Baltimore).

Esther: T. K. Abbott (Dublin).

Daniel : A. Kamphausen (Bonn).

Ezra-Nehemiah: H. Guthe (Leipzig).

Chronicles: R. Kittel (Leipzig). 35
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* Died vii/30'98. * P Died vi/24'99. * 1 Died ix/12'92. * s Died xii/14'98.
e Professor Abraham Kuenen who had agreed to do the Book died xii/10

'

91.
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